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ESSAY I

ON THE TEXT OF GREEK AUTHORS, AND
ESPECIALL OF PLA TO

I. That Greek MSS. are miswritten and misspelt in

various degrees ;—that glosses and marginal interpreta-

tions have crept into the text ;—that particular letters or

combinations of letters, as for example A, , A,

—

, T,

—

6, , 0, C,—are often interchanged;—that contractions

are another source of confusion ;—that forms of words or

usages which were allowed by Thucydides or Plato have

sometimes received a more Attic impress from the hand of

grammarians, or have decayed insensibly into the forms

and usages of the common or Macedonian language ;—that

the writing is more regular and uniform than can be sup-

posed to have proceeded from authors who lived in the

days when grammar was only beginning to be studied ;

—

that the texts of the Classics have passed through changes

sometimes in the uncial sometimes -in the cursive [or

minuscule] stage ;—that the copyists of many MSS. like

modern editors had a love of emendation, which led them

to improve upon the meaning or grammar of their author
;

— that emendation is often needed, and that many emenda-

tions are probably, almost certainly, right ;—these general

facts would hardly be disputed by any one who has

a critical acquaintance with Greek authors.

But such general considerations do not justify the indis-

criminate use of conjectural emendation. We have to

distinguish the kind of mistake before we can determine

whether it can be corrected. That mistakes often happen
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is a safe text ; the inference which is sometimes drawn that

they are liable to happen equally in all authors and in all

MSS., and that all therefore afford equal material for the

conjectural art, is a very erroneous one. The kind of

mistake may also vary from the interchange of and

which is corrected at sight up to a degree of confusion in

which grammar and sense are lost in anarchy. And where

such mistakes are most numerous and complicated they

are generally beyond the reach of human sagacity to

amend. Unless new and better MSS. are discovered, the

corruption must remain a corruption to the end of time.

Nor can the most ingenious conjecture ever attain the

certainty of a reading well supported by MS. authority.

The verifying faculty is only the knowledge and modera-

tion of the critic, who may indeed have acquired the power

of seeing in the dark, or at least of seeing better than

others, but who may also have found in lifelong studies

only the material of his own self-deception. An art or

kind of knowledge which is attractive and at the same time

wanting in certain tests of truth is always liable to fall into

the hands of projectors and inventors. It may be culti-

vated by many generations of scholars without their once

making the discovery that they have been wasting their

lives in a frivolous and unmeaning pursuit. From being

subordinate and necessary it may come to be thought the

crowning accomplishment of the scholar. But after all, to

compare small things with great, ingenious conjectures are

only like the hypotheses of physical science in the days

when there were no experiments, which, while retaining

their attractiveness, diverge further and further from the

truth.

A sanguine temperament and sometimes even a good

memory flush the mind and interfere with the exercise of

the judgement. A little knowledge will furnish objections

to an old reading or arguments in support of a new one.

The inventor has a natural fondness for his own inven-
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tions and is ready to offer his reputation as a guarantee of

their truth. He has got into a region in which the common
sense of the many is unable to control him, and in which no

one can demonstrate that he is only a visionary. And as

learning or imitative talent or even genius for scholarship

are often unaccompanied by philosophical power, which is

the natural corrective of a lively fancy, the sanction of great

names has not been wanting to great mistakes There have

been Atticists in modern as well as in ancient times, who

have regarded grammar as a science of rules without excep-

tions, and who have assumed a greater clearness and

accuracy than ever existed in the text of ancient authors.

Metrical canons which are not universally true have been

applied with the rigour and severity of a law of nature.

It has been forgotten that there was a transitional age of

language in which syntax and prosody had not yet become

separate studies, and that in every age the subtlety of lan-

guage far exceeds the minuteness of grammatical rules.

Writers like Sophocles or Thucydides or Plato have been

even divested of the peculiarities of their own style, in

order to satisfy some more general notion of sense and

Greek. Not the value of the correction but the name and

reputation of the critic have been regarded. The authority

of Bentley, Porson, and Hermann has obtruded on the text

of the Classics many unfounded emendations which have

been allowed to remain, as a homage to their reputation.

A just estimate of the value of emendations requires

a consideration, (i) of the limits of the human faculties in

this sort of divination. No definite measure can be given

of them ; they must depend on the nature of the materials

;

but often the real limits are in inverse proportion to the

ingenuity and facility of scholars in making emendations :

(2) there must be a consideration of the nature of MSS.

In textual as in historical criticism the invention or imagina-

tion which has no foundation of facts can only build castles

in the air. The emendations which lie on the surface have
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been generally made by previous editors, while the deeper

corruptions are hardly ever remediable. And in proportion

to the character of the MS. the necessity or possibility of

emendation will greatly vary. No generalities about the

frequency of mistakes, or the possibility of glosses, or the

probability in favour of the more difficult reading can be

set against the readings of MSS., which may be erroneous

but cannot be corrected out of nothing. (3) There must be

a consideration of authors as well as of MSS. The range

of language in some is too wide or irregular or uncertain

to admit even of a fair probability in the emendation of

them. The Doric or Aeolic dialect is not so well known

to us as the Attic ; and again, conjectures in prose and

verse stand on a different footing. Nor will any one

say that he is as certain of the use of language in Pindar

and Theocritus as in Sophocles and Euripides, or of the

metre in a line of a chorus as of an Iambic or Trochaic

verse, or that a fragment is equally within the range of

emendation with a passage that has a context. Yet the

method of conjecture which was practised by the first

editors seems to have continued as a habit of mind among

scholars, who do not always remember that the field for

new conjectures is ever narrowing, and that the ' woods and

pastures new ' of fragments, to which they return, are the

least likely to afford passages which can be corrected with

certainty. Nothing can be more improbable than some

of the conjectures of Madvig on Thucydides, when he

discards a word because it is not found in later Greek and

introduces a new word found in later Greek, but not in

Thucydides.

Some idea of the limits of human ingenuity in restoring

a text or an inscription, may be formed in this way : let

a person try the experiment of emending the text of an

English passage previously unknown to him miswritten for

the purpose. (You may vary the conditions of prose or

metre, or give a fragment without the context, or select
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from an author whose style is only known in short writings

;

or take some writing such as an epitaph which has regular

h'nes and set forms of speech ; the words too may be

wrongly divided or written without stops and without

accents or breathings as in the Uncial Greek MSS,) One

person is quicker at guessing the riddle than another, but

in any case the critic will soon be at fault, for the simple

reason that he has no materials for conjecture. No divina-

tion or second sight or knowledge of style can supply one-

half of a page from the other half, nor restore with certainty

a single word or even letter unless absolutely required by

the context, that is to say if any other word or letter would

equally fit or make sense. The general meaning may in

any of these cases be clear or probable ; e.g. in the case

of a torn letter, or of the Inscription of which Niebuhr

attempts a restoration about the burning of the tribunes
;

but the precise words are really irrecoverable wherever

more than one word or letter or combination of words and

letters may amend the miswriting or bridge or fill up the

vacant space. The problem is not of the nature of the

discovery of a cipher, the secret of which is really contained

in certain letters or symbols which have been artificially

transposed, or of the interpretation of a hieroglyphic, the

signs of which are known, although the mode of reading

them or the language in which they were written has been

lost. The case of an Inscription again is widely different

from a MS., because an Inscription is formal and regular

and may be compared with other Inscriptions which are

sometimes verbatim or literatim the same. Hence a single

letter in a particular place may sometimes restore a whole

line, but why ? because the letter is found in that place

in a line which is preserved elsewhere. Nor, again,

is the restoration of the text of an author analogous

to the restoration of a ruined building or statue, the

form or structure of which is simple and uniform, and

the lost features of which may be restored from a very few
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indications assisted by the analogy of buildings or statues

of the times. Such illustrations are misleading because

they are not in pari materia^ and when applied to the

restoration of words they tend to obscure the real difficulty

which is the variety and flexibility of language. To take

an example : between two points in a line of Shakespeare

there is a lacuna or erasure or corruption of five letters

which admits of being filled up in twenty or thirty different

ways ; who can decide between them ? A truly Shake-

spearian word may be found by one of our critics whom we

may suppose to be playing at the game of emendation ; in

referring to the text the expression actually used may turn

out to be less Shakespearian, or more common^ or the

reverse
;
possibly a word not elsewhere occurring in any

extant play. Two very popular and familiar emendations

of Shakespeare will illustrate the point which I am dis-

cussing :

(t) Henry V, act ii, scene 3

—

' His nose was as sharp as a pen

On a fnhle of green fields'' (Ff. ; om. in Qq.) ;

' And a' babbled of green fields ' (Cj. Theobald)

:

or altering the other word,

' On a table of green frieze.'' (Collier MS.)

A third expedient, adopted by Pope, is to omit the whole

phrase ' And . . . fields,' with the Qq. Several other con-

jectures by scholars of repute, including Malone, have found

acceptance in their time.

(2) Macbeth, act v, scene 3

—

' My ivay of life

Is fall'n into the sere and yellow leaf.'

' My May of life.' (^Cj. Johnson.)

The change is slight and gives an attractive reading while

avoiding an apparent incongruity. But similar incon-

gruities arising from the condensation or crowding together

of imagery abound in the Shakespearian text and are not

alwa}'s so easily got rid of:

—

eg. 'to take arms against

a sea of troubles.'
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The critic can only succeed when a particular word is

absolutely demanded by the context, or where the error is

reducible to some rule. He will more easily restore the

terminations of words than their roots ; mere misspellings

in which the sound remains are found to occasion no

difficulty to the practised eye. And much further we

cannot go. The instance just given shows how in a very

characteristic and remarkable passage it is impossible abso-

lutely to decide about a single letter. Conjectural emen-

dation is a kind of prophecy, and though there is a vast

difference between the powers of one man and another

while they remain within the legitimate field of knowledge,

there is not much difference when they take to foretelling

future events.

The argument from English to Greek and Latin scholar-

ship is not really unfair, provided the difference be remem-

bered between a language which has and which has not

inflexions ; the unfairness, however, is really in favour of

English conjectural emendation. The practice of emend-

ing classical authors has come down from the revival of

literature, and is fostered, at any rate in Englishmen, by

the habit of Greek and Latin composition in early life.

But every Englishman who applies his mind to the subject

is a better judge of English than of Greek verse, for he is

better acquainted with his native language than with a dead

one. Even Bentley knew more of English than of Greek,

and there is no paradox in saying that he was better

qualified to edit Milton than to edit Homer—that is to say,

not comparatively with others, but absolutely in reference

to his own knowledge. In an evil hour he applied to an

English poet the method or manner which he had acquired

in editing the classics ; and the result tends to detect his

method and to raise a suspicion of his authority as an

editor of the Greek and Latin classics. He finds a great

deal of error in Milton ; this he supposes to be due to the

circumstance that Milton in his blindness dictated to his
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daughters ; a sort of general consideration introduced into

the subject similar to the hypothesis of transposed leaves

in Lucretius or Catullus. Bentley's Milton cannot be

separated from Bentley's Horace ; the multitude ofemenda-

tions in the one tends to shake our faith in the multitude

of emendations in the other. The many will hardly trust,

in what they are unable to understand, a judgement which

is so wild and fanciful in what is within their own range.

The lesson is instructive, as showing what is indeed

sufficiently apparent otherwise, that great powers may

often coexist with extravagance and want of common

sense.

The English parallel may throw a further light on the

problem which has been started. The text of Shakespeare

presents many points of similarity with the text of an

ancient author. The richness and obscurity of the lan-

guage, the complexity of the meaning, the variety of

readings, and the uncertainty which hangs over their

origin, give rise to doubts like those which have tried

the text of the classics. A harvest of emendations has

sprung up ; Shakespeare has been treated in the same

bold style by Warburton as Milton by Bentley. But the

ingenuity of critics has not supplied a generally received

version ; only in a very few instances have conjectures

found their way into the text.

Two other general facts may be adduced which are of

weight in estimating the value of emendation in classical

authors, i. First the absence oi emendations in the New
Testament ; there are ' old correctors ' of the Gospels and

lipistles, but they are not scholars of the present or last

century ; at least the important variations which occur

in them are of an earlier date and spring from other

causes ; and the few emendations which have been sug-

gested by scholars have not found their way into the text.

Lachmann. when he made the attempt in the preface to the

second volume of his New Testament, met with \'ery little
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success. [Of Cobet perhaps the same might have been

said.] Nor does Bentley himself indulge in his bold ' meo

periculo ' style of criticism within the sacred precinct ; it

is from manuscript not from conjecture that he proposes to

restore the text of the New Testament. Yet there are

certainly a few passages in the New Testament which have

as much apparent difficulty as the corruptions of classical

authors. (It is true that in some respects the text of the

New Testament is unlike that of other Greek writers,

especially in the number of MSS. and versions.) The

quotations in other writers are also numerous, but these

create the new difficulty of an embarras de richesses. The

circumstance that critical emendation has not been held

a safe or certain path in the most important of all Greek

writings is a proof that there is danger and uncertainty in

the application of such a method to the text of Greek

authors generally.

2. The tendency of criticism has of late years been

adverse and not favourable to the use of conjecture.

Manuscripts have been collated afresh and more precisely

valued, and the result has rarely confirmed the previous

conjectures of critics. There is no consensus of great

critics in important emendations ; those of Meineke and

Ahrens are decried by Cobet ; Porson has not generally

been followed by Hermann in his corrections of the text

The ideas which inspired the last-named critic (Hermann)

in his edition of Aeschylus are already out of date and

certainly tend to undermine the authority of the great

editor in Sophocles and Aristophanes. Madvig, the most

prolific inventor of new emendations, who has laid down

many sound principles which he fails to observe in practice,

remarks that Bentley constantly violated the rules of his

art, and that Hermann never had any ; he also justly

censures Dindorf in Ed. V of the Poetae Scenici for pretend-

ing to em'end passages without regard to the MSS. Most

persons will find that the need of conjecture diminishes as

VOL. II. b
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their familiarity with an author increases ; the pecuharities

of his style become more apparent to them ; they receive

on the authority of MSS. expressions which their first

thoughts would have set down as destitute of grammar

and meaning; and the judgement and industry of Bekker

have probably done more for the text of Greek writers

than was effected by the vast powers of Bentley.

3. Lastly, some instruction may be gathered from ob-

serving the most palpable forms of delusion which prevail

among conjectural critics. Their judgement is not equal to

their invention ; they are often deceived by parallel passages

:

any special knowledge which they possess of Greek dialects

or metres or lexicographers tends unduly to form their

opinion. They are apt to introduce a point which is not

wanted, or to create a false emphasis, or to impair the due

subordination of the word to the sentence or figure of

speech. They are hasty in assuming that an author could

not have used this or that expression or formation ; and

they think a regular and perfect phrase or figure or

parallel better than an irregular one. They sometimes

insist on uniformity of construction where uniformity is

not required, or they miss the slight and subtle change from

the ' oratio recta ' to the ' oratio obliqua,' or conversely.

A random statement of a lexicographer or grammarian or

other ancient author is sometimes affirmed against the

clearest evidence of the manuscript. Their perception of

the context is often overpowered by their sense of some

anomaly or obscurity. They do not always study an

author from himself; the subtleties of which Plato and

Sophocles are capable in the use of language or grammar

are not made a separate matter of investigation. The

transitional periods of grammar and language are con-

founded by them with those in which the uses of language

arc fixed. They do not fairly renounce impossible pro-

blems, but seem rather to find a stimulus to their irtiagination

in hopeless corruptions of the text. They sometimes restore
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an author from himself and argue from the use of a word

in one passage to the use of the same word or phrase in

another. Their own self-confidence in the most slippery

of all arts is a reason why they should suspect themselves,

and may well raise a suspicion in the mind of others
;

* meo periculo,' 'away with all this,' 'apage putidissimam

interpolationem ;

' the disdain of objectors ; the repeated

promise to free a beautiful passage from deformities ; the

improvements and re-writings of the text ; the ' nihil tarn

metuens quam ne de se diffidere videretur,' are not indeed

inconsistent with a real knowledge and study of Greek,

but they are doubtful proofs of the judgement or trust-

worthiness of the critic. The tendency appears to grow

upon them with years ; their last performances are often

a caricature of their earlier ones. They speak of an

intuition which is peculiar to themselves ; which a person

who is not similarly gifted might be more ready to

acknowledge, if the intuition of one critic were not some-

times at variance with the intuition of another ; the older

editors, as for example Casaubon in Polybius, frequently

introduce emendations without distinguishing them from

the text of the MS., and many late emendations, as of

Hermann in Sophocles, are fast becoming established in

the printed books without brackets or other signs of un-

certainty. Nor does there seem any reason why the self-

confidence of a discoverer should be accepted as a warrant

of the truth of a discovery in restoring the text of the

classics any more than in science or life.

II. The general purport of what I have been saying is

that the more we reflect upon the nature of conjectural

emendation of the classics—the more we put it to the

test, or try it by the analogy of English—the more we

think of the follies into which great scholars have been

betrayed by the love of it—the narrower are the limits

which we are disposed to assign to it. The nature of the

b 2
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manuscripts has now to be considered. At first sight the

accurate preservation or transmission of the words or ideas

of ancient writers during a period of 2000 years might be

deemed impossible. Yet experience supplies many facts

which make this credible. The text of the Vedas is

known to have remained unaltered since the fourth century

before Christ. Unlike the Greek Scholiasts, the Vedic

commentaries of more than 2000 years ago have exactly

the same readings which are found in Vedic MSS. at

the present day. This is the more remarkable when the

observation is also made that, owing to the material on

which they are written, they must have been frequently

copied : no Sanscrit MSS. have the antiquity of Greek

ones : and more remarkable still when it is considered that

the commentary is purely fanciful and stands in no relation

to the original text. And there are many Greek MSS.,

such as the Paris A of the Republic of Plato, which are

reniarkably good and gain in authority in proportion as

they are better known. There is no probability therefore

of accuracy or inaccuracy in a Greek MS. prior to an

examination of the contents. No general assumption that

copyists were ignorant or that ' mistakes often happen '

should be allowed antecedently to influence the mind.

Thus the question which we started returns from very

general considerations to very minute ones. The greater

part of the science of textual criticism is contained in

the valuation of MSS. That corruptions, confusion,

glosses, interchanges of letters, emendations of gram-

marians and copyists are to be found in Greek MSS.
will be readily allowed

; the point at issue is whether

a particular interchange of letters or the insertion of a

gloss or any other special corruption is incidental to the

writing of a certain scribe or of the copy which he used.

An editor may feel disposed to substitute OCIOC for

0€IOC ; he has to ask himself the question whether this

particular form of corruption occurs elsewhere in the MS.
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Or he may feel a conviction that certain awkwardly

introduced words are a gloss ; again, he will have reason

to doubt the correctness of his conviction should no

similar example of a gloss occur elsewhere in the same

MS. Once more, he may feel disposed to adopt the

better or easier reading—say of a late manuscript : his

hand will be held if he finds that the manuscript which is

his authority offers in many other places better and easier

readings where other good MSS. are perplexed or obscure.

For then the intelligibility of the copy is possibly due

to the corrector and not to the original text. The student

or editor has to consider not all the possible errors which

may be, thought likely to occur in Greek MSS.^, but

those which he discovers in the manuscript which he is

perusing. There is no error of which some copyists are

not capable in times and places when Greek was becoming

barbarized ; but the m.ass of Greek MSS. were written

by moderately learned persons who were copying their

own language. And the MSS. of the greater writers,

with the exception of some passages of Aeschylus and

Euripides, are as a fact extremely free from error, and

would be thought still more so, if their correctness were

measured by the style of the writer and not by an

imaginary grammatical standard.

Some application of the doctrine of chances may serve

as an illustration of the probabilities of error in MSS.

(i) There is obviously a probability that the copyist will

fail in difficult passages; the mind and eye require great

discipline before they can write exactly words or forms

of words which are unintelligible or unknown or im-

perfectly known to them. (2) But there is no greater

probability that the copyist will err in the violation of

a canon of grammar or of prosody, unless indeed in cases

where the usage or grammar or metre has changed in

later literature, than in any other way. (3) Thus, let us

suppose the case of a manuscript which contains in all
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a hundred errors or miswritings ; and further that no less

than twenty of these are found to consist in omissions of

aV, or uses of av with the present indicative, or of Tvy\Q.viu

as a verb of existence, or of ov with the present or

ist Aor. Act., or of unions of dissimilar tenses, or of words

of doubtful analogy, or of any other violations of supposed

laws of grammar—the question arises whether the pro-

portion of grammatical errors which has been described

is not greater than can be accounted for on any rational

principle. Why should as many as y'^V of all the mistakes

which occur be found to affect the rules of grammarians?

Why, for example, should the copyists have been guilty of

forty errors which are violations of the celebrated law of the

Cretic in Tragic Iambic Verse? When it is remembered

that the refusal to admit a spondee which is broken into

two words in the fifth place is a sort of last refinement in

the structure of the verse, the probability appears to be

that such a law would be occasionally broken, rather than

uniformly observed.

There is a further consideration which seems to

strengthen this view of the subject. There are gram-

matical anomalies which are not found to exist equally in

earlier and later Greek writers. The usages of Demosthenes

are more regular than those of Thucydides or Plato. But

this cannot be attributed to the greater care or skill of

the iranscribers ; there is no reason why the words of

Demosthenes should have been preserved to us with more

accuracy than those of Plato. The only reason is that

the MSS. exhibit a real difference of usage in earlier and

later writers. Whether in historical or textual criticism,

in the New Testament or in classical authors, those inti-

mations which are opposed to the prevailing use or feeling

of an age witness to their own truth. Many reasons may

be given why the copyist should have altered the forms or

usages of Thucydides into those of his own age; but there

is no reason why he should have returned to older forms
;
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why for example he should have used d with the sub-

junctive or omitted av with the optative, except that such

apparent anomalies existed in the original copies. That

the traces of such anomalies in Plato or Thucydides or in

the Greek tragedians are already becoming faint is a fact

which agrees with the contemporary rise and progress

of grammatical studies. The golden age of Attic tragedy

was never completely purged of the remains of Epic

irregularity; that the anomalous uses which are found in

the MSS. retain this character is in some degree a proof

of their genuineness.

Another consideration distinct from the mere correctness

of a manuscript is antiquity. The superiority of the older

MS. is traceable to the circumstance that the copy is not

only nearer to the original but also to the Uncial MS.

A manuscript like Paris A, which is supposed to have been

written in the ninth century, or the Bodleian which bears

the date A.D. 896, retains many Uncial forms, and has

probably been transcribed from an Uncial MS. And the

observation may be worth making that another interval

of equal length would nearly reach back to the autograph

of Plato. Many chances of error are thus excluded. The

size of the character and the comparative absence of con-

tractions prevents the letters from being minced into an

illegible scrawl. On the other hand the indications which

are afforded of the divisions of words by breathings and

accents or of sentences by stops are generally wanting in

the Uncial MSS. Nor in such matters can MSS. be held

to be of any authority. It is unfortunate also that in

minute questions of orthography an appeal has ever been

made to them. For such questions (i) are of little import-

ance ; the correct writing of^ or of adds

nothing to our appreciation of Greek authors and scarcely

anything to philology; (2) they can seldom be determined

precisely ; the MSS. are constantly at variance with

one another and with the precepts of the grammarians
;
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(3) uniformity and etymology are better principles of spelling

than are supplied either by the MSS. or by the Atticist

grammarians
; (4) there is no reason to suppose that the

classical authors of an earlier period could have known or

conformed to exact rules of orthography. Such inquiries

have certainly been carried far enough and need no longer

be suffered to detain us from more important subjects.

They would be thought ridiculous if applied to the printed

text of English authors of two or three centuries ago.

Besides the estimate of a particular manuscript as distinct

from manuscripts in general, there remains a further esti-

mate to be formed of the value of manuscript authority in

a particular passage or word. There are peculiar causes

which may lead to error in certain places ; an entangle-

ment in the meaning of a passage will often confuse the

copyist's head or hand ; he will be apt either to miswrite or

amend the words at which he stumbles ; and as common
words are often substituted for uncommon ones, common

forms will also take the place of uncommon or curious

ones. Similar letters at the end of one word and the

beginning of another ; repetitions of syllables ; similar

beginnings in two successive sentences, are also a frequent

cause of error or omission ; the omission of a word is far

more usual than the insertion of one. The omission of

a word may often lead to the insertion of the same word in

another order or in a clause which has a common govern-

ment. Again, words written at the side sometimes find

their way into the text, or two passages which are really

similar are absolutely identified. (Of this many examples

occur in the Gospels.) Among various readings that one

is preferable of which the origin may be explained on some

one of these principles or which seems to be the centre or

kernel of the rest. Above all the similarities of certain

Greek letters both in the Uncial and the Cursive hand

render particular words much more liable than others to

be misspelt ; which first misspelling by rendering the
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passage unintelligible naturally introduces some further

error. Two such lists, one of Uncial, the other of Cursive

letters, should be present to the student's eye ; the Uncial

letters AAA; ; €00; ; , ,;,; ,,;
, ; , IT, , ; ;—the Cursive letters which offer

a second chance of error being , ,, (); ', , €v
;

€.

The use of Cursive [minuscule] letters together with

Uncial letters is a stage of writing which must also be

considered. A further source of error is the habit of con-

tracting certain words both in Uncial and Cursive writing

, nF,, 2, ^,, (Oeos,, -,,, /, ), and the abbreviation of

terminations.

The famous rule ' potior lectio difficilior,' seems to

require some limitation. For there is plainly a degree of

difficulty or obscurity which may render the acceptance of

a reading improbable ; nonsense which is just construable

is not to be regarded as preferable to sense when offered

by a MS. Some correction or alteration must be made in

the rule, (i) First of all, not the more difficult reading is

to be preferred, but the more remote one or the one least

likely to have been invented. (2) But the question which

is the more difficult reading can never be confined to this

one point ; repetitions of letters or syllables may tend to

substitute the more remote or difficult reading for the

simpler one. (3) The rule presupposes a certain degree

of knowledge and intelligence in the copyist who makes

the substitution, which does not always exist. (4) The

meaning and agreement with the context or style of the

author cannot be left out of sight in the comparative

estimate of MSS. ; nor lastly the character of the MS.

which in some cases may be discovered to be valueless

by the uniform adoption or insertion of easier readings.

(5) A large allowance must be made for accident ;
the

greater number of mistakes do not arise from the principle

of the adoption of the easier reading but on no principle
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at all. This famous rule seems to be chiefly suf^gestive

and certainly cannot be allowed to supersede in particular

passages the estimate of the value of MSS. taken as

a whole. The canon of the more difficult reading really

points to one element among many in the consideration of

the text. It is not enough to say, ' this is the more difficult

reading and therefore the true one.' But ' this is the more

difficult reading, which at the same time makes good

sense and is in harmony with the general style.'

Lastly—(a) the Scholia, [) quotations in other Greek

authors, especially lexicographers and grammarians, (y)

Latin versions, may be reckoned among the occasional

subsidia.

(a) The Scholia may be regarded as a witness to the

genuineness of the text of Greek authors ; also as a living

link with the past ; moreover in a few passages they have

preserved a reading which is lost in the MSS. ;
their lan-

guage has also been tortured into the support of conjectural

emendations, and the occurrence of a word in the explana-

tion of the Scholiast has been an argument for the intro-

duction of it into the text. It need scarcely be remarked

that they are of every degree of antiquity and value and

embrace observations of the most widely different kinds,

learned and puerile, ethical and grammatical, according to

the temper of the author. The value of each Scholiast,

like that of each MS., must of course be judged alone,

remembering, as is obvious in the Scholiasts on Homer,

that he may often repeat or preserve the opinions of older

or wiser writers than himself. Many of them, like the

Scholiasts on Thucydides or on Aristotle, while deficient

in grammatical knowledge and falling according to our

standard into remarkable grammatical blunders, have

a curious dialectical insight into the meaning of passages

;

they are not unfrequently chargeable with the objection

' Too much logic,' or illogical logic. That with all Greek

literature lying open before them, themselves the students
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of an art which, commencing with the Sophists and Alex-

andrian grammarians, lived and flourished for above 1500

years, they should have added so little to our knowledge

either of the classics or of language generally, is a valuable

warning of the tendency of such studies when pursued in

a false and narrow spirit by those '
uhivai €. labour which is wholly dispro-

portioned to the result is apt to infect the judgement and

to pervert the wider comparison of the other branches of

knowledge which is the safeguard against the errors of

exclusive study. A man will hardly be persuaded to form

a humble or uncertain estimate of the labour of many years

of his life. Nor can any mere servile and unreflectinsf toil

add much even to the stores of learning. No man who is

a mere scholar can ever be a great scholar, because scholar-

ship is not separable from other branches of knowledge,

e.g. from history and philosophy. The school which is

represented by Niebuhr and K. O. Miiller in Germany

were quite right in regarding antiquity as a whole ; their

error lay not there, but in the introduction of theories and

conjectures in the place of facts and in not considering

the nature of evidence.

() Quotations in old Greek writers can only be used

with great hesitation as a means of correcting the text of

an author. The pre-Alexandrian readings of Homer can-

not with any certainty be restored from Plato or Aristotle.

Quotations, in the strict sense of the term, are frequently

altered to suit the context or structure of the sentence
;

moreover they often lose or change a word owing to a lapse

of memory in the author who cites them. The citations

of lexicographers, again, unless strongly supported by

internal reasons, are rarely to be set against the evidence

of the MSS. And although in the days of Suidas the

familiar knowledge of Greek Hterature was beginning to be

narrowed within the range of authors which have been pre-

served to us (any one who will be at the pains of counting
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will find that the proportion of passages in Suidas which

are from extant works or parts of works far exceeds the

proportion which these works bear to the mass of Greek

literature), yet the materials which were used by them were

very large and the difficulty of accuracy proportionably

increased. Nor can the testimony of grammarians about

the uses of forms or words in particular authors be safely

trusted when opposed to the evidence of the MSS., because

(i) they have probably attempted to impress an Attic

character on earlier writers ; or (2) they may have drawn

their precepts from copies in which the original forms had

been altered.

III. One more general head remains to be considered
;

this is the different character of different authors or writings,

under which the principal points for consideration seem to

be the following :—First, the different ages of authors and

our knowledge of contemporary literature. No one, for

example, would attempt to restore the poems of Homer to

the earliest or original form or indeed to any other but that

of the Alexandrian period. Though there may be reason

to think that the change which they have undergone is not

great, there are no materials worth speaking of which

would enable us to fix the text of the Iliad and Odyssey

which was present to the eyes of Herodotus or of Plato.

No critical ingenuity can penetrate the grammatical cover-

ing which the Alexandrian critics have interposed around

them or distinguish the original from the restored forms of

words. Again, of Attic literature alone there were at least

three periods
; firsts the antegrammatical or transitional,

which includes Aeschylus and Sophocles, and in Attic prose

may be admitted to descend as low as Plato. Secondly, the

age of orators, in which the language attained the perfection

of grammatical and rhetorical accuracy. Thirdly, the age

of the Atticizers, who have an affectation of purism, and

mix up with the imitation of an earlier age the uses and
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forms of their own. The text of each of these classes of

authors has some pecuHar features. The grammar in the

first period is less reducible to rule and the use of words

more audacious and inventive than in that of the second
;

there is more uncertainty in limiting the freedom of lan-

guage ; the forms and constructions of the old Epic poetry

are not altogether banished from the tragedians ; in Thu-

cydides, again, is felt the oppression of an age which is

beginning to philosophize and sometimes loses hold of

grammar in the attempt to arrange multifarious relations

of thought. The Tragic dialect is tinged by Homericism,

and the influence of Attic verse has not yet completely

harmonized the language of prose. These causes interfere

with the attainment of that perfect type of Attic regularity

which the grammarians of later ages found or made and

sought to impose upon earlier ones. And the greater the

liberty the greater also the difficulty not only of fixing the

limit of usage but of restoring by conjecture what has

become corrupted. The second may be regarded as the

normal period of Greek grammar. (2) These differences

of ages or periods of literature run into other differences of

individual style or character. One measure of language

must be applied to Aeschylus or Pindar ; another to

Sophocles ; a third to Euripides— one to Thucydides,

another to Xenophon ; one to narrative writings, another

to speeches or philosophical reflections. It is not by

a general knowledge of Greek, for example, that an idea

can be formed of how a particular author would have

written in certain passages, as far as such an idea can be

formed at all, but from the attentive study of the usages

of individual authors. The abruptness of Aeschylus, the

fanciful and tortuous associations and order of words in

Pindar, the novelties, subtleties, experiments, refinements

of Sophocles, the freedom in the use of cases and the sub-

stitution of a logical for a grammatical connexion which

characterizes the language of the two first extant tragedians
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as well as of Thucydides, could not have been anticipated

from any general knowledge of the principles of Greek

grammar. Each writer is characteristic in some degree in

his grammar as well as in his style. The uses of grammar

like the meaning of words are (i) chronological in some

degree and require to be considered in chronological order

;

(2) they are individual and vary (though in a less degree)

with the character and subject matter of an author. And
these considerations tend to impose a check on those who

are ready to maintain with authority what an author may

or may not have written.

PecuHarities of dialect and metre remain to be briefly

considered. As to the first (i) we obviously possess no

means of determining the forms or uses of the Doric and

Aeolic with the precision of the Attic ; the remains of their

literature are small and the notices of the grammarians

comparatively unfrequent. (2) It is difficult to decide the

limits of that common Doric dialect which the Tragic

writers retained in their choruses, and which in a still more

Doricized form is the language of Pindar. (3) The dialects

themselves were never subjected to the influence of gram-

marians ; nor equally with the Attic to the influence of

writing. (4) The Tragic dialect, again, always retained

some degree of metrical licence and also of Epic usage,

which are seen in the double forms

—

<$^^: 9,
€€9, &c., and in the occasional omission of the augment.

(5) General distinctions between the earlier and later Attic

forms cannot be always determined with certainty on the

debateable ground of Plato and Aristophanes. But the

general rule may be laid down that, e.g.^ and

not d-naXKayeis would be commonly found in writers before

400 13. c. (6) That any distinction has been preserved is

a testimony to the incorruptness of the MSS., which indeed

contrasts with the changes in English books: no reprint of an

English book of three centuries since, if not a professed fac-

simile, would retain the antiquated spelling of the original.
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The other question of the extent of metrical licence has

also an important bearing on the doctrine of emendation.

Metre is a help to the emender's art, and whatever may be

the uncertainty of emendations in metre it is less than of

emendations in prose. For one datum which the metre

gives is wanting in prose. Still the metre also introduces

a new element of difficulty. For supposing the laws of the

metre to be known the language must conform to those

laws
; and what are the laws of metre must be gathered

partly from the writings of metricians and grammarians,

partly from an induction of the facts. This subject may
be divided for the sake of convenience into two heads :

(i) the more exact metres of the dialogue, (2) the laxer

metres of the choruses. It is remarkable that great pre-

cision has been attained in the conventional quantity of

words and that in either kind of metre there is rarely

a suspicion of difference or error.

I. The metres of the dialogue have general and inviolate

rules about the admissibility of feet ; they have also

precepts which relate to the divisions and composition of

feet. Whether these latter are of the same inviolable

nature as the former is doubtful ; they seem to be not so

much metrical canons as unconscious refinements of the

ear. The fact that some of them^ as for example the rule

that trisyllabic feet shall be included in single words, do

not apply equally to all the tragedians, tends to show that

they are not matters of rule but of ear. In the latter case

they would be general rather than universal, and the lines

which do not conform to them would not therefore be

held to be corrupt. The probability of such rules being

universal evidently depends partly on the nature of the

rule, chiefly on the number of exceptions. The law of the

Cretic, which has been already mentioned, may be cited as

an example of a rule with several exceptions, while the

rarity of the Anapaest in the third place of the Tragic

Iambic would probably justify the inference that the
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exception is only a corruption of the text. Again, is it

not probable that some syllables may have had common

or different quantities which have generally been held to

be of a fixed or uniform one ; if words such as /?,
and ]\)1 are admitted to have had two quantities, may not

veapos also have been common or uncertain ? Such an

inference seems a fair one where the exceptional quantity

is strongly supported by the MSS. even in a single

passage. It agrees generally with the fact that in the

termination -lvo^ there are two quantities ; w^e say^^^,
but also and^.

2. The choruses of the Greek plays have a rhythmical

rather than a metrical character ; that is to say, the

metre is hardly enough defined to be distinguishable from

rhythm. Many of the metres used in them admit of such

numerous exchanges of feet, and the transitions from one

rhythm to another are so frequent, that there would

generally be great uncertainty as to the corruption of

a line in which the metre alone appeared to be at fault.

There is more guidance however afforded by the corre-

spondence of strophe and antistrophe. Still doubts will

remain
;
(a) are the quantities of words absolutely certain ?

(I?) has the beat of the verse no effect on them ? (c) is no

Homeric licence ever admitted ? {d) are the corresponding

feet exactly known ? Such doubts are only suggested

here ; the tendency of them is to abate our confidence in

the discovery of corruptions in the choruses of which the

metre is taken as the proof.

In conclusion, let me observe that though I have en-

deavoured to show how small the power of divination is,

and though I deeply lament that the lives of so many
ingenious men should be thrown away in such a fruitless

task, and though I think that the supposed corruptions of

the text have been greatly exaggerated through this

very 'cacoethes' or 'lues emendandi,' yet I am far

from maintaining that the Greek classics are in general
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free from corruption or that there can never be any

place for conjectural criticism. But a passage must be

proved corrupt first before it is made the subject of the

emender's art : and the emendation must be the least

possible (for no other has any chance of being true) ; it

must follow the letters of the MSS., it must accord with the

style and language of the author.

IV. The principles or suggestions offered for consideration

in the preceding pages may now be illustrated from Plato.

The text of the Republic will be conveniently treated

under three heads, (i) the MSS. and recensions of the

text, (2) the anomalies of language which affect the text,

(3) the more remarkable conjectures, an examination of

which will tend to illustrate the general principles which

have been followed in this edition.

Of all the MSS. of Plato first and without a second is

the Codex Parisiensis A. It contains the Cleitophon,

Republic, Timaeus, Critias, Minos, Laws, Epinomis,

Definitions, Epistles, the Dialogues ' De Justo' and ' De

Virtute,'Demodocus, Sisyphus, Halcyon, Eryxias, Axiochus.

It is written on parchment in double columns, the scholia

being in small capitals, and has the annotation written at

the end,

Upa-nok^ius ^. ' This book was corrected

by Constantine, metropolitan of Hierapolis, who was the

purchaser of the book.' About the precise antiquity of

the MS. there is some uncertainty ; Bekker who is the

highest authority on such subjects places the date as early

as the ninth century on the ground that the writing is

more ancient than that of the Bodleian or Clarkian MS.

which has the date 896 written at the end. (In the latter

which contains nearly every other dialogue the Republic

and the Laws are wanting.) The Codex A is certainly

one of the noblest of extant MSS. And considering the

fate of other Greek authors we may congratulate ourselves

VOL. II. c
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on having the whole writings of Plato preserved in two

MSS. of the ninth century.

The authority of Paris A may be justly said to balance

that of all other MSS. put together. The successive

editors of Plato—Stallbaum, Schneider, Baiter, Hermann,

seem to estimate more and more highly the value of this

MS. The last-named scholar has made a closer approxi-

mation to its text than was ever exhibited before. Nor is

this high estimate exaggerated, as may indeed be shown

by a simple test. Any one who will take the very slight

trouble of comparing the recension of the First Book at

the beginning of the Zurich edition with the text will find

that after making allowance for differences of orthography

the real substantial errors are exceedingly few, being in

all not more than two or three. There is considerable

variation in minute points, as for example (i) the first

person of the pluperfect tense which has been Atticized in

the first hand of the MS. (^, €€7 A^,^, iire-

TTovOeLv A~)
; (2) also in the forms of some substantives, e.g.

€, : (3) in the use of the t subscript which is

most frequently adscribed
; (4) most of all in the omission

or addition of the aspirate, causing a frequent confusion of

avTos and, &c. : and (5) not unfrequent confusion in

accentuation. Whether 5eoi ... ^^^ D, which is

found in several other MSS., including Vat. , or

followed by an optative without av (ib. e) be a mistake is

uncertain. But after making these deductions there remain

only about three passages which must be admitted to be

substantial errors ; these are 327 A for, €
probably for ye 336 ; the interchange between

and being of the commonest of MS. errors, and

probably-^ for^ 337 C. (These last

variations are cited on the authority of the Zurich edition
;

none of them are to be discovered in the collation of the

Paris MS. made by Dubner for Didot, the various readings

in which arc almost confined to matters of orthography.)
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On the other hand there are several probable corrections

of the received text, e.g. eAAetVerat for %v AeiTrerat 327 C,

probably the two examples of the omission of av noted

above
{'^'^'>f

D, E), the explanatory avvl•^ov in which ykp is

wanting (^ ai^ for €7€ ai €7
329 c), the substitution of maiveiv for €.^ all of

which are supported by the canon of the more difficult

reading.

Nearly the same result follows from the examination of

the Second Book, in which several erasures and a somewhat

greater number of errors are found, e. g. there are six

omissions : (l) ahiKia '^ '^^?) A, (2) the words

hvvavTai after at reXerai 366 A, (3) elvai after € 366 ,
(4) boK^v ^6" c which is inserted in the margin,

(5) the words 360 which are also found

in the margin, (6) 373 . The number of

these omissions tends to weaken the authority of the MS. in

other cases of omission ; number (4) which is an antithetical

clause and is added at the side also throws light on the

character of the omission in number (i). The tendency to

omission and especially to the omission of parallel clauses

or words may be observed in several other passages of the

MS., e. g 400 D TO€ [^ ~\. Again

there are errors of orthography,? for €€9 368 c,€ for XvaLOL ^66 B_,€ for 379 D,

380 A, interchanges of for and of breathings and

accents; also one or two of a more serious character, e.g.

for ^6^ A, Tvyij Avbov 359 D where

the error of the other MSS. is retained. On the other

hand it is possible that in iav hoK& 365 ,
^6y D, this MS. has preserved the true reading.

[Professor Jowett's MS. here ends abruptly ; for further

observations on the text of the Republic see Essay II,

pp. 67 ff. of this volume.]

c 2



ESSAY II

THE KINGDOM OF EVIL

Book I. 352 d.

ot ye . . . TrpaTreiv ahvvaToi. Plato argues

that there is no such thing as a kingdom of evil (compare

Matthew xii. 25, 26— ' Every kingdom divided against itself

is brought to desolation ; and every city or house divided

against itself shall not stand ; and if Satan cast out Satan,

he is divided against himself: how shall then his kingdom

stand ?
') ; also that there is no unmixed evil in the indi-

vidual. Cp. Lys. 220E, 221 A7€, . . . ,
ovbe TT€Lvr]v ovhe ^, ovhe ovb€v ;

... 7/€ ^ 6€ ^ ;

rts olb€v ; which raises the question of the connexion

of evil with the desires ; and Crat. 403 E, where (as in the

Timaeus) evil is attributed to the accidents of the bodily

state. Evil is elsewhere referred to necessities in the

nature of things (Theaet. 176 a), or to pre-existing

elements in the world (Polit. 273 c), or to the necessary

imperfection of secondary causes (Tim. 48 A), or to the

bodily constitution (Tim. 86). The contradictory nature

of evil is again discussed in the Laws (i. 626 c, d), where

the argument that war is the natural condition of states

is carried back to individuals. The connexion of virtue

and power is also observed by Aristotle, Pol. i. 6, § 3€, ^ aet kv] TLv6<i,

boK€iv avev€( ,
ehai . On the other hand in Rep. X. 6 10
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evil is described as having an agonized and intensified

existence

—

' .
It has been asked in later ages whether evil is negative

or positive, to be represented under the figure of decompo-

sition or of death. It may be replied : (i) that there is no

ideal of evil ; Milton or Goethe give consistency to their

creations by the addition of intellect and of will
; (2) all

evil has some admixture of good. But again, no limit can

be assigned either to the persistency, or to the conse-

quences of evil. The difficulty of this, as of many other

questions, seems to arise out of the attempt to realize in

the abstract a state or nature which is essentially concrete.

Cp. note on IV. 444 B.

c 3



ESSAY III

THE STATE AND THE INDIVIDUAL

Book II. 369 a ff.

The favourite analogy of the state and the individual

is a figure of speech which lends a sort of elevation and

interest to politics, and yet is only true partially and has

frequently led to practical errors. Man is a microcosm,

and '^the world is set in his heart,' and new aspects of

either arise when they are reflected on each other. But

the Hfe and organization of the state are far inferior to the

life and organization of the individual, nor do the virtues

or parts of the one answer, as Plato supposes, to the virtues

or parts of the other. The nation never attains the unity

of a person and has therefore a lower degree of freedom

and responsibility ; a national will means the excess of

the majority of wills, which often balance each other or are

lost in circumstances, and thus pass into a sort of imperfect

necessity. The famous expression of a ' national ' or 'state'

conscience is poetical and figurative only, for that con-

sciousness which is essential to the idea of conscience in

the individual becomes in a state only the aggregation of

many individual consciousnesses which from sympathy or

some action or tendency of circumstances are led to form

the same reflection on themselves. And in judging collec-

tively, the sense of right and wrong is apt to be blunted.

When, again, a nation is said to ' rise as one man,' the very

form of expression seems to imply that this unanimity is

an exceptional condition, and that a nearer approach is
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made to the unity of an individual at one time than at

another. On the other hand the nation lasts while 'the

individuals wither ' : it gathers up and retains many more

elements than are found in any single person : it has no

natural term, and may have an endless growth. The

citizen of a state presupposes the state into which he is

born, the laws and institutions of which are the outward

barriers and limits within which his life is set, being a more

durable structure than that which he himself is. Lastly,

the sphere of the state is co-extensive with law and politics,

the sphere of the individual with morals and religion. The

exceptions to this opposition arise where individuals act

for nations, or where in the leaders of states the personal

character takes the place of the official and representative,

or where, as in the case of a treaty or agreement, there is

a definite act binding on nations just as much as on indi-

viduals. Nor must nations any more than individuals be

deemed incapable of acting from any higher motive than

interest ; nor are they mere organizations of individuals,

but they have also a national life.

Grave errors may arise in practice from the neglect of

these simple considerations. When politics are confounded

with ethics or the state identified with the individual, the

conditions of human society are ignored ; legislation has

a false aim : human law is superseded by a fiction of divine

law : there are aspirations after the ideal which degenerate

into feebleness and tyranny. Tlje Utopias of ancient times

often fall into the theoretical errors of which the confusions

of spiritual and temporal, or erroneous theories of punish-

ment in modern times are practical illustrations.

That the state was not a larger family or magnified

individual was clearly understood by Aristotle (Pol. i. i).

In the political ideal of Plato the state and the individual

are in closer union (kyyvrepov avbpb^ kuo'i) than in fact and

experience. In the same way, the lines which distinguish

the Church and the members of the Church fade away in
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such expressions as— ' The kingdom of Heaven is within

you.'

The idea of the individual as distinct from the state or

family is' not one of the earliest but one of the latest of

human conceptions, not having yet emerged in ancient

times from the unity of the family which expanded into

the state.



ESSAY IV

VERACITY
Book II. 382 a ff.

Plato allows that a doctrine of economy or accommo-

dation may be necessary for men in certain cases, but not

for the Gods ; the accommodations attributed to the Gods

are really erroneous conceptions of the divine nature.

Falsehood is permitted by him: (1) in dealing with

enemies or madmen (l. 331 c)
; (2) for educational purposes,

provided the falsehood be a moral one (ll. 377 A ff.)
;

(3) as an engine of state, to be used by the rulers only

(ill. 389B, 4T4B).

Moral philosophy in modern times has a stricter rule.

Every one would agree that some points of divinity or

philosophy are liable to be imperfectly apprehended ; also

that modes of thought vary in different ages and countries,

or in different individuals, according to their education and

natural powers. In the communication of one age with

another, some degree of error or inaccuracy thus arises

naturally. Nor would any one deny that instruction is

often best conveyed through fiction, or that the rule of

truth and falsehood is in a measure determined by the

relations of men to one another, or that received opinions,

however erroneous, cannot always be rudely and immedi-

ately set aside. But we refuse to admit that any man

under any circumstances may tell or preach a lie ; or that

the rulers of states and churches are privileged to introduce

artificial economies. Extreme cases, which are sometimes

put, of justifiable, or more strictly speaking, excusable

falsehood, may be fairly said to prove the rule.
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ESSAY I

ON THE STRUCTURE OF PLATO'S REPUBLIC

AND ITS RELATION TO OTHER DIALOGUES.

I

On the Composition of the Republic.

The Republic parts naturally into five sections, which § i•

are marked oiF with elaborate forms of transition by Plato

himself.

1. Book I, in which the question concerning Justice is

propounded, and the views of Socrates and of the Sophist

are dramatically set in opposition.

2. Books II, III, IV, in which the question is put more

seriously, and partly answered through the institution of

the ideal State.

3. Books V, VI, VII, developing further the ideal of the

State, and expounding ia) the community of goods and of

marriage, {b) the supremacy of the philosopher, (c) the

education of the philosopher-kings, reaching up to Dialectic

and to the Idea of Good.

4. Books VIII and ix, supplying the reverse picture of

the declension of States and Individuals from ideal perfect-

ness, and concluding with the ideal of evil, as embodied in

the tyrannical man. This is forcibly contrasted with the

kingdom of Righteousness, which each man may seek to

establish 'within his own clear breast.'

VOL. II.
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5. The tenth Book forms an appendix or conclusion to

the whole work, in which (i) the exclusion of the poets

from education is reaffirmed, and (2) (as in the Gorgias) the

rewards of another life are added to the blessedness of the

just and misery of the wicked in this life as already set

forth.

§ 2. Parts I and 2 are intimately connected.

1. (B. I.) In conversation with Cephalus, who bases hap-

piness on a moral and religious ground, so implying that

the just are happy, Socrates raises the question 'What

is Justice?' Polemarchus vainly tries to answer him.

Thrasymachus interposes, and in arguing with him Socrates

employs, (i) the analogy of the arts, especially of medicine

and navigation ; (2) the comparison of the Ruler to a Shep-

herd, suggested by an objection of Thrasymachus ; (3) the

notion of, utility or expediency, which recurs

afterwards in various forms and applications ; while (4) the

extreme opposition of the tyrant to the true ruler is ironically

hinted by anticipation.

2. (Bb. II, III.) The remarks of Glaucon and Adeimantus

having shown that the question is not thus disposed of,

Socrates undertakes to give his own account of the matter.

Observing that the nature of Justice is first to be studied in

the large letters, for this purpose he ' creates the State.' The

principle of ' one member one function ' is first laid down,

then the state of primitive simplicity imagined,—then the

introduction of luxury occasions the necessity for soldiers,

who in accordance with the first principle must be trained

and organized as a standing army. But the protectors of the

State must not only be 'good haters' but true friends, and

they must be chosen and educated accordingly.

The rules for their education, (i) in liberal culture, (2) in

bodily exercises, are clearly set forth, with many pregnant

observations scattered by the way ; then the rulers are pro-

visionally appointed, and the army is led out to its modest

quarters, the whole people having been first imbued with the

Phoenician ' lie.'

(B. IV.) The objection of Adeimantus, that the highest class
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is not thus made the happiest, leads to reflexions on the de-

sirableness of unity, the dangers of wealth and poverty, and

other incidental topics, concluding with the establishment of

religion on a national basis. Thus the still impending task

of defining Justice is further delayed. But the time for it

arrives at last, and amidst various references to the opening

of the inquiry, Socrates calls for a Might.' He then sug-

gests the method of residues, by which in the discussion of

the four cardinal virtues Justice is held in reserve. When
her turn arrives, the importance of the critical moment is

marked by the new image of huntsmen clustering round an

impenetrable thicket. And when Justice in the State has

been discovered, much yet remains to do. The analogy of-^

State and Individual (the Marge and small letters') must be

verified by proving that the Soul has parts corresponding

to the classes in the State. This psychological question -

cannot really be determined without a higher method, i.e.

without going beyond psychology to find the metaphysical

basis of its distinctions ; but it is for the present settled

provisionally in the affirmative, and the definition of Justice

in the individual as the harmonious action of the three parts

of the soul, is at length obtained.

The continuity of the work so far is obvious, and is § 3•

assisted by many minute links, such as (i) the question of

the profitableness of justice
; (2) the allusion, in 11. 357, to

the description of medicine as a mode of money-making in

I. 342, 346 ; (3) the power of doing good to friends (i. 334)

and of pleasing the gods (i. 331) is claimed for Injustice in

II. 362, 366 ; (4) Justice, according to Polemarchus (i. 333),

is kv Koiviuvdvy—this prepares for the suggestion (11. 372 a)

that it is kv^ tlvI t[i ? aW-qkovs
; (5) the noble * lie

'

in III. 414 recalls the €v rot? Aoyot? xj/evbos of 11. 382,

III. 389.

The end of the dialogue (Bb. viii-x) is also subtly joined

to the beginning. The tyrant, set up by Thrasymachus as

having the noblest life (B. i), is cast down to the depths of

infamy in B. ix, and receives his final sentence in B. x, where

the picture of the world below confirms the remark of

2
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Cephalus in i. 330 d. The question of the profitableness of

injustice, whether it escape or not the observation of gods

and men, which had already become ridiculous at iv. 445 a,

is finally dismissed in B. ix. B. viii resumes the conclusion

of B. IV. The avoidance of poverty and wealth, hinted in

B. II. 372, and repeated in iv. 421, is elaborately enforced in

Bb. viii-ix ; where also the division of the soul into ?,
69, €7:, demonstrated in . iv, is further developed

and illustrated. This division is once more referred to in

B. X, sub mtt, although not without _ajreservation in favour

of the unity of the soul (x. 612).

§ 4. But many students of Plato ^ have been struck by the

fact that the central and cardinal portion of the Republic

—

the third act in which the drama culminates—takes the

form of a digression,— an €, as Plato himself de-

scribes it^ And some have not been contented with the

obvious solution that this break in the conversation belongs

to Plato's concealment of his art, like the palinode of the

Phaedrus, the hiccough of Aristophanes in the Symposium,

the casual inroad of Alcibiades in the same dialogue, the

objections of Simmias and Cebes in the Phaedo, and other

similar expedients. They have proceeded to remark on the

absence of allusions to v-vii in the concluding books, viii-x,

as compared with the frequent and distinct allusions in

viii-x to i-iv, and have further observed that the references

to i-iv which occur in the central portion, v-vii, have more

the appearance of deliberate quotation than of the subtle

continuity which binds together i-iv, or viii-x, when taken

separately. A. Krohn ^ also dwells on the difference of tone

and of philosophical content between v-vii on the one hand

and i-iv and viii-x on the other.

According to Krohn, in those which he regards as the

earlier books, i-iv, viii-x, the work of Socrates, as de-

scribed in Xenophon's Memorabilia, is continued on the same

lines ; the method is that of empirical psychology ; the ruling

* See K. F. Hermann, Geschichte unci System der platonischen Philo-

sophie, 1839, pp. 536 foil.

^ viii. 543 ^' btvpo((( ;
^ Der PInf<)iiisc/ir S/nnt. &c.
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conception is that of ^, i.e. of Becoming; the word elbos

is frequently employed, but (i) is applied only to the virtues

and the parts of the Soul, and (2) these etor/ are not transcen-

dent, but ' innocently immanent V and are merely modes of

yiv^ais. These books exhibit Plato in the light of a genial

optimist, who thinks by a simple effort of construction to

purify nature.

But in v-vii Plato is carried off from the conception of

Nature, which still rules in the early part of B. v, into a

transcendental, metaphysical region. This purely intellectual

act begins with contemplating the ideas of Justice, Beauty,

Goodness, &c., not now dynamically but statically, and dis-

tinguishing in each kind between the one and the many.

Thus a step is made beyond the old Socratic opposition of

knowledge and ignorance, and room is gained for h6a,

Opinion, as an intermediate faculty. From this point onward

Plato advances on his intellectualizing course by leaps and

bounds, until the Good is seen radiating from beyond the

realm of Being. At each new stage the foregoing position

is ignored. In the series^ hiavoia the

crudeness of ^-- ho^a is silently corrected.

And in B. vii, according to this writer, who takes but slight

reckoning of the great allegory, even the ideas are lost in

the transcendent notion of the Absolute, as the supreme end

of Dialectic.

In trying to account for the subsequent addition of Bb. v-vii,

Krohn avails himself of a suggestion made by F. A. Wolf and

repeated by Meineke, that Aristophanes in the Ecclesiazusae

(b. c. 391) aimed his ridicule at the communistic scheme of

Plato, of which some hint must therefore have been already

published. It is probable enough that, when the comedy was

brought out, some notion of 'the monstrous regiment of

women' was already in the air^; but the only ground for

supposing a personal reference is by no means firm. The

^ ' Harmlos immanent.'

2 The idea of a community of wives, such as Herodotus attributes to the

Agathyrsi, was already familiar to Euripides. See the fragment of his Pro-

tesilaus (^655 in Nauck) kolvov yap ehai yvuaiKiiov Ae'xos.
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name Aristyllos occurs in the play (1. 647, cp. Plutus, 314^),

and is twisted by Meineke into a diminutive of Aristocles,

which was Plato's birth-name according to Diogenes Laertius

—though if it were so he had changed it before the death of

Socrates, as we know from the Phaedo. On such premises

Krohn builds the assumption that the ' Socratic ' books (i-iv,

viii-x) were written before b. c. 391, and that after this Plato

re-edited the work with the addition of the( (v-vii), at

the opening of which he declares his defiance of^. This whole process is supposed to have

been completed before any other of the Platonic dialogues

had been composed. All the greatest ones—'which alone we

need care to vindicate,' are viewed as more advanced even

than B. vi, and the rest are discarded as unimportant,

having little, if any, philosophical significance. Dr. E.

Pfleiderer, who more recently reaffirmed Krohn's theory in

a modified form, conceives on the other hand that the shorter

dialogues came out in the interval between the composition

of i-iv, viii-ix, and of v-vii, in which interval also, at some

uncertain time, B. was composed.

S 5. Krohn's cavils have been answered in detail by Zeller

in the last edition of his History of Philosophy, and in a

Latin Monograph by B. Grimmelt {De Rcipublicae Platonis

compositione et unitate : Berlin, 1887). But although his

reasonings are inconclusive, his book is noticeable on several

grounds.

I. It recalls attention to many coincidences between the

earlier books of the Republic and the Memorabilia of

Xenophon, and thus accentuates anew the supremacy of

the ethical motive in Plato's life and work. With equal

acuteness and candour this critic himself supplies the link

which binds the metaphysics of Book vi to the ' innocent

'

psychology of Book iv. He looks on Plato as through-

out continuing the endeavour of Socrates, who strove to

' It also occurs in Attic inscriptions, C I. i. 298, n. 169. 38. This makes

for the reahty of the name. The jest in Ar. Eccl. would have no point

unless Aristyllos were personally repulsive, which his enemies cannot have

said of Plato as a young man.
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counteract the disintegrating tendencies of the age. The
Platonic ideas were at first merely the result of moral forces

recognized by an empiric optimism. By and by, however,

they assumed (a) a logical and {b) a transcendent aspect. In

the former stage {a) moral conceptions are co-ordinated with

mathematical, but in the sequel ) it is found that Plato's

main interest throughout has been to establish the inde-

feasible regulative value of moral truth, and that his guiding

principle is one of ethical teleology, which his imperfect know-

ledge of Nature led him to blend with a vague cosmology.

2. Krohn's thesis and the controversy to which it gave

rise have brought into relief some inequalities in the struc-

ture of the Republic, which, whether accidental or intentional,

are really there. But his argument proves too much for his

case. For, if Plato had at any time regarded the education

of Books II and iii as adequate, or had ever been contented

with the psychological method of Book iv, instead of setting

out from the point reached by Socrates, he would have fallen

behind it. No Socratic dialogue, even in Xenophon, is with-

out an appeal to reason, which is conspicuously absent here.

Socrates drew a sharp line of distinction between Knowledge

and Ignorance, and aimed simply at basing life on an ideal

of Knowledge. Plato in these books provides for that which

the method of Socrates excludes ;—a life grounded on true

opinions, which are determined by a rational authority and

moulded by education. If instead of taking the dialogue

piece-meal after Krohn's fashion, the description of the 'first

state ' is regarded as an integral portion of a larger whole,

it reveals a conception not only in advance of the purely

Socratic point of view, but also passing beyond the para-

doxical attitude which Plato himself assumed when he raised

the question whether virtue could be imparted otherwise

than scientifically. .Such a positive conception is only ren-

dered possible by the .conception of the state considered as

a complex whole,—a constructive notion not anticipated in

' Socratism.' This will appear more clearly by and by in

studying the relation of the Republic to the Protagoras and

Meno. See below, p. 23.
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3. The idea of Nature is more pervasive in the Platonic

writings than Krohn is wiUing to admit (see Essay on

Diction). The fact is that while pure 'dialectic* remains

to the last an unrealized ideal, a fresh appeal to experience

is continually made. At the height of the intellectual argu-

ment (vi. 506 D, E, VII. 533 e) Socrates will only go where he

can take Glaucon with him. That there is some disparity

between the ethical and the metaphysical books of the

RepubHc is undeniable ; the attributes of the philosophic

nature are not the four cardinal virtues, nor in the series vov^

hiavoia ( is there any recognition of the other

series vovs €. But this independent treatment

of different aspects of the truth is quite in the manner of

Plato, and it is best to take his own account of the matter,

and to say that in the earlier books it was necessary to pro-

ceed provisionally, because the true philosophers had not yet

been distinguished from the false, nor had the intellectual

kingdom been revealed. In passing from the lower to the

higher education, and from the mere guardian or soldier to

the philosopher-king, he has entered on another region of

thought, and is no more compelled to continue the same

method than a poet feels bound to continue the same rhythm

in passing from a dramatic to a lyrical strain. In Books

viii-x we descend again into the ethico-political region, and

the emotional elements (which had no place in the intellectual

argument) naturally reappear.

4. Krohn should be accepted as an independent and

competent witness to the comparative lateness of the dia-

lectical dialogues. His remarks on the Sophist and Philebus

in their relation to the Republic are especially acceptable.

For the coincidences between the Philebus and Rep. Book

VI, on which Zeller lays so much stress, do not really bear

out his conclusion that the Philebus is the earlier writing.

It may be argued with at least equal probability, that the longer

and more elaborate statement of Plato's theory of pleasure was

subsequent to the cursory indication of it. See below, p. 22.

5. Plato himself has noticed the discrepancy between Bb. in

and V, with regard to the appointment of the rulers and
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had prepared for it by the quaHfying expression (in. 414) ?
Iv^, ) hi ^,. In the original constitution

of the State^ before the higher education had been divulged,

the elder guardians were made to rule the younger. But

now that the rulers are to be trained for dialectic, it is

necessary to make the selection while they are still young.

It does not follow that they are to rule while very young, for

the training is a long one, and they are not to be admitted,

even to military commands, until thirty-five ; still the first

provisional order is superseded by the necessities arising out

of the principle that kings shall be philosophers, which has

been subsequently introduced.

Precisely the same difficulty is encountered by the founders

of the colony from Cnossus in the Sixth Book of the Laws.

The Athenian stranger explains to them that the first ap-

pointment of the vooaes and other magistrates cannot

possibly conform to the regulations as to selection and

training which are to be afterwards in force (Laws vi. 751

c, d). And one of the cautions imposed by this necessity is

analogous to that enjoined in Republic, Book iii. The men

selected to nominate the rulers are to be the eldest as well

as the best, so far as possible (ds^ Laws vi. 754 c).

This comparison of the two writings places the superficiality

of Krohn's objection in a strong light \

The unity of the Republic is not that of a syllogistic § 6.

^ The following passage is characteristic both of Krohn's acuteness and

of his illogical logic {Der Plat. Staat, p. 107, ed. 1876) :

—

* Hier wird der grosse Riss des Platonismus sichtbar. Der moralisirende

Sokratiker hatte den ersten Entwurf geschrieben, der Metaphysiker fand

eine wahrere Wesenheit. Beide trefifen jetzt kampfend auf einander, Beide

verleugnen sich nicht. Der Reformer, der die Krankheit seines Volkes

heilen will, muss glauben und vertraut der eigenen Kunst : aber mit der

Substanz unter verfliessenden Formen besiegelt der Denker seinen Verzicht.

Instinktmassig zieht der Eine die Idee auf die Erde, um sie zu gestalten,

in bew^usster Erkenntniss hebt sie der Andere in ein intelligibles Reich.

Aber dieser Riss des Platonismus ist der Riss, der durch das Leben alter edelen

Geistergeht. Sie wirken hier mit ihrer besten Kraft und wissen, dass das Hier ein

fliichtiges Etwas ist.''

This is really to say that Plato's philosophy has a body as well as a mind.

But if such an antinomy is so deeply inherent in Platonism, why deny that a

work in which it is found was written continuously?
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treatise, but partly the unity of a philosophical movement or

development and partly of a piece of literary art. Students

of the Phaedo, Symposium, Phaedrus, Theaetetus, should

be aware that it is Plato's way in the earlier stages of any

exposition to hold much strictly in reserve. His method is

'regressive,' as it has been termed, continually passing from

a partial or superficial view of the subject in hand, to another

which he regards as more complete or more profound

;

ascending, as he himself would say, from hypothesis to hypo-

thesis in the approach towards absolute truth. Whether the

lower hypothesis is refuted, as in the Theaetetus, or discarded

by a seemingly capricious impulse, as in the Phaedrus, is

merely a question of form. The words of Socrates (Theaet.

187 a) are equally applicable in both cases

—

// vvv -nakiv

k^ 9, ^ €^, et tl

KaOopas^ €7€ kvTavOa €\9.
In the Republic, as in the Phaedo, the disciples suggest

difficulties which provoke the master into disclosing what he

has so far kept in the background. The gradual evolution of

the thought by this means is not referable to the incoherence

of an unformed thinker, but to the most deliberate literary

and philosophical design. To imagine Plato as in any single

dialogue himself groping tentatively along the path by which

he conducts his reader, or like the guide across the ford

(Theaet. 200 e) taking his audience with him into depths

which he has not explored, is an error no less grave than

to suppose with Schleiermacher and others, that the whole

body of the dialogues, the work of fifty years, was composed

according to a preconcerted plan. It argues a strange insen-

sibility both to the irony and the dialectical economy of

Plato, that any one should take literally such expressions as

'whither the argument like a breeze may carry us, on that

course we must proceed.' Such words express the spirit

of the catechetical mode of exposition ; but only a blind

simplicity can believe the master serious when he professes

not to know the way.

Another general feature of Plato's discourse has not been

sufficiently noticed, and it is this :—the most elaborate dis-
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1

cussion of the higher aspects of metaphysical or psychological

truth does not prevent the recurrence of crude statements

essentially inconsistent with the results so gained. Observe,

for example, how the mythical doctrine of pre-existence is

resumed in the Politicus, notwithstanding the clear dialectic

of the Theaetetus and Sophist which has avowedly come

between.

The unity of the Republic as a literary masterpiece hardly § 7-

needs defence. Each part has its own climax of interest,

and, in spite of the intentional breaks and digressions, or

rather with their aid, there is a continuous rise and fall,—as

in a tragedy,—pervading the whole work.

The peripeteia of the drama is made by the revelation of the

truth about the philosopher-king, which is disclosed, after

being purposely held back by the digression on the laws of
,^

War, and by the ' coy excuses ' of Socrates, precisely at the

middle point of the dialogue. (The culmination of the earlier

portion in the definition of Justice had been similarly height-

ened by ingenious delays.) The breaking of this ' third wave

of the' of course overwhelms Glaucon with surprise.

That is the rhetorical artifice. But the attentive reader of

the preceding books should not be wholly unprepared for

the discovery. What else is implied by the identification of

with in I. 342, III. 389 ? or by the true ruler

who is unwilling to rule, i. 346, cp. vii. 520 ? or by the few

wise men through whose wisdom the State is wise (iv. 428) ?

The supremacy of reason is a Socratic principle which could

not be absent from any part or aspect of Plato's Common-

wealth. A similar outburst of astonishment marks the impor-

tance of the discovery that the education of the philosopher is

to be carried up to the Idea of Good, That is the culminating

point of this central portion, which developes the intellectual

and philosophical ideal. But for this surprise also there had

been some preparations in the earlier books. The ' Fables
'

for which rules are given in Bb. 11, iii, are characterized in

376 as containing elements of truth. And although this

remark is merely dropped by the way, the rules themselves

are determined by the motive that when the age of reason
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comes, the truth may be accepted, because it harmonizes with

the legends that were learned in childhood (402 a). The

child so trained will have been made familiar with the elemen-

tary forms of goodness( avbpeias eAeu^e/Jto-

. . . 6) \ and may hope therefore to

attain to true. And while the OeokoyCas are thus

a reflexion of the Form of Good, the law of simplicity in

education and even the division of labour are associated with

the philosophical coception of Abstract Unity. Lastly, the

psychology of B. iv is avowedly provisional—those who would

discuss the Soul and virtue adequately must go round by the

* longer way.' (This thread is explicitly resumed in vi. 503 a.)

And the definition of courage, in particular, is limited by the

term TroXtrtKrj, thus reserving a place for the intellectual

courage and fortitude of the philosopher, who regards human

life as a little thing and is dauntless and indefatigable in the

pursuit of truth.

§ 8. Those who would break up the Republic have not ob-

served that Bb. v-vii are linked to the preceding book by the

image of a ' sea of difficulty.' The first hint of this is given

at IV. 435 c, by the word €'€7€, which is followed up

by ^^^^ ib. 441 c. This renders less

abrupt the image in v. 453 [av re rtj ets

€€} re €ts niXayos €, ye vet ovhev

), which gives distinct note of preparation for the con-

tinued metaphor (457 kv€ ^ bLa€v€Lv—€, 47^ -^ ? bvo€€6 -^ rr/s eTrayety,

473 ^ ' , et 4€ yert €^
boia€). Socrates reverts to the

figure implied in iv. 441 c, although the image of a ' swarm

of arguments' (v. 450 b) had come between.

§ 9• One point affecting the structure of the Republic, which

requires careful elucidation, is connected with the famous

allegory of the cave at the opening of B. vii,—the passage

' It has been observed that this enumeration comes nearer to the list of

philosophic attributes in B. vi than to the Cardinal Virtues.
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which suggested the ' idola specus * to the mind of Bacon.

At the end of B. vi, the Platonic Socrates had shadowed

forth a hierarchy of pure ideas, constituting the supra-sensual

kingdom of being and truth, presided over and vitaHzed by

the supreme Form of Good. This is not only a turning

point of the Republic, but may be regarded as marking a

critical moment in the development of Platonism. The
' Reason of the Best' is said indeed in the Phaedo to be the

Atlas of the World, and true causes to be more effectually

approached through the examination of language and thought

than through external nature ; but in that dialogue there is no

such clear vision of an ideal unity of knowledge as is here

given. In the Phaedrus-myth the forms of Justice and Holi-

ness appear to be raised on lofty pedestals above the rest.

And it is shown that to be man at all one must understand

general notions abstracted from sense. But there is no well-

defined path of ascent from the first or primary generalization

of experience to the height of moral vision. Now in the

Republic, the conception of such an ascent is formulated in

the concluding passage of B. vi, and carried further in B. vii.

Plato here anticipates that gradation of mental stages, and

that remotion of the Divine from Man, which, as will be pre-

sently shown, is increasingly characteristic of the later, or

more constructive, phase of his philosophy.

But in passing onwards from the conclusion of B. vi to

the allegory of B. vii, the ground is insensibly shifted, as the

idealizing impulse gathers strength, so that not only the dis-

tinction between TrtVrt? and is dropped (since from the

higher point of view the sensible world consists entirely of

images) \ «//ordinary experience being now merged in,
^ Professor E. Caird writes as follows on this passage :

—

'I. I do not think it need cause us any difficulty to find the whole visible

world viewed as standing in the same relation to the whole intelligible world

as the parts in each do to each other, after we have been told that the former

is the " offspring and likeness " of the latter. In fact this gives us three pairs

standing to each other as image to reality

:

I 12: 12:4:: 316
a : b :: c : d :: (a + b) : {c + d). That is

: maris :: :$ :: ^ : .
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but the actual scientific processes which rank with hiavoicx in

B. VI are now degraded to the level of ordinary experience.

The geometers, the astronomers, the ' empiric ' harmonists,

are all found guilty of the same error, that of not rising

beyond and above sensible things and narrow everyday

utilities. They are still tied and bound, still watching the

fleeting shadows on the wall of the den.

i^ 10. The passage now to be considered extends from vi. 504

to VII. 519. The difficulty of interpretation is increased by

the fact that Plato's exposition here is avowedly imperfect,

being (i) relative to the immediate purpose of the dialogue,

and (2) figurative from beginning to end.

Much turns on the significance of vi. 511 a, especially the

words eiKoVt 5e'? rots virb ^^.
(Cp. VII. 532 c.) That avrois here designates not the ideas

but merely sensible objects as distinguished from their

shadows, is proved by comparing siipr. 510 €,
' 2. I suppose the difficulty in the case of the artificial figures lies in this,

that it is not real beings whose shadows are seen in the cave, but marionettes,

and that therefore the process of rising to true knowledge involves two steps :

first to turn from the shadows to the marionettes, and then to discover that

they are merely artificial figures, and to turn from them to the realities they

copy. What Plato vi^ould suggest by this is I think, that individual things

are not seen as what they are, till we have turned away from their first

appearance and tried to define them. Then we find, as Plato shows in the

5th book, that they cannot be defined. They are great or sm^ll, good or

bad according to the reference in which they are viewed. We thus discover

that they are€, combinations of elements Avhich have no real unity,

but are merely imitations of real things. We are therefore obliged to go up

to the intelligible world in order to find real things, first in the sciences under

their subordinate principles, and finally in dialectic which sees all things in

the light of the highest principle of knowledge and reality (" sees all things in

God").
' 3. The sciences are conceived by Plato as starting with principles, which

are hypothetical in the sense that they have not been carried back to the3 principle. He further adds that, when this is the case, science has to

help its deductions by employing sensible images : in other words he thinks

that, when we do not carry back knowledge to its first principle, we are

obliged, in Kantian language, to use the Anschainmg to supply the defects

of the Begriff, and to make demonstration possible. This is illustrated by
the mathematical use of diagrams, in which we prove universal truths b3'

means of the particular image we set before us.

* I think the principles in question are not merely the principles of mathe-
matics, though it is the type of mathematical science that is present to Plato,

and on which he conceives the other sciences to be constructed.'
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a7( re , iv et/coz'es

€, € ? , ...
It follows that the^ is a scientific proposition, the

subject of which is not the sign but the thing signified

;

while the is a sensible object, employed as the symbol

of the abstraction which is the subject of such a proposition.

The visible square symbolizes the ideal square, whose

properties are to be mathematically determined. ,,
then, in B. vi, is the intellectual process, which, starting

from hypotheses (of which mathematical assumptions are

the clearest example) works out results through the mediation

of sensible figures, plane() or solid[).
This general view is not forgotten in the discussion of

the particular sciences. Astronomy, for example, ought to

be a process of true hiavoLa^ but the actual astronomers, like

the actual geometers, misunderstand the case so far that

they think their science has for its object the visible revo-

lutions of the stars, and not the laws of motion which these

typify•

The higher aspect of hiavoia remains as a process inter-

mediate between sense and knowledge, but in B. vii is

represented by a new image, that of the upward path, rugged

and steep, from the cave into the light of day. What mean-

while becomes of the^ and of the light of the fire ?

This part of the figure, involving as it does a dualism from

which Plato was working himself free, is almost lost sight

of in what follows, being only cursorily alluded to as a

part of the circumstances of the cave. It is a provisional

* hypothesis,' which Plato discards [avaipu) in pressing on-

wards and upwards. But in its place this feature also of

the allegory must have its own signifi.cance, and Socrates

himself gives a partial interpretation of it by saying that

the light of the fire represents the power of the Sun.

There is some confusion, however, even here ; for the

objects seen by the denizens of the cave are not lights but

shadows. What, then, are the things of which our un-

enlightened consciousness perceives only the shadows ?

What are the €, the 'manufactured articles,'
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which hands unseen exhibit between the prisoners and the

artificial (i.e. created) Sun? What else but the realities of

yivea-Ls, Nature as the embodiment of the ideas, the facts of

human experience, as they really happen, and not as they

seem?

1. Plato is engaged in bringing out a twofold distinction,

(i) between Nature and the Ideas, (2) between Appearance

and Reality in Nature. This, and not merely the require-

ment of a fourth term for his analogy, was his motive for

separating^ from.
2. The are not themselves immediately perceived

by sense at all. It is only when the individual mind has

been freed by Socratic questioning, and turned about, and

asked What is it ? (rt eart ;),—or, in more Platonic language,

by a process of hiaip^ais and ---,—only, in more modern

terminology, when some effort is made to distinguish, abstract,

and generalize,—that the soul begins to have an inkling of

the nature of that world, which was dimly represented to

her in crude experience,—of a real finger, of a real square,

of the Sun himself as an embodied god, &c. And she learns

that these things, however perfect in their kinds (vii. 529 e),

have been created after some higher pattern,— in other

words, that their being is determined by universal and

eternal Laws, and ultimately by the Law of the Best,

—

) Ibea. While not absolute, they a.re€ (vi. sub .). It is not improbable that in this

part of the allegory there is still some reference to the hiavoLa

of B. VI as a process intermediate between sense and reason.

But the ' manufactured articles ' here exhibited by unseen

powers correspond, not to the eUoves of the geometers, for

example, but to the realities typified by them. Those-
and6 were only shadows and copies of these,

which answer more nearly to the subjects of their^^.
3. In the Timaeus, the true phenomena of nature are

attributed to the created gods, who are said to make and

set in order the living creatures in whom soul and body are

temporarily combined (Tim. 43). Similarly, the^^,
who are clearly baL•ov€s, exhibit the^ here.
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4. The or of the allegory constitute a lower

stage of the ideal which in Plato's language is alone the

real, not the immediately visible, but the truth of phenomena,

the €v eTTt ^ the infima species, the

first intention of the 'kv ^vvatpov^evov.

Now these realities of yiveais, -€6, of which

the shadows or impressions are presented to the uneducated

mind, are not really known until we get above and behind

them. Then they are seen to be themselves the images

or copies () of higher things, and the mind reaches

beyond them and lays hold on the primal cause of being

and of knowing, the ibea .
May not this notion of a 'lower stage' help to remove

the difficulty which is felt in seeking to reconcile the

of B. X with the higher teaching of B. vi ? For the purpose

of degrading the poets it is not necessary to mount to the6€ or to the Form of Good. It is enough to have

risen from shadows to objects, and from objects to their

first abstraction—to the truth of ^/?. The painted bed

is the shadow of the actual bed, which is made after the

pattern of the ideal bed. This we are ' disposed ' (as Pla-

tonists) to say that God has made and set in nature {iv tji

). But God made that, as he made the world, under

the guidance of yet loftier ideals, the ideal of utility, of

rest, of stability, of security, of permanence, of symmetry.

However this may be, Plato's views of ontology, as seriously

held by him at the time of writing the Republic, are to be

gathered rather from Bb. vi, vii, than from B. x, where the

reference to the doctrine of ideas is merely illustrative.

And it is worth observing that while mathematical truths

are put in the forefront amongst the objects of ' hypo-

thetical science,' because they are the most definite and

distinct, moral notions are by implication co-ordinated with

these. The fact is rendered manifest by the words in

517 E, where the disputants in the den are said to argue, i.e. 'impres-

sions about right, or rules of right,' the latter (to)
holding an intermediate place between abstract Justice[

VOL. II. c
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hiKaiov) and the actual constitutions of states in the world

( ev roi?^). This intermediate position of

as hiKaiov may be compared to the

function ascribed to Law in the Politicus. Compare also

VI. 501 irpos re ^ hiKaiov kv.
§ II. Bb. -, as already indicated, have less in common

with vi-vii than with the earlier portion. It does not

follow that they are unconnected with what immediately

precedes them : still less that they could be read continuously

after B. iv without leaving a deplorable gap. The ' number

of the state ' in viii. 546 is from a ' laboratory ' of which

Bb. i-iv afford no trace. And in contrasting the pleasures

of the tyrant with the happiness of the philosopher-

king, the account of the higher education is manifestly

presupposed. The hope of conforming the individual life

X. 592 B. to the ' pattern in the sky ' precisely answers to that which

is left to the actual philosopher of B. vi, who lets the

VI. 496 D. storm rage past him, and strives to imitate the regular

courses of the stars\ But the later books have also a special

tone and quality of their own. If Bb. vi, vii carry us to

a height of intellectual contemplation that is unsurpassed,

Bb. VIII, IX are even more impressive in the depth of

ethical feeling which they convey. The growing intensity of

earnestness, as state after state, man after man, discloses

a lower circle or stage of evil, is incomparably grand, and it

is expressed with extraordinary wealth and happiness of

imagination. The effect is not less different from the serene

and smiling optimism of Bb. iii, iv, than from the specu-

lative abstraction of Bb. \n, vii. And when the return

' See Eur. Fr. Inc. 902 (N.) :

—

')8' rfjs

€'6,
^TjTf em' (is ,' , ) (
/ .''- .
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is made, towards the end of B. ix, from the hfe of the

tyrant to that of the king, the philosopher is invested with

new majesty. The continuity of this portion (the fourth act

of the drama) is assisted by the recurrence of a few great

topics, each of which is gradually amplified : (i) Wealth and

poverty; (2) the three principles of intellect, anger, desire,

corresponding to the ruling, defending, and industrial classes

in the State; (3) the necessary and unnecessary desires;

(4) the image of the drones, stinging and stingless (i. e. rogues

and paupers), leading up to the description of the tyrant's

master passion as a great winged drone
; (5) the insurrection

in the soul (an image which intensely vivifies the analogy

between the individual and the State)
; (6) the relation of the

tyrant to the Demos represented as that of son to father

;

(7) the image of the man and beasts within the man—the lion

and the serpent and the many-headed brute. The manage-

ment of these notions and successive images so as to charac-

terize the evolution of ever fresh aspects of social and per-

sonal life, is most curious and instructive, even as a literary

study '.

At the beginning of B. x, Socrates reviews his creation § 12.

and finds it good. The point immediately resumed is the ex-

clusion of the poets—which occasioned Plato more compunc-

tion than the community of wives ; but, in returning to the

discussion, he, as usual, takes up new ground, and glances at

the conversation which has intervened. Although the allegory

of the cave is not distinctly referred to, yet in defining^
it is now permissible to assume the existence of an ideal

world, and to speak of the artist as the maker of shadows

of images, thrice removed from reality and truth. And, as

Socrates says explicitly, the psychological distinctions of

Bb. IV, IX, enable us now to affirm that these unrealities

appeal to the lower part of the soul, i.e. to emotion and not

^ When tested by statistical evidence, i.e. by the presence or frequency

of particular modes of expression, the eighth and ninth Books are found

to have as many features in common with Plato's later writings as any

other part of the Republic. See Constantin Ritter's Untersuchwigen, &c.,

pp. 33-47•

C 2
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to reason, so rendering more difficult that control of the

feelings and that abnegation of pleasure, which has been

shown to be of the essence of virtue.

Thus Plato leads us back to the main question :

—

the

intrinsic value of justice, independently of reputation and

reward. Socrates claims to have established this ; and now

begs leave to restore what for the sake of argument had

been taken away, the outward happiness attending a good

life. And to crown all, he makes known the immortality

of the Soul, and the future blessedness of the just : to which

is added, as the natural counterpart, the punishment of the

wicked ^—the tyrannical tyrant in chief.

§ 13• Accepting the Republic from the hand of Plato as an

artistic whole, we refuse to examine curiously into the exact

time when the several parts were written. That the central

portion may have been written last is a possibility which we

neither affirm nor deny. Such speculations lie beyond the

scope of criticism. That on the Republic, with all its compre-

hensiveness and variety, the author has impressed an unmis-

takable unity of design, is a proposition which no mature and

sober student is likely to dispute.

II

The Republic considered in relation to other dialogues of Plato.

§ 14. From the fulness and range of its contents, and especially

from the combination of moral and political with purely

intellectual elements in its composition, the Republic has

more affinities with other writings of Plato than are to be

found elsewhere in any single dialogue.

Gorgias. To the Gorgias it stands in a close and peculiar relation.

For the longer writing is in fact an elaborate endeavour

to substantiate that supremacy of right, which Socrates so

' This has been thought inconsistent with in. 386ff. AVhat Plato there

deprecates is the fear of death. Here he is enforcing the fear of sin,

Cp. Laws V. 727 D 'yap'' ( rrjs'!( (( , ... The words in in. 387 c

possibly refer to the other aspect of the truth.
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eloquently vindicates in refuting Gorgias and Polus. The

Gorgias asserts the claims of justice. The Republic reiterates

the claim and adds a definition. The counsel of perfection,

' Do right in scorn of consequences/ leaves the disciple

of Socrates unsatisfied, until he finds an answer to the

question ' What is right ?
' And this can only be obtained

through the study of Man in Society. In the Republic,

accordingly, the social environment of the higher life is

elaborately set forth ; and this constitutes a real and at

first sight a very wide distinction between the two dialogues.

But the difference appears less when it is considered that

Plato's Commonwealth is an ideal projected into the future,

and that the philosopher in the Republic, like Socrates in the

Gorgias, takes no part in actual politics, but 'stands under

the shelter of a wall' and lets the storm of unrighteousness vi. 496 d.

rage past him.

In Bb. i-iv of the Republic, the most characteristic

positions of the Gorgias are restated and developed further.

Thrasymachus may be described as a magnified and more

original Polus, and like Polus he is tongue-tied at last,

through fear of opinion \ Then, in place of the thorough-

going cynicism of Callicles, who speaks openly what other

men implicitly believe, the brothers Glaucon and Adeimantus

give their clear philosophic exposition of the worldly prin-

ciples from which their generous natures instinctively recoil.

The theory, although put differently, is in both dialogues

essentially the same,— that Might is Right, and that Justice

(as Shakespeare's royal villain says of Conscience)

' is but a word that cowards use,

Devised at first to keep the strong in awe.'

The sophistical paradox is associated in both dialogues

with admiration of the tyrant as the one strong man, who by

trampling upon so-called rights secures his interest and

asserts his power. Adeimantus, however, introduces a new

element into the discussion, when he says that the praise

of Justice, as commonly enforced, is no less immoral than the

,

^ I. 352 Toiffde.
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praise of Injustice,—that prudential morality encourages

immorality.

The parallel between the Gorgias and the Republic,— not

to touch on many minute coincidences, which are mentioned

in the notes to this edition,—extends also to the vision of

judgement with which both dialogues alike conclude, and

which in the Gorgias, although briefer, is even more vivid and

terror-striking than the tale of Er. The description of the

tyrant's soul, naked before her judge, contains some hints of

the conception of the last state of the tyrannical man, which

is elaborated towards the end of the ninth book of the

Republic.

Cp. Rep. The Gorgias also agrees with the Republic in assuming an

'
'

intellectual or scientific basis for morality (Gorg. 508

h\ 7€€^ otei beXv €'€€ a^eAet?), and

in the rejection of Hedonism.

Which dialogue came first in order of composition ? The

question is perhaps an idle one, and in the absence of

adequate external evidence the answer must necessarily

be uncertain. But some grounds may be adduced for the

opinion that the Republic was planned after the Gorgias was

written. The shorter dialogue has, comparatively speaking,

some of the crudeness and also of the freshness of a sketch

contrasted with an elaborate picture. The impressive figure

of ' Socrates against the world ' is softened, in the more

finished work, with a halo of ideal optimism. 'The world is

not unreasonable, could it but hear reason,' is a note that

would have sounded strange in the presence of Callicles.

The companion portraits of the Just and Unjust Man are

completed, in the Republic, by filling in their imaginary

surroundings.

Taking either dialogue as a whole, it may be fairly argued

that the assertion, right will is all in all,' which is the

upshot of the Gorgias, is naturally previous to the inquir}^,

' What is essential rectitude ? and how is righteous action

possible?

'

§ 15. It has been assumed by Schleiermacher and Zeller that

Philebus. the passages of B. vi, where the claims of Thought and
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Pleasure are contrasted (505-509, see also ix. 581-587), pre-

suppose the composition of the Philebus. The coincidence is

obvious, but not less so is the comparative simplicity of the

point of view advanced in the Republic. It is possible that

the principles here briefly stated may have been previously

elaborated. But it is by no means necessary to assume that

it was so. And it is at least equally conceivable that Plato

had arrived at this general conception of the relative worth

of Pleasure, Thought, and the Good, before giving to it the

full and complex expression which the Philebus contains.

If the assertion of Justice is held to precede the defini-

tion of Justice, it may be similarly maintained that the

solemn adumbration of the Idea of Good precedes the

laboured attempt to seize this Supreme Form (and, as it

were, 'confine the Interminable") through metaphysical de-

terminations. But the position of the Philebus in the series

of the Platonic writings is part oi the larger question of the

place to be assigned to the other dialectical dialogues, to

which it is manifestly akin. Some observations pertinent to

this subject will be made in the sequel.

The Republic provides an approximate solution of the § 16.

difficulty paradoxically raised in the Protagoras, and imper- ^^°^5^'|^

fectly met in the Meno by the theory of 'inspiration,' viz.

the question ' How is virtue possible without perfect know-

ledge?' In the Republic, Science is more strenuously than

ever asserted to be the basis of well-ordered life, but in all

except the Rulers it is unconsciously so. By selecting the

right natures for the reception of Culture, by the reformation

(i) of mental, and (2) of physical education, the predominance

of Virtue is secured even in those not yet capable of Reason,

so that they may ultimately embrace her the more readily,

because they have nothing irrational to unlearn. Thus the

conception of the State affords the means of reconciling an

opposition, which, as we learn from the Protagoras, tended

to hinder, by making it seem impossible, the application of

Philosophy to the bettering of human life. Protagoras pro-

fessed to benefit his pupils by promoting their attainment of

^ Milton.
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that civic and social excellence which was shared in some

degree by all the citizens of a civilized community, and

which the primary education of Greek freemen was already

calculated to foster, in evolving those seeds of Justice and of

mutual respect which had been scattered broadcast at the

remote origin of human society. Socrates denies that such

a process deserves the name of teaching, or that the virtue

thus communicated is really virtue. He makes the seem-

ingly impossible requirement that a science of exact measure-

ment should be applied to human life and action. Now
the philosopher of the Republic is in possession of such

a science, and he is entrusted with the control of primary

education. Thus the unconscious, relative, approximate

virtue of the subordinate class, who again compel the obe-

dience of those beneath them, is essentially grounded in

philosophy. And the whole State is wise, although the wise

amongst its citizens are still the few. The work professed

by the Sophist is now undertaken by the Philosopher, with

far better assurance of a solid foundation.

§ 17. It is more difficult to find the angle (if the figure may
vSympo- be allowed) at which the Republic stands towards those
slum and .

Phaedrus. dialogues which symbolize philosophic enthusiasm under

the form of Love. There are mystic passages in the Re-

public also, but in the work as a whole, what may be termed

the ecstatic phase of Platonism is greatly toned down and

subdued. Whether Plato is here addressing a wider audi-

ence, or has now entered on a further stage in the evolution

of his thought, is a question by no means easy to determine.

The points where some approximation to the spirit of the

Phaedrus and Symposium occurs are chiefly two.

III. 403, Even the earlier culture is not completed without a

description of the modest loves of beautiful souls.

vi.490A,B. And in describing the philosophic nature, the love of

truth is characterized in words which might have been used

by Diotima :

—

on irpos ov? ei?] 6 ye, ^ €7rt rots boao€voLS etraL ttoWols€,' tot ovb' €,€ €<
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J .
Essentially cognate to the same aspect of Platonism are the

account of education as a development from within, the rising

scale of Being, through sense, opinion, thought, and reason,

to the idea of Good, recalling the stages leading to the ocean

of Beauty in the Symposium ; the upper air and sunshine of

the^ in Bb. vi, vii, compared with the outer rim of

Heaven in the Phaedrus-myth ; the enthusiastic account

of Dialectic, and the wanderings of the soul in B. x. The
prayer to Pan and the Nymphs with which the Phaedrus

ends, has, of course, many echoes in the Republic. Con-

stantin Ritter, who has examined all the Dialogues by the

' statistical ' method introduced by Dittenberger (in Hermes

XVI, 1881), regards the Phaedrus and Theaetetus as belong-

ing to the same period with the Republic. He is disposed

to think that both were written while the Republic was in

course of composition, and that the Theaetetus is the earlier

of the two. This last opinion may be disputed on the follow-

ing grounds :

—

1. Not to dwell upon the signs of immaturity which some

critics (Usener amongst others) have discovered in the

Phaedrus, it appears inconceivable that Plato should have

expressed the paradoxical preference of oral to written

speech, at a time when he was himself actively engaged in

preparing a written work so large and important as the

Republic.

2. Those who attach any weight to L. Spengel's arguments

—and some weight they certainly deserve— are bound to give

the Phaedrus the earliest date which a comprehensive view

of all the facts will admit. Whether the dialogue is earlier

or later than Isocrates' Tie/at , there are strong

grounds for supposing it to have been written not long after

the opening of the Academy.

3. The Theaetetus presents a matured harmony of thought

and expression. The gravity of Theodorus, which tempers
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the irrepressible playfulness of Socrates, is evidently in keep-

ing with Plato's own deeper mood.

4. The soaring idealism of the Phaedrus, which reappears

in the Republic, is likewise modified in the Theaetetus by

an approach towards a rational psychology. This point will

be further developed by and by.

§ 18. The doctrine of immortality (incidentally recognized in

I'hacdo.
t-j^g Meno) is expressly maintained in the Phaedo, Phaedrus,

and Republic. And while the line of proof is different in all

three, the demonstration chosen in the Republic is closely

Phaedo allied to one of those in the Phaedo—that by which it is

^•''* shown in answer to Simmias that the soul is not a harmony.

X. 611 K. The words of Socrates, on \ ],€€ aTTobei^eLs, ? boKu, may or may not contain an

allusion to the Phaedo, or to the Phaedo, Phaedrus, and

Symposium in one. But it is at least tolerably clear that the

Republic and Phaedo both belong to a stage of Platonism in

which the doctrine of ideas had been distinctly formulated,

while the logical and metaphysical bearings of the theory

had not yet been thought out so clearly as in the period

of which the Parmenides marks the opening stage. Coinci-

dences between the Phaedo and Republic are the more

significant, as the meditation of death is a different subject-

matter from the supreme realization of life in the world.

§ 19. There is a very close approximation both of style and
Theaetetus. substance between the most serious part of the Theaetetus

(173-177) and Rep. vi, vii, although in the dialogue concerning

knowledge, as in the Gorgias and Phaedo, the philosopher is

described as withdrawn from action and as knowing nothing

of his neighbour. In this he corresponds not to the King-

philosopher of the Republic, but to the actual philosopher who
is 'useless to his State,' who in his contemplation of realities

has no time to look down on human affairs (vi. 500), and who

seeing mankind replete with lawlessness is content to live

apart, if only he can keep his own life pure. The contrast

between the philosopher and the lawyer resembles also the

description of the awkward plight of him who descends again

out of the daylight into the glimmering den (\ni. 517). Once
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more, the nature of retribution is similarly conceived by

Socrates in Theaet. 177 and by Adeimantus, while the ideal n. 363 e.

pattern of the blessed life is similarly set forth in Theaet. 177,

and in Rep. ix, suh fin. Such near agreement at once

of matter and of tone as becomes perceptible on a repeated

reading of these passages, albeit by no means a certain test,

is more decisive than such chronological indications as the

allusion to the battle of Megara (b.c. 394?), and the fact that

Cleomenes, who was at that time king of Sparta, counted

precisely twenty-five generations from Heracles (cp. Theaet.

175 a). These points, however clearly demonstrated, belong

to the time assigned to the imaginary conversation. They

cannot determine the date of its composition (except as giving

a terminus a quo). On the other hand the dialectics of the

Theaetetus evince a maturity of psychological reflexion, and

a moderation and firmness of metaphysical handling, which

had scarcely been attained by Plato when he wrote the

Republic. This may of course be a deceptive appearance,

attributable to the fact that in the larger dialogue the mind is

taken off from abstract speculation, and plunged in politics

and popular moralities. But there are considerations which

point the other way, and which incline the balance in favour of

placing the Theaetetus after rather than before the Republic.

1. The manner of approaching the subject through the

criticism of earlier philosophies would seem to mark a distinct

stage in the development of Plato's mind (cp. Soph. 246 ff".).

2. The allusion to the Parmenides seems to mark the Theaet.

Theaetetus as one of the same group with the Parmenides

and Sophist. And in the statement of metaphysical

the Theaetetus and Parmenides are companion dialogues.

3. The clear conception of Being, not-being. Unity, num-

ber, sameness, difference, similarity, diversity, as logical

categories or ideas of relation, which comes out at Theaet.

184, 185, could hardly have been possible, while Plato held the

doctrine of ideas in the crude and undeveloped form which

is still implied in the Republic, and which the Parmenides

for the first time showed to be unsatisfying.

4. The greater subtlety and accuracy of the psychological
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distinction between, bo(a,^, as compared with

Rep. VI, sub fin., and still more with the end of B. v, is also

apparent, though here, too, the difference of subject may

have involved disparity of treatment.

§ 20. As was previously said (p. 22) with reference to the

The further Philebus, the presumption thus raised can neither be sub-
consider-

ation of stantiated nor set aside without taking into account the other

lectical
dialectical dialogues, Parmenides, Sophistes, and Politicus.

dialogues And for reasons which will presently become apparent, the

postponed, Consideration of these dialogues in their relation to the
until^we Republic must be postponed to some brief remarks on the

glanced at great work which in subject-matter as well as in extent comes

nearest to the Republic, viz. the Laws. As this dialogue, by

those who acknowledge its genuineness, is admitted to be the

last of Plato's writings, the contrast which it presents to the

Republic is the more instructive, since difference may here

be interpreted to imply some change. But the comparison

must be made with caution. For two main points have to be

borne in mind : (i) that Plato in the Laws is confessedly

aiming only at the second best, and (2) that the work is doubly

incomplete :—the composition of many portions is unfinished,

and the question of Higher Education is expressly reserved,

so that, to employ Plato's own metaphor (Laws vi. 752 a),

the dialogue is without a head. The attempt to supply this

latter defect in the Epinomis (according to a credible tradition,

by Philip of Opus, the editor of the Laws) only shows how

incapable Plato's immediate successors were of continuing

what was most significant in his philosophy. The Platonism

that survived the Master in the Old Academy was indeed

'/, Opeues evi.
It may be argued, however, that both these peculiarities

are indicative of changes in the philosopher's own mental

attitude.

The very notion of a second-best in politics, of an aim

worth striving for which yet falls short of the highest, is

alien to the spirit of the Republic. Before entertaining such

a notion Plato must have come to think that the realization of

the Divine ideal was even more distant than in the fifth and
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ninth books of the Repubhc he had declared it to be : that it

was in fact impossible ^for such a creature as man in such

a state as the present.'

Even in the Republic he had acknowledged that the State

of primitive innocence could not last, and his ideal constitu-

tion presupposes the inevitableness of war. But in the Laws

that constitution also, so far as it involved the principle of

communism, is relegated to the reign of Cronos, and is de-

clared to have been suited not for human government, but

only for a theocracy. The Athenian Stranger finds it neces-

sary to strike into the middle path between two extreme

views : (i) that legislation is futile, seeing that ' time and chance

happen unto all,' and (2) that God governs all things without

the aid of man. The third or intermediate view is that human

skill, taking advantage of opportunity, may imitate from afar

off the principles of Divine action. And the opportunity now

prayed for is one less unlikely than the union of philosophy

and sovereignty in the same person. It is the conjunction

of a ^ temperate ' sovereign with the wise legislator (Laws iv).

Now such a change from 'optimism' to 'meliorism' cannot

have taken place without a mental struggle. It must have

cost Plato something, one would imagine, to discover that in

his greatest work he had only been uttering a vain, though

pious, aspiration,

—

? €9 . And of such

a struggle, with the bitterness naturally accompanying it, there

is very distinct evidence in the Politicus ; where there

is also a foreshadowing of the very solution arrived at in

the Laws.

Through a skilful process of generalization and division, § 21.

Socrates Junior has been led by the Eleatic Stranger to Politicus.

define Statesmanship as 'the art of man-herding,'—according

to the figure repeatedly used by Socrates in the Republic.

But on reflexion the image is found unsuitable to the actual

state of the world, in which the work of tending mankind is

shared by many functionaries besides the statesman or ruler.

Not the human governor, but the divine superintendent of

the Golden Age, may be thought to have included all these

functions in his own person. Our science of politics must
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condescend to the actual present world and distinguish more

definitely between the art of government and the other modes

of managing mankind.

This position is illustrated by the wonderful myth, in which

a more serious effort is made, than was attempted in the

Republic, to face the problem of the existence of evil. ' God
alternately guides the world and lets it go.' There can be no

doubt under which dispensation we are living. Amidst this

anarchy, of which Zeus is the reputed lord, the only hope of

improvement lies in cherishing some faint remembrance of

the Divine Order which was once a reality. Occasionally

this remembrance comes with exceptional clearness to the

mind of the philosopher, who is the only law-giver. Happy
is that portion of the human race, that, when he appears, is

willing to listen to him, and to obey his precepts. But his

time upon the earth is brief, and when he departs, like a

physician going into a far country, he leaves a prescription

behind him. In his absence, the only feasible rule is the

observance of Law, which is better than caprice, though far

inferior to the immediate rule of Mind.

§ 22. It is sufficiently manifest how all this leads up to the

point from which the Athenian Stranger makes his departure

in counselling Cleiniasand Megillus ; although in the Politicus

there is little as yet of the spirit of compromise, which

appears in the Laws,—for example, in the partial adoption of

election by lot, notwithstanding the often expressed scorn of

Socrates.

Also in many isolated points the Statesman anticipates the

Laws, (i) The distinction between oligarchy and democracy

is regarded in both as non-essential. Either may be better

or worse according as it is administered. And constitutional

democracy is far better than unconstitutional oligarchy. (2)

The weaving together of diverse elements in a State is a notion

to which prominence is given in both dialogues ; especially (3)

in the provisions concerning marriage. And (4) as the name

of Statesman is denied to the actual politicians in the Politicus,

so the actual constitutions are contemptuously referred to in

the Laws as the 'non-constitutions' ( ra.'i ov^
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€K€Lvas). They are not polities but parties. (5) The con-

ception of an infinite past, by which Plato accounts for the

growth of civilization, appears most distinctly in the Timaeus,

Critias, Politicus and Laws (B. iii).

Although the philosopher's practical scope has thus shifted, § 23.

and numberless minute provisions are expressly made of a

kind which the of the Republic were meant to dis-

cover for themselves, the reader of the Laws is often reminded

of the leading thoughts of the Republic. Each individual, as

far as possible, is to be not many but one. The definition of

Justice, obtained with so much difficulty, is silently discarded,

but Plato still glances with disfavour on the heretical view

that Justice is conventional, and he still dwells on the pheno-

menon that selfpreservation is the basis of de facto govern-

ments upheld by statute. At the same time he points out that

no government is overthrown but by itself. The law of

Charondas, by which the money-lender was left to take the

risk of loss, is spoken of with emphatic approval both in the

Laws and the Republic. The avoidance of the extremes of

wealth and poverty is equally a principle of both. General

rules [tvttol,^) are laid down, as in the Republic, so also

in the Laws, for the censor of the poets. Early education is

again regarded as an anticipation of Reason. The importance

oi rhythm in education is more than ever insisted on. The

music is still to be subordinated to the words'. And although

the paradoxical view that gymnastic also has a mental purpose

does not expressly reappear (it had already been ignored in

Rep. VII. 521 e), the merely utilitarian conception of physical

training is not the less scornfully rejected. The neglect

of education by Cyrus and Darius is held accountable for

the vices of Cambyses and of Xerxes (cp. Prot., Gorg.). The

supremacy of mind is vehemently asserted. The passions

are in the individual what the populace are in a State.

Yet here also the later phase of Plato's philosophy makes

itself felt, and the conjunction of sense with intellect is

introduced, not merely as the cause of error (Rep. viii), but ^ .

^ Laws II. 669.
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62 B,c. as the condition of practical wisdom (compare the Philebus).

On the other hand the unity of Virtue (Justice and Temper-

ance especially running up into a single principle), which is

only hinted as a possibility in the Republic, is prescribed

as a main dogma of the Higher Education, which is to be

presided over by the Nocturnal Council.

§ 24. This Higher Education is spoken of in two passages of

the Laws as a subject reserved for future consideration.

a. B. VII. 818 (in speaking of the higher arithmetic, geo-

metry and astronomy) be^ ^ ?
hiairoveiv rovs )? ^ ^' ovs 6e,

TTpo'Covres €7 reXeL^ . . .; -^€ €€' ' et?, et €,^^ ^.
\ . XII. 969 ^yw ' Lvbvv€v €€€ ye b€bova€ nepl tt/s? €

TTJs €4 rots* ^ ^€
ovh erepoti ^^ €.

The former passage (') may be compared with Rep. iv.

435 c, where Socrates remarks that for the true account of

the virtues it would be necessary to take the ' longer way '

(which is afterwards identified with dialectic) ; the latter (/3')

is very similar to Rep. vi. 536, 537, where Socrates introduces

the ' Idea of Good.* But, whereas in the Republic, Socrates

at least partially satisfies expectation, the statement promised

by the Athenian Stranger is deferred until a more convenient

season.

The student of the Laws is consequently left in a position

resembling that in which readers of the Republic would have

been, had Books v, vi, vii of that dialogue remained un-

written. He is aware, indeed, that the Nocturnal Council

were to comprehend the single underlying principle which

gives unity to the Virtues, that they would acknowledge

Wisdom to be the guide (cp. Rep. iv. 428) and Temperance

the inseparable condition of them all; that their minds would

have been cleared and strengthened by a sound training in

the necessary truths of mathematics and astronomy ; that the

absolute priority of Mind to Body would be a principle deeply
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infixed in their souls. But beyond this we are unable to

judge how far the education and nurture which the Stranger

advocates, resembled or differed from that developed in

Rep. VII, or indeed whether he proposes that the members of

the Nocturnal Council of this secondary State should be

'philosophers/ in what Plato at the time of writing conceived

to be the highest sense of the word. Like the definition of

the Philosopher projected by the Eleatic Stranger, the

Athenian Stranger's account of the Highest Education seems

never to have been written down by Plato \

We can only dimly trace some fragments of his leading

thoughts, in the directions for elementary study given in

B. VII, the religious principles inculcated in B. x, and some

detached sentences towards the end of B. xii.

(i) Mathematics as the Truth of Nature, vii. 818 riVes ovv^

^eW . . . h Aeyets.

(2) Priority of Mind, x. 887 ff., xii. 966 ff.

(3) Necessary existence of a 'prtmum mobile,' x. 894, cp.

Phaedr. 245.

(4) Eternal supremacy of the better mind over the worse,

x. 897.

The author of the Epinomis has gathered up these

scattered threads, but the pattern into which he has woven

them is not Plato's, still less are there to be found there the

traces of the untrammelled thought and free intelligence, of

a mind not enslaved to its own formulae, which are absent

from no genuine Platonic writing.

A theory of knowledge and of the object of knowledge is,

therefore, not to be looked for in the Laws. Yet the study of

dialectic has left its trace, in the pedantic elaboration of

method, which marks the earlier and more finished part of the

dialogue, and is analogous to the tedious classifications which

the Eleatic Stranger in the Politicus remarks on and defends.

^ ' Of a supreme or master science which was to be the coping stone of

the rest, few traces appear in the Laws. He seems to have lost faith in it,

or perhaps to have reaHzed that the time for such a science had not yet

come, and that he was unable to fill up the outline which he had sketched.'

Jowett's Plato, vol. v, Laws, Introduction, p. 130.

VOL. II. D
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§ 25. The position of the Politicus, as intermediate between the

Consider- RepubHc and the Laws, is sufficiently evident after what has

Dialectical been said. Now the Politicus cannot be far removed from
dialogues ^^^ Sophistes, and the Philebus in style and structure bears
resumed.

evidence of belonging to the same period. The Timaeus is

avowedly later than the Republic.

We are therefore not left without data for the difficult

inquiry :— Did Plato's theory of knowledge undergo any

change after the composition of the Republic? In what

direction were his thoughts moving with respect to this,

which he himself regarded as the highest subject of study?

The inquiry is difficult. For each work of Plato's is a

separate whole, in which the parts have reference, not to any

previous statement, but to the particular aspect of the Truth

to which for the time being the philosopher addressed him-

self, and in which his mind was wholly absorbed. Even

such distinct references as those in the Timaeus and Laws to

the Republic, or those in the Theaetetus and Sophistes to the

Parmenides^ do not involve any attempt to adjust the later

dialogue to the earlier one. Yet, on a general survey of the

group of dialogues above-named, from which the Parmenides

and Theaetetus (perhaps even the Euthydemus) cannot

altogether be separated, there is observable a greater amount

of consistency, as well as of positive content, than, for

example, appears in grouping together Protag., Apol.,

Symp., Phaedr., Phaedo, Gorg. And this general observa-

tion may be of use, if, instead of attempting a detailed har-

mony, or ^ peering between the lines ' of detached passages

for the evidences of a system which is nowhere formulated,

we content ourselves with marking the broad outlines, and

so endeavouring to follow the main movement of Plato's

thought.

The concluding passage of Rep. vi'- contains a statement

of the unity of knowledge, which may be summed up as

' The reference to the Sophist in Polit. 284 ? Iv " (*as in

dealing with the Sophist '), is not in question here, as the Sophist and

Statesman are to all intents and purposes one dialogue.

* See above, p. 13.
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follows:—'The investigation of Truth under the conditions

of human life on earth must start from assumptions -based on

sensible perception. But that is only the starting-point. The
philosophic spirit cannot rest, until the mind's conceptions

have been purified by the activity of thought from every

sensible mean, and so rising from height to height of

abstraction, the thinker may lay hold on the Absolute

[to^), whence again descending, he may pass from

Form to Form, and end with pure ideas.' Nowhere else had

Plato hitherto so clearly asserted the connexion and grada-

tion of the Forms of Being.

But if we ask, what is the nature of the connexion, or

of the transition from the higher to the lower forms, the

Republic yields no consistent answer.

1. In the fifth book the et5os• is said to be related to its

particulars, as the whole to the parts. Are the higher €'^ of

Book VI thus related to the lower ? Do they form a series of

which the extreme terms are Summum Genus and Infima

Species ?

2. The reader of B. is at once presented with a different

conception. The ideal Bed is not a whole of which the

actual bed is part, but the Pattern after which it is made.

Are the higher ideas related to the lower, as the Perfect to

the Imperfect? The beginning of B. vii and the end of

B. IX may lend some colour to this view ; which, however, is

inconsistent with the preceding.

3. Once more, in studying the educational discussions of

B. VII, in which the general conception of Science is practi-

cally applied, we are led upwards from the mind's first

perceptions of difference and identity, through the abstract

study of number, form and motion, first to the common

principles determining all such studies, then to universal

principles worked out by Dialectic, and last of all to the

primal, ultimate, creative, regulative, alone substantial Form

of Good. Are the Ideas, then, Forms of Thought, and are

the higher related to the lower as the ideas of the Reason to

the categories of the Understanding, and those of the Under-

standing to those of pure intuition,—to use a Kantian figure ?

D 2
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Relation to other dialogues.

§ 26. The truth is that Plato had not yet cleared his mind

from some confusion on this subject. It may be doubted

whether he ever did so completely. Three points of view,

which to modern thinkers are obviously distinct, the logical,

the cosmological, the psychological, repeatedly cross and

recross each other in his writings.

The moment came, however, when he keenly felt the need

of solving this and other metaphysical difficulties. It is

generally acknowledged that the Parmenides reflects pre-

cisely such an intellectual crisis. He could no longer satisfy

himself with making a vague metaphysic the imaginary basis

of an empirical morality.

The Par- Plato's thought in the Parmenides is directed towards

(i) the theory of general forms and (2) the opposition of the

one and many, not with barren contemplation, nor yet with

scepticism, but with serious inquiry. At the same time

Plato's Dialectic for the first time consciously stands face to

face with Eleaticism. Most of the objections afterwards

brought by Aristotle against the dhy] are here raised in the

form of aTToptat, which are discussed, but not finally answered.

And a tentative effort is made towards a New ' Kritik ' of pure

truth, through a disjunctive method, which the aged Par-

menides recommends as a necessary propaedeutic, but which

nowhere recurs. The dialogue ends, after the Socratic

manner of the Protagoras or the first book of the Republic,

with contradiction and the confession of ignorance, but the

reader has been carried into higher regions of speculation

than in the purely * Socratic ' dialogues.

The In the Theaetetus likewise the Socratic mask of irony is

again. effectively resumed. There is much in it of the playfulness

of the Phaedrus or Symposium, but without the wildness.

That is sobered down through the presence of the grave

Theodorus. We have again, as in the Parmenides, a chain of, most subtly reasoned out, but not finally got rid of

Once more comes back the old familiar Socratic ending

—

' What knowledge is, I do not know.' But just as the Par-

menides breathes the profound conviction, ' No philosophy

without ideas, whatever the ideas may prove to be,—nor
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without the One, however our conception of Unity may

have to be modified/ so the Socrates of the Theaetetus will

never discourse without assuming the reality of Knowledge,

nor will Theaetetus hesitate to affirm that unity and diversity,

sameness and difference, number and quantity, are not per-

ceived through any bodily organ ; but the perception of them,

however manifestly evoked through sensible impressions, is

in each case a direct intuition of the mind. Plato in the

Theaetetus is again conscious of Eleatic influence, while he

reckons with Heraclitus, Protagoras, and the Cyrenaics,

—

perhaps also with Antisthenes.

In these two dialogues, then, the philosopher is directly

grappling with the chief difficulties which surround his own

as well as other theories of Knowing and Being : the Par-

menides breaking ground which is afterwards to be renewed,

and dealing mainly with questions of Being ; the Theaetetus

(in this approaching modern thought) treating the central

questions of philosophy chiefly from the subjective side.

Taken together, these writings represent a time of § 27.

strenuous mental effort, when Plato was resolutely bent on

going by the Monger way,' and on fulfilling, even 'through

hours of gloom,' the 'tasks in hours of insight willed.' What-

ever tedium it may cost him, whatever intellectual fatigue, he

is determined to see more clearly and fix more definitely

those lines and veins of truth ' according to Nature ' of

which he has spoken in the Phaedrus. No result of this

endeavour is formulated. That is not Plato's way. But as

his Socrates says to Theaetetus,^ ear)'^, so the philosophy of this whole group of

dialogues (Parm., Theaet., Soph., Polit., Phil., Tim.) has

distinctive features which clearly separate them not only

from the Phaedo or Symposium, but even from the Phaedrus

and the Republic.

I. The first point to notice is the serious criticism of earlier

and contemporary philosophies. As Socrates questioned

with individuals, so Plato now cross-questions doctrines and

methods. He had elsewhere glanced allusively at the

Heracliteans, the Pythagoreans, the Cyrenaics the Mega-
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rians and others,—he had perhaps satirized Antisthenes ;

—

but it is now through the lengthened examination of whole

schools of thought that he at once developes and tests his

own conceptions. This is a new thing in philosophy, and

argues a great advance in dialectical method.

2. Plato has had many a fling at the art of controversy

(avrikoyiK-r]), with its love of cross distinctions (Rep. v. 454),

its confusion of facts with principles (Phaedo 90 b), and all the

array of sophisms which are grouped together for ridicule in

the Euthydemus. But he has now discovered that in a deeper

sense a cognate error lies at the root of all the intellectual

confusion of the time— that an illogical logic based on

abstract contradictions has been responsible not only for the

vain jangling of Dionysodorus and his fellows, but for the

waste of serious thought over such problems as whether false

opinion is possible, whether an element can be defined,

whether all discussion is not unreal, and other cognate diffi-

culties, which were threatening the very life of philosophy.

This element of contemporary speculation he traces to the

Zenonian logic, in which the profound speculative thought

of Parmenides had been beaten out and misapplied.

3. Hence comes his endeavour to turn the weapons of the

Megarians against themselves, and to evolve, at least approxi-

mately, a theory of predication both in thought and language

which, instead of hindering, may stimulate and aid the healthy

growth of eager minds. His interest in dialectic is at this

stage more than ever educational. And this is especially true

of that aspect of it which carries on the work commenced in

the Phaedrus,— the use of Classification.

c 28 The ' dichotomies ' of the Sophist and Politicus are not to

be taken too seriously. They afibrd a method of approach

to the main subject, by which the mind of the youthful hearer

or reader is to be at the same time kept on the alert, and

awakened to the difficulties with which the scientific treatment

of any general question is surrounded. They remind us of

the description in the Philebus of the charm which the logical

' one and many ' had for young Athenians. The}^ may even

be regarded as bearing some analogy to the arithmetical
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puzzles which the Egyptians had invented for the amusement
of children. But there are turns and moments of the laborious

game where some principle of method is illustrated. These
are marked with special emphasis, and by attending to them

we learn something of the direction of Plato's own thoughts.

In the Phaedrus the ideal of generalization and division

had been left disappointingly vague. The spirit of dialectic

seems there to be regarded as its own evidence in determining

the outlines of Truth, as an organic whole. In generalizing,

the dialectician recognizes the et5os ofwhich his soul had once

the vision; in dividing, he will 'follow Nature,' hitting the

joints, and not hacking the limbs. It is further indicated

that ' Nature ' has a 'right-hand ' and a 'left-hand ' segment,

—which may be interpreted indifferently as positive and

negative, or as good and evil. But in the Sophistes, and even

more in the Politicus and the Philebus, while the dialectical

method is still upheld, and still subordinated to the free

activity ofthe philosophic mind, the difficulties and hindrances

attending on it are more seriously felt. The process is accom-

panied with much labour, and leads through 'slippery' places.

The several definitions of the Sophist, all based on observa-

tion and attained through successive excursions, at first seem

to have little in common. The synoptic and selective faculty

must be called in, to gather from all these the characteristic

difference of the creature. And it is at this point (Soph. 233)

that the investigation passes from the formal to the real.

In resuming the work of 'carving ' to define the statesman

the young respondent is warned that he must not cut off too

much at once (for fear of ' hacking the limbs'),—whereupon he

asks the difficult and important question, ' How is one to

know an accidental segment (?) from a true form (?).'

He is further made aware that the process of residues is

insufficient for the purposes of science, (since, as was shown

in the Sophist, negation also has a positive content), and that

before I can know the nature of this^ I must know something

also ofwhat is not this hut akin to this. Thus dialectic becomes

more concrete, no longer turning on the mere perception or

intuition of elementary forms, but endeavouring to recognize
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them as actualized in the complexity of the world. Hence

the great value of the argument from example. Nor should

the hearer ofdialectic ever complain of mere length as tedious,

for length and brevity are relative not to each other merely,

but to the requirements of investigation and discovery. Thus,

as by a side wind, is introduced the principle of ,
which plays such an important part in the Philebus.

The same increasing consciousness of the intricate develop-

ments of real science as opposed to mere logic appears in the

well-known passage of the Philebus, i6 foil., where it is shown

that the lover of truth must not rest in the mere discovery of

a one and many, but pursue his investigation until he ascer-

tains ' how many.' This is not a mere return to Pythago-

reanism, but a real advance towards a fuller conception of

scientific truth.

§ 29. There is another aspect of this part of the subject, on

which Plato dwells in different ways, but with similar emphasis,

in the Parmenides, Sophistes and Politicus. The Sun of

Science, as Bacon says, shines equally on the palace and the

dunghill. Socrates, replying to Parmenides, is doubtful

whether he ought or ought not to assume ideas of dirt and

refuse. But he is assured by the philosopher that when the

love of knowledge has taken hold of him, as one day it will

take hold, he will neglect none of these things. And in like

manner his namesake, the Younger Socrates, raises no

objection when the Eleatic Stranger affirms that in the eye

of Science the vermin-killer is as much a huntsman as the

general, or when he reminds him afterwards that, in classi-

fication, no preference should be given to what is not

ridiculous. And Socrates himself tells Protarchus (Phil.

58 c) that the art of which we are in search is not that which

produces the grandest effect, but that which discovers some

particle of truth, however seemingly unimportant'.

These hints ofan ideal of science are in entire keeping with

the curiously modern description of the intellectual life as 'an

^ Rep. III. 402 ' eu ' iv €^\ 7)(, may seem

an anticipation of this, but should rather be compared Avith supr. 11. 369 d,

infr. IV. 435 a.
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interrogation of all natures with the view of learning from

each what it has to contribute from its particular experience

towards collective wisdom ' (Politicus, 272 b, c).

If in these dialogues Plato's logical method assumes a more § 30.

definitely scientific aspect, his metaphysical theory undergoes

modifications of a corresponding kind.

Not onty is each ' natural kind ^

' to be regarded as a whole '^,

but (as in the scheme foreshadowed in Rep. vi) the several

wholes must be known in the light of higher conceptions, and

as forming one vast totality. The primary forms or notions

of unity, likeness, unlikeness, numerical difference, motion,

rest, must be recognized as no less real than the attributes

of each several kind. 'Quality' itself is a new abstraction

which has to be named. Now this implies, what is not

explicitly formulated, the admission of ' ideas ' not only of

existence, but of relation. Plato nowhere seems distinctly

conscious of the difference between a genus and a category ^

The terms et5os and ykvos are used by him indifferently for

both. But in the dialectical dialogues he dwells more and

more on those universal conceptions which are inseparable

from knowledge and being. These are the 'birds that fly

everywhere about the aviary,' sameness and difference, unity

and plurality, number, quantity, motion and rest. And it is

in the effort to realize ideas of relation and to understand the

relativity ofthought that he takes in hand the central problem of

Being and Not-Being, affirmation and negation. The reason-

ing of the Sophistes, based as it is on a critical review of pre-

vious philosophies, marks one of the most decisive moments

in the history of thought, exploding the prime fallacy, which

had its stronghold then in the misapplication of the great con-

ception of Parmenides, and has since haunted many a polemi-

cal dispute, the confusion of the Dictum Simpliciter with the

Dictum Secundum quid. When it is once recognized that

omnis negatio est determination a fatal obstacle is removed out

of the way of science.

' Theaet. 157 re e?Sos.

'^ Ibid. 174 A Tttii' ^.
^ See above, p. 35.
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This great advance in Plato's central point of view has

sometimes been represented as if Plato had now for the first

time introduced Motion amongst the ideas. But the identity

of thought and life is of the very essence of Platonism

throughout, ^witness the proof of immortality in the Phae-

drus, and the description of the Idea of Good as the supreme

efficient cause in the Republic. It was precisely because

Eleaticism made this impossible, by assuming the incom-

municability of Being and Becoming, One and Many, that

Plato found it necessary to lay hands on ' Father Parmeni-

Soph. des,' and to prove the maxim, €€?7- €
^^^ ^' ^. That 'love of the

Whole' of which he speaks again and again never ceased to be

his ruling passion. The more he becomes aware of the variety

and intricacy of things, the more he is bent on binding them

with the unity of knowledge. But in the speculative region,

as in he practical, he loses something of the daring con-

fidence of his earlier essays, and while his vision of mental

phenomena becomes clearer, in speaking of the Universe he

betakes himself again to Mythology.

§ 31. The preceding observations may serve to commend the

Common yiew which is here maintained, viz. that the Parmenides,

isticsof the Theaetetus, Sophistes, Politicus, Philebus, in the order named

dialr^es^
(with the doubtful insertion of the Euthydemus before or

after the Theaetetus, as a irapepyov), form a distinct group or

series, and that this series, taken as a whole, is subsequent to

the great literary effort which terminated with the Republic.

The dialogues thus grouped together have certain charac-

teristics in common.

Condensa- I. The thought expressed in them is far more condensed,
tion and ^^^ except in the Theaetetus, is much less richly clothed
compara- » r

live dry- with imagination and humour, than that expressed in the

dialogues which are here supposed to have preceded them.

Altered 2. On grounds of style as well as of substance it has been
^^^^^" shown that the Politicus holds an intermediate place between

the Republic and the Laws ', and also that the manner of

* See L. Campbell's edition of the Sophistes and Politicus, 1867. The

position therein assigned to the Sophistes, Politicus and Philebus, has
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the Sophistes and Philebus has marked affinities to that of the

PoHticus. It may be added that although the Theaetetus

and Parmenides are not throughout written in this later

vein, the dialectical passages in both of them indicate an

approach to it.

3. In these dialogues there is an increasing clearness Psycho-

and minuteness of psychological analysis and definition,
(jjftirfct-

Compare for example the analysis of vision in the Theae- "^^s.

tetus with Rep. vii. 525 c, or the description of •?79, (\>av-,,^, &c. in the Philebus with the tabular

view of vovs, biavoLa, ?,, in Rep. vi sub fin.

4. Plato is no longer contented with positing the existence Epistemo-

of universals, nor even of such a hierarchy of pure ideas as ^^*

he imagines at the end of Rep. vi. He is now seriously

bent on discovering the nature of Knowledge and its object,

and of determining the connexion and correlation of ideas.

5. From the recognition that every ethos is a, through Lists of

r -r» • • ^-rr Categories.

the account of Bemg, not-bemg, sameness, dmerence, &c. as

pure categories of perception, and the admission of Other-

ness as a mode of Being, up to the description of Measure as

the Supreme Law, we trace the tendency, which is certainly

less perceptible elsewhere in Plato, to define conceptions,

which, while still regarded as objective, are essentially forms

or modes of mind. The Philebus is rich in such determina-

tions, which sometimes cross each other inconveniently, and

even the seven forms of civic life in the Politicus, 289 {to

7€€ elbos \_=^^,, ayyelov,,,,) may be quoted as illustrative of a similar

effort after.
6. Without admitting that a metaphysical system or con- Meta-

sistent body of doctrine (' Plato's later theory of ideas') can attitude.

be gathered from these dialogues, it is possible to trace in

them the development of a metaphysical attitude which differs

since been given to these same dialogues on independent grounds by

W. Dittenberger {Hermes, xvi). M. Schanz {Hermes, xxi\ and Constantin

Ritter {Untevsuchungen 1888). The convergence of different lines of

investigation towards the same result has now reached a point which must

surely be acknowledged to be convincing. See Excursus, infra pp. 46 ff.
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Genesis

or Pro-

duction.

Decline
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Religious
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Timaeus.

both from that of the Protagoras and of the RepubHc. The
supposed incommunicableness of knowledge and sense, being

and becoming, universal and particular, one and many, which

had threatened to paralyze philosophy, is felt to have been

practically overcome, and the unity and correlation of know-

ledge and of nature is re-established.

7. That speculative interest in yeveais,—in the origin and

growth of phenomena,—in what modern thinkers call the

laws of evolution,—which had been the prime motive of the

Ionian physiology, but had on different grounds been dis-

carded both by Parmenides and Socrates,— is now, there-

fore, once more re-awakened in Plato's mind, and is partially

justified by a metaphysic, in which the absolute comprises

and sustains the relative, and evil is but a necessary moment

in the self-development of Good.

8. But this speculative advance involves what cannot but

be felt as retrogression on the practical side. For by intro-

ducing the conception of infinite gradation, it defers, without

destroying, the hope of perfectibility :

—

ov ) ((6^

is the tone to which the ear of philosophy is now attuned. The

distance between Man and God is found to be greater than in

the first bright vision of the Ideal it had been conceived to be.

9. And the spirit of the philosopher becomes less sanguine,

but more profoundly religious than before.

ID. This phase of Platonism is marked by some obscure

but not uncertain indications of a controversial attitude to-

wards Democritus \

The Timaeus is linked on to the subject of the Republic,

but although both dialogues are referred to a time of public

festival, they can hardly be viewed as strictly continuous.

Socrates had on the previous day expounded to Timaeus,

Critias, and Hermocrates his conception of an ideal state,

—not, apparently, in the form of a reported conversation.

^ The latter observations (7, 8, 9, 10) are supported by the following

passages of Soph., Polit., Phileb. : viz. Soph. 216, 246-248, 265 (cp.Theaet.

i73> 185 D, e) ; Polit. 269-275 (the myth), 278, 301, 302; Phileb. 22, 28, 30,

54, 59 A, 62, 64.
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The Higher Education seems to have been cursorily men-

tioned, and the institution of infanticide must have been

suppressed. However this may be, the Timaeus reflects

the later phase of Plato's philosophy which has been just

described. There is no room here for an exposition of the

most difficult, if not, as some still declare it to be, the most

important of Plato's dialogues. It must suffice to observe

that metaphysical conceptions which are formulated in the

Sophistes and Philebus are here apphed, e.g. the^^,
and the ; that the new conception of matter or ex-

tension as€^€ is of the same order with the-
yeves elbos of the Politicus, and that the mythological colouring

more resembles the myth in that dialogue, than any other of

the Platonic myths, although the relation of God to the world

is more nobly conceived ^ Cosmological and Pythagorizing

notions are not absent from other dialogues. The Phaedo

and Republic are both influenced by them. But a comparison

of passages makes it clear that the point of view implied in

the Timaeus is different and more developed.

The Timaeus is only the opening page or prelude of the

most magnificent prose-poem ever planned by a single mind
;

a complete Bible, had it been written, of philosophical imagi-

nation. The story of Creation was to have been followed

up by the history of the Chosen People, of their wars with

the Unbelievers, and of the final triumph of the Good. Here

indeed would have been an account of Evolution. But it

breaks off before the rebel armada had been set in array.

What stayed the hand of the veteran thinker and creator

from this fair work? We can only conjecture. But the

Laws afford a possible reply. His practical enthusiasm was

inexhaustible. In ages far remote, it might be, the vision of

that conflict of the Sons of Light with the material Power

of Atlantis might operate for good. But ere then, the day of

Hellas might be dim. The states for whose reform he had

so cared might all have foundered. The years were closing

^ Compare for example the desperate notion of God relinquishing the

helm, with the delegation of the lower works to the demiurgi: Tim. 42

biara^as ^^ kavTOv (.
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round him, the setting of his life^ was near at hand. He had

no longer strength for both efforts. The speculative and

imaginative powers, perhaps, were ebbing from him. But

practical earnestness remained. He would attempt what

still was possible. And perchance those who had turned a

deaf ear to his ideal strains might listen to suggestions of

reform if pitched in a somewhat lower key.

Some such reflections are naturally suggested by Plato's

sudden descent from the Council Chamber of Zeus, where

the Critias breaks off, to enter on the long and weary labour

of the Laws.

EXCURSUS

On the position of the Sophistes, Politicus, and Philehus in the

order of the Platonic Dialogues ; and on some character-

istics of Plato's latest writings'"-.

§ I. It had long since occurred to students of Plato that,

while it appeared antecedently probable that all the shorter

dialogues were previous to the Republic, the Sophistes

in particular implied a philosophical point of view in

advance of the definition of knowledge and opinion at the

end of Republic, Book v. It seemed possible, however, that

such an opinion might be coloured with some metaphysical

preconception, and in editing the Sophistes I resolved to

verify this observation without having recourse to 'meta-

physical aid.' The objections which Socher had raised

against the genuineness of this and the companion dialogue

had been answered by W. H. Thompson ^, who had defended

both writings as having the general characteristics of Plato's

style. I felt, however, that the discrepancies to which atten-

tion had been called by Socher and Schaarschmidt* could not

be thus easily disposed of, and must have some significance.

' Laws VI. 770 A ($ ' kv .
^ From a paper read to the Oxford Philological Society in June 1890, by

L. Campbell.
•' In the Cambridge Philosophical Transactions.

* Rheinisches Museum.
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Now, as difficulties of a similar kind had been urged with

reference to the Laws, it seemed a question worth raising,

whether any affinity could be established between these

several works, as belonging to one and the same period

of Plato's literary activity. For if the Laws were assumed to

be genuine on the authority of Aristotle, the genuineness of

the other dialogues would be rendered more probable, if

their peculiarities were found to approximate to those of a

well-authenticated writing. And the difficulty about the Laws

would at the same time be lessened. For the authorities

which attest their genuineness (to lay no stress on the con-

fessions of the Athenian Stranger) represent them as Plato's

latest—or even posthumous—work, and any differences either

of manner or of matter between this dialogue and the Re-

public would be made more intelligible by the discovery of

an interval and a period of transition. A step would also

have been made towards the solution of the problem stated

by Schleiermacher, but not satisfactorily solved by him—nor

by Hermann—the order of the dialogues.

The Timaeus and Critias are avowedly subsequent to the

Republic. And the right method for testing my hypothesis

was, therefore, to ascertain what elements of style and diction,

as well as of opinion, were 'common and peculiar' to the

Sophist and Statesman with the Timaeus, Critias and Laws :

i. e. what special features are shared by the members of this

group, which are absent from the other dialogues, or less

apparent in them. It was a method of concomitant variations.

The result of a somewhat tedious inquiry was to confirm my
anticipation, and to include the Philebus also amongst the

works which are intermediate between the Republic and the

Laws. The only support for this view which I could find in

any previous writer, was the opinion expressed by Ueberweg

in his Untersucliungen iiher die Echtheit und Zeitfolge Platon-

ischen Schriften ^ (pp. 207-209), but afterwards abandoned by

him in deference to the objections of Schaarschmidt.

The argument set forth in my Introductions to the § 2.

Sophistes and Politicus, possibly through some fault of

' Wien, 1861.
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exposition \ seems to have escaped the attention of scholars.

And yet, so far as it was sound, it tended to estabHsh a fact

of real significance, viz. that the Republic and Laws are

separated by a period of great philosophical activity :—an

activity which renders more conceivable the discrepancies

which have troubled critics of the Laws, and accounts for the

supposed anomalies in the intervening dialogues.

The same conclusion is now upheld in Germany on similar,

but wholly independent grounds—viz. on a statistical estimate

of variations in Plato's use of particles and recurring formulae.

In* 1881 W. Dittenberger in Hermes (vol. xvi, pp. 321-345)^

called attention to the fact that the formula —so familiar

to the Platonic student,—is entirely absent from two-thirds of

the genuine dialogues. From this point onwards the statistics

of Platonic formulae have been pursued by successive in-

quirers. Dr. Martin Schanz, for example, in vol. xxi of

Hermes (1886), pointed out a striking variation in the compara-

tive frequency of o'l^rtand ^, the latter being found only

in a fraction of the dialogues, while in some of these it has

completely ousted^. The avoidance of hiatus (noticed

by Blass in 1874, Att. Ber. ii, p. 426) is another pheno-

menon of which the varying frequency points to the same

result.

The accumulated outcome of seven years of this kind

of inquiry is recapitulated by Constantin Ritter in his little

book of Untersuchungen (Stuttgardt, 1888), in which he has

recorded also valuable observations of his own.

Notwithstanding the tendency—which seems to be in-

separable from such investigations—to aim at more precise

results than the method justifies (of which Dittenberger's

inference from the use of ; in Epicharmus "* is an amus-

ing example), yet, when minor uncertainties are discarded,

there remains a strong concurrence of evidence in favour of

^ I take this late opportunity of correcting a serious misprint. For
' Critias,' in the tabular view on p. xxxiii of the work in question, read * Crito.'

'^ Sprachliche Kriterienfur die Chronologie der Platonischen Dialoge.

^ Harm. xxi. 439-459, Zur Entwickclung des Platonischen Stils.

* That Plato brought back < from his journey to Sicily.
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placing the Soph., Polit., Phileb., Tim., Critias, and Laws—
nearly in this order—as latest in a separate group.

When it is considered that the facts thus collected unite

in corroborating the observations published in 1867, it will

probably be admitted that the inference is irresistible, and

that the question of the order has to this extent been solved.

It is therefore worth some pains to examine the significance § 3.

of the phenomenon, the reality of which is now abundantly

demonstrated.

We are really considering an important movement in the

development of Greek prose writing :—the gradual prevalence

over Plato's style of the rhetorical artificiality, which in the

earlier periods he had alternately ridiculed and coquettishly

played with.

And we are met on the threshold by one of those

observations by which the mere collection of instances has to

be checked. Some of the features which we are now taught

to identify with Plato's later manner are already present in

the Phaedrus,—the balanced cadences, the vocabulary en-

riched from the poets and the earlier literature, the compara-

tive rareness of hiatus, the use of 6<$ for , of; ?
for hriKov ort, even the Ionic dative plural, all are represented

there. But the most casual reader cannot fail to see that in

the Phaedrus these are but decorations of a sort of carnival

dress that is worn for the occasion only. Plato is caught by

a fascination at which he himself is laughing all the while.

His Socrates is and a strange fluency possesses

him. For Phaedrus' sake he is compelled to phrase his

thoughts poetically,—he speaks in dithyrambs \ It would

therefore be rash, as F. Blass long since observed, to argue

from the avoidance of hiatus, for example, to the date of the

Phaedrus. But this dialogue has, notwithstanding, a real

bearing on the subject in hand. For in spite of all his

' Observe the suggestion of lyrical cadences

—

// // /— — \y — v^€5' 070)7^( epws(.
VOL. II.
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persiflage it is evident that the tricks of style which Plato

there parodied were exercising a powerful charm upon his

mind. In the Politicus and Laws, where, under the grander

name of€ (Polit. 303), the once ridiculed is

admitted to have a legitimate function, the ornate manner

is employed not in humorous irony, but with solemn gravity.

It is therefore reasonable to regard the rhetorical flowers

of the Phaedrus as the early anticipation of a habit which

long afterwards becomes fixed,

§ 4. The following are some of the peculiarities of language

in which the Sophistes, Politicus and Philebus are found

to approximate to the Laws, and which therefore mark the

transition towards Plato's later style. It may be well to take

first the particles and formulae, to which Dittenberger and

others have recently directed attention. For the purpose

of the argument we may for the present neglect those which

(like TL ;) bear only on the relation of the Republic (with

Phaedr., Theaet.) to the earlier dialogues.

ye occurs only twice in Rep., and once in each of the

following :—Euthyd., Symp., Phaedr., Theaet. ; but 6 times

in Soph. (52 pp.) \ 8 times in Polit. (54 pp.), 7 times in Tim.

(76 pp.), and 25 times in Laws (368 pp.).

TTep, added to adverbs and pronominal words :

—

^ only in Tim. (4), Critias (i), Laws (16).

-^ „ Soph., Tim., Laws.

„ Polit., Laws.

oaaxfjirep „ Tim. 43 E.

6? (combined) only in Soph. (2), Polit. (3), Phil. (3),

Tim. (i). Laws (11).^ without rt, frequent in Aristotle,—a use which first

appears in Euripides''',— is rare in Plato except in Soph. (26),

Polit. (13), Phil. (14), Tim. (9), Criti. (4^ Laws (122).

The use of 69 is one of many coincidences between

Plato's later style and tragic Greek. According to Stephanus

(Thesaurus) the word appesLVs first in Euripides. It is used

* The pages referred to are those of the edition of Stephanus, 1578.

^ In Soph. Trach. 43 with following the omission of is accidental.
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also by Aristophanes in burlesque of tragedy, and by Xeno-

phon in the Banquet (which Dittenberger has shown to be

not one of his earlier writings). In Plato

—

occurs repeatedly in 6><$ occurs not at all in

Lach., Prot., Euthyd., ApoL, Lach., Charm., Prot., Euthyd.,

Euthyphr., Gorg., Symp., ApoL, Crito, Euthyphr., Gorg.,

In Rep. 42 times, Meno, Symp. : but

In Soph, once. In Theaet. once,

and hardly ever in Polit., In Phaedr. 6 times.

Phileb., Tim., Critias, Laws. In Rep. 9 „

In Soph. 21 „

In Polit. II „

In Phileb. 15 ,,

In Tim. 8 „

In Laws 50 ,,

vvv or for (clearly a tragic form) occurs singly

in Charm., Prot., Phaedo, Theaet., Rep., not at all in Lach.,

Euthyd., Crat., ApoL, Crit., Euthyphr., Gorg., Meno, Symp.,

Phaedr.,—but in Soph. 5 times, Polit. 5 times, Phileb. 9

times, Tim. 7 times, Critias 3 times, and Laws 79 times.

in questions (also tragic) occurs sporadically in Charm.

(2), Euthyd. (3), Phaedo (i), Meno (3), Theaet. (4), Rep. (3) :

but frequently in Soph. (12), Polit. (8), Phileb. (10), Laws

(29). (There are very few questions in Tim., Critias.)€() for occurs only in Soph, (i), Polit. (i), Tim.

(3), Critias (2), and Laws (57).

The suppression of ^ &c. in antitheses, and the use of

abstract plurals (especially of the dative pL), as in v^obLaLs€ (Laws), are also tragic uses which become more

frequent in the same group of dialogues.

Another marked difference appears in the preference of the

more concentrated ets (or ) bvva^Lv for els (or)
bva6v. This occurs in

Euthyd. I Soph. 3

Phaedr. i Phil. 4
Rep. 6 Tim. 10

Critias i

Laws 63.

2
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A usage, not tragic but Ionic, which is continued in Aris-

totle, is the employment of^ as the equivalent of^.
See Bonitz' Index AiHstotelicus, s. v. €. In the few

instances in which^ appears in Lach., Euthyd., Crat.,

Gorg., Symp., Theaet., Phaedr., Rep. (6 times), it may

generally be distinguished from 7€, which occurs in Rep.

212 times.

But in Soph., Polit., Phileb., Tim., Critias, Laws, it occurs

more frequently, and with less discrimination.

appears in Soph, g times, Polit. i6, Phil. 9, Tim. 10,

Critias 2, Laws 24.^ appears in Soph. 14 times, Polit. 34, Phil. 27, Tim.

II, Critias 5, Laws 148.

Another Aristotelian use (see Bonitz, s. v. hi) is that of hi

for, e. g. in Soph. 248 d. Laws 11. 666 e.

The Ionic dative plural form is a point of resemblance

between the Politicus and the Laws,—although, according to

the best MSS., it appears also in a few places of the Phaedrus

and Republic \

The three such datives in the Phaedrus have an obvious

rhythmical intention,—240 rihiaroiaLv eTvai -^ : 276

iv : 278 ^ (where this

form prevents the concurrence of 3 spondees).

In the Republic there are only five genuine instances, for

Keveayopiaiaiv in x, in occur in poetical quotations :

and ofthese five and^€ in B. in occur in a passage

that is much coloured with poetical citation
;
^- in B. ix,

in a highly-wrought piece of declamation ; (bis) is in

both instances emphatic and not attributive.

But in the Laws—especially in the later books—the use of

such forms has become a confirmed trick of style. It is

extended to participles, and is by no means confined to

words in common use. And of the four examples in the

Politicus, while one (279 ) is doubtful (Bekker reads), two at least are of the freer kind : 262 a,
304 €7€. The less rhetorical vein ofthe Sophistes and

* See Schneiders Rep. vol. 1, p. 222.
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Philebus may account for the absence of such forms in

them.

The periphrastic tendency (noticed in the Introduction

to Soph, and PoHt., p. xxxiv), of which ^, iipi'nov

av €, Aeyot9 av, beov civ €, bia ^ elvai (Tim. 47 b)\

17 9, , &C., are examples,

belongs likewise to the same preference for earfiUing and

rhythmically balanced expression.

The peculiar diction of these later dialogues is next to § 5•

be illustrated.

In tabulating the Platonic writings so as to bring out the

fact that many words were ' common and peculiar ' to a certain

section of them, it was formerly observed that ' the position

of the Phaedrus and Parmenides'—'and,' it should have

been added, ' of the Philebus
'—was due to exceptional cir-

cumstances ^ This meant that from the nature of the subject

matter, and from the mode of treatment intentionally adopted,

the vocabulary of the Phaedrus was exceptionally rich, while

that of the Parmenides and of the Philebus, in consequence

of the dry abstractedness of the discussions in them, was

exceptionally poor. It follows that in order to show the

bearing of the Phaedrus or of the Philebus upon the present

discussion (the Parmenides is not immediately in point), a

somewhat closer analysis of either dialogue becomes advisable.

{a) The Phaedrus has more than 170 words which occur

in no other dialogue—about three for every page in the

edition of Stephanus. The Theaetetus, which may be taken

as representing Plato's normal style, has 93 words not

occurring in other dialogues—or i| words for every page

of Stephanus. The peculiar words of the Phaedrus are

borrowed from all literature, especially poetic literature,

whether Epic, Lyric, or Tragic. Such words as,^,,,^,^^,, ^, €6,,, and others

which the beauty of Phaedrus draws from the full breast of

^ Cp. Laws II. 661 uvai -^^ .
* General Introduction to Soph, and Polit. p. xxxiii.
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Socrates, are foreign alike to the style of the Republic and

the Laws. What then is the specific element of diction

which the Phaedrus owns in common with Tim., Critias,

Laws? It consists (i) of physiological words, (2) words

borrowed from the dialect of tragedy, and (3) words having

a religious or mystical significance.

(i) Not Isocrates only, but also ^ Hippocrates the As-

clepiad ' is mentioned with commendation in the Phaedrus \

And whatever maybe the significance attaching to that circum-

stance, the following words, connected with physical states

or processes, occur in the Phaedrus and Timaeus, and in no

other Platonic dialogue :

—

/^, -, ^^
hai,, 6€,,,,,,.

If now we include Phaedr., Tim., Critias, Laws, the follow-

ing words peculiar to this small group are of the same com-

plexion :

—

(Phaedr., Laws), (Phaedr., Tim.,

Critias, Laws), (Phaedr., Laws),^ (Phaedr.,

Laws), € is (Phaedr., Laws),/ (Phaedr., Laws),

evpoLa (Phaedr., Laws ; cp. evpovs, Tim., Laws),

(Phaedr., Laws), (Phaedr., Laws), (Phaedr.,

Laws), vxj/os (Phaedr., Tim., Critias, Laws).

(2) The Phaedrus borrows at least as much from Epic and

Lyric sources as from tragedy ; but the poetical words which

it adopts in common with Tim., Critias, Laws, are mostly of

the tragic, or old Attic, type. For example, bLa (Phaedr.,

Laws),^ (Phaedr., Laws),^ (Phaedr., Tim.),

avovs (Phaedr., Tim., Laws), (Phaedr., Laws),

(Phaedr., Laws),€^ (Phaedr., Critias, Laws),€
(Phaedr., Tim., Laws),^ (Phaedr., Laws), euTret^TJj

(Phaedr., Laws), (Phaedr., Laws), (Phaedr.,

Tim.), (Phaedr., Tim., Critias, Laws),^^ (Phaedr.,

Tim.),- (Phaedr., Laws), (Phaedr., Tim.),^ (Phaedr., Laws), (Phaedr., Laws),

(Phaedr., Laws),? (Phaedr., Laws).

(3) Words having religious or mystical associations are

' 270 c. - Thucyd. in. 82.
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:

—Diction. 556 (Phaedr., Tim.), €09 (Phaedr., Tim.),( (Phaedr., Laws), (Phaedr., Laws),

(Phaedr., Critias),^ (Phaedr., Laws).

The Phaedrus, Hke the Repubhc, has many words unknown

to the earlier Hterature. The following are peculiar to the

Phaedrus :

—

^,, ^^, \$^
b€s,, ^69, ^^,^^,,?,, 7]5,-, iirepoppviiu,, ^^,
V7T€povpavLOs,^, L9, ^€,.

(b) It has been admitted that the proportionate number of

* late words * in the Philebus, i. e. of words common and

peculiar to it with the Timaeus, Critias, and Laws, is below

that of the Republic, and even of the Phaedo and Symposium.

And this fact appears at first sight to contradict the evidence

of the more recent statistical inquiry, as well as the other

data adduced in 1867. But the anomaly is explained, as

ah"eady said, by the restricted vocabulary of a dialogue

which deals so exclusively as the Philebus does with

metaphysical and psychological formulae. In 55 pp. (St.)

the Philebus has only 55 peculiar words, i. e. only one for

a page, or one-third of the proportion of the Phaedrus. Now
of these 55, notwithstanding the prosaic cast of the dialogue,

the following are tragic :

—

,, aoivos,,^,,, evbs, while these are Epic

—

,,€ (but cp. Ar. PI. 953). A good

many are late derivatives

—

,^^,-,,^,,,^,^^,
bvaaTraWaKTLa (or -),, bo^OKaXia,,-
]?,?,,^. The

rest are chiefly new compounds (with ava, ev, (til, ,
^ ).

If we now examine the group consisting of Soph., Polit.,

Phil., Tim., Critias, Laws, we shall find that although the

contribution of the Philebus to the special• vocabulary of

this group is not large, it is notwithstanding significant. It

contains about
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20 tragic words, including /?,, €6,
KaipLOs,,, ^?]?,, T^pxjns.

50 new compounds, including, ^^,^,(.
late derivatives, including,, ^^-

9,,,.
And 13 physiological words, amongst others ?,
vpL is,9,^,,).
The Phaedrus affects ornateness, novelty, and copiousness

of diction, and in doing so anticipates some of the peculiari-

ties which became fixed in the later vocabulary. The

Philebus on the other hand is below the average of copious-

ness ; and yet, when its characteristic features are examined

not by number but by kind, it is found to partake, even in its

diction, of the special characteristics which mark the Timaeus,

Critias, and Laws.

§ 6. {c) Every reader of the Laws must have been struck by

the frequency of Old Attic and Ionic words and forms.

Stallbaum \ in reply to Zeller, tried to account for this by

the nature of the subject and the gravity of phrase belonging

naturally to a book on legislation. But the same features are

present more or less in all the six dialogues now under review.

Dionysius must have had these in mind, when he coupled

Plato with Thucydides as having written in the earlier Attic.

The familiar observation that the later prose runs more and

more into Iambic and Paeonic rhythms might also be largely

illustrated from these writings.

Such obvious facts as the use of for, ^

side by side with, for, of^
and side by side with rjbovri, the preference of full-

sounding words like, avpos, the fondness shown for, €, €,, and similar words, are

apparent even to the cursory reader, vaos is preferred

to, €'€ to eveKa (if we may trust the MSS.\ '-
to. The mannerism of the style appears not

only in the use of different forms, but in the frequency of

^ Vol. X, pp 57 foil. ^^ — damage, /^; - hurt.
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some which occur sparingly elsewhere. Thus manuscript

evidence favours (not -^),^ (not^) in the Laws more than in other parts of Plato '.

Some inflexions, although true to analogy, are altogether

new—such as- (i aor. of^) Laws 686 D.

A noticeable peculiarity is the substitution of the common

yvvas for the specially Attic.
The following specimens are taken from a list of 150

tragic, Ionic and Old Attic words, which are found in the

Laws and not elsewhere in Plato :

—

(,, ^,, €, yevva,,
€€,,, ^,, ^^,'
(Solon),, , 7€?,,, ^?,? (Herodotus), ^,,,,,^,.
The following, on the other hand, are amongst the words

which appear in the Laws for the first time. Some of these

also have an Ionic flavour. Others are obviously recent

derivatives and compounds :

—

,,, obs, ^, -,,, €^, €7€69, €€,€€, Opaav^evia,, ^, €bLOS ^,,,, ^, ^,, ^,, ^,,,',,,^.
(d) There are marked differences of style between the

Timaeus and the Laws. The high-wrought concentration,

the sustained movement, the strong energy of the shorter

dialogue might be effectively contrasted with the leisurely

progress, the lengthy diatribes, even the tedious wordiness of

a conversation, for which the longest day can hardly have

sufficed. Yet the two writings have a large common element,

and as compared with the Republic they both exhibit changes

pointing the same way. At present we are concerned with

the vocabulary. Of 81 words common and peculiar to the

^ Schanz' Plato, vol. xii, p. i8. '^ Qu. an \€-$ ?
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Timaeus and Critias (considered as one dialogue) with the

Laws (Tim. 68, Critias 13), about 40 are tragic, including

—

^,,, k^aiaios,^,€^ €\/^9 ',

€,,,,^, ^€, 7aLb€va^,^,.
Of 34^ words peculiar to the Timaeus and Critias a certain

number may be attributed to the special subject of the

Timaeus. But more than 100 (or about one-third) belong to

the language oftragedy : for example,,,€(69,
hvopos, €€9,,,,,,, , ,, , €, ^,
^?,,,,, ^,
^,€€,,.
Of late forms in the Timaeus some of the most remarkable

are

—

?, €€,^/,,€6,16,^,,,, (side by

side with).
(e) It remains (under the head of diction) to show that the

vocabulary of the Sophist and the Statesman, apart from the

special subject matter of either dialogue, has much in common

with that which has been found to belong to the Philebus,

Timaeus, Critias and Laws.

The vocabulary of the Sophist (52 pp. St.) coincides in 54

instances with that of the Laws.

The Politicus (54 pp. St.) exhibits 72 such coincidences.

Between the Timaeus (with Critias) and Soph, there are

36 coincidences of diction. Between Tim., Critias, and

Politicus, 42.

This estimate includes only words which are found in no

Platonic dialogue, except those immediately in question.

The number of tragic words found in Soph., Polit. (taken

together), and in none of the 'earlier dialogues,* is 116, of

which the following are the most remarkable:

—

(Polit.,

Phileb., Tim., Laws), (Soph.), (Soph.,

^ In the Laws( has the special sense of * good mental condition,'

but€$ =($.
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Laws), (Polit., Tim., Laws), {- (Soph.,

Polit., Laws), (Polit., Laws), (Soph., Tim.\^ (Polit., Tim.), (Soph., Polit., Laws), (Polit.,

Tim., Laws), (Polit., Laws),^ (Polit., Tim.,

Critias), (Soph., Polit., Laws), (Soph.,

Tim., Laws), vvbpoo (Polit., Laws), (Polit.,

Critias, Laws), (Polit., Laws), ops (Soph.,

Laws), xavvos (Soph., Polit., Laws).

In adverting briefly to the less tangible subject of § 7.

structure and rhythm, I may refer to the Introductions to the

Sophist and Statesman, ed. 1867. A word of reply is due,

however, to a friendly objector, who urges that the tone and

colouring of these dialogues are dramatically suited to the

presence of Timaeus, of the Eleatic friend, and of the Athenian

Stranger.

(i) Why should the chief speakers in these six dialogues

talk so nearly in the same curious manner ?

Compare together, for example, the following places, taken

almost at random :

—

Soph. 258 D . . . 6.

Polit. 284 , 288 .
Phileb. 53 ^>^ . . . .
lb. 67 adfin. oX^i^^ . . • ko€.
Tim. 53 ' biaTa^iv • . . 4€.
Laws . 644 D ^ . . . €09.
lb. . 648 D, .

And (2) Why, within the limits of the same dialogue, should

Socrates, Critias, and Hermogenes adopt the language of

Timaeus, or why should Socrates, Theodorus, Theaetetus

and the younger Socrates adopt the fashion of their new

acquaintance from Magna Graecia? Why should the young

Protarchus ape the new-fangled affectations of his teacher?

Or how is it that Kleinias and Megillus, although less in-

structed, have caught so readily the style of their Athenian

companion for the day?
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Compare once more

—

Sophist. 217 c (Socrates).

„ 265 D (Theaetetus).

Polit. 257 (Theodorus).

Phileb. 13 b, c (Protarchus).

Tim. 20 c (Hermocrates).

,, 23 c (Kritias).

,, 29 D (Socrates).

Laws IV. 713 (Megillus).

„ VI. 752 (Kleinias).

Surely the resemblance of style between the Cretan and

Spartan, and of both to their Athenian friend, is closer

than that between the several Athenian speakers in the

Symposium.

I have tried to show, not only that the six dialogues. Soph.,

Polit., Phil., Tim., Critias, Laws, are rightly grouped together

as the latest, but I have also endeavoured to describe the

nature of the change in Plato's manner of writing which this

fact involves. The chief characteristics of his later style are

the following :

—

1. A measured and elaborately balanced gravity of utter-

ance, in which the rhetorical artifices which he had once half

affected and half despised are passing into a settled habit of

and conscious impressiveness.

2. The increasing prevalence of certain particles and for-

mulae, adopted partly for euphony, and partly to suit with an

archaic and tragic colouring.

3. A range of diction passing far beyond the limits of

'Attic purity,' and reverting in a remarkable degree to the

use of the Old Attic and Ionic words. Macaulay speaks of

Milton's prose as 'stiff with cloth of gold.' Plato's later style

is stiffened with a sort Krjpos, or antique embroidery,

while the tendency to employ new compounds and deriva-

tives, already active in the Republic, is present here in a

more advanced stage.
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4. The artificial balancing and interlacing of phrases is

carried much fiarther than even in the Phaedrus, Republic

and Theaetetus.

If we turn from the form to the substance of these six § 8.

dialogues, we find in them an increasing sense of the remote-

ness of the ideal, without any diminution of its importance.

A deepening religious consciousness is associated with a

clearer perception of the distance between man and God,

and of the feebleness and dependence of mankind. But the

feeling is accompanied with a firm determination to face and

cope with the burden and the mystery of the actual world

—

to provide support for human weakness, alleviations of

inevitable misery. The presence of Necessity in the

universe and in life is acknowledged, in order that it may
be partially overcome.

The change here implied is not one of creed, but of mental

attitude, induced, as we may gather from indications that are

not obscure, by a large acquaintance with the contemporary

world, and by the writer's own experience in wrestling with

intellectual and practical difficulties. The effect is traceable

(i) in metaphysics, (2) in logic, (3) in psychology, (4) in

physics, (5) in politics, (6) in ethics and religion, and (7) in the

conception of history.

(i) Metaphysics.

In their metaphysical aspect, these dialogues turn chiefly

on a few highly abstract notions, the essential forms of Being,

not-being, sameness, difference, motion, rest, limit, finite,

infinite :—and these are no longer merely contemplated in

their isolated reality, but in their connexion with phenomena

and with one another. The method becomes less ontological

and more logical. ' The idea of good * is approached not

merely through Socratic definitions or figurative adumbra-

tion, but through the direct analysis and manipulation of

primary conceptions—for example those of measure and
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symmetry. The five yivr\ of the Sophist, the description of

the ideas in the Politicus as -, the meta-

physical categories, as one may venture to term them, of the

Philebus, belong to a more exact mode of philosophizing

than had been thought of when the Phaedo was written, and

one which was only vaguely anticipated in the Republic as

* the longer way/ The ^ and] of the

Sophist and Philebus are resumed and applied in the

Timaeus.—The Laws contain but few references to meta-

physical problems. But this is in entire keeping with the

remotion of the actual from the ideal; and the attentive

student is aware of an ever-growing conviction of the

significance of measure and of number, and a fixed belief

in the supremacy of Mind. * Measure * is indeed the first

and last word of Plato's metaphysic—the of the

Protagoras anticipates the of the Philebus.

(2) Logic.

The dialectical achievement in the Sophistes is the pivot

of the logical movement. Plato had found that thought was

being sacrificed to the instrument of thought, or rather that

the instrument was itself endangered. Zeno had 'jammed'

the weapon of Parmenides. The Sophist-dialogue brings

for the first time into a clear light the nature of predication,

of classification, and of proof, and places the science of Logic

on a rational footing. The effects of the discussion, which is

continued in the Politicus, are apparent in the method of that

dialogue, and even in the elaborate distinctions of the Laws.

As Mr. Paul Shorey observes in his able papers on the

Timaeus, the practical aim of the whole business is Ito

obtain a working logic'

(3) Psychology.

The dialectical advance accompanies, and indeed occasions,

a corresponding progress in psychological analysis—which is

especially apparent in the Philebus. It is needless to illus-

trate this familiar fact. See especially Tim. 42 a, 69 d
;
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Laws III. 644-646, IV. 770 d (comparing this last passage

with Rep. vi sub init.).

(4) Physics.

In all these dialogues, and not in the Timaeus only, there

is an unceasing interest in production (yeVeat?), and a tendency

to look upon things from the point of view of the Universe

rather than of Man. See especially the myth in the Politicus,

and the mention of prehistoric cataclysms in the Laws :—also

Soph. 265 c and Phileb. 59 a, compared with Tim. 59 c, d.

The physical conditions of mental states, especially of Sensa-

tion, Pleasure and Pain, and of moral evil are more insisted

on. The importance of health, and of the care of the body

generally, is more fully recognized. The allusions to medi-

cine and gymnastic in the Republic are in strong contrast to

those in the Timaeus and Laws. And a great advance in

clearness of cosmological conception is implied in the discus-

sion of aviu and ( in the Timaeus, as compared with the

employment of the same notion in the Phaedo and Republic.

(5) Politics.

In Rep. B.v Plato already acknowledges that it is hard to

realize the ideal. Notwithstanding, he is absolutely bent on

realizing it. He will not swerve aside in deference to opinion

or circumstances, but will wait until circumstances favour,

and till opinion shall come round. He is sure that mankind

are not unreasonable, could they but hear the truth. Before

he wrote the Laws, a varied intercourse with man had dashed

his confidence and lessened his hope, but had not impaired

his zeal for the improvement of mankind. He is now ready

to adapt himself to human weakness and, the higher road

having proved impracticable, to seek a modus vivendi that

may embody as much of righteousness and wisdom as the

race will bear. The work is full of the gentleness and

consideration of one who lives on

Till old experience do attain

To something like prophetic strain.
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Now the crisis of this tradition from Optimism to Mehorism

is reflected in a very interesting manner in the Statesman-

dialogue. Plato has been brought to feel that in his ideal

Republic he had been grasping at the moon. He had legis-

lated for the age of Cronos during the reverse cycle which

is said to he under the government of Zeus. The dialogue is

instinct with a suppressed bitterness, which time had mel-

lowed when he wrote the Laws. But the author of the

Politicus is not less keenly bent on finding a practicable way.

The problem he sets before himself is how to bring scientific

thought to bear upon the actual world. Despairing of spon-

taneous obedience to a perfect will, he has recourse to

legislative enactment, as a second best course, by which men

may be led or driven to imitate from afar off" the free move-

ment of Divine Reason. The art of legislation is compared

to that of weaving (a metaphor which is repeated in the Laws).

And the same stress is laid, as in many passages of the later

dialogue, on the importance of combining, through breeding

and education, the energetic with the gentler elements of

human nature. The provision of a? in Laws vi to

supplement the work of the legislator, is in accordance

with the hint given in the Politicus, and may be contrasted

with the contempt that is showered on (^ in

Rep. IV. 426.

The Timaeus, Critias and Hermocrates, had the trilogy

been completed, would have been the outcome of another

mood, but of one also differing from the spirit of the Repub-

lic. In the Republic Plato contents himself with laying down

great principles. He is confident that, if these are preserved,

the citizens may be trusted to discover the rest. The open-

ing of the Timaeus makes a deeper plunge into actuality by

raising the almost impossible demand :—How did the citizens

of the ideal state comport themselves in that far-ofi" time

beyond our ken (Rep. vi. 499 d) ? This question belongs

to the firm resolution to be practical, to realize abstractions

in the concrete, to make the step from to yeveaty, which

finds a less confident application in the Politicus and Laws.

The same motive appears in the admission of approximate
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knowledge in the Philebus as requisite ' if a man is to be able

to find his way home.*

(6) Ethics and Religion.

In these last dialogues, more than elsewhere in Plato, we
are made conscious, as has been already said, of the distance

between Man and God. The imitation of the Divine is still

the highest duty, but it is an imitation from very far away.

Although the doctrine of metempsychosis is retained, and the

belief in immortality is more than once very finely expressed,

yet the proud claim to the life which is a medita-

tion of death, and even the formation of the inward man after

the pattern in the Heavens, are no longer the leading notes

of the new strain. The philosopher is less than ever simply

bent on saving his own soul. The speakers rather strive

after the partial overcoming of evil with good, the infusion

of a spirit of generosity, which may leaven the inherent

selfishness of men ;—the institution of a rule of life which

may prevent society from foundering amid the weltering sea

of politics. Sympathy with Orphic observances, especially in

the abstention from animal food[ /) is common to

the Politicus and Laws.

The human and divine vovs are kept apart in the Philebus

more emphatically than in Rep. vi ; and in the Timaeus

the elements of soul which the Creator dispenses to the

hovpyo for the creation of man are not of pristine purity

bevrepa . The faintness which now attends ' the

larger hope * is strikingly apparent in the Politicus-myth.

(7) History.

Lastly, in these six dialogues (to which the Menexenus

may perhaps be added) we find a more distinct anticipation

than elsewhere in Plato of two essentially modern ideas, the

conception, namely, of a History of Philosophy and of a

Philosophy of History.

(a) In the Sophistes, philosophical method is for the first

VOL. II. F
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time expressly based on criticism (although the step had been
partly anticipated in the Parmenides and Theaetetus). The
same plan is carried out in parts of the Philebus.

) The Hermocrates, on the other hand, was to have been
an ideal history of human good and evil. And in speculating

on the nature and origin of legislation, the Athenian Stranger

Laws III finds it advisable to preface his remarks with

a recapitulation of the eariier History of Hellas.



ESSAY II

ON THE TEXT OF THIS EDITION OF
PLATO'S REPUBLIC

Bekker's text of the Republic (18x7 to 1823) rests on § i.

twelve MSS., which he quotes as^/^
V m^ X, all collated by himself; he also mentions the

Venetian Codex t ^, of which Schanz in editing the smaller

dialogues has since made valuable use.

Stallbaum added the Florentine MSS. a b c a' j3'

/,—and Schneider, besides re-collating q exhaustively,

collated Lobcov., Vind. D, Vind. E, Vind. F ^. To these

twenty-four MSS. is now to be added a twenty-fifth, Codex

4, Plutei xxviii, in the Malatestian Library at Cesena,

which in the present edition will be quoted as (Malates-

tianus). Subsequent editors, especially K. F. Hermann,

have relied more exclusively than Bekker did upon the

chief MS., Paris A ; and Baiter in his preface to the fifth

Zurich edition particularizes no other MS. authority.

^ Collated only to p. 441 St.

^ ' Primo libro caret,' Bekker.

^ Schneider, Praef. p. xxxi ' Ibidem [Morellius] quartum commemorat

non magis a quoquam collatum, absque numero post impressum indicem

bibliothecae Marcianae additum, forma maxima sec. xii scriptum, inter alia

Platonica civitatem cum scholiis continentem, sed inde a libro tertio usque

ad ultimum manu sec. xv exaratum.' It is now numbered App. 4. i.

Schanz has proved that the earlier portion is derived from Paris A.

* Schneider's habit of marking all his MSS. anew is a drawback to the

otherwise exceptional usefulness of his edition. Bekker's and Stallbaum's

marks are here retained, those of Schneider being adopted only for his

own MSS. He made little use of Vind. 54, in which the Republic is by

a recent hand and copied from Lobcov.

F 2
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§ 2. The present text was originally founded on Baiter's edition

of 1 88 1, but in the course of revision has assumed a form

more nearly approaching to that of Hermann. The select

list of various readings at the bottom of each page has been

for the most part taken from three MSS., A M, with

occasional reference to others of those mentioned above.

Paris. A, of the ninth century, has been re-examined

several times since Bekker's edition, notably by K. F.

Hermann, Diibner, and Cobet : also by Baiter, who, how-

ever, in his preface to his edition of i88i still marked

a few readings as uncertain. In order to clear up these

remaining uncertainties I visited the Paris National Library

in June, 1890, and found that several readings which are

quite clear and unmistakable in Paris. A are still mis-

quoted in the editions ^. I have therefore now made

a fresh collation of this MS. with the present text, which

had unfortunately been partly printed off before the

opportunity for this collation occurred, and a list of the

corrections which are thus rendered necessary will be found

in the Appendix to this Essay (Appendix I).

Bekker's quotations of Venn. are also not free

from inaccuracy, and Professor C. Castellani, Prefect of the

Library of St. Mark at Venice, has done good service by

providing a complete new collation of these MSS. with

Bekker's text for the purposes of the present edition. A
list of Bekker's errors and omissions will be found below.

Appendix HL
M. Schanz considers Ven. and the MSS. derived

from it (D ^7
' Vind. D), as bearing traces in the

Republic of a tradition independent of Par. A. And it

may be observed in confirmation of this opinion, that the

erroneous reading Kvpa (for avpa) in III. 401 C, now shown

to be peculiar to , must have arisen from the misreading

of a copy in uncial characters and therefore anterior to A.

A third set of MSS., having some probable readings not

' I refer especially to Baiter's Zurich editions since i88i.
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distinctly referable to A or , are regarded by many recent

editors as merely interpolated. To this class of ' bad

'

MSS. Schanz ^ has consigned the Cesena MS., our M. A
full description of this MS., written by Professor Enrico

Rostagno, who has collated it for this edition, is given

below (Appendix IV).

In Mucciuoli's catalogue of the Malatestian Library it

is described as of the twelfth century, and Signor

Rostagno, whose judgement is of weight, speaks of it as

for the most part written towards the end of that century.

The absence of iota subscript from the portion written in

the earlier hand, and the constant accentuation of the

enclitic re, after unaccented syllables, afford some slight

confirmation of this view. The portion of the MS. which

is by a later hand, is referred to as (italice) in the critical

notes to this edition (pp. 308-319).

Other MSS. occasionally referred to in the critical notes

are :

b Laurentianus, 85, 6, containing Books I and II

:

but from II. 358 - ? € in

a fifteenth century hand. The earlier part,

ending with ^ tlvos was

formerly quoted as of the twelfth century,

but according to E. Rostagno belongs to

the thirteenth.

X Laurentianus, 85, 7, thirteenth century (.*).

Laurentianus, 80, 7, fifteenth century.

y Laurentianus, 42, thirteenth century (?).

D Parisiensis, 18 10, thirteenth century.

Parisiensis, 1642, fifteenth century.

m Vaticanus, 61, ' bombyc. aut chart.' Bekker.

X Vaticanus, 1029 ab, ' membr. f. max. foliis

bipartitis,' 2 vols.

• Vind. Vindobonensis, i, 'chart'

^ Studien, p. 67.
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Vind. F Vindobonensis, ^^, fourteenth century.

Vind. D Vindobonensis, 89, ' chart, f. max.'

q Monacensis, 237, fifteenth century.

Venetus, 184, fifteenth century.

§ 3. Some further observations on the more important MSS.

are here subjoined ^

:

A Parisiensis A: Paris National Library MS. Gr. 1807:

ninth century. On the left-hand margin, at the end of

the volume, the following note has been written with con-

tractions in reddish ink, and in a cursive hand :

—

?€. If this Hierapolis might be assumed

to be the Metropolis of Phrygia, the question raised by

Mr. T. W. Allen in the Journal of Philology, vol. xxi,

as to the provenance of the group of MSS. to which A be-

longs, would be partly answered. But the Bishop is not to

be held responsible for the more serious corrections, which

were probably made by the copyist of the Scholia before

the book was exposed for sale. Indeed, some of the most

trivial annotations, ignorant emendations, and impossible

various readings, bear a suspicious resemblance to the

metropolitan's writing. The question whether the first

diorthotes, who seems to have been a careful person, had

before him any other MS. than that from which the first

hand had copied, is important, but can hardly be resolved.

In point of authority there is in fact hardly any difference

between the first and second hand. It will be observed

that there are several cases in which words omitted in the

text are supplied in the margin, to all appearance by the

second hand. The first hand corrected many slips in the

^ For a complete catalogue of the MSS. of Plato, see Martin Wohlrabs

Die Platonhandschriften und ihre gegenseitigen Beziehungen, Leipzig, 1887.

Those left out of account in the present essay are Venetus 187 (closely

related to H) ; Vindobonensis 54, collated in part by Schneider; Mon. C. =
Monacensis 490 (collated by Schneider in B. vii and part of B. x) ; Mona-

censis 514, Venetus 150, and the fragments b (Bekker) and Palatinus

(Schneider) in the Libraries of Darmstadt and Heidelberg. (On Lobcov.,

, , see below.)
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course of writing, and has frequently covered the blank

made by erasure with -^ -f -i-- instead of writing again

over the same space. Many slight omissions are supplied

either by the first or second hand between the lines.

Adscript iota is often added by the second hand, some-

times a little above the line (']?) which appears to have

been a mode intermediate between adscription and subscrip-

tion (at and a). Many, if not most of the accents have been

added after writing,—perhaps by the diorthotes. They are

in a different ink, as Cobet observed.

Habits of the MS. to be noticed once for all are:

1. Spelling:

—

TTota not, utos or ? more often than voy,,
€€, &c.,,, &c. Paragogic retained

before consonants : ^ and interchanged.

2. Accentuation :

—

a. re, , rts [sic)

:

—enclitics are constantly thus

accented—especially after unaccented syllables.

b. TL, iaTLV, &C.

c. ^ (not).
d. ovv, &c. (generally corrected to, &c.,

by a recent hand).

e. be, &c.

f. €'(,, avTohiKaioavvr\, &c.

g., irapLrj,, (retained in the text).

h. The accent on /xeV, 5e, &c., in antitheses often

doubled,—the second accent often added by another hand.

i. A singular practice of distinguishing = €, by

omitting the accent and writing av. In many cases the

accent originally written has been erased.

k. eaTLv and iariv constantly confused.

I,, not :—also rrivbe, Totavbe, &c.

3. Breathings :

—

a. Confusion of avrod and, and, &c.

b. .
C., €5,,.
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4. Abbreviations are very infrequent ; the commonest is

^^ for V. Possibly, however, some errors^, such as ftret for

fet in IV. 440 C may be due to early compendia.

5. The persons are distinguished with : between the

words and a line — in the margin. The punctuation is

careful on the whole.

Later hands have busied themselves in various ways :

—

1. In changing to o, t to r? and vice versa, not always

rightly ;

—

to €€.—ikXcLTrrj remains unchanged.

2. In constantly changing et of the 2nd per. sing, middle

and passive to , of the plup. ist per. sing, to €lp, and

placing the mark of elision ' over€,, &c.

3. In changing the division of syllables between lines by

erasing a letter at the end of one line and inserting it at the

beginning of the next, or vice versa.

4. Marking interrogation by subjoining a comma to the

colon between the speeches, thus :

.

5. Adding marginal glosses, various readings and initial

letters of respondents' names, inserted where a doubt seemed

possible.

Venetus : St. Mark's Library, Venice ; MS. Gr. 185 :

twelfth century. It contains the Republic, with the loss

of about four leaves, from VI. 507 to Vll. 515 l^? and from

X. 612 eVrt to the end.

The first hand has been but slightly corrected while the

MS. was new, but a hand of the fifteenth century has

altered many readings, generally in accordance with the

tradition which is now represented by Ven. H. Ven.

supplies some words that are omitted in Par. A, though it

agrees with A in other places, where both have to be

corrected from a different source.

The following brief description of the MS. is from the

hand of Professor Castellani, Prefect of St. Mark's Library

at Venice

:

' Cod. 185, membr. Saec. Xll^, 348 260 millim., ff. 349,

^ Morelli, Bibl. manuscnpia, p. 109.
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quadragenorum versuum. Continet, praeter Timaeum
Locrum, Platonis Euthyphr., Socratis ApoL, Crit., Phaed.,

Cratyl., Theaet, Sophist., Politicum, Parmen., Phileb.,

Sympos., Phaedr., Alcib. A et B, Hipparch., Amat.,

Clitoph., Rempublicam. In Republica vero deest finis

libri sexti et initium libri septimi, duo enim folia ibi

abscissa sunt : deest quoque finis libri decimi, qui desinit

in verbis : $^' eVrt .
Accedunt nonnulla scholia, partim a manu eadem qua

textus, partim a recentiore exscripta. Emendationes quo-

que sunt frequentes, eaeque saeculo XV adscribuntur.'

Cesenas : 28. 4, in the Malatestian Library at Cesena :

twelfth to thirteenth century. This MS. is here selected

as a sufficient representative of the third or inferior class of

MSS. which retain some readings independently of A and .
It is older than any of the Florentine MSS.^, and it has

a close and indisputable affinity to Vaticanus m, the last of

Bekker's MSS. which M. Schanz eliminated in his process

of reducing the apparatus to A and . The age of m is not

given, but Bekker's description of it as 'bombyc. aut

chartac.^ shows that it has no high claim to antiquity.

This MS., while agreeing in very many points with M, is

much more seriously interpolated, and may be assumed to

represent a later stage of corruption ^, therefore holds

a high place in the sub-family m i^ /, to which the

Florentine MSS. a c y' may be confidently added. Of this

class Schanz writes as follows

:

' So liegt die Schlussfolgerung nahe, dass die Mutter-

handschrift von xw t aus dem Parisinus A stammt.

Nicht zu verwundern ist, dass bei der grossen zeitlichen

Entfernung von A die Handschriften m z/ / Inter-

polationen und Erganzungen der Liicken, welche A bietet,

^ The older hand of Flor. b, was formerly attributed to the twelfth century.

But E. Rostagno, who has examined both MSS. (M and b) places nearly

a century between them.
^ See this fact brought out below, pp. 87 flf.
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aus der zweiten Klasse erfahren haben. So kommt es, dass

mehrmals A mit seinen Weglassungen allein dasteht \'

§4• Whether or not the Cesena MS. is the ' Mutterhand-

schrift ' in question, it will be presently shown to belong to

the same sub-family, and to be much purer than m, while

it is older by two centuries than t, and little younger,

if at all, than , the head MS. of the ' second class,' above

referred to. Schanz's reasoning in the passage quoted is

thus invalidated in so far as changes are accounted for by

long lapse of time, and while every assumption in a matter

of this kind may be regarded as provisional, we are in the

meantime justified in regarding as a third witness

agreeing in some things with A, in others supporting ,
and also giving independent testimony for some readings

which have hitherto depended on the inferior evidence of

Ven. S, Men. q^ Vind. E, or Flor. a c a' y. This opinion

rests upon the following grounds ;

A versus I. It IS admitted that agrees with A in many points

where diverges from both.

AM
I. 320D "" Ty/xets

—

itvai om.

„ D v^aviai'i veavCaKOLs

» Dt ye

330A ° rt—cTrtetK^y om.

34^zB ° ot;re avTi\s om.

343 A Xprjv XPV

346 °\ oTiep—-- om.

II. 358 jTi ov re TL re

?>^s^ ^, ^
366A ]om. , hvvavTai

367 A "^^ ri

372c '^
?>n^ om. TT]v

* Hermes. . 8 (Berlin, 1877).
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AM
II. 377 ^KaK^iS .

379A orn. kav € €V^
38iA om.

382E om. €
zH"^ ^^

III. 389D€9 A: - ?

394D 6—yap om.

401 c °
402 c

403 %0$€L boil)

404 D "€^ kv TTJ

405 c '^ €$
407 Vez; \ yap

4o8c ye

41 ID "fyevofji^vov ^
414E% boyoivo
416 c^ €€

IV. 421 A^
423 ^
4^5 c ayopala

427

429 A ^^ .1
437 c "€9 (corr. from€9 )

€
» D (corr.) : ( '"^ mg. corr.)

438 c bel det

443 freAeuratoz/ (et ^ mg.)

V. 451

460D

461 c^
462 c °] \ —

(.
om.

TToAet)

463 °ot ' om.
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AM
V. 464 ^

465 C^ A

466 ^
468 c Vr;6ez;t

469 A^—
4jO A,
472 ^
„ C ^T^kiius

„ D ^^
478 ""^

,5 C ^^
» D

479 C ° (cS ),

479^^ eti'at

—

VI. 487 C •'ravrryr

488 €'
490D frovs

,. D Trjs bLaos
504
» C

505
56 €9
507 ^€

VII. 522 C

529 C f e£9€
533

„ irpbs OepaireLav

53^ ^ "^^ (7€
538 c

540

VIII. 543

» C

544 C

TT/oos TOVS^°€
€ €;

17

)
'̂.

.
Tobe

.
€€^

€̂€
€VOS

?
om.

TOVS€
bLaos

fj

07.

( vi(uv

^7 ? OepaTTeiav€
b€K€Tav

bL€va9
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AM
VIII. 547 TOlOVTOVi TOVS TOLOVTOVS

554 ^
556 a ovT€ € *

559 c °
560^ ^
» ^^^ ^
56iA ets T7}v

» A °/
562 TTpovOeTO

.,

„ D avTTJs

564 A kv TToAtretats ) kv

,.

569 c ^ bovv boov
IX. 571

C

TLvas Tivas

572 A €
» A €
„ D € €
573A

,, A

„ D %€ bav€pv
574 c ^ € ye

578

579 c 6

581 A °aet 6et

584

X. 597 ]€ €V ]€
598 b^
600 D €\ ?}? TTJs iraibeias ^-
601 A f6^ Tols TOLOVTOLS erejooti?
„ %6€ et

6o2 A ^ ye

—

€ om.

„ D

603
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AM
X. 604D ^ ^^
66 A °et iK€Lvr} ^K€LV7]

„ C^ ^
„ C ""av€ ^

6 ^€ €
6llD€ €€

The fifty-five places which are marked with ° in the

foregoing list afford ample evidence that the main text of

is independent of . But for the purpose of testing the

relationship between and A, these passages may be

neglected, for they merely show that both MSS. agree so

far in a sound tradition. What is correct in both comes

from the archetype and does not prove any closer affinity.

In one place, IV. 437 D, is free from the suspicion of

error which attends the reading of A. In another, III.

389 D, the reading of is intermediate, and accounts for

the corruption of . It remains then to consider those

places in which A and agree in readings (1) erroneous or

(2) doubtful.

(i) In the twelve places, which are here marked with an

obelus t, the two MSS. are clearly following the same

mistaken original. But it is still an open question whether

the later is derived from the earlier, or whether they are

both derivatives from an older copy in which these errors

were already to be found. Such changes as those in III.

411 D (from€€ to €€), VI. 487 C (from to

), X. 603 (from- to ), may have occurred

at an early stage of the tradition.

In IV. 437 c A hesitates between two readings, the first

hand having written^, and the diorthotes having

corrected this to^^ which is the reading of M. This

being so, it is not a little remarkable that in II. 383 B,

gives€, the reading of A^, but not of the diorthotes,

who has changed it to €€. The reading juer for

'€ (529 c) is so widely spread that it may be assumed
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to be an early corruption, and vi(uv is by no means

certain.

There remains ovre (ll. 358 e), a mistaken reading, but

one into which an early copyist might easily have fallen,

and h rois for hepoLs (x. 601 a), which forms part of a phrase

supplied in the margin by the diorthotes of A, and therefore

not with certainty attributable to the MS. from which A was

copied.

(2) So much for the erroneous agreement of with A.

There remain fifty-one places which may be considered

doubtful. In most of these the reading of has been

rejected by recent editors in deference to the authority of

Ao If they are right in this, the same argument recurs :

—

A and agree in following the archetype, which proves

nothing as to their special affinity. Where all three MSS.
are in error, as in X. 604 D, shows a further stage of

corruption, and the error is not one which commenced
with A. For it is presupposed in , which ex hypothesi is

independent of the A tradition. In I v. 437 D there is

a reading which appears significant. A seems originally to

have read , the reading of . An early corrector

changed this to r\ , and wrote in the margin. has

ov, and is the true reading. In IX. 576 D, on the other

hand, the true reading aperfj is absent from A , but is

given as a variant by A^ in the margin. If were copied

from A, the scribe would surely have availed himself of this.

With regard to the omissions not marked with °, viz. .
373 A, 379 A, 381 A, ^82 E, it may be reasonably argued

that is right, although not demonstrably so, for the words

supplied are not necessary to the sense. But the error, if so

be, is one which may have occurred at any period. Even in

the few cases, such as III. 408 c, V. 451 B, VI. 488 A, VIII.564 A,

where it may be thought that the advantage is on the side of

, this would indicate affinity between A and M, but would

not prove the derivation of the later from the earlier MS.
When all is said, the amount of agreement here exhibited
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proves a close relationship between A and M, but does not

necessitate the inference of direct derivation.

§5. II. What then is to be inferred from the places in which

agrees with while differing from A ?

In the following list A = A + A^, that is the places are

discounted in which the reading of is anticipated by

an early corrector of A.

A

A versus I. 330 c

33^ c € TTpos € TTpos

339 bUaiov %\
342 A oet atet %€
344 ovbi TL

345 c? TTiaLveiv c. . ttol-€ ^^
347 c bei %el brj

349 7€
352 D €/ "? ye

II. 358 A om. ^abiKia '€
» TrXiovL

359 c €7( €•'

» c be

» D ^
„ D \ ° \;

360 TL ?
364D re°€ '
„ D om. bLaLO(vv

366 A

374 olob6ov, — oiobov .
—

olobov —

C

378D ^€€
III. 387 c "^

390 A €€ €[)€
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A

III. 392 A oh ^TripL

395 c ^ TTJs€ ° € (€
396 D kavTOV °€
398 A € et? eti

399 c ^
401 C ^^^
402 D hiOTL %
404 A re ^

IV. 421 D €€ %€€
431 A °
432 c °
433 °
434 C € °€^
435 kavrfj ";?7

439 D €T€pOV °
440 etoo? °TL?
443 A € '^ ^

„ D om. ^ . . .€
V. 450 A ^

„ c ^ 7€
451 ^ "Aeyetr )

453
\€'^€

466 a 7€ ^
469

VI. 491 c ^
496 c hiKaidiv

» D

497 eKTTtTrret

498 b

502 ^ ? 6^
504D om. ^' , )^,) re

VII. 51 6 OTL ° Totoiros

5 1 8 D € t .

VOL. II. G

%
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VII. 521 ol Trept
A \

OL TT€pL

526d "" ()
527 c br} \ br] TTpb^

528D juera^' € (so Bekker)

534 D ^
5?>1^^ ^

VIII. 55^^ Tt ^
;

%€ : ;

558

501 A /xez^ ^€ €
567 ^ %'

IX.,
582D ^ '^OVTO'S

584D ' 0)9 ^9
585 c^ €9

X. 597 TpaycuboTTOLOs Tpay^bioTioLOs

6oiD "?
602 be br] br]

§ 6. Schanz's theory would assume that in these places has

been emended from a MS. of the family of . Is this

assumption probable ? Let us first consider the places

where omissions are supplied or words added :

—

II• 35^ A, 359 C, D {bis), 364 D, ^66 A, 374 B, 378 D ; III.

395 C, 398 A ; IV. 443 D ; VI. 504 D ; VIII. 552 A.

Of these II. 358 a, 359 D Ms, 378 d, 395 c ; IV. 443 D
;

VI. 504 D ; VIII. 552 A (eight in all) are probably genuine

readings, and in that case need not be accounted for by

derivation from , while they certainly point to a source

independent of A. But if they are not genuine, the sup-

position that they are borrowed by from is weakened

by the fact that the not less plausible additions in II. ^66 A,

373 A' 379 A, 381 A, 382 E, have not been similarly

borrowed. (See above, pp. 74, y^.)

The interpolations in II. 366 A and 374

must indeed be due either to or to an ancestor

of , it is impossible to say how far removed. But the
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different position of the words in the two

MSS., makes against the supposition that they came directly

from to M. And it is not impossible that they are genuine

:

see below, p. 112.

Two passages, V. 453 and VI. 485 A, in which
rj

the reading of is offered as an alternative in ,^
M, , rather point to the conclusion that M's text,

here differing from A, is independent also of , since is

here corrected from the archetype of M. The omission of

be in II. 364 D is clearly right, and is not likely to

have been derived from , supposing to have been

copied from a derivative of A. The interpolation of

(perhaps corrupted from an earlier ^) in il. ^66 A, and

the insertion of at different points in 374 B,

are wholly insufficient grounds on which to establish any

connexion between and . They rather point to a source

anterior to both, which may or may not be earlier than A.

If the forty-seven readings marked with ^ in the foregoing

list, or any of them, are genuine, the common source of

and represents a tradition independent of A. Besides

retaining the words which A omits, in particular the

forty letters in VI. 504 D, that source in all probability

gave^ (l. 345 C),^ (349 b), € re

(11. 364 d), '\ {^,^6 a), in mg.

(374 b), (iV. 443 a), (V. 453 ^)j

(VI. 485 a), TTavTos (491 d), (496 c),^1[ (498 ), €' fo rtj (52 ),€ (VII. 5^^ d).

The amount of variation and corruption which is here

implied, may easily have come into existence long before

the ninth century. The certainty of corruption after all is

limited to the three places here marked with f

.

III. So far a presumption has been raised, (i) that M, versus

while closely related to A, is not necessarily derived from

it
; (2) that where A and differ, the difference need not

be accounted for by the correction of through . This

G 2
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view has still to be confirmed by considering the passages

in which differs from A and .
§7. I. upholds the following sixteen correct readings

which have hitherto rested on weak MS. authority, as they

are ignored both by A and :

I. 330 / Vind. F -
347 / b C a ' y' / A

„ ^^ ^ Vind. F irorepov€€
III. 402 '^^^ etKoVas ^^/3' el etKoVas

46 D

IV. 425 D^€9^ ' ; Arifets

„ D a c

44 C kvos ^ x kvl

V. 4*^2 ^vvbfj ^ r / ^€
472 €€ re a C Xiyeiv re

VI. 492 ^ Fie. ^^
VIII. 5^4 /3AtVeie m a C y' €€ pr.

IX. 574 D €7] r m k-nikd-nr] A eTTtXeiTret

. 67 :- ^ C

6 C€ mac ' {hiaOeaTiov )^^
..—The reading €' , . 479 ^' '^^ which

agrees with a c ' y' m 2^ Vind. D, E, F, Athen., now

proves to be the reading of Par. A.

And in X. 606 a^tos, for which used to be the single

early witness, is now supported by A M.

2. In the following places, M, while differing from A^ ,
is anticipated by a corrector of A, though not in every

case by the diorthotes :

A A«

III. 41 1 C^ €€
415 c ?] ^

IV. 424 ^ €7€ ^
4 30 4€

V. 47 -^ ^^€ ?
474 ^ €€€ (^
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A«

eivai

0)9 (J/)^ A'€
19

6 o6s€
(/ »

ft

VI. 4^6 C

505 ^Ihivai

VII. 525 D ?

537 ^
VIII. 54^ €

557

IX. 5^2 C 09
584 € '

. 6^
It will perhaps be said that in these passages the copyist

of or its original had before him the emended text of

A ; but if so, why in other instances should he have pre-

ferred the first hand to the corrector ? See Book I. ^^ i c,

II. 383 B, VII. 524 D (M), X. 613 B. The argument is not

a strong one, but it at least suggests the alternative

possibility, that, in the preceding instances, A may have

been corrected from an ancestor of M. And it is observable

in this connexion, that while alternative readings occur

frequently on the margin of M, in the places here referred

to the readings of A^ do not appear at all.

3. The following readings, for which is the oldest

witness, are improbable or doubtful

:

I. 332 €V

340 A avTos ^^
II. ^6^ ^^

370 ^
III. 4^3 ] rjbovq

V. 475 ^

VI. 495 ^'^^^

49^ ,

avTos&\^7€€€
rjbovrj (77 and

confused)

09
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A

VI. 496 C yeiO'/xerot -^^
499 ("-^^ ''

V11I. 54^ C rr/j ^
. 59^ '-^? ^
67 C

62 ^6̂
§ 8. 4• The evidence so far has tended to show (i) that in

a few passages confirms the genuineness of a text which is

otherwise supported only by late MSS. (2) That while thus

to some extent independent both of A and , it agrees very

closely with A and still more closely with the text from

which A has been corrected. (3) That it notwithstanding

diverges from that text in more than seventy places, where

it stands in agreement with . (4) That it is not sufficiently

removed from in point of time to make it probable that

in these places it has been altered through contamination

with derivatives of .
It remains to support the position that, of the inferior

MSS., may be safely taken as the most competent

witness. Schanz, in the article already referred to, Hermes

XII. p. 181, concludes a careful examination of the MSS.
which he regards as derivatives of A by stating that Vat. m
is the only one about which for some time he hesitated

in forming this conclusion ; or rather, he takes m ^ / as

a sub-family of which m is the oldest representative. The
relation of to m (whose age is uncertain) is therefore now
to be exemplified.

and m is (i) closely related to m, and (2) it is far more free

from corruption. Both points may be illustrated from

a passage taken almost at random, viz. III. 390 —
V. 465 A.

(i) Close agreement of m :
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m A &c.

III. 390 7/ /3ta \

392 A ot? ot'oD? ?
394 D 5 € ?, i]v ' eyco*?
39^ C € '
403 {;/3/oti i;/3/oet

415c aLh]povs (et A') 7?
IV. 420 €^ €9

425 D Trepi^

428 c '; e'xot

V. 457 ^ ^''''^ yu/xi'ats$ km

(so quoted by Euse-

bius and Theodorety

461 A ^wa?

465 A 77/30?7€€ ..
In particular these MSS. show coincidences of a minute

kind in the eHsion of final vowels, and this although

frequently avoids elision (e. g. II. 361 c , III. 408 c

et he^^, X. 614 ^ 6). The following

are a few out of many such coincidences :

II. 357 C V re IV. 423 ' 8'

374 ', ' ? V. 477 ^ ^'^ tout', ^
III. 39° ^ ^^ ^ ^oy ", 17

' 09 VIII. 5^9 "^ ^^ ^"j ^ ^' ^'^

399 ^ "^^ ^',^
(2) The following list of corruptions of and m within

the same limits, viz. in v. 466-480, may serve to substantiate

the second assertion, that is considerably less corrupt

than m :

m
466 A ebaov om. pr. (per-

haps rightly?)

A ^ OM. pr.

TTot for ) ()
7]'^ /?;' ()

^ The agreement of nt in this place with the quotations of the Fathers,

affords an additional argument for the independence of the tradition.
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466

467

C hia^kp^iv

468

xpijvaL om. (perhaps

rightly ?)

469

C ovv after av erased

^} for €) ()

hLa€LS )

4/0 -. -^^ for€9

(before bpa) om.

471 A Q)s for ov

D

D^ pr. for

m
C oVrt i';/^.

D et for
fi

om,

6rJ for et

/)
C for

C^
A^ for (t )
A€ for€
C ( . )
D bLv€K€L ()^^ (t)

C 0W after ; ?;;^. ()
C ) for 17 ()
D € for €? )€69 )

^^ for /^?
€^ om.

; ?;;2. ()
for ^;

D for--]
(before) om.

0)9 for^ for €^€7;
C ye ()
C€
D

D€ for-
T€VOLTO

(before) om.
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472 A vyyyv.

A keyeis for Xcyrjs (sic€ for

C ot '' for
01

D/ misplaced

hvvaTov r' ar sed in

rasura, for^'
473 A om. pr.

ar before ayaTHar]v om.

Aeyetz^i?;;/.pr. (probably-

right ?)

6'/?7€€; for evbat-€€ (but mg.

y/). €vbaL^ovria€L€v)

474

in

D €'€ for(-€ (given as an

alternative by A^)

475 A

om. pr.

D pr. for

A avyyLyv(uaK€L

A for ()

yiyv€TaL[oryLyv€aeaL(B)

for ^T^ToCi^res

D ?7 for et'/ (H)

€6€( ( pr.)

?;/.

for

for

for (before)
for Aeyoz^Tey

D €7raLV€LTaL for €TTaLV€'^
A

D for

D OS ' for coy y'

Toi/j for TovTo

for avTo
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475 ^ pr. for

4j6 C for

D TL before avrb 07n. pr.

D] ()
477 -^]

eTTt ?/ oVrt

C rt om. pr. after ytVos

m
for

C for

D before€ om.

A^]
C ? for rt

C, for^
()

A ovbaov for^
A . . . abiKOv om.

for'
A Tildas for KaXas

D €€
D eTTt ro ^ (r)

479 ^ for /xr)

A . . . ahiKov 07n. pr.

for'
480 A Tti^as for^

A TO €v for TO 6v

It will be seen at once that the errors of m are not

only more numerous, but more grave. And it is also

noticeable that of the variants which belong to the tradi-

tion one, €€9 472 A, agrees with the first hand of A, another,

k-naivUTai 474 D, was acknowledged by the diorthotes (or an

early corrector) of A, while some of the variants in which

stands alone, e. g. the omissions in 466 A, 468 B, 473 E,

and €7 (476 d) in which agrees, are defensible

readings. There remain thirty-six errors in to fifty-

seven in m.

m The character of Vat. m sufficiently appears from

what has been already said. Vat. m is referred to in this

edition only where in consequence of the lacuna in VI and

VII the direct evidence of is not available.

§ 9. r Vat. (Vaticanus 266), which was highly valued by

.
Stallbaum, is shown by M. Schanz to be derived from

Ven. t as far as III. 389 D, and in the remainder of the
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Republic from . It is said to be the second volume of

Vat. , which is in close agreement with the Bodleian MS.

It has now and then a peculiar reading, but where it has

any pretentions to independence it generally agrees with

Vat. r, which on the whole seems to have a higher claim.

The Raudnitz MS. (Schneider's Lobcovicianus), is of the

same family, which with rare exceptions comes into use

only where there is a lacuna in . It may be mentioned

incidentally, though it is a matter of slight consequence,

that the corrector of and the vv^riters of the supplementary

leaves (^M) are frequently in agreement with r. This MS.

(with Lob. Vind. E) supplies at least one indisputable

reading I. 354 fyw (A ().
Here and elsewhere it is uncertain whether an obviously

correct reading, appearing only in a comparatively late

MS , is derived from earlier tradition or from Byzantine

conjecture. Critics have been fond of adopting this last

supposition ; the rashness of which, however, becomes

evident, when it is considered that the reading k-naLvurai

V. 474 D, formerly supposed peculiar to some of the later

MSS., has now been found in a text of the twelfth century,

and is given as an alternative by the diorthotes of Par. A.

Be that as it may, no text of the Republic can be con-

stituted aright without placing some reliance on late MSS.
Par. for example, like Par. D, is in the main a derivative

from : but, besides agreeing in special points Vv^ith q, it

has here and there a singular reading, which it would be

unwise to neglect, and one at least, which although clearly

interpolated is demonstrably early, and cannot possibly

be due to conjecture (Schneider vainly argues against this

position). In IX. 580 D, the reading of (fifteenth century)€ is manifestly anterior to

the readings of A ;, and , and

helps to account for them. This being so, it deserves

consideration whether the reading in X. 615 B,

though only a correction of in Par. D, may not be D
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the original of the impossible reading in Par. A, for

which gives, the received reading. It is on the

whole most probable that the copyists or correctors of

the fifteenth century MSS. from which the first printed

editions were chiefly taken, paid more respect to earlier

MSS. than to the conjectures of their contemporaries.

Conjecture has of course played a certain part in the inter-

polation of texts, but MS. conjecture is generally traceable

to some mis-writing having introduced obscurity which the

scribe has instinctively sought to remove. This process

began early and was never discontinued. It has aggravated

corruption, but, except in the removal of the simplest clerical

errors, can seldom be credited with the restoration of an

original text.

§ lo. S The MS. Venetus H, 1 84, of the family (closely related

to A), was written in the fifteenth century by a scholar,

Johannes Rhosus, for the learned Cardinal Bessarion, who
like the Bishop of Hierapolis, amused himself with cor-

rections of the text. The following is Signor Castellani's

description of it.

' Cod. 184, membr. Saec. XV, 433 280 millim., foil. 494,

quinquagenorum versuum. Continet post Introductionem

Alcinoi in Lectionem Platonis, Platonis Dialogos omnes,

praeter Eryxiam, quibus subjungitur Timaei Locri De
Anima Mundi : Plutarchi De Animae procreatione. In

calce primi folii r. legitur : ^? aphva€s, et in calce ejusdem primi folii v. : Platonis

omnia opera : Liber pulcherrimus et correctissimus Bessa-

rionis Cardinalis Tuscularis. Codex, litteris aureis picturis-

que exornatus, totus exaratus est manu Joannis Rhosi,

qui addidit in marginibus Scholia locupletissima nitidis

etsi minutis characteribus exscripta. Accedunt emenda-

tiones complures partim ab eodem Rhoso, partim ab ipso

Bessarione recensitae.'

Venetus is of some historical interest, as it appears to
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have been a chief source of the editio princeps, the Aldine

Plato of 15 13. In more than thirty-six places where

differs from A M, the Aldine follows this MS. :—even in

some passages where the Basle editions and Stephanus give a

different reading. These coincidences include two lacunae :

VII. ^'>^'>) ' . . . €v] om. Aid. Steph. (where the

reading of is unnoticed by Bekker)

;

X. 604 D laTpLKT} om. Aid. Steph. :

and such distinctive readings as

II. 359 ;/ ov

367 D ahiKLav

VIII. 544

562 (again unnoticed by Bekker).

Places where Aldus agrees with against Steph. are

:

II. 360 ^^^ (bieaeaveauaL Aid.) :

Steph.

IV. 433 C Aid. (and A^) : Steph.

IX. 587 (not quoted by Bekker) Aid. : ijbiov

Steph.

X. 607 D Aid. (and A^) :

Steph.

620c Aid.: Steph.

These facts are enough to raise a strong presumption.

But Aldus was not tied to one MS. POr in ii. 358 he

read re 02; with Flor. b, in 377 with

the same MS., and in VIII. 560 A with ^ D
(a correction of the reading of ).

In II. 363 he may have corrected abiKias^ the reading of

E, to evbiKias by referring to the Odyssey.

still remains the chief or sole authority for the reading

of several places which have gone wrong in A M. It is

enough to point to

—

I. 33 1 D , . . A

III. 407 C Tivas . . . TLvbs A
IV. 434 . . .

440 ...
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IV. 440 . . .

442 C . . . ,
5, . . . (^ cj.

Schneider)

444 ^< . . .
' bo€ev

V. 4*^5 ? . . .9
VII. 534 . . .

VIII. 544 C^ . . .

^^y apx€LV ^€ . . . apxrjs ^
{bL€L•s pr.)

IX. 590 € ''( / Iambi. Stob.) ... ^ovXeverat

. 64 C acpet ( ^) . . . epet ( )6 C^^ . . . hiaOeTiov :^
64 €€9 corr. . . .€€ AM (lacuna in )
65 . . . (? D corr.)

See also. 53^ ^ hU€v, now supported by .
On the important fact of the occasional agreement of

with the papyrus fragment of the Phaedo, see below, p. 98.

X Flor. X is another MS. without which the apparatus

criticus would be imperfect. It is of the family, but has

been corrected from other sources. See especially Vlll.

549 A^ TLs av.

§ II. q Flor. ' is also a 'learned' MS. (Laurent. 80. 19) with

which ^ (Munich 237, fifteenth century) constantly agrees.

The date of ^ being uncertain, it is hard to say which

is derived from its fellow, but as q has been collated

not only by Bekker, but after him by Schneider in the

most complete manner, it has been thought safer to refer

to (/. Bekker's high estimate of this MS. is on the whole

justified, although Hermann has rightly rejected many of

its readings in deference to the authority of Par. A. The

two MSS. q /3' represent a recension based on the tradition,

partly preserved also in Paris. D K, in which the defects

of that tradition have been somewhat boldly supplemented

with interpolations which the examination of other MSS.

enables us to detect.
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For example :

I. 333

II. ^^
3^0 .
364 ^ € re (for )
^6^^ C \
366 D (et Par. pr.)

„ '€€ 0. pr.

368 C

381 D bpoL•9 (supplying an object for^)
IV. 437 D \ (conflatum ex r) et)
v. 450 D €6

_,,
(for)

459 -^ ^^'' ^'^^ (foi* € ^)
475 ^ ^^ ^^ ^^^^ (^*^^ ^^ ^^ ;?)

,, D€4 (for€€)
47^ ^'?'' ctiTO ro

VI. 5°! C ore (for 6)
52 and€€.

VII. 5^9 C ez^] iv
yfj

(for €^
yfj

kv\)
VIII. 544 q corr.( q pr.)

545 q, inter versus (with ? 7obr}

following)

54^ A TTepl for irepl

553 C^ for

IX. 575 ^ ''"^^ for ^
. 595 C ;^ 07H.

6ig C^
This recension, however, remains responsible for some

true readings which it would be unsafe to assume to be

conjectural.

See for example :

q

II. 3^5^ ^'^^^ W^^€4 ^
370 A paov pahiov

III. 397 A ^ ^€
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III. 414 hd

IV. 429 C€9
444 C TO h'lKaia

V. 454 D KoX

VI. 5^0 A ] OVK kav

VII. 529

537 D?
VIII. ^^'^ C TO€6

559 fj
€ TravaaL

567 Tt6e

IX. 585 A 6e

X . 604 bvo TLV6

5, € kv

,, D6 D

„ D

67

)
yeyoi^ftay

; eaz;

2^0]€^ (-^)

S€
fi
€

Tts €

€
TTpbs

Glosses of

MSS.

The interpolations, or would-be emendations, of q and

q corr., so far weaken the authority of this MS. as to

render it an unsafe guide (for which reason several possible

readings adopted by Bekker and Stallbaum have been

rejected). And in accepting the readings above-mentioned,

it may remain an open question whether they are conjec-

tural or not. This question, which has been already

touched upon, will be more fully considered below.

The principal MSS. of the Republic may accordingly be

classified as follows :

1. A b

2. () nD^*^'-^K*: (2): (3) Vind. D F

3. * m ac x^ /^

Ven. t and Flor. are not referred to.

* Those marked with the asterisk are emended MSS.,

i. e. they admit readings derived from various sources and

sometimes conjectural.
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Textual Errors and Emendations.

The discovery of fragments of classical texts in Egypt § 12.

on papyrus rolls, some of which are known to have been

written before the Christian era, has brought out some

unexpected results, i. The texts so far deciphered, where

they differ from our MSS. of the ninth a,nd tenth centuries,

differ almost always for the worse. 2. For the most part

they confirm the received tradition. 3. Very rarely, and

then only in minute particulars, have they confirmed the

conjectural emendations of modern scholars. 4. On the

other hand, they do occasionally support the authority

of readings which have hitherto rested on the evidence of

some late MS.

These remarks may be illustrated from the long frag-

ment of the Phaedo discovered by Mr. Flinders Petrie

and published by Professor Mahaffy. See an article by the

present writer in the Classical Review for October and

December, 1891, pp. ^()'>,-'^6^, and 454-457.

I. The papyrus, besides several patent errors of slight

importance, exhibits at least two striking variants, avbpaTro-

bb for€ in 68 E, and (St be ^ for avrr]

opcLL in 83 B. In the former case the scribe being familiar

with the text has awkwardly anticipated a point which is

presently to be made (viz. in 69 b) ; cp. Theaet. 158 c

where for the Bodleian MS. gives ,
anticipating the mention of the time which occurs eight

lines lower down. See also in the same dialogue 149 c

where aro7roi?is written in the Bodleian MS. for with

half a page higher up. A somewhat similar

instance occurs in Rep. V. 469 in the v. r.?
for bL•av€Ls with aKvXeveiv occurring, as a prominent

notion, in the same passage. In the latter of the two

cases in the Phaedo, 83 B, a prosaic and somewhat late

mode of expression is substituted for the simple and

vivid language of Plato.

VOL. II.
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2. The only matter of any consequence in which the

papyrus tends to invahdate the existing text is in 81 D, the

passage about apparitions. Here our MSS. appear to have

omitted a phrase which in the papyrus is unfortunately

illegible. This lacuna has never been suspected by any

scholar.

3. In the space which the papyrus covers there are

nineteen places where modern scholars have proposed

emendations, all of which have appeared to Schanz deserv-

ing of mention in his critical notes. Only one of these is

confirmed by the papyrus. This is the rejection of the

words^ in 83 , which was proposed at one time

by K. F. Hermann but afterwards withdrawn by him.

4. On comparing the readings of the papyrus with the

existing apparatus criticus, they are found, in eight instances

at least, to be in agreement with and the corrector of ,
both of the fifteenth century, and with no other MS. of

Plato. These readings, then, which have hitherto been

referred to the fifteenth century A. D., are found to have

existed already in the third century B. c.

The same lessons, of caution in conjecture, and of trust

in the persistence of tradition, have been taught by other

similar discoveries. Among the papyri published in

Mr. Kenyon's Classical Texts (1891) is one containing

a great part of the third ' Letter of Demosthenes,' on

which F. Blass has written an instructive monograph in

Fleckeisen's Jahrbuch fur Klassischen Philologie for 1892,

pp. 33-44. He observes :

—

(i) That in eleven pages of Reiske's edition, the papyrus

gives sixty new readings which are clearly right.

(2) That twelve of these had been anticipated by conjec-

ture, but except the proper name YivQvhiKov for YJoIlkov

(Blass' own emendation) only in matters of light moment

(such as for (, for ^ for

€€).
(3) Out of nineteen places in which Blass had admitted
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conjectures into the text, nine only agree with the

papyrus.

(4) On the other hand the papyrus supports the principle

of not relying exclusively on one MS. in constituting

a text. The readings of the later MSS. are in some

instances confirmed.

Blass remarks that in another part of Demosthenes the

proportion of successful conjecture might prove larger
;

but he adds that the reverse might be the case, as in the

passage of the Phaedo.— (Ih.t emendation of an ' Epistle' is

easier, because the language is less highly wrought ; the

orations would be copied with greater care, and they exist

in more MSS. of the highest class.)

The observation of such facts is the best corrective for § 13.

the extravagances to which textual criticism has been

always liable
;
proceeding, as it does, at one time by the

wholesale excision of supposed ' accretions,' at another by

the detection of ' lacunae,' now relying on close resem-

blances of written characters, now on the hypothesis of the

frequent substitution of glosses for the words which they

explain. Each of these methods has a show of scientific

precision, but, when indiscriminately applied, involves rash

and unwarranted generalization from scattered instances.

Palaeography, in particular, has supplied the textual critic

with an armoury of weapons, in which as Bacon would have

said Opinio copiae causa est inopiae'; the ductus literarum

often drawing the mind away insensibly from the context,

which is the principal thing. The other main requirement,

familiarity with the individual author, is also apt to be

forgotten, and an attempt is made to emend Plato on the

same principles which have proved applicable to Demos-

thenes or Isocrates. No MS. is without errors : but the

most recent discoveries have tended to show that the

preservation of ancient texts of the greatest authors has

on the whole been extraordinarily successful. It is hardly

paradoxical to say that all interpolation comes by way of

2
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emendation, and that to ' emend ' is mostly to interpolate.

The various modes of so-called ' scientific ' emendation are

liable to one and the same fallacy, that of assuming, because

a thing is known to have happened sometimes, that it must

have happened indefinitely often. Whereas the available

evidence tends to show, that the changes in MSS. between

the tenth and fifteenth centuries were greater in the most

important texts than in the ten centuries preceding.

§ 14. In the multiplication of MSS. at the revival of learning,

all copies must have diverged from very few centres ; since

the remnants of the Classics which had found their way

from Constantinople to Western Europe were enshrined in

the comparatively small number of MSS. which had been

rescued by the men who prized them. But in the earlier

periods, those who (v/hether at Alexandria or at Con-

stantinople) were preparing a copy that should be valued

as authentic, had a choice of almost countless apographa of

high repute at their disposal; and if the scribe followed too

closely his immediate archetype, or himself fell prone into

some error, the diortJiotes who revised his work, in many

cases the same person who wrote out the scholia, was able

to correct the first hand and add alternative readings by

the comparison of other texts, thus increasing the solid

value of the recension. Under such conditions corruption

would not proceed in an increasing ratio. At the same

time this process has aggravated the difficulty of tracing

the affiliation of MSS., readings belonging to different

families having continually crossed each other, thus causing

a mixture of traditions. The question remains, whether

amongst the manifold corruptions of the fifteenth century,

some grains of genuine tradition may not be preserved,

having descended by some fortunate accident from the text

or margin of some MS. which was then extant and has

since been lost. There is a balance of probabilities here.

On the one hand such MSS. must have been few and far

between, but on the other hand the feebleness of conjecture
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at best, and especially in the infancy of criticism, makes it

antecedently improbable that Rhosus or Cardinal Bessarion,

for example, should have hit, by mere intuition, on read-

ings which had been lost for sixteen centuries. Between

the time of the occupation of Constantinople by the Latins

and its destruction by the Turks, notwithstanding the

decline of learning, many copies even of classical works

must have still existed which perished in the final confla-

gration. The example of Vat. r shows that Plato was

sometimes written in two volumes. Is it likely that

Arethas, the deacon of Patrae, would procure, or that Con-

stantine, the Metropolitan of Hierapolis, would purchase,

an incomplete book } If otherwise, there must have existed,

perhaps for centuries, a second volume of 51 (the Bodleian

MS.) and a first volume corresponding to A, and on the

margin of these correctors of the tenth century probably

wrote many various readings from other recensions. This

belief is justified by the instances in which the Petrie

papyrus supports and the corrector of against the

Bodleian. And the inference here indicated bears a striking

analogy to Messrs. Hort and Westcott's conclusion respect-

ing certain 'cursive' MSS. of the New Testament, which

together with variations due ' to ordinary degeneracy of

transmission,' contain others which 'supply important

documentary evidence. They are virtually copies of minute

fragments of lost MSS.' Introduction, pp. 144, 145; § 197.

TexUtal.
I . Simple Clerical Errors. *

§ 15.

{a) The mere mistaking between forms of letters is a less

frequent cause of error than is often supposed, and almost

always the mistaken letter has suggested some familiar

word. For example :
—

for :? for? , III. 398 .
for e : for (?) A{^ is the read-

ing of Stobaeus), IV. 442 B.
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for V : Confusion of and v. for A\ I. 344 :^ for , III. 401 A :

for , III. 403 •
; for t : ' bLaLv for , VI. 49^ C.

^ and : for , VI. 49^ ^•

for : for , III. 4^1 C : for -
Xai^etz/ ^, . 66 .

for : ''6 for , . 62 .
for y : Confusion of re and ye passim ; for

A, X. 604 C (this confirms the

correction of v. 472 a) :- for A,

X. 612 c.

and : and, . 366 C, . 603 .
Compendia—The signs for and have perhaps been

confused in V. 471 A, where the v. r. - (A mg. )
perhaps stands for ov ^.

[b) More frequently the sound has been mistaken, as

between o, and ov ; between - and € ; between and at
;

between and 01 ; between €t and and t ; between and ot

;

77 for :^ for pr., . 610 C ; /3 for :

for IX. 57^ ^^ (AM); for; .
66, an error shared by; cp. Vlil. 544c, where

for (A ) is attributed by Schneider

to a similar cause, the burring pronunciation of y ; and

lastly, but only in late MSS., between and 6\/^, e.g.

for () VIII. 544 . (Similarly for :

for , II. 3^1 .)

{c) Letters added or omitted.

. Letters added: for A, III. 401 C:

baL for 6taraaeti A, III. 407 C : for ,
IV. 440 C : baavov for baavov A pr., V. 474 A( A^, VI. 499 a) : for A,

* It is less apparent what ^ the sign for , first written, then

marked with dots and then erased, in after in ii. 359 c can have

meant. Perhaps it originated in dittographia of.
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VI. 487 : ^^ for 7€6€ (corn to

€. in ^ D ), VIII. 560 A : ^^ for? A,

VIII. 565 : SO perhaps ^-^^ A^, X. 612 :

6€9 {IbCa ^, . 615 .
Dittogi^aphia or repetition. Not only single letters but

words and even whole phrases are accidentally repeated,

and in a MS. like , which has been little emended, this

fault is more perceptible. Thus in IX. 561 the words \ikpr\

. . .^ were written over again in this MS., and

there are many other examples of the same mistake.

. More commonly letters and syllables are omitted.,

where the word thus formed is in some way possible:

cp. Theaet. 185 D opyavihiov for Ihiov Bodleian

MS. : IV. 421 D€€ for^^ A : V. 461 7]€
for€ A: IX. 574 D biKas for biKaias: X. 611 C

hLaOeTeov for hiae^ariov A .
Many such errors have been corrected by the first or

second hand in Par. A ; for example, in VIII. 548 D, the

first hand wrote ^, which is corrected by the second

hand to \. A similar mistake remained uncorrected

in all MSS. and editions in VIII. 554 [)
until Schneider's conjecture. See also corrections of the

third epistle of Demosthenes m.entioned above (p. 98) as

confirmed by Mr. Kenyon's papyrus.

A single letter is often put for the double, and vice versa,

especially in the case of , p, : thus /oteXet and jucAAet are

often confused ; II. 375 ^^ for€€: III. 401 A

is written for, and there is a doubt between

and A, VIII. ^^2 D :^^ and€9 A, VIII. ^64 C. *

One of two similar syllables is very apt to be lost; e.g.

6v after the neuter adjective. See especially viii, 564 c€€ for€€€ A : X. 600 D oveivai for ovLvavai A.

Homoeoteleuton. In the MSS. of the Republic there are

many instances of omission due to the recurrence of the

same word or syllable, the eye of the scribe having reverted
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to the wrong place. Venetus , which had not the benefit

of correction until three centuries after it was written,

supplies seventeen examples of this fault, of which the

following seven occur in Book I :—328 D SeGpo iemi ['
]<5 . . . UVai] : 330 A b [; ? . . . 6 ^
emeiKTjs] : '^'^^^ els (\ ^ liiTXiuv [ets \ . . . €ts

TU)v ]. clear example in A is ill. 400 A[ ]. See also II. 379 ^j 3^^ ^• ^^

in , II. "^^J C ' , is omitted after

lyKpniov \ And in Lobcov. VIII. 550 A . . . om.

Another cause of such omission is the dropping of a line

or more than one line. Thus, in I. ^'^^ c aovos . . .}
(forty-two letters) om. : II. 367 C . . .- rrj

(forty-three letters) om. : III. 400 . . .

(thirty-nine letters) om. : 410 C . . ., (seventy-five letters or two lines) om. .
Two very striking examples occur in X. 607 a[ €$

rots 70€ 7Tapab€'\KT€ov (forty-five

letters) om. , leaving the vox nihili, which is changed

in ^ D to €KTeov : and 6] 6 c et[z;at . . .^ om. (forty-

eight letters) D in absence of II, which has a lacuna here :€ remained unsuspected, as a good Greek word.

For similar omissions in A^ see li. 376 D, IV. 443 D,

VI. 493 D, VII. 528 B, X. 601 A, B, 609 B.

(d) Division of words.

a. As the words were not divided in the earliest MSS.,

some confusion has arisen in consequence, e. g. in IV. 442 B,

where the best MSS. give for

(corrupted to' in St.), III. 403 B, where A wrote

ets for €€5 and X. 620 etKoj.

MSS. for. €.
. Conversely, words are unduly run together ; as in

III. 415 C] for r) : VI. 496 for

A : IX. 577 ^ for ; .

^ The termination of yiyvovrai in viii, 563 c possibly hides such an

omission, e.g. (^€^.
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(e) Transposition of words or letters ;
often corrected by

the scribe :

—

a. Of letters, as in VII. 538 D) (for A:

IV. 437 D iv (for hi) MSS.: IX. 57lD6z;

(for hi) seems to have been the reading of A^.

. A new word is made by transposition of two

letters in III. 400 A where for- reads ^-. Cp.

VII. 530 C apxTjs (for) A^. Words are transposed

in III. 412 D €t be M. For inversion without such

marks see III. 404 D boKd (for boKel) M.

It may be remarked generally with reference to the

preceding examples that the scribe often misunderstood

the meaning, but he generally knew a Greek word when

he saw it or fancied that he "saw it.

2. Errors dtie to mental association.

(a) False construction. By a kind of spurious attraction § 16.

the case of a noun or pronoun is altered to what the

immediate context suggests. This is most frequent in late

MSS., but occurs even in A, e.g. III. 391 D Qeov

TToiba for . . : VII. 529 biacpipovro^ (sc.) for

bia(l)€povT(us. (The similar mistakes in I. 338 . .

Tovs ] , for . and VII. 5^^

. . for, &c., have not been

transmitted, having probably been obliterated through the

disuse of the t adscript in the twelfth century.) vill. 550€9 (sc. ) for€ : VIII. S^J€ ez/ for €vb(u . Prepositions are also confused,

e. g. VTTo for, for virep, for.
{d) Confusion of tenses and moods. There is often

a doubt between the perfect and aorist, I. 330 ]bev A^,

present and aor. subj. VII. 538 D efeXeyx?; A, aor. and future

middle v. 474 A^^ for A pr.
;

X. 607 D changed to (A)
;

As the feeling for the moods grew weaker, subjunctive and
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optative were confused through itacism : I. 333 D hkoi (A)

for Ikx]. Also indicative with optative or subjunctive, e. g.

01

II. 376 A €7€ for] ; V. 450 D boKoi H, boK€i ,
for hoKYJ. The omission of av, when favoured by other

causes of error, may often be thus accounted for, e. g.

I. ^^^ A ajJtTreAoi», for ,, A .
(c) A word of frequent recurrence is apt to be substituted

for the word in the text, I. 352 C? A^ for brj

ovs : II. 365 A for^^ ^ D ;
IX. 579 ^( A^ for kavT<2. In IV, 437 C where kpiuTCuvros is

wrongly changed to, some Platonic? must have

been haunting the mind of the corrector. By a converse

error in ll. 375 is written for aWois. So in

Theaet. 148 C for Bodl. pr., IV. 440 C

for ^et, VIII. 568 for/.
[d) Again, the context suggests the wrong word in place

of the right one : e. g. v. 469 where an early corrector of

proposes hiaaKvX^va^is for haves. In VI. 510 D

reads^^ for 6€9 which seemed to contradict et-; VI. 5IOB confusion oi- A and^ and

VI. 511 ^€€ A^ for€4 A^ ; X. 606 C

for ] , where^ is in question. So in Polit.

279 A for '€, where ^apheLa is

the subject under discussion. Other associations, possibly

from the reminiscence of a different part of Plato, give rise

to various readings, for example V. 458 for

A , cp. Laws VI. 772 A.

§ 17. {e) Logical confusions, especially between affirmative

and negative, positive and privative, are peculiarly frequent

in the text of Plato. There are more than fifty instances

of this form of error in the Republic ; mostly, however,

amongst the later MSS.
a. The following examples of the omission of the negative

are the most important, and in some of these the earliest

MSS. are involved. II. ^6^ D ovb' ^ g,
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€4 Ai
; III. 395 C , ; IV. 4^9 C

avhpeiav^ ; omitted by and ten other

MSS. ; V. 454 ,
;

455 ^ ' , , ' S ;

VI. C ^? € , . . ; VII. 537 ^ ,
; VIII. 54^ € pr. , erased in

A and omitted in
; 559 fj

€ most MSS., for
fj

re

q ) IX. 574 ^ o^' "^«^^^ , .
/8. In the following cases a negative is wrongly added :

I. 330 TOL €V€Ka b( ), A
; 336 ,

q ;
IV. 437 ^ ^ ^'^ ^ °" -^ ?

V. 45^ ^ ^
,€ eS ^ ; VII. ^26 , ^.

It is doubtful whether the following belongs to or ^ :

—

VI. 500 A kav( A , r) eav q. See note.

y. Positive and privative are confused in II. '>JS'>^ A

biKaiiu most MSS. for ahLKiu(q)
; ^6^ abiKLas for?

; VIII. ^6o ^ for^ .
The following list of similar errors in inferior MSS.

might possibly be augmented.

(i) Negative omitted :

I. ^^2 C ou ^ [ t)

II. 373 ^ °"''''• ^^^^ ;/
III. 3^8 D ^ ^^ t

39^ D ) abo€vo ^ q
IV. 421 ? * ?

428 C q

429 C r) t

V. 4^2 C €€ €€ €6€
» , , ,

* q corr.
479 ^^ ^"^ ^ ^

„ ' ^^€6; ^^;
VI. 4^4 ^ -

489 ot^
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VI. 500 C

504 ^^
^11 > * ' '

VII. 5^^ -^, ^
527

„ 17 <^" "? ovb€T€povs ? ovberipovs

^"^ rt ' ^ h\

IX. ^Sj D TTiSs yap
;

? yap
; q Vind. F

. 6o8 A ? aiTovbaaTiOV ? ^TTovbaariov D
5, D TO ou€ € q

(2) Negative added

:

I. 330 c \. \ ^ t

II. y]'] ^ 76€ ' €V rots 7€ ' rots- yj/evbi-

ylrevbiaiv HI

III. 388 C et ' oZv e^ovs d ' deovs X

393 C yap ; ' ;

39^ t

416 c €t 4- ^^
,, D ei TOiovbe TOiovbe

. 426 ye ye q COrr.

J,
^apteararotolroioSrot rotoiJrot

431 i^cit ;
435 ^' ^; € ^'

7ra^?7 corr.

438 ,-
V. 45^^ '^^^ - ^7ob€l q'

^et

478 ' bo^^
o^^et

VI. 4^4 C boo boo q '
492 C ot?e^t ^
503 C ' ' V

VIII. 5^2 D ' '
5^4 ;-

^; ^ ^
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IX. 5^^ ^^? ^ ovh\v ?
corn

„ ^^^ ^ € corr.

In several of the above instances, other causes may be

assigned ; but it is manifest that in most of them ' logical

confusion' has been at work. In some also we may perhaps

trace the effect of bias; a sort of pedantic euphemism having

stolen into the mind of the scribe.

3. Complex errors. § 18.

In several of the preceding examples, two or more of the

causes specified are combined, for example in for

<$ there is itacism and false association assisting the

wrong division of words ; but still more confusion arises

where an initial error of the simpler kind leads to the

interpolation of a letter or syllable on the part of a corrector,

who in the attempt to retrieve matters goes far to make
them irretrievable. For example, in III. 403 B, where for€€ following eoue the first hand ofA wrote^
eh, an early corrector supposing the to belong to €olk€v, and

to be the article, supplied the apparently missing syllable

vo (€OLK€v 6^ ft?)^. Similarly the reading of the

Bodleian MS. in Theaet. 152 for €^% ot

may be thus accounted for : an early hand wrote € for

; this was again changed through similarity of sound to

at, making ^, which a later scribe assumed to be mis-

written for e^atVtot.

In X. 604 c €pd (A) having been written for alpei was

again changed to eppet (),) 6 Aoyo? eppet^' which way
reason moves.' In x. 610 several MSS. including

r have expanded to by some similar

process. In v. 468 hi ;, the second be has

been regarded as dittographia, and eL•vaL has con-

1 See also iii. 401 c, where€( was changed first to€€ then

to (' drawing up '), and iii. 391 oi$ ('yyvs, where 01 having

been dropped •; tyyvs became the reading of A : vi. 499 a for

A (this may be due to a compendium).
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sequently been changed to^. In VI. 498 €-
A,. , €([-

r. In VIII. ^^ D^ having been

accidentally written for^ in some MSS. of the

tradition (D ^) (supr. i (c)), the scribe of ' has changed

this to^. See also the curious variant I. 342 mg.

? fore6p. In VIII. 568 D, having

been written, was altered first to then

to, with supposed reference to the proscription

of the tyrant's enemies, and was further changed, with

a view to the nearer context, into^, by a corrector

who was aware of the frequent interchange between and .

§ ig. 4. Accretions.

Few errors of this description can be detected with any

confidence in the older MSS. The supposed redundancies

which recent scholars have excised on the ground of their

omission in Par. A (ii. 358 A, &c., see above), more probably

belong to the class of omissions through homoeoteleuton.

Now that the words in II. 366 A av^ bvvavraL prove to be

extant in the first hand of , the argument in favour of

this view is considerably strengthened. In the Byzantine

period scholars contented themselves with adding here and

there a single word such as (l. 329 c) and (lI. 359 c) .
But towards the fifteenth century, as it became fashionable

to discourse on Plato, attempts were made here and there to

supply real or apparent defects in the tradition by explana-

tory phrases, which in several instances found their way

into the text of that period. In I. 341 D, g adds, after,
ov, €€ kavTrj ; in II. ^yi A for ola

CKCtVots ^^, q reads ola kK^ivois^, 0% eabovLV hiuiVTai. In III. 407 for

ot 77€9, tolovtos the correctors of introduce

heiKvvouv with or without h.v before otl, and in this they are

followed by most of the later MSS., one of which, however,

V, has (to be construed with hov) instead. In

VII. 5^9 (after ^^) q adds ] (
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'( €^ —a conflation of interpolated texts.

VII. ^^2 C adds 5e 7r/>o? after . deia.

In X. 6i6 A the case appears more complicated. Here

A reads &v €€ re etj 6 tl ^^^. A sense may be obtained by excising

as a gloss— * the causes wherefore and the place

whereinto they were to be thrown.' But it has been more

commonly assumed that et? 6 rt has arisen by simple

transposition from ort eh. Adopting this view, and feeling

still unsatisfied, the correctors of and the scribe of

X supplied the phrase -^ before \. In the

passage immediately succeeding this, there is a cognate

difficulty. The words which seem genuine but

are dropped in A have been preserved by and H, while

the words ^ € appear to have been

lost in the archetype of M, which gives for them the inferior

substitute et (legendum) .
Here a marginal gloss or scholium seems to have taken the

place of the original text.

See also II. 368 where and Vind. F read

iv /^ ev . A similar process

may be traced at a somewhat earlier stage in III. 388 E,

where, the verb having been lost through the simple error

of writing for ^, a recent hand in Par. A adds€ after, while the r subfamily and q adopt

the different expedient of reading , following the

suggestion of a scholar whose note has been preserved on

the margin of Vind. D, hoKU .
The only manifest accretions in Par. A besides IX. 580 D

TO, spoken of elsewhere, are (i) VII. 525 the

addition of bvo to beivoh :—it is an early interpolation, for

it is shared by , and is difficult to account for ;—possibly

the scribe of some early MS. had begun to write betvoh

over again, and on discovering his mistake had proceeded

without erasing the superfluous letters: and (2)11. 364 D^ re a gloss in the text. In IX. 581 a gloss
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rjbovrjs has supplanted, which would seem to have

been the original reading. In , at II. ^yj E, a singular

reading (sic) for9 has obtained a place.

A cognate reading? was adopted by Aldus

from some other MS., probably Flor. b. This inter-

polation may have arisen from an early dittographia of the

letters 09. Some doubtful cases remain to be considered.

In V. 459 the word S Fie. proves to be absent

from all the chief MSS. including A. It is harmless but

can well be spared. In the Cesena MS., M, some words

are omitted, which could be dispensed with, but for the

authority of A. In I. 335 D €, epyov om. pr.

(Some MSS. read epyov€, changing the order.)

In I. 346 D om. pr. : is marked

as doubtful in A.

In V. 466 A TovTo €vbaL^ov,€^ om. .
In V. 468 hoK^I , om. .
In V. 475 ^ TiavTos etdoi;?^ om. pr.

Of the phrases omitted by A which recent editors have

bracketed or cancelled, only three are really open to

suspicion, II. 382 € : ^yS C €
and 379 ^ ^^^ "^^ ^^^^ : and considering the grounds

on which the other phrases are retained it would be

illogical to reject them ^

The confusing interpolation in IV. 444 ' hov-

\€V€Lv (A ) has probably arisen from dittographia. Some

other words which have been rejected as accretions may
possibly be right after all. Thus in II. 374 A^^ is the reading of , and ib. the words

occur in the text both of and M, although

* The slightest external evidence would justify the rejection of vi. 504^ , suspected by Schleiermacher. But with the testimony of

all the MSS. in its favour, it would be rash to cancel either this, or the

troublesome tt's . . . -^ in iii. 400 b. The word a^iov in

VI. 496 A is inconvenient, but the reading of ( ws^ suggests that,

instead of cancelling it, we should read ^. In 11. 376 d the words '
. . . 'om. A pr."^ could be dispensed with.
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differently placed (in before, in after the clause Iva

. . . yiyvoiTo). They probably existed as a various reading

on the margin of some copy from which is derived,

and may therefore be due to earlier tradition. As an

explanatory gloss they seem unnecessary, and they may

have been originally dropped after oiKoho^ov through

homoeoteleuton. If genuine they might be accounted

for by the wish of Socrates emphatically to impress the

principle of the division of labour on Glaucon's mind. In

IX. 572 A KoX could well be spared, and

confuses the sense. A troublesome obscurity, perhaps

due to an accretion^ occurs in VII. ^^^ '/ irpbs €^lv€ Kiyei {key^LV , kiyeis ^)

€v 7. It might be justifiable to follow Steph. in

omitting these words altogether ^. Of single words which

have been suspected, in V. 468 c ^^, proves to

be absent in A, and now rests on the sole authority of

. The progressive corruption of the later MSS. may
be illustrated from the Darmstadt Fragment b, in which

several passages, instead of being copied, are briefly para-

phrased, as if from memory. The interpolations in Theaet.

156 c, 190 C may be compared with some of the above.

Textual Emendations.

Mistakes occurred in the earliest MSS. ; and the attempt
§ 20.

to rectify them immediately followed, not always with suc-

cess. In one of the oldest and best papyrus fragments, that

of Iliad XXIII and xxiv, lately published by Mr. Kenyon,

the habit of correction, by writing between the lines, and

putting a dot over a superfluous letter, is already begun.

If nothing but in its original condition had come down

to us, or even if we depended solely on A as at first written,

before it was revised, whether by the first or second hand,

not to mention other early correctors, no human ingenuity

' Perhaps also in v. 477 the words/ ^/ ( ,
which are likewise omitted in 3, and are variously read in other MSS.

VOL. II. I
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could have brought the text of Plato to its present state.

Even if the lacunae were suspected, they could not have

been filled. Modern criticism could at best have pro-

vided some such stop-gaps as were adopted by scribes and

diorthotae of the Renaissance, in the absence of the best

tradition. On the other hand, it cannot be assumed that

in every case where the text of A has been preferred,

a contrary decision might not be justified by the discovery

of some earlier authority. In several instances, where the

evidence of A had been misinterpreted through the silence

of Bekker, it now proves that its witness goes the other

way, and turns the scale in favour of a rejected reading
;

e.g. in HI. 391 C not^ : in VI. 496 c

not : . 66 a^tos not is the reading of

A. The later MSS. exhibit an increase both of corruption

and of attempted emendation ; but we have seen reason to

believe that in the few instances in which the readings of

these MSS. are alone to be relied on, it is quite possible

that by some happy accident they have preserved an

earlier tradition.

The simplification of the appm^atiis criticus by the

supposed affiliation of all the MSS. to one, is sometimes

alleged to justify the license of conjecture. But the argu-

ment is fallacious. For the comparison of independent

traditions is a firmer ground on which to base conjecture

than a breakdown in the evidence of a single document.

There are few places in the Republic, however, about

which any serious doubt remains. Those most intimately

acquainted with the text are the least inclined to emend it

conjecturally. Schneider, the most accurate of critical

editors, and the author of the certain emendation in VIII.

554 for ert, was even extreme in his

conservatism. He defended places which are indefensible,

and where the remedy when once suggested cannot admit

of doubt. For example, in Book I. 352 he maintains€ with the MSS. against €\ the reading of
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Stephanus, Ast, Bekker and Stallbaum. In IV. 445 he

defends^, in VI. 494 iv against kv,
and in vi. 497 D argues with great subtlety, but doubtful

success^ against Bekker's emendation, ov for

ov . He only adopted^ (v. 47^ a)

on finding it anticipated by an early corrector of Vind F.,

and to the last refused to treat (ix. 580 d) as

a gloss in the text, on the insufficient ground that Par. is

manifestly derived from Ven. . He was also willing to

retain Aijfet? in IV. 425 D, with the transposition of the

words into a different order which he found in Vat. .
Passages still open to suspicion, where no convincing § 21.

remedy seems to be attainable are :

—

II. 358 re \ ^ yiyov€. The reading of Aldus

and the editions before Bekker re ov ^ yi-

yove. has very weak manuscript authority ; being confined so

far as we know to Flor. b, which in this passage and what

follows it, is in a very late hand. The expression is there-

fore probably a conjectural expansion of the same kind

with the addition of heiKvvoiev av in III. 407 E. ov re is the

reading of A ; but gives a poor sense, requiring ov

yiyove to be joined. The reading of re oBev

y€yov€, taking re in two words, may be explained ' what,

and of what nature, and from whence, justice has arisen.'

The choice lies between this and the simpler reading of

Flor. X re oOev yiyove, ' The nature and origin of

justice.' The slight obscurity of this may be defended by

supposing Plato to remember that he is speaking of the

yeVet9 not of the of justice. But after all it is quite

possible that oi/re is a mis-writing for . Bekker

adopted and wrote y^yovivai.

II. 359 C \Vvyov\ Avhov irpoyovcu. There is clearly

something wrong here ; but the emendation is doubtful

:

see note in loco.

III. 387 C€ ) TTOiet as oierai ( € q). Neither

of these readings is satisfactory, and conjecture is at fault.

I 2
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IV. 439 TTore ^ . For various

suggested interpretations of this passage, see note in loco.

Perhaps it is one of those in which a negative has been

omitted (see above p. 107). 77. . rt ou 77€ r., once

heard a story told ^\\\\\ prevents me from accepting that.'

But the emendation remains uncertain.

VII. 533 ^ oav boL? €^lv Aeyet €V

]. The whole is omitted in and may possibly be an

accretion. For an attempt to treat the text as it stands in

the MSS., see note in loco.

VIII. 562 TovTo ' ?. The compound sub-

stantive is anomalous, and the attempts at emendation are

hitherto unsuccessful. For the grounds of the conjecture

TOVTO ' *, see the notes.

VIII. ^6y Tt hi
;
(or TLs ) (tovs € Steph.).

VIII. 568 D^€. Reasons are given above, p. no,

for the conjecture^€.
TX. 5^1 / . See above (pp. 1 1 1,

112) for the conjecture ttjs »'5 : but certainty is un-

attainable in a passage which has to be emended in more

places than one. The difficulty in IX. 585 C et be^^
... may be due to some want of logical precision in Plato,

but Madvig's theory of a lacuna must also be considered.

IX. 590 D €9. Here again the grammatical

inaccuracy may be due to Plato, but one cannot exclude

the supposition that there is some corruption in the text

arising from the words €x^ovtos iv preceding. Madvig's

kvovTO's may be right.

X. 603 c TL ij. Ast very probably conjectured

TL& 1\V.

X. 615 C for€ Ast conjectured 6€ or. Once more, in X. 61 6 A. the passage considered

above, p. in, it is difficult to arrive at a perfectly definite

conclusion.
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The following are the places, twenty-nine in all, in which § 22.

the present text relies on conjecture :

—

Steph.

I. 330

?)?>^

341

352

. 3^1

c

III. 392

40I

4IOC

IV. 431

c

437

D

440 c

443

445

V. 4^5

VI. 49^^^

493

494

497 D

499

505
VIII. 551

C

554

55<5

Bekker

€ Bekker

' Benedictus^ Stephanus

Neukirch

7]€^ Hermann

hva\€paiv(uV

€ eTratiOt

Vermehren

Schneider

h . Wolf

^9 Baiter

€vi Cornarius

(dis) L. Camp-

bell

. " TL Her-

mann

Bekker

bios b€ Madvig

iroicLv Cobet? G. van Prin-

sterer

Geer

Bekker

Schleier-

macher

-^^ Bekker

Ast

(.
Schneider* ovhev Baiter

MSS.

€ ;
( in erasure A)€
(but from t ? A)€€

bva)(^epaLV(uv €
€TTaLvol( . q)

iv

€V, cp. IX. 57^ ^

bia

ert . It

5eo9 5e

TTOLCLV & (, €-)
:(%

TLVOS€.
{yap) ovb^v
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Steph. MSS.
IX. 581 D ^ Graser ^

585 c [bis) Madvig om.

590 A TO heivov , €K€LVo TO heivov €€
Schneider

X. 600 D ovivavai Ast ovelvaL or ovivai

606 C ort, dV Schneider on az;

The following rest only on slight manuscript authority :

—

II. ^6^ A q and Muretus cj. : III. 388 €}
Vind. D mg. {€ A) and Hermann cj. : V. 472 A^-4. F. corr. and C. Orelli cj.(€€ cett.).

A few others depend on citations of ancient writers :

—

TI. 361 C \ Euseb. Theodoret( MSS.) : V. 461€, Euseb. Theodoret (-^ MSS.) : VII. 540 C] Aristides (^vvaipfj MSS. except Vind. which

has ^vvavipr\) : IX. 589 D e/xot Stobaeus[ MSS.).

§ 23. The most important conjectures on the text of the

Republic in recent years have been those of Cobet, Madvig,

W. H. Thompson, and Ingram Bywater (see Baiter's Pre-

face). Still more recently Mr. Herbert Richards has con-

tributed many ingenious suggestions in the C. R. for 1 893.

It may be not unprofitable to examine at some length the

most considerable of the fifty-seven emendations of the

Republic proposed by Cobet in Variae Lectiones^ ed. II,

pp. ^I^SZ^' ^e shall best obey his favorite precept.^ by not yielding blindly to his authority.

To begin, then, with those passages in which he appeals

to the authority of the chief MS.

X. 61 2 €7€€ for €:^€. The former is really

the reading intended in Paris. A, where the has t adscript

and there is a dot over the y (sic ^), which is

thus marked by the diorthotes as superfluous. In Politicus

307 A, where €7€€ is the best reading, the Bodleian

gives^, and in both passages there is a variant

€7}€. And although^ in the Republic
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admits of a possible meaning, the pointed reference in

7]€€ (or^^}) to II. 367 D iiraiveaov

hLKaioavvr]<i . . . he bo^as Tiapes clWols iiraivelv—
is the more probable, as the context shows that Plato has

that passage distinctly before him. Cobet failed to remark,

however, that, if ^-^ is right the perfect is used

together with the aorist^^. So that €]€€,
the reading of Par. K, should perhaps in strictness be pre-

ferred ; and it may be still argued in favour of

that notwithstanding the reference to II. ^6y D this need

not involve the repetition of the same words.

VI. 503 ^ for ^-, Here the critic

has been less fortunate : hLea is the reading of

Paris. A (not heava as he supposed). It is also (stibau-

diendo ?) the more idiomatic reading. The variant-^ is due to the tendency, noted elsewhere by

Cobet himself, to adapt terminations to the nearest word.

See above, p. 105.

The remaining passages may be taken in their order of

sequence.

I. 343 ^haaL for hiavoudOai (so Faesi). If there

were any evidence for hiaKeiaeai the word might be accepted.

But the familiar truth that is an equivalent for the

perfect passive of is not a sufficient proof that -€ irpos is bad Greek.

II. 0^61 for^,,. The exact

equivalence of these two words is not proved by the fact

that Socrates in I. o,'^^ A leads Polemarchus by gentle transi-

tion from contracts to partnerships. The use of both words

here recalls the preceding conversation more effectually.

II. 376 A ovh\ €v for ovbev 5e. Cobet's suggestion is very

ingenious, and may be right, but the reading of the inferior

MSS. ovhev ?5 is at least equally plausible.

III. 411 A^ (so Van Heusde) for,
Karayjfiv. sc. or . Cobet's assump-

tion that the construction must be Tas
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is wholly gratuitous. The words ...
are an expansion of the notion of. The idea

underlying many of these suggestions, that Attic Greek

loves parsimony in expression, is peculiarly inapplicable to

the language of Plato.

III. 412 €6€ to be omitted ? There is some

awkwardness in the introduction of the word in this place,

considering what follows in 413 ^ . . . tovs k-nikav-

49, but Plato has elsewhere admitted similar tauto-

logy and verbal inconsistency.

V. 452 TLva 7€9 for irpos^^. An ingenious but doubtful way of

correcting a doubtful text. lb. for. Cobet seems to have forgotten the

reference to the lower animals in 451 D, E.

V. 477 ^ for^. This seems to be a genuine

conjecture, although anticipated by r (see Bekker and

Schneider) and also by the corrector of M. Cobet's logic

sometimes coincides with that of the later scribes, ^
is really unobjectionable. Ficinus has dicemus(^ ?).

VI. 491 [e2 €4^ ^^], 'verba

soloece concepta sententiam onerant et impediunt.' The

imputed solecism is really a Platonic idiom. To get rid

of all such impedimenta^ many pages would have to be

re-written.

VI. 496 C y] yap riz^t[] \ ovhevC. * Attic parsimony
'

is again assumed ; but the passages quoted are not exactly

in point, and it is Plato's manner in employing an idiom to

adapt it to the immediate context.

VII. 521 C iiravobos for eiravobov. Cobet's

emendation, ets ovtos k^avohos still leaves

the expression cumbrous, and^- . . . ets . . . kiravohov

is in close agreement with the description in 515 C-E.

VII. 527 ovhe TTpbs €€ for ov ovbcTcpovs. Neat,

but not certain.

VII. 528 C*€\€ for€€. Cobet
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objects to€€ as a late Greek word and to the

use of the middle, but many compounds and singular uses

of the middle voice occur for the first time in Plato.

VII. 538 C for ^. For similar

uses of TToielaOaL see note in loco.

VIII. 555 A and ix. 576 c[]. The argument from

parsimony is again misplaced, and the same gloss is not

very likely to have crept into the text in both places. In

the latter passage the word had been previously cancelled

by Ast and Badham.

X. 615 c€€ for^. .
The suggestion is

ingenious but unnecessary. Not birth, but death, is the

pervading notion of the passage, and is therefore more

easily understood. Not ' those who died immediately' (on

birth) ' but those ' (whose death occurred) ' as soon as they

were born^

X. 618 A riXovs for otareXet?. The adverbial phrase

hia riXovi would require a participle such as^,
which the adjective dispenses with. Cobet proceeds on the

assumption that the Athenians always expressed the same

thing in the same way. The same fallacy underlies his

emendation in VIII. ^6^ C of eva ye nva for era.
Some of Madvig's suggestions, in spite of their acuteness, § 24.

are decidedly wanting in good taste. For example, his

proposal to change VII. ^3"^^ to

aheia is almost ludicrous, and reminds one of modern Greek.

Not much happier is his suggestion of for in

V. 473 D supported by referring to Vll. ^^^ D. The two

passages stand in no relation to each other, and the abrupt

introduction of the metaphorical word is foreign to the

manner of Plato. Such hariolations as these tend to dis-

able a critic's judgement, and to cast suspicion on other

proposals of his which are at first sight more plausible.

The most ingenious of Madvig's suggestions are in VIII. 546d

b€VT€pa T€ for bevTepov be , and X. 608 A q,6€a for-
€, but in the latter case it appears more probable that
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the corrupt€ has taken the place of some expres-

sion answering to the clause, such as^^. In

X. 606 c there is much to be said for his conjecture av

€€9 for av?.
W. H. Thompson, in IX. 585 a, with great plausibility

conjectured irpbs 6 for?, but see note in loco. Another very probable

suggestion which he does not seem to have communicated

to Baiter, is in Vlll. 545 ' ij for' ?/. For other

conjectures of the same critic, see notes on vili. ^^6^ D,

567 D, and IX. 573 c.

Charles Badham is responsible for a conjecture which

Cobet approved, and Baiter received into his text, viii.

560 D hi ^ for '. Reasons against adopting this

and in support of' are given in the commentary to

this edition. He also proposed to cancel in IV.

419 A.

Prof. Bywater's chief suggestion is v. 476 A' for

in a passage where needless difficulty has been

felt. See note in loco. In vi. 504 A Orelli's oLs for

would be convincing, if had been a usual

word in Plato, but he uses it only in the Timaeus and

Laws.

In VII. 532 B, C Nagelsbach's ert for ctt' is

exceedingly plausible and is supported by the quotation of

lamblichus. But it hardly bears examination ; see note in

loco. Even if the absence of may be excused, the con-

struction with the infinitive, instead of rj ,
is hardly Greek. In Theaet. 156 A, where^€ is

construed with the infinitive, probably the closest parallel,

the case is altered by the presence of the participle. For^ ^^ =.
Of Mr. Richards' conjectures on i-v, the most persuasive

are :

—

III. 407 ^ €, r\v' iralbcs

... It would be quite as easy, however, to
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cancel on . . . rj^^ as an ^ accretion ' ; and in either case the

received reading gives a preferable rhythm.

IV. 430 € brj ^7€ ...

433 ^ '^^^^ eXevOepcu (^ ^^ -.
444 C^€ (so Stob.). Probably right.

V. 457 C^ ], for Aeye ^,. This is better than

Cobet's^ hiq. But neither is required.

See Goodwin, M. and T. 257.

462 C €776 for €7rt . This is possibly

right.

468 A Aey', €7], ?7 for 4\ €, not . If the

text is corrupt, this is the most likely way of

emending it.

On Muretus' conjecture in II. 364 c, abovTes for ^^^
see note in loco.

The present editor has suggested the following con- § 25.

jectural changes, which he has not, however, ventured to

introduce into the text :

—

II. 358 ^6 \ odev yiyove

III. 387 C€ hrj TTOtet ? "^
IV. 439 *

442 "^ for ( )
V. 47 1 -^ €9,* ^ . mg. )

479 ^^€ (for^)
VI. 49^ ^€"^ €\€{^ : .

mU)
500 (sic ^) . • • *€^ . . .

;

VII. 51^1^ lyyus ^^^
VIII. ^62 ' *73 for ' r/i'€7

^6'^ C olai-nep ^ (^€(^ re /
iTTTTOt oVot

568 D ;^^ for ''
IX. 5^^ ^^5"^/ ; for Vt/j ^5, . .
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IX. 585 C /cat*§ for KoX

X. 6lO A ' for

And the following readings, mostly of inferior authority,

are recommended for further consideration :

—

I. 333 beivos [] q

Q^'^^^ D :€ (omitting epyov)

340 A avTos (omitting)
346 D kijxjns' om.

II. 358 ^/ ^
367 €?
370 ^' €
374 ^7-€/, »'

III. 4^9 ^ '^^^^ "'"^'^?
IV. 435 ^ ^^^1 y*^/' " Galen.

436 A^€ q corr.

442 TrpoaiJKev q Stobaeus

444 c avra € ovv Stob. et cj. H. Richards 1893

V. 459 om. A

468 OM.

VI. 489 € D
497

499 ^
509 D5€ Proclus

VII. 522 TTpos roioCroV (yp.) mg.

525 ^
528 C€ pr.

532 ;€9
VIII. 554 D h€vpi]a€L9 ^
IX. 587€ r Corr. f

. 6 ';-^ '^

„ C €^? ^

63 q

607 D (et forsitan A pr )

612c A

615 D corr.
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It may not be out of place to quote an example of the § 26.

manner in which a scholar of the sixteenth century ap-

proached the task of emendation :

—

' Enimvero quum in plerisque locis fidem eorundem

librorum a me frustra implorari viderem, alii autem non

suppeterent, ad coniecturas, tanquam ad bevrepov, me
convertere necesse habui. Sed quum intelligerem quam

periculose sint coniecturae, et quam fallaciter plerunque suis

coniecturis adblandiantur, ex ingenio meo profectas emen-

dationes non in ipsum recepi contextum (ut antea etiam

cum vulgo appellavi) sed partim margini adscripsi, partim

Annotationibus reservavi, ubi earum rationem etiam red-

dere daretur. . . .

' Quinetiam contingebat interdum ut quantumvis pectus

concuterem (non foecundum illud quidem, sed nee omnino,

quorundam iudicio, infoecundum) nihil quicquam ex eo

egrederetur, antequam loci in quibus haerebam excusi

essent: simulatque autem iam excusos relegerem, ex eo

illorum emendatio velut sponte sua prodire videretur. Ex
eorum numero duos mihi nunc suggerit memoria : quorum

unus habet, ^-^, alter ' €^^lv: horum enim emen-

dationem assequi coniectura non potueram antequam

paginae in quibus erant, excusae essent : at quum operae

meae penso suo manum extremam imponerent, ego super-

veniens, perinde ac si longe quam antea perspicacior factus

essem, pro [] //? quidem [] € ^^ ^ [Polit. 266 ] :

pro ' €$€Lv autem, hd^eiv scribendum esse, primo fere aspectu

animadverti.'

^ Henricus Stepha7ius lectori :
' Preface to Plato ed. 1578.

Plato is one of a select number of Greek authors whose

text is known to us as it existed in the ninth century A.D.

The Byzantine MSS. of that period were not only carefully

written, but carefully revised ; with the aid, as there is good

^ This conjecture is partly confirmed by Bodl. Vat. reading' ((.
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reason to think, of other MSS. besides the one immediately

in hand. Some of the errors in these early copies have still

to be corrected by the help of later ones, into which, as it

now appears, some grains from a yet earlier tradition have

in some way filtered down. There remains little scope for

conjecture. Such achievements of intuition as Schneider's, and Orel 1is€ remain isolated

instances of success. Plato's language is so highly wrought,

so various, and so full of unexpected turns, that the task of

emending him is like that of emending poetry. In a so-

called epistle of Demosthenes there is more room for

' certain conjecture ' than in a whole tragedy of Aeschylus

or Sophocles, where the most brilliant suggestions, such as

Conington's Iviv or Jebb's , are still

"

open to doubt ; or in one of those plays of Euripides, where

the judgement is sufficiently perplexed by the discrepancies

of thirteenth century MSS. without having recourse to vain

hariolatio. The thesis might be maintained, however,

that the more a text requires emendation (either from bad

copying, or from the use of technical terms, as in the

musical or mathematical writers, or from obscurity or

singularity of style), the less possible it is to emend it. Take,

for example, the portion of the Oresteia which is lost in the

Medicean MS., or again the Supplices of Aeschylus, which

is manifestly corrupt in the Medicean MS. without having

any other independent MS. authority. Conjecture has been

active, with but little of agreement in the result. In the

case of Pindar^, although we have no MS. earlier than the

twelfth century, those we have seem to give evidence of

a constant and authentic tradition. The difficulty is at its

height in the later part of the Bacchae, 755 ff., where there

is only one MS. and that of an inferior description: or

again in the case of such an author as Marcus Aurelius,

where the critic has to choose between late MSS. and

a printed text founded on an earlier MS. now lost.

It would be unsafe to argue from the analogy of Latin
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authors
; the great variety of style and dialect in Greek of

all periods involving ever fresh uncertainty ^. Lucretius

or Catullus may be emended with more probability than

Aeschylus or the fragments of Alcman. Different literatures

admit of different treatment. Bentley in his proposals for

a text of the New Testament says expressly that he is

well aware that conjecture can have no place in the sacred

text. This may have been intended to soothe orthodox

apprehensions, but it at least involves an admission of

the precariousness of conjecture ^.

The invention of so-called Canons of Criticism introduces § 27.

an appearance of scientific precision, which is really

fallacious. The rule of the more difficult reading, ' Potior

lectio difificilior,' may often prove misleading. The balance

is in favour of the less common word, if equally in point :

e. g. x/^eyet for Aeyec. But when an absurd reading has once

found its way into an approved text, the conservatism of

tradition will often maintain it for centuries against com-

mon sense. The true reading meanwhile may have passed

down through weaker channels, and may be supported,

though less authoritatively, by independent evidence. For

example, in IV. 442 ^ ov yeVei, is

the harder reading, and is supported by the better MSS.
;

but the change from e to might be made early, and once

made would remain in one line of tradition, and the easier

reading 7€, having the support of Stobaeus, would

^ Yet it is not to be overlooked that here also the unwisdom of employing

one manuscript authority exclusively has been clearly shown. See Prof. Ellis'

'Praefatio' to his Nodes Aiam'h'anae (Clarendon Press, ;
—

' Gembla-

censis Codex . . . ueterrimus ille quidem, utpote saec. xi scriptus, et inte-

gerrimus est omnium ; ita tamen, ut si absit Vossianus is secundus lacobi,

cui scriba suus annum 1470 in fine addidit, uera manus poetae relicta sit in

incerto, idque plurifariam.' The same scholar adds his testimony to the

general fact—' antiquos codices ita praestare recentibus ut his tamen
superseded nequeat.'

^ It is also a strong instance of the general fact that the more reverently

an author is handled the fewer are the conjectures which find their way
into his text.
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seem to be traditional in q. It should be remarked,

however, that the best MS. of Stobaeus is, according to

Gaisford, of the fourteenth century.

Nor is the 'ductus literarum' in every instance a safe

guide. Many other causes beside the forms of letters have

been at work, as we have seen above, and the only effect

of an apparently simple change may be to * skin and film

the ulcerous place.' Who could have supposed that

between the syllables of ^, the reading of D in

X. 607 A, there lurked a lacuna of forty-three letters ? Or

what palaeographer could have corrected

in Solon fr. ^6, 1. 9, to xpeiovs^, which the Ath. Pol.

now proves to be the true reading ? What critic could have

guessed it ? Or, if he had, who could have assured us that

he was right?—The errors of printed books present only

a distant analogy to those of classical MSS., which in the

great authors, have often been more carefully revised. Yet

even here conjecture has proved of little avail. Of innu-

merable emendations of Shakespeare by far the greater

number have been rejected by recent editors, and very few

have the certainty of Johnson's ' no more, but e^en a woman,

—(Foil. ' in')—AnL and Cleo. iv. 15, 1. 73. Who shall emend

with certainty i Henry IV, Act iv. i, 11. 98, 99 'AH plumed

like estridges that with the wind
|

Baited like eagles having

lately bathed,' or supply the ' missing word ' in Sonnet 146

' Poor soul, the centre of my sinful earth, ... by these rebel

powers that thee array'? or in Hamlet iv. i, 11. 40, 41

' And what's untimely done . • .
|
Whose whisper o'er the

world's diameter,' &c. Or, to take a more modern instance,

what but documentary evidence can determine between ' an

unbodied joy ' and 'an embodied joy' in Shelley's Skylark}

Yet it must be admitted that Shelley's text affords some

examples of conjectural emendation subsequently cor-

roborated by documentary evidence. The subtle criticism

of W. M. Rossetti suggested several corrections of the

printed text which examination of the MSS. has since
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confirmed ^ Jtdian and Maddalo (vol. ii. p. 324, 1. 18)

'and even at this hour
:

' ever cj. Rossetti and so Shelley's

MS. Lettei^ to Maria Gisborne (vol. iii. p. 48, 1. i) 'or

those in philosophic councils met :

' philanthropic cj. Rossetti ^

and so Shelley's MS. Hellas (vol. ii. p. 145, 1. 20) 'The

caves of the Icarian isles Hold each to the other in loud

mockery :

' Told c]. Rossetti and so the MS., and also a list

of errata in Shelley's handwriting.

I understand also that in Chaucer five conjectural readings

of Tyrwhitt's have been found in the Ellesmere MS. which

is supposed to have been unknown to him. But his examin-

ation of MSS. may have been more minute than appears on

the surface of his edition. Have all the twenty-four MSS.
mentioned by him been identified and thoroughly collated ?

The history of classical texts presents few such examples.

In Soph. Philoctetes 29 Lambinus suggested ktvttos for

TV7T09, and this was afterwards found in the Laurentian

MS., and as a marginal variant in . In Phil. 689

Auratus suggested for, and this has also

received some MS. confirmation. The correction of errors

in the third epistle of Demosthenes, confirmed by the

British Museum Papyrus as noted above, is perhaps the

most striking example hitherto of such success.

Of Platonic editors probably Heindorf and Schneider have

come nearest—Schleiermacher and K. F. Hermann being

not far behind. Two conjectures of Schleiermacher though

turning on a very slight change of letters are of distinguished

merit :—in Rep. VI. 499 for and Protag.

328 C for . C. Orelli's €€ for^ (v. 472 a) confirmed by Vind. ¥ corn is the

best example in the Republic ^. It is also rather a striking

^ I quote the earlier readings from ed. 1847 (reprint of Mrs. Shelley's

edition).

^ 'The epithet " philosophic " does not appear specially apposite ; should

it be " theosophic " or " philanthropic " ?
' W. M. Rossetti, note to vol. ii.

p. 245 of his edition, 1870.

^ For several instances in which conjecture has coincided with MS.

VOL. II.
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fact that Ti^v €, which Schneider adopted

from Vind. F pr. in place of r. . in VI. 496 D,

now proves to be the reading of Par. A.

In some cases, where all the MSS. are at fault, the true

reading has been found in a quotation by some ancient

writer, as Galen, Athenaeus, Stobaeus, and the Fathers

Eusebius and Theodoretus. A doubt may arise, where

the consent of the oldest MSS. is opposed to the reading

of some inferior MS. supported by such quotation. When
the author who gives the quotation is preserved in MSS.

say of the tenth century, the evidence is nearly balanced,

—

the only remaining uncertainty being that which attends

upon all quotations. The commentary of Proclus also

supplies some evidence ; but the Scholia to Plato, for the

most part, throw but little hght upon his text. They are

full of Neo-platonic fancies, and few of them can be referred

to the Alexandrian time. This is the more unfortunate,

because, as a general rule, the best emendations have been

those to which scholars have been led by some discrepancy

between the explanation of a scholiast and the traditional

text. The best emendation of a Sophoclean passage is

Boeckh's for in Ant. 117, founded on

the scholion rais ?. Another, almost

equally good, without such help, is avij (Auratus and

Pierson), in Phil. 639, confirmed by the gloss in L,.
Were the corruptions and interpolations of the text of

the Republic as numerous as recent scholars have imagined,

the difference of meaning involved would be still infini-

tesimal. Some feature of an image might be obscured, or

some idiomatic phrase enfeebled, but Plato's philosophy

would remain uninjured. That is not a reason for careless

treatment, but it is a consideration deserving to be set

against the natural bias which minute and long-continued

attention to the details of criticism is apt to produce.

evidence (in Euthyphr. Apol.) see Wohlrab PlatonhandscMriften, &c.,

p. 651.
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The fashion of Greek orthography has changed some-

what since this text was printed. Exact scholars, whose

eyes are accustomed to recent classical editions, will miss, (,, ^, vels, and other forms, which

inscriptions show to have been usual in Attica from

about 400 B.C. The new-old spelling is hardly yet finally

established, and a text which is arrikre in this respect may
perhaps have some compensating advantages for those who

in their school days were familiar with the former practice
;

to whom uos yevvaCas re ^ (Theaet.

149 a) still presents an awkward ambiguity, and who are

for the moment puzzled when, in perusing a Latin treatise

on Greek races, they come across the familiar patronymic,

' Jones.' The retention of Lv€Lo9,€€,€[
(against, &c.) deserves a more serious defence.

(See an elaborate note on the point in Leopold Schmidt's

Ethik der alien Griechen^ ) There' is no doubt that Greeks

in Plato^s time and afterwards associated the word with

vUi]. But Greek etymological fancies are hardly solid

ground to rest upon ; and the derivation from z'etKoy appears

more probable : cp.€. The accentuation of] (vil. 520 a) is indefensible. But I have followed the

MSS. and editions. No scholar has yet suggested the

adoption of the t adscript in our ordinary texts. But this,

together with the abolition of capitals and the recasting

of our type in imitation of the earliest uncials, may follow

in time.

1 Vol. i. p. 386.

2



APPENDIX I,

Collation of the Present Text with

Paris A (1807).

The purpose of these pages is to supplement and partly to correct the

list of various readings subjoined to the Text of this edition. Where my
collation agrees substantially with Baiter's report, I give my own observa-

tion without any distinctive mark. An asterisk is placed against items

believed to be new. And where these tend either to confirm or to alter

the text as it stands, the reading of A is printed in larger type. It will

be observed that in six places the new collation turns the scale against

readings formerly adopted : iii. 391 c, not : iv. 428 d reXcoiiS

not T€\ea;s : vi. 496 c not : 503 €€ not €-
: , 66 a^tos not : 607 d not'^.

L. C.

For the List of Errata in Text, see the last page of this volume. And for

general peculiarities of Paris A, neglected here, see above, p. 70.

Rep. I.

Page. Line. Steph. p. Text. Par.

2 30 Critical note on

1. 6

. h

3 15 328D re in mg. : om. pr.

24
>

A^

5 2 329 (corr. rec.)

6 2 330C (et sic sacpius)

*
23 8€ 8€ A^

9 13 332 c OL€l , € The persons were at first

divided with : after (.
This was afterwards

• erased

23 D (sic saepius)

II 21 333 c Ti (et saepius)

3 D 8fTj deoi

*I2 18 333 , \€ \ XaBflf

(sic)
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Page.

12

15

18

Line.

19

21

23

25

26

27

31

32

^34

35

36

37

^39

29

22

17

30

15

9

31

18

30

7

12

31

10

12

31

3

7

4

8

13

17

30

31

Steph. p.

335 c

337 A

338

339

341 A

D

342 A

344

345 D

346 D

347 A

348 a

Text.

Cr. n. 12

€'

€
•

eUv

Cr. . 20

Cr. . 4

€
Cr. . 7

^

Cr. . 20, 21

Cr. . 1() 6 he

Par.

/ / mg. m. vet. Rep. I.

The V of av partly eaten

away

pr.

av€Kay
I

6 in two lines,

but a recent hand has

erased and written

at the beginning of the

next line

: is written

over an erasure of two

letters

( adscript)

civat noiflv, (sic)

(€ pr.

Corrected by a recent

hand to eliv and so con-

stantly elsewhere

is written over an era-

sure in A€ TL (et saepius)

. . pr., COTT.€{ in erasure)

del aiel A

pr. : corr. p. m.

/LteXXet pr.€ A^ mg.

€ { in erasure)

(sic)(€ pr.

corr. from by p. m.

ut videtur A ; viz. — :

8e . . . Xeyeiv

:

oe, A
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Rep. I.

Rep. II.

Page.

42

43

44

'45

47

48

'49

'50

52

53

54
''^^

57

59

60

62

63

Line.

19&31

5

31

5&31

28

I

24

7 & 30

31

10

21

3

31

14

27

7

13

13

17

14

19

19

23

Steph. p,

350 c

350

351 c

£

352 c

D

354 A

357 c

360

C

D

361 C

363 A

364 D

365 A

366 D

367 C

Text.

hr\ .
eas

Cr. n. 14

ev ye

Cr. . 5

ovbev

ToiavBe

OVS

€\

Cr. . 6

Bfvbideiois(
Cr. . 24

-
aikea

€€
df(

boKflv

Par.

.
€. . followed by an era-

sure

The breathing of ciVep

has absorbed the sign

for V

€v ye I pr. (aS if

there were a change of

persons)

yp. A^ mg.

ovbev with in mg. by

A2

Toiavbe (et alibi)

diKaiovs pr.

^ y\ ^€ COTT. tO €\ by

A2

A

Bevbibiois

emov (o in erasure)

(t from )
A

om. : supplied in mg. by a'^

TO pr. A'

Corrected to

: but . p. m,

* pr.

\ added in mg.

by A^

Changed to(
by m. rec. with \€€ in mg.

<:6 (sic) A^ or A^ .?/ COrr. to (Inelv by A*

or a2

om. : supplied in mg. by

A^

om. : inserted above the

line by A'^
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Page.

*64

Line. Steph. p,

68

69

71

72

73

74

78

79

*84

*86

*89

90

*9i

24

29

25

31

15

II

20

29

31

29

9

19

19

7

18

10

27

15

27

25

367 D

368

370D

371

372 A

Text.

373D

376 a

c

D

379

380

382

Cr. . 2

€15 ep

K€v6i

(L . . . -^
Cr. . II

Cr. . 2

eKfiuois -€
. . . €•

€
...

Se ye

\ . . .

€( \

Far.

Cr. . 2

/ceXewot9 : L in erasure (it Rep. II.

never was KeXeveis)

Changed to by A-

The words . arroSf^ot-

are by x\^

;;(€ : ft by A^ in space

of two or more letters

So corrected by A^

fi . e . i/oy (f in space of four

letters)

(sic)

pr.

Point erased after -
Xeade and -

marked off with

: . . . ! as Glaucon's by A'^

(sic) is the reading

of A

is the reading of A€ pr.

om. : add. in mg. A^

--€ou COrr. tO—-7€7/^0$• by A

om. pr. : add. in mg. A^

In mg. {€^€ primitus)

by A^

om. : supplied in mg. by

A^

om. : supplied in mg. by

A^

First omitted and then

supplied by A^'
COrr. tO by A^

' ouap5 /? is the read-

ing of A

IS the Correction of

A2



3 Appendix I : Collation of

Page.

Rep. II. *9i

Rep. III. 95

96

Line. Steph. p.

97

99

100

lOI

109

no

113

115

117

*ii8

121

123

27

18

i9

12

18

21

Text.

19

7

I

2

17

9

4

5

31

10

21 & 31

30

23

13

29

3

388

389 c

390

D

391 A

C

D

396 c

397 A

398

400 A

401 A

403

\Oaf

Cr. n. 12€)
(^

TOIOVTOVS

. (-

Par.

€
Si'

* (, hv

eXeyo/ifi/

€

Cr. . 1 8

Cr. . 7' 8e-
Cr. . 6

€(,-
eVi

(with S)

^
: mark

of quotation here

with gloSS,\
A recent hand has added

in mg.

om. : add. in mg. A'^

t

= eav without accent

here and elsewhere, e.g.

411 c

Marked off with : . . . ! as

a separate speech
(.€7€

with accent over

erasure : perhaps'
(sic)

pr.

pr.

ye

For 3 in cr. n. read 5

A"^ : A' A^

/es pr. : ami'fS' A^ : au

Tti/ey in mg. m. vet.

ou is the reading

of A(

A : A"

is the reading of A

'ioiKfvo
|

€ A

€OiK€v6vo
\

A"

(



the Prese7tt Text with Paris A (1807). i37

Page.

127

129

134

142

152

153

154

157 29

159 5
*

10

160 23

163 7

J 65 23

*i67 21
*

31

168 18

30
*i69 27

Line. Steph. p.

II

22

28

28

31

3

4

21

22

24

31

22

24

31

30

24

I

24

407

Text.

408

,
Cr. . 15-178

411 C

46 D

424

426

D

428

D

429 C

430

432

433 C

434 D

}
€\

Cr. . 13

inapoi(
Cr. . 7

Cr. . 8

(€
naprjyyeiKeu

XeyovTes

Cr. . 26

Cr. . 13

aWrj

Par. A^ - Rep. III.

Et Socrati tribuit cum
: • . . : et — in mg.

(a on the

whole favours-
7\
(sic pr.: ^ rec.)

pr. : corr. p. m.

( . . . )

ÔS- A

pr.

A^

A^

€€€ is the

reading of A
inaprj€( (sic) A^

A

ov A (non inter versus)

A^

(\ ( ; (sic)

€€ ^

TeXeous (not) is the

reading of A
e

TraprjyyeiKXej/

(sic) CUm yp.

\€€ A^€^^^ pr, .?

( not Om.)

yp. €1 mg.7 pr.

Rep. IV.



138 Appendix I : Collation of

Page. Line. Steph. p. Text. Par.

Rep. IV. *i7o 4 & 29 434 D eVeij/0 eW is the reading of A
;

so that for ckuvo we are

thrown back on D ^

172 22 436 ' € uv

174 21 437 c( €{)
175 6 D € ye € , apaye

29 Cr. . 5 ./ (it was at first

yp. \
*i79 9 439 '( , (sic)

183 19 442 ' (letter erased)

184 29 443 A ovSeV €
185 19&32 TeXeov TeXevTaiov yp. TeXeov mg.

*i86 31 Cr. . 16 irepi ' with

Rep. V. 19 7 449 A € .
*i93 29 Cr. . 5 Y.i-rpov is the reading of

A

*i95 24 451 \€ \ om. pr.

31 Cr. . 23 A
200 2 454 c \ om. : add. in mg. A^

*
4 D A

5 € \ ( pr.) (
\

201 10& 31 455 pr. ^
202 24 456 a om.

^
204 28 457 yvaoivas

29 ^ yp. € ^ mg.

207 29 459 A ( adscript)

208 16
r
7

*209 17&31 -€€ (omitting()
211 7 460 eiKoaifTidos €€ pr.

8 €( .
* 18&30 401 A 0$•, as ('(. as€5 : yp. 60*

€. '^ mg.

31 Cr. . 27 ( corr.)

*2I2 30 Cr. . 8 - y €V (sic) ^
213 I

2 €̂\
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Page. Line, 5teph. p. Text. Par.

213 15 462 ^vvhi] .
*2l8 26 465 A ( :( ^)

223 24 468 A

224 he ; ^(^ '( CUm yp.

(mg.) ( '.
^

* i6&3i C (\ (^\ om.)

229 28 471 C om. add. in mg. A^

231 I 472
>

y om. add. A^

16 D pr. { erased)

233 I I 473 D {u over erasure

of three letters)

* 22 ;

236 31 Cr. . 26

••
Delete Q) : A^

237 22 476 b 701

*243 31 Cr. . 25 (a)t, sic, not hv)

246 10 484 ( 4: i^ a:' mg.

250 19 486 c ? ? pr.

30 Cr. . 2 2 yp. A^ mg.

*25I 31 Cr. . 1 (not)
252 29 Cr. . ( A"^ mg.

253
>

27 488 c anoKTivuvvTus { in era-

sure) : KT€tvo K^ mg.

31 Cr. . 8

TO

yp. A^ mg.

260 10 492 D € pr.

*262 7 493 D ('ire . . . om. pr. add. in mg. A^

*263 23 494 D e^aipclv

28 € € pr.
e

265 13 495 D €( A^

266 II 496 A ' iyai €
* 18

*267 I&30 C

269 3 497 6 ^ pr.

270 13 498 (
^

. ^ mg.

22 499 A ( (sic)

*
23 €€ v€ayev pr.(y erased^

yp. A

mo-.

Rep. V.

Rep. VI.
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Page. Line. Steph. p. Text. Par.

Rep. VI. *270 31 Cr. . 22 '^

*273 4 500 c €/$• (sic)

* 18&22 ^ pr.

275 20 & 30 502 A

**277 II & 23 503 A,€
. . .^ and -€/ are the read-

ings of A

280 32 Cr. . 26 efhevai (sic) A^

*284 4 507A pr. :.
with 6ai in mg. A^

16 \6 8\6 (sic)

^ep. VII 293 3 5I4A I8e i'Sf pr.
TO

7 €LS re eis Tf€ pr. : ( re

A"^

12 m €
295 4 5I5D (sic)

*30o 28 Cr. . is the reading of A

31 Cr. ; 14 re A

304 28 521 . , . . . .

311 28&31 525 ?> (^ or ^)

312 28 526 c ( tivevpois

313 20 t del pr. :
^

314 30 Cr. . 13 .( ^ mg.

316 8 528 € 6»/;?. pr. : supr. lin. add. A^

* 10 . . . €-^ om. pr. : in mg. add. A^

*3i7 22 529 ' . . .€ : . . .( I A* or ^

(i. e. given to Glaucon)
*

29 Cr. . 19 pr. : a2

*3i9 30 Cr. . 16 €^ A^

*320 25 531 €€ i^Qeyyo^ivbiv (sic) A^

321 6 C /' pr.

31 Cr. . 27 01

322 6 532

12 pr. :
^

324 4 533

*325 31 Cr. . 25 (not olbh^)
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Page. Line. Steph. p.' Text. Par.

326 I 5340 €8€( .? pr.

*327 30 Cr. . 1

1

] (not /)
329 25 537 A ( €0' corr.

331 20 538 A , pr. :
^

*
30 Cr. . 9 ^

332 4 pr. : €9
^

26 D €
334 9 539 c .(€ ^ mg.

335 21 540 c^ pr. : ^
m. vet.

337 17 543 c ^/^. pr. : add. ^
21 Cr. . 2 ' (not ye)

339 14 544 D ^^/
'

pr. : ^^/ ^
21 vh 7 pr. :

2
341 26, 27 546 c (bis) € (bis) pr.

*
30 Cr. . 25 €€ (not)

is the reading of A

342 19 547 A €
25 yevei yevei pr. .* yevee A^

27 apyvpeov : apyvpeov A^
* 28 . . .- . . . pr.

{ erased, bis)
TOt

344 5 548 a 01 pr. : oi ovToi A^

*345 8 D € /6/ pr. : 01 A^

* 15&31 549 A TIS . . with space for two

letters, but what was

first written is uncertain

347 30 Cr. . 10 Koi avTovs rec. (not a)

348 2 550 c om. pr. : add. in mg. A^

18 yvvoLKCS yvi^alnes

349 13 551 7/

350 12 &30 551 D ovde ' pr. : \
corr. rec.( being written in

the right-hand margin)

Rep. VII.

Rep. VIII.



142 Appendix I : Collation of

Page. Line. Steph. p. Text. Par. A

Rep. VIII. 351 29 & 31 552 D^ pr. :-
^

354 30 Cr. n. 22 \ € fv (two

lines)

355 31 Cr. n. 14 €€ A^

356 6 555 A ] (sic)

>
358 26 556 (€ Written over an erasure

of seven or eight letters

359 I - . . . om. pr. : add. in mg. A^

*36o 25&30 557 A : A^

362 12 558 D (€ fi/xey A'•^

30 Cr. . (for 12

read 13)

8
* Cr. . (for 22

read 9 and 22)

'? (not^
is the reading of A

363 8 559

364 9 ' om. : in mg. add. A^

10 €€€ (X. €L^ A^

366 6 56i A as a separate speech

• 17 eavTov ei/ ei/
367 5 D \ - . . . \ (erasure of

eight letters)

372 30 Cr. . 7 peXiTTOvpyov A COrr.

*375 4 565 € IS the reading

of A

377 6 567 A TO pr.

*378 8 I> ]
380 12 568 D 8€ ^

*
17 pr.

Rep. IX. 382 21 Cr. . 12 iyKohSi A (not iv)
383 22 572 A

]

om. pr. : supplied by first

hand at end of line

in erasure

*386 18 D .• (sic)

*389 25 575 c '
391 23 576 D apfTtj h.pa I yp. apiTij in mg.

A'^
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Page. Line. Steph. p. Text. Par.

391 31 Cr. n. (23 not

20)

*392 18 577 av

^"394 5&30 578 a de 68 re IS the reading

of A

*395 I & 30 c
•?

r] pr. : corr. m. vet.

396 14 579 617 ei ( (sic)

27 c € pr.

^398 29 Cr. . 5 Kplve A (not i)

30 Cr. . 27 TO XoytaTiKov de^cTai A^ or ^

*399 17 581 A € t€ (sic)

400 31 Cr. . 16 ' A

*40i 6& 28 D (sic : no ohUv)

8&31 - ' (sic)

29 Cr. , 6 Dele A^ after oibh

*402 13&29 582 c (sic) A

15 6 \ pr. : A^

*403 21 583 A . . . pr. : (sic)

,
404 9 c pr. :

^
407 II & 30 584 pr. : corr. ^ or

"^

25 585 A ( pr. :
"

408 17 C 8€€ (€ (om.) MSS,

Ast corr.

409 4&31 5850 (sic)

41a 31 Cr. . 24 ^
.

411 13 587 A €( €^€pya(oL pr. :

^
412 2 /^^ (but in erasure)

414 30 589 A €€ pr. : €€ ^
e

417 13 590 D iv eV ^
18 iv eV

25 eV eV avrots

418 22 591 c ci\y

26 € ^ . . . pr. : corr.

rec.

419 II ^
*

13 pr.

Rep. IX.
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Page.

Rep. X. *42 2

423

424

=428

429

430

43

434

438

439

'440

441

H42

443

445

446

Line.

31

II

13

II

16-18

& 30

27 & 31

15

Steph.

I I

21

7

18&31

4

II & 31

31

14

30

14

4

32

5

24

16

596 c

599 A

600 D

601 A

602 C

D

604 C

605 A

606

6o7

6o8d

6o9

Text.

Cr. n. 23

€ yi

.̂ . .

*ovLvavai
. . . €(

€V€ .

yeoBai

b € 8ft

€
Cr. . 2 7\€
Cr. . 22

Cr. . 19

, /;

\e-

Par.

add. ' but the accent is

by a recent hand '{
infr. 597 b)

(the accent and in

erasure)€ pr. :€
.€ pr. I -€ A^

The mark for the change

of persons (— :) is be-

fore, not before

(Not ' praescrip-

tum est .')
A"^

om. pr. : add. in mg. A^,

with €V for cTepois

om. pr. : add. in mg. A^

TO a2

(
. a" (letter erased)

om. pr. : add. in mg. A^

ye {y in erasure)

61 €K€LVT] (et not omitted)

Ps?) (^ COrr. from)
a|tos (not ) is the

reading of A

A€ (sic le-

gendum) corrected by

erasure to-
0771. pr. : add. in mg. A'^

?€ y ( A^

07)1. pr. : add. in mg. A^
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Page. Line. Steph. p. Text. Par.

448 22 61OD is given as an al-

ternative by A^ or ^

452 3 612 D Inserted after by

A2

7 alrri (sic)

re15 €
454 I 6i3E yp. \eyovTa A^ mg.

25&32 614 €( €€ A : eneidr] A^

455 10 D -- ( in space of

three letters)

18 < A^

456 I 65 • • oi)s (two letters erased)

457 14 6i6 A A^ (0 in erasure)

—

primitus scriptum -
e?

*
24 A^

460 7 6i7 £€ pr. ?

I I ide '€1 A^

27 6i8b vyeiais pr.

462 6 619 i?;;/. pr. : supra lineam

add. a2

465 5 021 ' /j. A^ mg.

6 ?/7. pr., then add. at end

of line

17 D \ikuTei pr. : A^

VOL. II.



APPENDIX II.

Errors of the First Hand in Par. a.

N.B.—To avoid undue length some slight clerical errors such as

for (. 33° ), ^ for ^nfp (^ibid. c), ^ $ for 77 ? (ib. 337 c^,/ for^ (v. 479 a),$ for5 (vi. 491 c)— although some-
times confusing enough—are omitted in the following list.

A^, for the sake of simplicity, is here made to include, together with

readings of the JDiorthotes, some corrections by A^, and some by other

early hands, and only manifest errors are admitted.

It will be observed (i) that only thirty-three out of 170 errors of the first

hand (about 1) are corrected by A^
; (2) that the correction in forty-one

places is due to as the earliest witness, in fourteen places to pr. m., in

twenty-five places to , and in twenty-four places to q. Of the remainder

X is responsible for three corrections, Vind. D for one, Vind. F for

three, and r for one; three rest on the testimonies of ancient writers*,

and nineteen are conjectural.

Errors of A p.m. Corrected to By

I. 331 D ( € 2

333 D derj

,, A^mg.

336 6 \ -ye Bekker{ ye

339 ^ '^"'' '^^''^^^ ^
342 alel del

345 C€ ^ mg.

346 ^
„ ^

347 2)1

,, C 6;)
,, € 7€

34^ 8
351 ' € 9

„ C 2
,, D €
these perhaps two more should be added :

—

IV. 442 € Stobaeus.

444 c ^ Stobaeus.
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Errors of A p.m. Corrected to By

I, 352 € ^ Steph.

354 ( iya> r

1 1. 360 € eavTov

361 C ' Eusebius

363 ^ ' ^

364 D 5e^ ^ Sc re II

365 D ovo

366 TfXerat reXerat /
,, D di 2

367 D ,,

37 padiov <

„ € 1/

?7

375 ^ aXXoi? (

3 7 6 D yiyveTat' yt'-yi/erat* / . . .

€(.
^

378 R 8 /cei

„ C Xeicrea /xaXXof

383 Tots ^? ^
,, €/€ '/^ •^

III. 3^7 C ^^ oierat ? OtoV € ? q

,, C /
„ cipa

388 € «.7 Vind. D mg.

389 c r^s TtS ^
„ D ?

391 D rii/'« Tiv

,, iyyvs, 6$ iyyvs, hv Bekker (/
some MSS.)

395 € q

„ C tm
rf \

Lva

396 D iavTOv eavTov

397 ). ^
400 ''
40 C

402 ei cLKOvas

.

eiKovas

,, D 4
404 € /»; € uy

L 2
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Errors of A p.m. Corrected to
\

By

III. 406 D fiaKpaf

407 C €
:

^</

4 I I D€ "
., etVfp 61 II

4 14 ^

IV. 42 I D (€
425 D \€5
430 XeyovT€£ 2 mg.

43 C €v( iv . Wolf

434 D €€ eVeii/o

43 6 jrepj g

437 ^ ^^' cVi Cornarius

439 ^/ *r

,, D eTepov

440 C C'^Tfi ^ ••

,, Xoytartiioi' XoyicTTLKoO >5»

441 C eV ej/t iv €v6s€
,, D ' ^

442 C \oyov S

,5 roCroi' (
cj. L. C.)

443 eKTos €« -
,, / ^ mg.

„ D Trepl 7T€p\

,, D/ -( \
444 '"°^' ^ ""^ /'^ -

yivovs

,, C ^

445 Bekker

V. 45^ C 7€ ( (€
cj. Baiter)

4 5 ^ " t*'''f € 2

454 '''')''' ' ."?

,, D pev \ € i ^
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Errors of A p.m. Corrected to By

V. 455 TO /xeV 2
458 "^
46 D^ Stob.

461 A' as( , ' ^{.'.
„ ^ Eusebius

„ D cKelvov

467 q (corr.)

472A€ Vind, F (corr.)

,5 A Xeyeiv\
5, D S (corr.)

477A € \ Hermann {-
(I \ gj

„ bv- Vind. F

VI. 486 c A^

487 A^

55 c ]
493 60' ' Prinsterer (a?^^
„ r> € . . . f|

om.

add. A2

494 Geer

495 A

499 Schleierm.

„ D

501 A duveyKclv ^

504 D , . .

.
add.

511 A A^

VII. 516 OVTOS 6

525E A^

529B 9

„ c

530 c A2

533 ? ^

537

538 D \} (corr.) 3

540 a2

VIII. 544 c \
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Errors of A p.m. Corrected to By

VIII. 544 C^ €
546 D

549 A

551 C Tivos Ast

„ ovSe Gv8e Tode 2
553 V "^ "^'^

,, C € € 9

554 '^"'^ ^'^^ € Schneider

55^ elai yap ovdev * oidev Baiter

557 ( € ^

,, ] \] € tm

562 ^ ^ L. Campbell

567 8e Se;^ ^

568 D

„ anobo L. Campbell

„ hepovs

569 9

IX. 571 eyKaXo) iv

,, €V ? €v\ A^

5 7 2 D

573 /// €€
5 7 6 D 17 A^ mg.

58 D §e (corr.) 3

J,
D ' - ^ S^

581 D Graser

„ L. Campbell

582 C /xeV (corr.) V

584 € ' '4€ A*

,,
A2

585 D T^ff ^/^7S A'^

590 X (S corr.)

591 ' € a2

,, C C« .
.

.

. 6 D oj/eifat Ast

601 . . . add. A^ {iv for

om. 4€)
5,

eV . . . Xe'- add. A^^.
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Errors of A p.m. Corrected to By

X. 603 r\ 2
„

6o4c epet aipcl

„ c €
» D 8 ^

607 7€
6o8a ( ? 7

609 ...

om.

add. 2

6lO A L. Campbell

61 c (€ €€ {€€ )
612 (€€ 4€( (sic) ^
„ D enfidf] €(, ' ^ mg.€€ (, €, KCKptpevai

(
613 d 2
6i4 A €€ €€ S (corr.)

615 S( D
corr.)

6i6 A els TL oTt ds

617 q

620B cIkos. '^ Vind. F Plu-

tarch



APPENDIX III.

Correction of Errors and Omissions in Bekker's

Collation of and H. By C. Castellani.

Steph. Bekker (1823) Venetus

Rep. p. • 1.

I. 330 9' 7 (not)
335 19. 6-8 ' ( ', (omitting

etf , . . . els)
336 22, 6 el yap

340E 30, 14

,, j> 5,
6 € .

342 33. 1-3 TTJ . . . aKeyjreTai (not omitted)

„ 5? 3
ovTe .

343 35, 6

;, 36, 10 6 olKeiois

350D 49, 9 placed after

35 50, 9 ^8* €€'\/•
„ D 51, 7 \

352D 53. 4 om.

353 54, 9-11 % epyov ; . (omitting .
. . . epyov

;)

II. 358 59, 7 eav

364 D 70, 19 €\ de re \
366 73, II \
370C 81, 6 ev (nOt ev )
37 84, €
372D 85, II (not)
374 88, 6

38 99. (not)
III. 387 109, 12 € •

397C 128, 5 \
399 D 132, 9 €€
400C 134, 4 ^ om.

404 141, 2
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Steph. Bekker (1823) Venetus

Rep. p. P• 1.

III. 405 D 144, I .
408 D 149. 2

411 D 154, 6 ovT€

413E 158, 13 fv re (not eav re)

IV, 422 c 170, 10

„ 171. II (not ^)

423B 172, 6

V C 16 (not)
425 A 175, 8

428 A i8o, 18 omitted

429A 182, 16 (not \)
435A 194, 3

440 203, 22

441 D 206, 18 iv

442 A 207, II (not )
444 c 211, 15 8€
„ c ,, 16 (not )

V. 451A 219, 3

452 c 221, 15

467D 250, 3

468 c 251, 9 \^
477 268, 2 8
478 c 270, 9 oideTcpa (not oiiSerepa)

VI. 484 A 274, 2

489D 284, 17 (not)
492 A 288, 18 re ^^
493 c 291, 16 ' €€ 6

494 294, I de

496 a 296, 10 ^^
'4\ ^

„ ,, 17

50I c 306, 6

503 D 309, 19

506 315, I '

507E 317, 20 should not be cited here, as (by

Bekker's own showing) this part of

the Republic is wanting in

VII. 5x6 330. 15

5i8e 334, 5 \ {om. re)
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Steph. Bekker (823) Venetus

Rep. p. . 1.

VII. 518 334, 9

5I9A
JJ 12

524 c 344, 17 epeaOai

526D 348, 19 iv re rals

„ 11 21

529 353> 6 €€€
539 D 372, 17 eVt €
540 D 374, 9 aWrj (

,, ,,
6€

54IA ,, 20 oi yovds

vm. 543 D 377, 12 €( . . . tiubpa repeated by

first hand

544 A ,,
6 (not ^

547 383, 6 ykvii

,, ,,
8 (not)

:,
D 384, 5 €€

„ ,, 9

558 c 403, II 6
559 A 404, 6
560 A 46, 9 (not )
562 c 4, 8 iv

566 48, 4 (sic)

„ 419, 5 \ before omitted

567 421, 4 be

IX. 571 425, 8

58iD 445, I (

. 597 471, 12 €
598 c 472, 15 (\ )
» D

,,
20

62 479, 13 €
63 C 482, 3

64 484, 17 0711.

" ^ ,, ,,

67 C 489, 206 496, II (
..—Some of the above

and others ; see .Schneider's

somewhat the character of

to the later MSS. q '.

corrections have been anticipated by Stallbaum
Preface, p. xxxi. The general result is to raise

and also to establish more clearly its affinity

L. C.
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Steph. Bekker (1823) Venetus 3

Rep. p. p. 1.

I. 350 A 48,
• 8 ' '^

„ 11
10 (not tV^t)

II. 358 b 59, I eai/ ^
364A 69, 13 6 om.

376c 92, 15 not Seiy

c 5J
16 7 (not ) after

„ c J? 19 not

III. 387 109, 12

389 112, 16

390D 15, 14 € (for /* )7)

391 c I 16, 19 € (sic)

400 133, 13 /?
413c 157, 18 ?
4I5B 160, 19 apyvpovv e| apyvpov

„ c 161, 10 )
IV. 425 A 175, 7

426E 178, 19 (sic)

429c 183, 14 eiVai rtm (sic)

4.34A 192, 10 (1 peya

437 199, 3 (sic)

440 204, I atV^ea^at

444 c 211, 15 TO €
445 D 213. 21 , e'</»7i', riWs

V. 464 c 244, 3 /xj)

» c )' 4

469 c 253. 12 (sic)

474B 262, 6 €€
„ c >5 15 € (sic)

477B . . . .
VI. 484 A 274, 2 )

492 289, 5 € (sic pr.)

498 a 300. 2

502 c 307, 20 //
520c 336, 19 (not jJ/^iJ')

533 c 361, 9

„ )5 20,21 ' . . . €v] om.

537D 368, 16 \
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Steph. Bekker (1823) Venetus

Rep. p. P• 1

VII. 520 336, 19 €

527c 350, 6
ft?

VIII. 557 401, 13 €
» >, 4

56iD 409. 12 €€
563 c 412, 18 ev (sic)

564 A 414, 12 {. re)

IX. 577 A 436. 8 in\a
581 c 444, 19 €
585 c 452, 9 Kpive •

587 457, 4

X. 597 471, 10

,, ,, ,,

6oo A 475, II

601 A 477, 6 {)1. )
602 A 479, 13 (\
„ D 480, 20 \

6033 481, 17

604 c 484, 5

6l2D 499, I I iyo3

62OB 513, 16 € (not€)



APPENDIX IV.

[By E. Rostagno.]

De Cod. 4 Plutei xxviii, qui Caesenae in

BiBL. Malatestiana asservatur.

Codex est bombycinus, exeunte saeculo xii maiore ex parte, ut

videtur, exaratus, foliis 418, versibus plerumque quadragenis, aut

singulis et quadragenis. Ad formam voluminis quod attinet, banc

ita sum mensus : o, 228-40x0, 339-41. Complectitur autem 52

quaterniones, qui octonis foliis constant, praeter quaternionem 40

['], cui unum deficit : in textu tamen nulla lacuna hie deprehenditur.

Singulorum quaternionum seriem numeri, graecis Uteris exarati, atque

in infimo ultimae paginae margine rubro charactere depicti, reprae-

sentant. Postremo quaternio 49 [^'], quamquam unius paginae

lacuna laborat (vide sis '
, p. 510 d) nihilo minus octo

foliis et ipse constat.

Notandum interim est, in hisce 52 quaternionibus baud contineri

tria ff., quibus volumen incipit, quaeque seorsim ab illis in vol.

collocata sunt.

Insunt praeterea in ipso voluminis ingressu duo if. membranacea,

interioris integumenti locum obtinentia (ut vulgo dicunt ' fogli di

guardia'), binis columnis exarata, saeculoque circiter xiv conscripta.

De re theologica in illis agitur, ut textus quidem docere nos videtur.

Hinc, speciminis ergo, quae sequuntur exscripsi

:

' Quia p] in superioribus consideramus qualiter deus sit secundum

se ipsum, restat considerandum qualiter sit in cogitatione nostra, id

est, quomodo cogitetur a creaturis. Circa hoc quaeruntur xiii. Primo

utium aliquis intellectus creatus possit essentiam dei videre. Secundo

utrum dei essentia videatur ab intellectu per animi [.?] speciem creatam.

Tertio utrum oculo corporeo dei essentia possit videri.' Et q. s.

Provenisse hae duae paginae videntur ex eodem libro atque opere,

e quo nonnulla alia folia avulsa sunt, ut interioris integumenti locum,
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ut ita dicam, obtinerent in codd. qui sunt 3 Plut. xxviii\ Cod. 2

Plut. xxviii^; Cod. 5 Plut. xxviii^; Cod, 3 Plut. xxvii*.

In fine autem codicis una pagina bomb}'cina locum interioris

integument! obtinet.

Primo aspectu codex bifariam dividi posse videtur : altera enim

pars voluminis e charta dente, ut dicunt, polita constat, altera

(4-'7) e charta obsoleta, minus levigata, ut bibulam eam prope

dicas. Ex quo fit, ut in hac priore parte folia i2r-43v et 113^-1 7 iv^

cum atramenti sucum, ut ita dicam, charta elicuisset, nigrescentem

speciem prae se ferant. Alterius autem partis paginae charactere

ad rubrum vergente plerumque sunt exaratae.

Quod ad manus, ut dicunt, attinet, duas in primis scripturas

codex, de quo agitur, exhibet : altera, satis quidem elegans alque

nitida, qua maior operis pars exarata est, minutis characteribus

constat, nitidis atque subrubentibus ; altera autem incompta,

deflexis characteribus, saepius nigricantibus, impolitis crassioribus-

que constans, duorum scriptorum imperitiorem manum redolet. Ut

de duobus hisce scriptoribus, seu mavis, duabus hisce manibus

nonnuUa subiciam, hoc arbitror animadversione dignum in primis

esse, duas scilicet has scripturas per alternas vices saepius ita

continuari, ut altera alteram vel in mediis paginis plerumque sub-

sequatur : quod nimirum ut in promptu esset, paginas describendas

curavi, incompta—ut in superioribus dixi—scriptura crassioreque

charactere exaratas, et duas manus illas redolentes. Hinc lucu-

lenter patebit dimidiam ferme paginam saepius altera manu con-

scriptam esse, quam paulo sequioris aevi esse merito dicas.

Altera manu igitur haec fi". exarata sunt

:

Folium 122^'.

123''

124^

125^

126V

128^

29
130^

Altera pars f. 88.

Inferior )j )'
991•.

5) 11 1

1

112.

Folium 116, I16V.

j>
118.

J'

I 1
9V

1 20V.

I 2 IV.

^ Cod. 3 Plut. xxviii duo ff. exhibet, ut in voluminis principio, ita in fine

:

alterum folium autem cum codicis ligneo integumento compactum est.

^ Cod. 2 Plut. xxviii duo if. exhibet in principio, quorum alterum cum

ligneo codicis integumento compactum est.

^ Cod. 5 Plut. xxviii duo if. exhibet in fine.

* Cod. 3 Plut. xxvii duo if. exhibet in principio.
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Folium 131V. Maior pars; folii 168V.

)>
132V.

55 >j JJ 169.

J) 135^• Folium 1
70V.

>> 136. Inferior pairs foilii 171.

jj 137^• Folium 171V.

j> 139^•
j>

172V.

>) 1
40V.

J) 1741•, 1
74V

>>
141^'.

j> 175^.

jj
142^'.

5>
177V.

144V.
JJ 179^•

145^'.
JJ

iSor.

147.
JJ

181V.

148
J) 184.

149V
JJ 186.

1511•.
JJ

i88r.

152.
JJ 1 9 or.

153^.
JJ 91.

154^.
JJ 92.

Maior pars folii 155^•
JJ 20or.

Folium 156.
JJ 202.

)> 157^. Altera pars folii 207V.

>>
158V. Folium 208V.

>>
160V.

JJ 2 I or.

jj
i6iv.

JJ 2.
>> 163. Altera pars folii 2IIV.

jj
166V.

Altera autem manu haec ff. sunt conscripta

:

Folium 214''. Folium 246.

jj 215
JJ

247V.

))
216V.

JJ
248V.

>>
217^'.

JJ
249V.

>j
231V.

JJ
256V.

j>
232V.

JJ
260V.

)> 233'•
JJ

265V.

>) 235^•
J J 272.

55 236.
JJ 275''.

)> 237^•
JJ 277.

>> 242^'.
JJ

279V.

j> 243^•
>' 283.

j> 245^•
J'

293V
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Folium 295^• Folium 344^
298V.

„ 3571

Folium 341V inde e verbis „ 37 1^•

" de 8 voel ,
,, 315^•

( ^ Folium 379^ ^^^^ ^ verbis

... ' (cf.. , . 335 ^)• " ^^" , eVi

Folium 344^ il^de e verbis } ..."
" . (cf.. e', . 47^ ^)•- yap^ ..." (cf. sis Folium 379''•. a, p. 343 sqq.).

Folium 393 (sc. 393^, 393^') erectioribus litteris atque rotundis

exaratum est. In hac autem parte /? literam t subscriptam

reperimuS; quam nusquam in decem libris codex exhibet.

Folium 392 (sc. 392^, 39 2
v) deflexo maioreque charactere est

exaratum, eodem nimirum atque folia i, 2^, quae elaaywyrjv

complectuntur. F. 392 autem ceteris glutino connexum est.

Pag. 198 et alteram partem pag. 199 diversa manus conscripsisse

videtur. Postremo ff. 12-35 nigricante scriptura quae ceteris insignia

sunt gravique et crasso charactere : paulo sequiori aevo haec diver-

saque manu exarata videntur.

Ad scholia quod attinet, quibus marginalibus codex est adspersus,

duabus diversis manibus conscripta ea esse constat; pars enim

scriptura nitidissima, alia contra inelegante ac recentiore exarata

sunt. Quod autem ad decem libros spectat, tres manus

deprehendi hie possunt : nonnulla enim multo recentior manus

notavit, characteribus minutis nexibusque plerumque implicitis.

Horum schol. speciminis loco quae sequuntur ita exscripsi, ut

signum quod est * recentioribus apposuerim.

. a, 328 D extr. cos ey ' otl foyc ... ya>v

,, 3^9 '^•
'* (\ \€

,, 33^ ^• ^^l•'"
"^^^ yov

,, 337 ^^• ^'^^ j
'^

„ ' , 359 ^• ' yvyov

,, 37^ • \ /€€
aXfvpa / \/^/6$•

,, 37 2 C extr. ] payaa
,, ,, .
,, ., extr. \
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. *, 372 extr.

,, 37^ • ^^ ot re \ €•\.
deodv \iyei*

,, ,, D extr. *
" 379 ^• '' ,
„ „ C. \ €\ *
,, 3^0 D. ^(^ , 6 is-^^

,, 3^2 init. ,
,1 ,, . iv } / j )
,,
'

,
3^8 C.

,, 392 C. ...] !^,*
„ 394 D• ^ '"" t<j

,, QQS . \ ] ^ / ^ *
>\ J

,, >? extr, ) "^
)

399 ^•

,, 5J D• '^'/• ''">/^ iini'^"''^

,, 4^0 . , ,..1 *
,, ,, .

,, 4^2 . ? iww*

,, 4^3 ^• / / /^^*
,, 4^4 . ' ..,] ri'y

,, 5) • *
,, ,, . eVrid*

,, ,, .*
,, 4*^5 ^' \^

|
*

,, 4^6 . ^*
,, )j . ort 7-^ ...] J? '^^^,

Et alia multa id genus.

,, 4 I 6 D. Koivov \
,, , 42 1 D. \
}> ,, extr. ]
,, 43^ - ^ .. . -
ij ^> 47^ extr. .

VOL. II.

7\ \ ) , S, ,

>)\ J
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WoKiT. 6, 477 • ^'^* «, ...] ' 8fl. . . ^
\

\ 499 C extr. ( (sic) 6

, 5^^ D extr. ...] €\, ( *
534 '^• - *

Vf 545 c extr. € i^ *
, 5^0 • ,,^,

\*
, 68 D. . *6 . /. aei€ \ €€*

,, D extr. '' /?)? (^
65 . -. (sic)*

617c. crVl•'•• Trepl '*^
021 . 6iS /. €\

De scholiis hactenus.

lam vero paucis absolvam de iis quae codex complectitur

:

in quibus recensendis editione Lipsiensi usus sum Hermann!

MD.CCC.LXIV (voll. 6).

F. i^. Rubris Uteris et maioribus legitur :
" ets.

Incipit '* ,
6.

Desmit (. 2^) : " \ <,
.'

,,
2^'. vacuum est scriptura. Turn occurrit tabula, rubris Uteris

exarata, quae titulos ac seriem scriptorum repraesentat.

Haec est inscriptio eius :

,,
3•^. .

,,
4'*• Sequitur deinde :

*'

(haec autem rubris Uteris leguntur)."

Incipit "

...
Desinit

(J.
11^): " ] \-. .
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A pag. 1 2 incipiunt Platonis opera, et quidem hoc ordine ^

:

F. 7 2^.€ €\ :^^^

,, 1 6^. .
,, 2 4^. nfpl.
,, 2 8''.8 €\ '^''^XV^'

,,
49^"• nep\ .

,, 6^^. nepl€.
„ 82^'. €\ .
,, 97^• €\.
,, 114^• nepl.
,,

120^. nep\.
,, 143^•( € '4.
,, 15^^• <^*- nepl.
,, 174^• nepl .
,,

183''. ' nepl.
,,

187''. .
,, 189^• nepl.
,, 191^' nepl,
,, 194^• <^- nepl.
,,

202. .
,,

209^'. .
,,

215^^• .
,,

2 6^. .
,,

242•^." nepl.
,,

2 06^. .
,, 2 74^• i'^'^ifi^ nepl .
„ 282^. nepl .
,, 2 86^. .
,,

289^'. .
„ 294''• TTf/ji. .

,, 2 95^• nepl.
,,

296^'. nepl .
„ 298^'. .
,,

3*^^*^•^ nepl.
,,

3^^^^• ^^" nepl' .
,, 3^^^• '^^' .
,, 3^^^• ''"^'? .
,, ,, ,
,, 3^°^• ^ -̂os (Incipit : " ''

)

' Tituli omnes rubris maioribusque uteris constant.

2
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F. 313^• nepl.
,, 33 2''• '(^'-'^^ V.
„ 336''•.
,, 33^^• "i^^^yopot; ^ ' eueaTi '.^^^. Cod. 9

Plut. 85, Bibl. Laurentianae, pag. 3).

Incipiunt haec carmina :

€ , 8(
€ ...

Desinit ibid. : " eaaeai '.-^^^

Demum f. 339^ '^ :^-^
Reliquum vol. hie dialogos complectitur, qui f. 418^'

desinit.

In infimo margine pag. 418^' uteris evanidis legitur :
' opra

Platonis. dialogi mo 50.'

In dialogis huiusee eodieis nomina desunt : locus

vero est relictus ad literas saltern eorum initiales ponendas.

Codex demum, de quo hactenus actum est, elegantiorem perpoliti

operis speciem quondam prae se tulisse videlur. Oblita enim auro

folia circum iam fuere : ad hoc lignea integumenta, corio contecta

candentis ferri stigmate perbelle impresso, clavis vel bullis aeneis

etiamnunc sunt transfixa.



ESSAY III.

ON PLATO'S USE OF LANGUAGE.

PART I.

On Style and Syntax.

The purpose of the following pages is to bring into

a general view some forms of expression and tendencies of

grammatical construction, which, although not confined to

Plato, more frequently occur in him than in other Greek

writers. In treating of his writings, principally from

a grammatical point of view, it will be difficult, if not

impossible, to separate absolutely between questions of

syntax and questions of style ; since in the Platonic dialogue,

syntactical peculiarities have often a rhetorical motive.

Whilst the subject is treated generally, the Republic, as

the work immediately in hand, will furnish most of the

examples ; but reference will occasionally be made to other

parts of Plato, and, now and again, to various Greek

writers. A distinction will be maintained between those

dialogues which represent the earlier or middle style of

Plato (e. g. the Symposium, Phaedrus, &c.) and those

which reflect his later manner (e. g. the Politicus, Philebus,

Laws, &c.)\

^ Explanation of references :
* Digest, § ,' refers to the digest of

Platonic idioms in James Riddell's edition of the Apology ; Oxford,

1877. ' M. and T.
, § ,' refers to Professor W. W. Goodwin's Syntax of the

Moods and Ttnscs of the Greek Verb; London, 1889.
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I. Style.

§ I• Plato has not one style but several. No great prose

writer has command of an instrument so varied, or an

equal power of adapting modes of expression to moods

of thought and imagination ^. Without breaking har-

mony, he passes often from extreme simplicity to the

extreme of complexity, according to the subject handled

and the spirit in which he is approaching it.

The ground may be cleared by distinguishing between,

(i) simple narration, (2) ornate narration, (3) passages of

moral elevation, (4) question and answer, and (5) con-

tinuous dialectic.

(1) Simple statement or.—The narrative pas-

sages which introduce the dialogues or are interspersed

in them are in many places perfectly limpid and clear.

Hardly less so is the language in which Plato often clothes

his fictitious tales (Egyptian or Phoenician), using a series

of short sentences connected with the ingenuous naivete

of the Acft? €€. The simplicity of the language often

strikingly contrasts with the incredibility of the myth, as,

for example, where Protagoras describes the creation of

man, or where the Judgement of the Dead is reported by

Socrates in the Gorgias, or in Republic X. Plato's

simpler style, as Littre has remarked, bears some affinity

to that of the genuine writings of Hippocrates.

(2) Ornate narration.— But there are other mythical

discourses in which the language becomes more elevated

and at the same time more complex, such as the account

of the Soul's Migrations in the Phaedrus, the description

of subterranean and supramundane regions in the Phaedo,

or of the allegorical cavern in the seventh book of the

Republic. Here the sentences are longer, and are compli-

cated with explanations, illustrations, maxims, reflexions,

and incidental statements, free play being given to fancy,

' See Phaedr. 277 c^/.
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while the effort to surround the marvellous with an air of

naturalness and credibility is still maintained.

(3) Passages of moral elevation.— Distinct from both

these narrative modes is the sustained eloquence of such

passages as the discourse of Diotima (Symp. 21 [ D ff.),

the reflections of Socrates addressed to Theodorus on the

happiness of the philosophic life (Theaet. J72D-177C), or

the description of the misery of the tyrant in Rep. IX (579

and 591-592); also, to notice some of Plato's later works, the

creation of the world in the Timaeus (29-30) ; the summing

up of religious duties in the Laws (v. 726 ff.) ; or again, in

the same dialogue the remarks on the commerce of the sexes

(VIII. 835 D ff.), and on the sin of Atheism (x. 887 C-

888 d). In these, notwithstanding occasional exuberances,

there is uninterrupted harmony and continuity. But there

is an entire absence of formality, and only an approach

to that rhetorical smoothness and concinnity which Plato

well knew how to assume, as is shown by the speech of

Agathon in the Symposium.

(4) Question and answer.—As in tragedy is

followed by prjais, so in Plato the pervading dialectic is at

one time broken up, at another continuous and concen-

trated. Socrates everywhere begins with questions, but

often (as is explicitly stated in the Gorgias and the Pro-

tagoras) he finds it necessary to take the argument into

his own hands. In the questioning stage the logical steps

are sometimes so numerous and so minute as to seem

little more than verbal ; sometimes, as in the conversation

with Polemarchus (Rep. I. 331D-336A), they have a so-

phistical effect, and, as Adeimantus complains (Rep. VI.

487 B, c), lead the respondent unawares to a paradoxical

conclusion. In the Republic, while dramatic effect is

nowhere relinquished, the use of question and answer,

after the contention with Thrasymachus in Book I, is

retained more in form than in substance. But in laying

afresh the foundations of the doctrine of Ideas, Socrates
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again becomes minutely dialectical (Rep. V. 476 ff., ^.
^ci^ ff.—cp. X. 608 e).

(5) Continuous dialectic.—In departing from the strictly

catechetical method, the style becomes in one way more

condensed, and in another more expansive ; more con-

densed, because Socrates does not wait so often for the

respondent to come up with him, more expansive, because,

as he flows along in talk, illustrations multiply. It is to

be observed also that the more constructive method of the

Republic is assisted by the choice of the respondents,

Adeimantus and Glaucon, who, although they are more

life-like than the Aristoteles of the Parmenides and have

many picturesque differences of character which are dra-

matically maintained, are, on the whole, predisposed to

follow the lead of Socrates (v. 474 a), and are carried

for the most part unresistingly by the full stream of

Platonic discourse. And, as they are made to stand for

the objectors, the adversary is often found more amenable

to reason than would be the case if he were present in

person (vi. 502 E, cp. Soph. 217 D, 246 D, Parm. 136 B,

Theaet. 146 B, 162 b).

§ 2. These remarks lead up to the general question : What
relation is there between Plato's use of language and the

form in which his works are cast ?

Consisting of argument embodied in fiction, his writings

fall under conditions both of exactness and inexactness

which are peculiar to them ^. His style is consequently dis-

tinguished on the one hand (1) t>y conversational liveliness

and freedom, and on the other (2) by dialectical precision.

^ The following passage from Antony Trollope's autobiography shows
the consciousness of a modern writer as to the conditions of written

dialogue :
—

' The novel-writer in constructing his dialogue must so steer

between absolute accuracy of language—which w^ould give to his conver-

sation an air of pedantry—and the slovenly inaccuracy of ordinary talkers,

—which, if closely followed, would offend by an appearance of grimace,

—

as to produce upon the ear of his readers a sense of reality. If he be

quite real, he will seem to attempt to be funny. If he be quite correct,

he will seem to be unreal.'
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(i) Thought and expression in Plato are in continual

movement. Inchoate conceptions grow while being put

into words. Illustrations are amplified until they threaten

to supplant the original statement, on which they also

react. Qualifications are perpetually inserted : abstrac-

tions are unexpectedly personified. The more vivid of

two possible constructions is constantly preferred. Atten-

tion is kept on the alert by small dramatic surprises, as

when Adeimantus suddenly remembers the ideal state

in connexion with the philosopher who is in need of a city,

VI. 497 c, or when Glaucon, who thinks that in the tyran-

nical man he has discovered the most miserable of human
beings, is told of one who is yet more miserable, IX. 578 B.

Interrogations, adjurations, apostrophes, are abruptly inter-

posed. Crises of the argument are marked by increased

liveliness, as when Socrates turns to his respondent with€, or when he delights in exaggerating the auda-

cious image of the laughing wave, V. 473 c. At one time,

that which is imagined is treated as real, at another,

Socrates returns to sad realities, with an outburst of

emotion, vil. 536 c. From irony, he sometimes passes to

direct seriousness, or with humorous gravity calls atten-

tion to some familiar fact, IX. 578 D. And beneath the

ebb and flow of outward inconsistencies there is produced

a deep impression of advance and growth. (See esp.

III. 412 c, VII. S35 ff•)

Closely connected with this ever-fresh vivacity, indeed

another aspect of it, is the obvious freedom from restraint.

Plato's sentences are less tied down than those of other

\vriters, even in Greek, to a predetermined form. Con-

structions are often found to shift through the interposition

of some afterthought. Corrections, explanations, restric-

tions, digressions, break the regularity of grammar and

occasion either a new construction or a pleonastic resump-

tion of the previous statement, very often both. One
protasis has more than one apodosis and vice versa The
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meaning is followed at the expense of concord (as in the

agreement of neuter with feminine, or singular with plural)

or, conversely, the nearer construction is chosen at the

expense of the meaning. The grammatical order of words

is modified by emphasis and by the desire of euphony.

Verbs and participles are absorbed by the neighbourhood

of kindred words. Not only cases but tenses and moods

are employed ,. The language is at one time

more explicit, at another more elliptical than would be

allowable in a treatise or set speech. Lastly, the ten-

dency which is common in Greek, wherever there are long

sentences, to make the construction of the later clauses

independent of the main construction, is peculiarly common
in the long sentences of Plato.

But through all this licence, which the grammarian is

apt to censure for irregularity, the hand of the creative

artist is clearly discernible. Plato is not, like Thucydides,

continually struggling with a medium of expression which

he has imperfectly mastered ; but the medium itself is one

which has not yet attained to perfect lucidity. He ijioulds

contemporary language to his purpose with the greatest

skill. But the formal correctness of Isocrates would ill

have suited him. It would be unnatural in * dear Glaucon
'

though it is natural enough in Polus to ' speak like a book.'

When this is once acknowledged, the meaning is almost

always clear, although the combination of subtlety with

laxity does sometimes lead to ambiguity. The conversa-

tional tone, however, is sometimes fused with rhetoric, and

invites comparison with the orators. For sustained force,

directness, and rapidity, no style is equal to that of Demos-

thenes. But the oratorical style of Plato contrasts favour-

ably with the monotonous equability of Isocrates, the plain

seriousness of Andocides, and the simple passionateness of

Lysias. In ornate passages, Plato often betrays familiarity

with poetry ; but in his middle period, to which the Republic

belongs, epic and lyric elements are more distinctly present
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than echoes of tragedy. His language coincides, in some

points, with that of comedy, but this will become more

apparent in considering his vocabulary. (See Part II :

Platonic Diction.) Tragic phrases become more frequent in

his later writings, especially the Laws.

(2) While the dialogue of Plato has a conversational, and § 3.

sometimes a rhetorical, it also has a dialectical cast. This

gives rise to some refinements of construction, and also to

an occasional complexity appearing chiefly in two specific

ways, [ci) coordination, (b) remote connexion.

() Coordination.—\^ disjunctive question, or negation,

in which two statements are bound together under a single

negative, or interrogative—signifying that they cannot or

should not both be true at once—a form of sentence pecu-

liarly Greek, attains a high degree of complexity in Plato.

See below, VIII.

(b) Remote connexion-— In Plato, as sometimes in tragedy,

the formula of assent or dissent, instead of referring merely

to the concluding words of the question, often reverts to the

very beginning of a long speech, implying in the respondent

a remarkable power of continuous attention (below, X).

Similarly, the whole work is bound together with links of

allusion to what has preceded, and preparations for what is

to come, demanding a sustained interest far surpassing that

of ordinary conversation.

2. Syntax.

A Chapter in Grammar.

It follows from what has been said that the sentence in § 4.

Plato, when looked at from a grammatical point of view,

presents exceptional features both of irregularity and also

of regularity, the ordinary structure being modified at once

by conversational freedom, and by the effort to be precise

and clear. This general statement will now be illustrated
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by a series of quotations from the Republic and other

dialogues under the following heads :
—

I. Tenses, Moods, and

Voices of the Verb.

II. Cases and numbers of

Nouns.

III. Article and Pronoun.

IV. Adverbs and Preposi-

tions.

V. Particles and Conjunc-

tions.

VI. Ellipse and Pleonasm.

VII. Apposition.

VIII. Coordination of Sen-

tences.

IX. Deferred apodosis :

(Digression and Re-

sumption).

X. Remote Reference.

XL Imperfect Construc-

tions.

XII. Changes of Construc-

tion.

XIII. Rhetorical figures.

XIV. Order of words.

XV. Grammatical irregu-

larities considered in

relation to the text.

I. The Verb.

§5. I. Tenses.

(a) The ' aorist of the immediate past,' referring to what

has just been said or felt, though less common than in

tragedy, is not infrequent in Plato.

I. 348 Tohi., ,.. ' But this surprises me '

(in what has just been said).

[h) The ^gnomic aorist'^ stating a general fact, often

occurs, especially in describing mental phenomena.

VII. ^1'^ D ovba^ov yap o\f/LS avrfj

baKTvXov (. ' Sight nowhere tells her that

the finger is the opposite of a finger.'

Ods. I.—In general statements Plato often passes from the present

to the aorist and vice versa.

I. 338 D, Se ye roi/s^ . . .^
-/, .... 55^ ^\] . . . iyivovTO, ^-
. . . , ...

Obs. 2.—The imperfect is used in correlation \\\\.\\ this as with the

ordinary (preterite) aorist.
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VII. 524 C /€ ] \//• . . .€ \ ' Idelv.

VIII. 547 ' . . .' . . .»/.
IX. 57 2 D ds , \ ,

€,€)^ ovre aviKev6epov€ ] .

Obs. 3•—The aorist infinitive without is used in assured antici-

pation.

V. 457 D . . .^ ". (So the Moo.)

See Goodwin, M. and T., § 127.

Of course av might easily drop out before.
{c) The imperfect tense of has two special uses in

Plato and in other philosophical w^riters :

a. In reference to what has been previously said or

assumed

—

III. 406 ort r[v . ' Because as we suggested

(405 c) he has something to do.'

IX. 587 C er( yap 6 bfXOTLbs "^v.

So (according to Ast's conjecture) in X. 603 C tl

^ (MSS. fi)
. Cp. ib. D€€ . . . €€.

. In stating the result of an enquiry, because what a

thing is found to be at the end of search, that it was before

the search began.

IV. 428 A^ on hi ^v ^.
' It was all along nothing else.'

IV. 436 B, C TTOV €(€ kv^ €,
' . ' They were all the

while more than one.'

VI. 497 C€^ € . ' This

was from the beginning undoubtedly divine.'

(d) The perfect sometimes signifies a fixed habit (cp.

Monro's Homeric Grammar^ p. 28).

VII. 521 irepl€ \-€€€—
' is constantly employed.'

. ^^^ € ^ . . . irpos^
. . . €—

' apply themselves continually.'

So in VI. 5 II A ecKoVt 5e^ toU
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€K€LvoiS ? €€ ? kvapyiai

€ €€$— ' usually esteemed and held in honour.'

§ 6. 2. Moods.

{a) Conjunctive.-^Th^ familiar combination of the ' de-

liberative subjunctive' with€, €€, occurs in

II. 372 ei ' €€ . . . €]€, ovbev-
kv€L. This was misunderstood by the diorthotes of Paris. A.

See E. on Text, p. 135.

IX. S77 ^ . . .^, ..., and else-

where.

Oos.—In such expressions as W Ae-yo^ei/; Xeyopev ; the MSS.

often leave it doubtful whether ; &c. should not be read.

(?) Optative.—Plato's optatives are sometimes a little

difficult to explain, depending rather on the drift of the

sentence than on grammatical rule. The following are the

chief places in the Republic requiring special treatment.

I. 337 ? . . . ris" € eiSoJS . . .

eTretra, et tl o'UraL• 7€, €€/' . . .
;

The condition implied in the participial clause et6a)s

becomes explicit as the sentence proceeds, and is expressed

as if et ] €t5eir] had followed ? rts•. Cp.

Protag. 3:^7 D €l• ?, ots€€., . . .^ elev tlv€S.

Here the condition introduced in et 6eot regains its force

towards the end of the sentence, which is continued as if

the whole from oh downwards were a single relative clause

(e. g. 0% € or €€, ...). See Xen. Symp. VIII. 17.

I. 352 6e ; aKouaais
;

. 3^0 ovbeh , $ Soleiei/,^,
€€€, ...
The clause ? bo(€iev, although not conditional, seems to

fall under Goodwin's law of assimilation (J/, and T., §§ 558,

531). But it is to be observed also that the whole of

Glaucon's speech proceeds on the assumption that he is

putting the case of another (359 ? koyos: 361 e/xe
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olov), and the mood is affected by the sense of indirect

discourse. Cp. IV. 420 C^^ dev.

II. 361 C »' oui/ etre hiKaCov€ . . . €€
6. Glaucon's reasoning is hypothetical, though he

tries to treat his supposition as a matter of fact. The
language therefore wavers between the indicative and opta-

tive : i. e. etre . . . € is brought in, as if el . . .

, . . had been et hoo . . . elev av . . . abov av eh].

II. 382 D, ? tovs e^dpovs ; In both

these cases the construction is continued from a preceding

sentence having the optative with av. In the former some

editors insert av, and it may possibly have dropped out

before.
III. 403 ^^ . . . ^, -. ' In Attic Greek an optative in the relative clause

sometimes depends on a verb of obligation . . . with an

infinitive. ... E.g.

'' ov? ]€€, rovhe ^,
Soph. Ant. 666.' Goodwin, M. and T., § ^^^.

III. 410 B^ C o\€ ] TraibeveLV

€€ TLves ', iVa € 6€
) be .
Madvig would read. But this accords ill with

KLvbvvevovaiv following. And for the tense cp. VIII. ^66

e^evpiaKovaiv. The indirect discourse here depends on a

general statement, which, as Riddell would say, ' belongs to

all time ' {Digest, § 74), or as Goodwin puts it {M. and T.,

§ 323) ' implies a reference to the past as well as the

present.' He quotes Dem. XII. 1 1 6, be TreiaOrivai b'€^'! yeVoiT eirl b.
IV. 428 C, D eaTL rt?^ iv ' €)

... 17 • • • ovevea . . . . . . irpos rots

7€9 .
Here ' a reference to the past ' is implied in the words ev

Tjj oie]. Or the reference to time is altogether

vague. Hence in the indirect discourse, not 6\.
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VI, 490 A ap ovv hi] ov^^ otl ov

6 ye^, ... ' Shall we

not make a reasonable defence in saying (what we have

already indicated),' &c. There is an implied reference to

the definition of the philosopher in Bk. V sub fin. This is

Professor Goodwin's ingenious explanation of the difficulty,

which others have met by conjecturing or7€,—neither of which is justified by the context :

for V. 474 ff is neither, strictly speaking, an ' apology

'

nor a ' reckoning.' (M. and 7"., § 676.)

(c) The imperfect indicative in the apodosis of an unreal

supposition is made more vivid by the absence of av (M.

and T., § 431).

V. 450 D, / \ yap € € elbevai a €,? elxev -. ' Had I been confident in my
knowledge of the things I say, your comfort were indeed

welcome.'

{d) Imperative. The third person imperative has a

special use in dialectic, viz. in stating or admitting a postu-

late or assumption.

VIII. ^^'>^ A ], ... ' I may assume that our

description of oligarchy is complete.'

§ 7. (e) Infinitive. The construction of an infinitive can some-

times be gathered only imperfectly from the context :

—

V. 467 C \ ,^^^ rovs iralbas

TTOLelv,^ ' €, e^€i*;
is governed by the notion of obligation

(bel or ) implied in, and the construction is

assisted by the inf iroielv coming between. This point

will be further illustrated in considering imperfect con-

structions (below, XI).

Epexegetic 2ises of the infinitive : a. following an ad-

jective:

—

I. 330 C ovv / elaCv. ' Troublcsomc

to converse with.'
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VII. 537 aSumTos rt . * Incapable of (admit-

ting) any other eniployment.'

Ohs.—In the difficult place i. 333 <',, unless something is wrong with the text, there is

a double construction of this kind :
—

' most clever to implant/

' most clever to escape notice (in implanting).' Schneider's

emendation saves the grammar at the expense of natural

emphasis.

. In apposition with a noun :

VII. ^^I C ' ovK et? ,€€, ...
VIII. ^66 br] . . . €^€., aiTet»',

...
The infinitive, instead of the participle as elsewhere,

sometimes follows :

IV. 432 D ^ €^ ,^ \^€.1. ' It

has manifestly been rolling (') at our feet all the

while.'

(/) The participle. In expanding his sentences Plato § 8.

makes continual use of participial expressions.

1. For pleonastic (or epexegetic) uses see especially III.

397 C 7) €€ €7^ . . . ^^ 6^

tlvI/. ' They hit one or other of

these modes, or on a third; which they compound out of

both.'

VI. 494 TL hpaa^LV . . . ov- €, '?' € irpaTTOJ^Tas
J

VII. ^2^ A myap . . .^? €€ iravTas^ -€ €€ € ^^''.
more doubtful instance is VI. 496 a ovhlv ovbe

'€^ / ^, where the awkwardness

may be obviated by reading ^?( ? Ven. ).
2. Alternation of participle with infinitive. In Plato's

long sentences the participle sometimes alternates with the

infinitive :

VI. 488 ff. (in the allegory of the mutinous crew)

VOL. II.
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KkyovTd ? bihaKTOv^ €€, € del^^, ...
The infinitive -^^ may have been occasioned,

but is not grammatically accounted for, by^
coming between. This point will be more fully illustrated

below, under Changes of Construction.

Obs.—As the use of the participle wiih the article after the pre-

position instead of the infinitive is doubtfully admitted by some

editors in several passages of Thucydides (i. 2, § 5 ; iv. 63, § i

;

V. 7, § 2; VI. 84, § 10: vin. 105, § 2), it may be worth observing

that in Rep. i. 346 ^^ the best MSS. have Sta/. Cp. Phileb. 58 c, Laws vni. 831 e.

3. The participle passive, mostly neuter, denoting a mode

of action or existence, occurs in VIII. 561 A € kv avay-

KaioLS €,€ : . 596 D (?) -, ' a manner in which it is easy to produce the effect
:

'

cp. Theaet. 184 C he €v\epe<i . . . ... €€€,
'an easy-going method, without strict examination.'

4. The accusative and participle, with or without ?,

have the effect of a reported statement. With ? : I. 345., ' implying that they would

not profit thereby.' II. 383 A oyras

..., ' conveying the impression that the Gods themselves

are not impostors.' III. 390 A, be ; T^oielv . . . boKel

eTiiTTqbeiOV elvai . . . aKOveiv . . . . . . . . . €»'-
av6evo^', Mo you think it fitting that a young man should

hear such a poetical description, or that he should hear

Zeus described as forgetting,' &c. VI. 511 D ? . . .

biavoiav/. VIII. 5*^0 D . . .. Cp. Phaedrus

245 A TTeLaOels ? . . .. Without ? : VI. 5^1 A

€ etboi ekeyov,^ '

TTepl , ' spoke of this kind as intellectual,

but (said) that the mind was compelled to use hypothesis

in investigating it.'

Obs. I.— In X. 604 the transition from the genitive to the
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accusative ? oi/Ve hi]Kov . . .€ . . . is occasioncd by

the impersonal verb.

Obs. 2.—The subject of an infinitive or participle following

a verb is accusative even when the same with the main subject, if

this happens to be considered in two aspects, x. 62 1 tSfti/ . . .

. . . eVi rfj. ' He saw that he himself was lying.' The
previous narrative referred to the disembodied soul.

Obs. 3.—The idiomatic use of the aorist participle with ye in

a reply = ' Let me first/ &c. (Phaedr. 228 d ye, -
, ff.T.X.) occurs in VI. 507 A€/09 ', (, ... ' Not

until I have come to a clear understanding.' Cp. i. 338 c eav

y€ with Similar ellipse.

For a slightly diff"erent idiom with the present participle, see

VIII. 554 A ye . . . , ' Ay, because he is a shabby

fellow,' and the note in loco.

Ods. 4.—The gerundive in -reov is construed with the accusative :

III. 400 D ye'.
So also in v. 467 SiSa^ajxeVou? . . . aKreov, ' we must have them

taught and bring them,' where see note, and cp. Tim. 88 b, c dq' . . . anoboreov, ' the hard Student

must give his body corresponding exercise.'

Ods. 5.—The subordination of participle to participle is very

frequent

:

"^'iii• 555 ivievres apyvpiov^. ' Stinging by inserting

money.'

N.B.—A little-noticed idiom, occurring also in Herodotus and

Thucydides, is the use of the aorist participle referring to a time

subsequent to that of the principal verb. Farm. 127 d / . . . yevo-€ (= Off varepnv iyeveTo). Goodwin, ]\. afld T., § I 52.

3. Voices.
§ g.

{a) Active.

a. Impersonal. X. 604 ? ovre . . .€ eis^ ovh\v 67.
IX. 5^0 >, sc. (Theaet. 200 bei^av.

Phaedo 73 ^(/).
. With a neuter subject, which signifies some condition,

aspect, or attitude of mind.

IV. 442 et Ti €V ). ' If there be

2
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any objection lurking in our mind.' More often in the

participle (cp. Thucydides).

' IV. 439 /Tos . . . €7 €. * The

appetite of thirst, that drags him to the act of drinking.'

y. Intransitive with cognate subject.

V. 463 D avrat ... 7) . . .// . . . ;
' are

not these and none but these the strains that will resound

in song ?
'

() Passive.— Verbs not strictly transitive acquire a

passive voice.

a. With the cognate accusative of the active for implied

subject.

VI. 490 A TOLS ^^. Cp. X. 6l2 D^.
. With the remote object of the active for subject.

I. 336 E, 337 A^ . . . . . .^
(^
=€€ •').

. 62 ^ etoort €€ (sc.

elhoTos, i. e. ^ ).
This use, of which€€ , ' to be entrusted with

anything,' is the most familiar example, is extended in the

later dialogues to eTrixetpetcr^at (Tim. ^^ 6€ . . . eTrexetpetro

),^- (Laws VI. 7^3 -^)' ;;€^,€€ (Laws IX. 877 ris ^
(€-^ , ' when some habitation has received the

taint of misfortune and of crime '),^, ' to be

legislated for ' (Laws XI. 925 E, 926 A, where the passive^ again occurs).

Cp. in Xen. Mem. III. 5? § ^ »'€€».
. Passive impersonal.

VII. 530 C ? , ' as Astronomy is now

pursued.'

§ 10. (c) Middle.

a. The Middle Voice in Plato has still frequently a subtle

force—accentuating some relation in which the action stands

to the agent.
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I. 344 /3 hiaycuy-qv^ r\ av, ' conducting his own

life.'

I. 349 kvpav, ' tuning a lyre for himself to

play upon.'

III. 405 TO 7To\v . . ,, ' wastes the

greater part of his life.'

Obs.—The distinction of^ and ^, ' to institute and

to adopt a law/ is well discussed by Mr. Postgate in /ourn. of Phil.

XV. 29 {1886). See a good example of this in Laws vii. 820

TOVf \ depevovs.
. On the other hand, the voice is sometimes varied

almost capriciously.

VI. 484 D h€v . . . ikkeinovTas . . . €€ : cp. Laws

IX. 853 C€)€ . . .( : XI. 913 ^ . . .

''.
. vague reference to self is implied in what has been

called the subjective middle voice, of which^
ob(:LvaL, '€(: are instances, ^^^, for

example, is ' to furnish from one's own resources,' or ' to

produce by one's own inherent power.'

IV. 421 D ye iyjx>v, IV. 443^, tovs tolovtovs avhpas re ttoKus :

cp. Phaedr. 240 C . . . . . . .
. The reciprocal use appears most prominently in-
€, ' to agree together.'

IV. 436 C €TL TOLVVv^ : VIII. 544 A

avhpa.

This is sometimes emphasized with reference to^ by

the addition of the reflexive pronoun.

V. 457 C : cp. Phaedr.

265 D ^.
e. special use of the middle voice, combined with the

construction noted above (the accusative as subject of the

verbal in -), gives the most probable solution of the

difficulty in V. 467 ^, ' and when
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they (the guardians) have had them (the young people)

taught to ride.' See above, p. 179, Obs. 4.

Obs.—When the above cases are considered such an isolated

use of the middle voice as€( in vii. 528 c appears

less remarkable. Another rare use of the middle, vii. 535

) (€ ; 'what distinction do you propose to yourself?' is

supported by Aristotle, Pol. 11. 8, § 17 nfp\ -
4\. For a similar use of the middle voice in

connexion with the dialectical process cp. Phaedo loi Sc

. . . ^ re 8\(€ ( ((^.
II. The Noun Substantive.

§ II. I. Cases.

[a) Nominative and Accusative.

a. The preference for the nominative, where the subject

is identical with that of the principal verb, extends to

instances where the clause is headed by,, or even

by a preposition. This is quite regular, but the point is

sometimes overlooked.

I. 345 D eTrel ye avTrjs €,<^€€7( agrees with the subject of€7€,
which is perfect middle —' ui^ has provided for herself).

III. 402 A huvarbs €trat '. VI. ^01 A

. . . .
III. 416 C et/ e^etz; 7/)09 ,
V. 454 hia hvvaaOai . . . €»/, ...
VII. 5^^ ^'^ 7^ "|€ €.
Laws . 885 D^^ . . .^.
(Cp. Xen. Hell.. Si^ 5 ^^ tlv^s ) ^? 8 €, iv jueVat?9€.)
Obs.—The accusative occurs in a similar connexion v. 457

. , . }^(you€,€ . . . TiOcVras.

. In the absence of a definite construction, the accusa-

tive is the case usually preferred, and the case sometimes

reverts to the accusative, although the construction has

been previously in the dative (as in the familiar instance.
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Sophocles, Electra 479 vireaTL Opaaos
\

-
I

(). See note on VIII. 559 ^^•

y. It has sometimes been assumed [Digest, § 11) that all

substantives apparently out of construction are accusatives

in apposition. This point will be treated more fully below

under Changes of Construction. Meanwhile, it is enough

to adduce as an instance of the nominativus pendens

VII. ^0^1 hi € . . .^ re . . . , ...,

where, as the sentence proceeds, the nominative is changed

to an accusative in C . . . .
A good example of the accusative in apposition is

II. 365 C , ...
This idiom is peculiarly frequent in the Timaeus. A

common form of it in most dialogues is tl i'j . . . (Gorg.

470 B, &c.), a special case of the familiar idiom of which

Theaet. 195 tis is an example.

Cp. Rep. IV. 420 A ovh^v . For tl

without following see below, under Apposition.

Under this heading, whether as nominative or accusative,

may be brought the abrupt exclamations in VIII. 557

5e'' . . . elvai \., ... : VIII. ^6^ hi ye

, . . »' . . . ^^ 7os.
. An adverbial accusative is sometimes abruptly in-

troduced.

IV. 436 D 0)9 01» ... .
V. 4^0 etre .
VI. 49^ ^ .
So in such expressions as Symp. 204 C ri^ ;

. The cognate accusative (or accusative of the internal

object,—too common to be noticed here) has its correlative

in the cognate subject of the passive voice. This use is

especially frequent in the participial form (see above,

p. 178, 3), and in the adverbial accusative of the verbal noun
;

VI. 510 TOts (if the reading is sound).

. The accusative, equally with the dative, accompanies
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the verbal in -, iv. 421 B, 424 C : for dative see III. 413 c,

V. 468 A ? kK-xiov roi)s^, where the accusative

would have given another (i.e. an active) meaning to €.
Cp. Tim. 88 C hr] . . . aiToho-. So in V. 467 , see above, p. 179, Obs. 4.

§ 12. (b) Genitive.—The genitive, like the accusative, some-

times stands in a loose construction with what follows, the

construction being afterwards, in some cases, made more

definite.

V. 463 e^eis ovv elTTelv , ...
V. 47© A hi

;
yrjs € r%^^ -

hpaaovaiv irpos^^^ ;

Cp. Symp. 221 C € ib€vv' rt? . . .€ when follows, but in construction with another word.

See also

—

II. 375 yap " , €
(where supplies the link).

IX. 571 ^ ivv . . .€^ . . . . . . ?. ' In the case of some men,'

&c., where€ might be construed with-^, but

the context shows this not to be the construction.

Special uses of the genitive are

—

a. ' Consisting in ' {Digest, § 24).

IV. 433 D . . . .
. Objeetive= TTpoi with ace.

. 359 ^^. ' Contracts with one another.'

III. 391 C Bedv re . ' Haughtiness

towards gods and men.'

VIII. 566 , 'he has tranquillity in regard to

them.'

A doubtful instance is VIII. 558 A -, ... (see note in loc). See also IX. 573 D

"?, ... ' Whatever things are the objects of the

passion,' &c. (Prof. Jowett construed the genitive with

9 , ' of whatsoever men love masters

the whole soul.')
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y. Par it live.

X. 6150 ^^^ . . . ,, 'this

was amongst the terrible sights we beheld.'

VI. 496 C brj oKyv ol €€. Cp. Laws VI.

754 E) OL be hr]^^ /.
. ' Requiring.^

III. 414 C€ , 'but much persuasion is

required to convince men of its truth.'

X. 615 A / 7)/77^.
Cp. Phaedr. 246 A olov^ ean,] elvaL, €0€,^ € : Farm.

135 ' \ ^ : Laws

V. y^O A , ...
€. ' /;/ respect of^

II. '^(y^^ ? . . .€^ 'how they are disposed to

regard them.'

VII. S^^ €^€€ re : VII. ^^.
IX. Sy ^ . . .€^ rt? ?/ (' in comparison

with himself) .
This does not occur with other adverbs than those in ?.

Cp. Xen. Hell. v. 4, § 25? €, and Hdt.

VII. 188, 3 .
The genitive in ejaculations is closely allied to this :

—

VI. 509 C", €, .
So perhaps IX. ^^60 . . . . .

.

Kpiveis : cp. Laws I. 646 D . . . . . . hiavo7]Tiov.

Phaedo 99 hv € .
Obs.—Double and even triple genitives are not uncommon, the

second being sometimes epexegetic of the first, as in vii. 534 tou

. . . .
For other examples see

—

VII. 525 C re, ...

,, 537 ^ ^'^ avvoyj/w ' \. (Cp. Soph. 254 C' ? ej^et.)
VIII. 544 D '; . . ..

,, 5^^ ^*' .
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§ 13. c. Dative,

a. The dative of the person interested has an extended

use in Plato.

I. 334 avTols daiv. ' For their friends are bad.'

I. ^'^j TovTo be )€. ' And this expression means,

as employed by him/

I. 343 A OS ye ) ovbe ovbe .
' Since she leaves you in ignorance of the difference between

shepherd and sheep.'

TIL 394 C et jxoi. ' If I take you with me

'

(where some would read et .).

III. 415 TL auTots €V rats^..
' What alloy they find in the souls of their young charges.'

V. 451 D €t TTpeTiet ov. ' Whether we find it suitable

or not, for our purpose.'

V. 462 A apa . . . us\ lyvos »' 6€.
' Whether we find that our proposals fit into the lines of

good.'

VIII. 549 C, D ^oivs, otl ov ] 6 ^.
' Aggrieved to find that her husband is not in the govern-

ment.'

In X. 602 E, with a participle( € . . ., ...),

it has nearly the force of an absolute clause, i.e. ' when this

faculty of measurement has done its work, it finds after all,'

&c. See note in loco.

Ods. I.— It may be worth observing that the dative so used

(except when amplified as in the last instance) is seldom or never

emphatic.

Oh. 2.—The dative of reference, in combination with a participle,

often introduces a concomitant circumstance or condition, as in the

familiar phrase iv de^ia eiVtoWi &c.

—

v. 451 C €( .
VI. 4^4 .
IX. 5^9 C.
. The dative of manner may be added to another dative

without any feeling of confusion.
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ir. 359 ^^ h\ ^ ctti . ' But

is forcibly diverted by law and custom into a respect for

equality.'

VIII. ,55^ ^ ^^^ €76€ . It is

added pleonastically in VIII. ^^^ A, IX. 576 c, and

it is sometimes expanded by an additional word.

IX. ^J^ C re . It has the effect

of an absolute clause in IX. 578 c , also

perhaps in IX. 579 C toU tolqvtois. The reading has

been questioned in both passages, see notes in locis, but

cp. X. 598 D€ bet , ...
. In VI. 490 A ho^av 9 vvv ^^^, the dative

follows a prepositional phrase as if it were an adjective, eg.

havTLov, and in 496 C ^ it is construed

with a verbal noun. So in later dialogues, Tim. 23 C

vbaaLv, Laws III. 698 .^^'^'.
. The dative of the measure of excess occurs in the

remarkable expression in VI. ^oj ov . . . Ihia, ' by

the measure of no unimportant nature,' and has been

applied to the interpretation of IX. 579 C cited above.

Obs.—The Ionic form of the dative plural in {) according to

the best MSS. occurs only in Phaedr. Rep. Polit. Tim. Laws. In

the Phaedrus and Republic, however, it is merely an occasional

ornament, whereas in the Laws it is of constant recurrence.

(F. Blass finds examples in the earlier orators.) Of the five ^ examples

occurring in the Republic (i. 345 e; . 388 d, 389 ; vni. 560 e,

564 c), two are of the definitive pronoun i. 345 e, vni. 564 c

(very emphatic in both cases) ; two of familiar adjectives

HI. 388 D,. 560 - and One of Oeos, . 389 B,

in a passage coloured by frequent quotations from Homer. All

these are of the second declension (Keveayopiatai in x. 607 b, like

in V. 468 D, is in a poetical quotation, and should not be

counted). In the Laws according to C. Ritter, op. cit., there are

eighty-five instances of the form, which here extends, although more

sparingly, to feminines of the first declension. The four instances in

the Politicus include the participle( (304 ).

' C. Ritter {Ufitersuchungen, &c.) mentions six; but he seems to include

the quotation in x. 607 b.
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§ 14• 2. Number of Nouns.

(a) The plural of an abstract word is often used to

express its exemplification in the concrete. This happens

especially when other words in the sentence are in the

plural.

II. 364 C nipi €€ hihovres. ' Offering easy

occasions for vice.'

II. 373 D h xpeiais. * In frequent need of the

physician.''

V. 449 A "nepi T€ .
VIII. 547 ^^' 7€. 'That

its military class abstains from agricultural employments.'

X. 611 C' re . ' Its various modes of

justice and injustice.'

(^d) In X. 6 18 A, TTevias . . .? . . . ttXovtols ireviaLs

the plurals serve to emphasize the variety and complexity of

human conditions. Cp. Tim. 6^ C :

Laws V. 733 acpohpoTYiaLv €, 734 A.
[c) The plural is used with the meaning of the singular

to express either admiration or scorn. Cp. Symp. 318 B,

Theaet. 169 B.

Rep. III. 387 £) ...
III. 391 cA^et? . . .( . . . (d).
VI. 495 A re ^.
VIII. ^^^ C € >'.
(d) The plural of abstract verbals and other adjectives is

often preferred to the singular.

II. 375 D be abwaTOLs €olk€.

III. 387 ^.
VI. 498 A .
{e) The singular neuter is often used in a collective sense.

IV. 442 TO 6e.
IX. ^yy C yk tl tovto.

For the combination of neuter with masculine or femi-

nine see below, Imperfect Constructions.
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III. Article and Pronoun.

1. The Article is sometimes

—

§ i5•

(a) Correlative, i.e. it marks each of two conelative words.

I. 338 D, € . . . Tous € } (where it

may also be regarded as distributive (/;)).

V. 455 ^ iv ... yei/o? yevovs. ' The

one sex is beaten by the other!

(b) Sometimes distributive—
VII. 54c 5e ^ '//. ' When the turn of each

arrives.'

{c) The article of reference in ot, ot, is to be

distinguished from the common use of these phrases.

V. 453 TCLs be? €^. ' These natures which have

been described as different.'
«

X. 596 A . . . TL , ' Let US put

the case of any one you will of things which exist in

plurality.'

[d) In the idiomatic use with a future participle the

article often resumes an indefinite pronoun—
I. 342 A bu Tivbs^ ? . . . ^^.
I. 348 biKaaTOiv bapvovvv.
(e) For the ' deictic ' use with a personal or reflexive

pronoun, see Theaet. 166 A e^e, Phaedr. 258 A.

Obs. I.—The article is sometimes repeated merely for em-

phasis

—

I. 334 boKoZvTii T€ . . . Koi .
Obs. 2.—The article is omitted

—

(i) With common nouns used as proper names, as \, ayopa,

&c. (for the harbour, market-place, &c. of the town where the scene

is laid).

Theaet. 142 a yap (i. e. in Megara).

Theaet. 142 a els Xipeva. ' As I went down to the

harbour ' (of Megara).

Rep. II. 3*71 C €V ayopa.

(2) With a noun used in a general sense, but without pointed

reference to others from which it is distinguished

—

I. 332 . . ..
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II. 369 yiyverai . . ..
VI. 4 99 C els . . . ()€5 . . ..
VIII. 5^2 A Tupams re \ .%.
. 6l I .

And sometimes arbitrarily to avoid cumbrous repetition (in many
cases it may have accidentally been dropped, yet it is needless to

restore it as H. Richards proposes in iv. 434 a {))—
IV. 438 C /cat € €.
V. 475 -- '^"'^ ^, ...
VIII. 545 ^ '^°' \ \ TvpavuiKou

(supra Oos. ).

Phaedr. 254 a € .
Obs. 3.—The substantival use of the neut. adj. does not always

necessitate the article.

V. 478 C | oi'Tl ayvoiav e^ '/', oj'Tt Se,
VII. 51 8 A, €^ €€<-
(where, even if is to be supplied with 6€,

at least is neuter).

Symp. 2 1 8 A 6(€.
Obs. 4.—The omission of the article with so constant in

MSS. is proved by the examples in tragedy, where the is long

(e.g. Soph. Aj. 9, 324, 783, &c. all in senarii), to be often due to

the scribes ; but it is uncertain whether in such instances as

IX. 573 c^ . . . the Platonic idiom requires

us to write or not. Cp. Phaedr. 266 c €, 267 c oeti/o?

€€ (this Thompson leaves unaltered), 268 c .
§ i6. 2. The Pronouns.

The pronouns, especially the demonstratives (with their

adverbs ?,,, &c.) have a widespread use in

the Platonic dialogues, in which resumption, reference,

antithesis, are necessarily so frequent.

(a) Demonstratives.

a. The demonstratives and the oblique cases of ^, as

in Thucydides, often refer to an antecedent which although

implied in the preceding context has not been fully ex-

pressed. The same thing happens in the case of the

adverb.
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I. 334 A Kivhvv^.vti'i Trap^€.
I. 339 A, ^ he / €<5.
. '^^ C htaKoviav . . ..
II. "^^-^ '.
. ^y^ C (' the care of swine ') h tij^
7€ ivrjv.

III. 399 ov (^^ from avXoTTOLOVs) T:oKv\ophOTaTov

.

IV. 424 D ^ . . . . . . (sc. kv ]).
VI. 491 C . . . <.
VI. ^"] D be^ ev (sc. rot? ^)^
. 597 ^ "^^^ /.
. OVTOS is sometimes simply the thing or person in

question.

VII. ^2^ C€ toGto i) . Cp. Theaet.

180 A ,. €€, €€^,
...

Theaet. J99 ^ I^V^ ^^'-^ '^^ €7] re,'
€T€pav €€^. Hence in Rep. IV. 43^ ^ ^^ we read with

most MSS. el ^, means

the thing in question— having no distinct antecedent.

y. ohe and ovtos are less markedly distinguishable in § 17.

Plato than, for example, in Xenophon. The familiar rule

that ohe points to what is present in perception,^ to

what is present in thought, applies to the Platonic instances,

but with modifications arising from the liveliness of the

discourse and sudden changes of the aspect in which a

thing is regarded.

Both pronouns are used to indicate what is familiar in

daily experience, as distinguished from what is imaginary

or remote.

III. 403 / .
VIII. 544 C re \ ('77otre).

Gorg. 470 . . . e^des -. So

probably in II. 377 ^ ^' ow pahiuis ('as is usually

done ') ^, although this may be merely idiomatic

like vvv, &C. (VI. 490 A ).
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. In the same spirit the antithesis of? and IkCwo^

does not necessarily correspond to what is ' latter ' and
' former ' in the sentence. But whichever term is imagined

as in some way nearer to the mind is marked with ^^
and that which in the same aspect is more remote, with

<5. Thus, in the opening of the Euthydemus (p. 271),

it is a mistake to suppose, because Critobulus is last

mentioned, that he is meant by ^. Crito modestly

speaks of his own son as ' gawky ' (), and

admiringly of the stranger who is more immediately in

question.

II. 370 A paov '', 'the familiar way is easier

than the novel plan proposed,' i. e. and'^ do not

refer to the order in which they have been mentioned but

to the order in which they occur to the mind or which

is more familiar in use and experience.

III. 416 A 77<S?, €, Aeyets ^)€^ ;
' How

does the plan you now prefer differ from that which you

condemn? '

IV. 421 €t? ^^ ^^ €t cKcirj]

lyyiyv^rai.

In VI. 511 A eK€i»/ots Tipoj IkCivo. both terms are remote,

because they are the segments of , and

is immediately in question. See note in loco.

e. The vividness of Plato's style sometimes anticipates,

as already present to the mind, something to which atten-

tion is for the first time directed. Hence ovros (,
&c.) are sometimes used where obe (ivOabe, &c.) might

rather have been expected.

IV. 430 cos ye evreOQev Ibdv, 'from the point of view at

which I am standing.'

VI. 510 c ^, Svhen I have Stated what

I have now to state.''

VII. 514 A , 'to a condition such as I am now

imagining.'

So probably VI. 488 A- . . . €, 'conceive
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the occurrence of such a situation as I (have in minci and)

am about to describe.'

. •^ is used vaguely for 6 tuiovto'^.

III. 395 C .
Obs. I.

—

' occurs twice in the same sentence with different

references in vn. 53 2 C 17 . . . €€
8, where refers to the sciences, to their educational

effect.

Obs. 2.

—

in the progress of a sentence often refers to what

has previously been denoted by an oblique case of? or oiVof.

See especially ni. 405 c, vi. 511 a, vn. 533 a.

17. TOLovTos (especially in eVepa rotaOra) and are § 18.

often used to avoid the repetition of an adjective.

IV. 424 A€ (sc. -^)€.
lb. ^^ ^ ' (sc.).
IV. 4^9 ^ ^^' ^ (sC. av^peia)^ .
VIII. 560 C €\^ (sc. )/?^ ).
Similarly in. 54^ C probably means

€6 ^.'.
Obs. .— IS uscd euphemistically in v. 452 d

: and in ni. 390 c St' eTcpa the euphemism conveys also

contempt.

Obs. 2.

—

ulos, ToindTos, &c., as in other Greek, gain a peculiar

force from the context or intonation.

IX. 588 eXeyev, ' what a preposterous statement he was

guilty of.'

Obs. 3.—The derisive use of (Theaet. 180 ,
/if ;) is applied in Rep. i. 330 ^ -^ to express

the gentle amusement of Cephalus at the suggestion that he may

have augmented his ancestral fortune.

. The deictic form is rightly restored by Bckker

in I. 330 B. Cp. VI. 488 A.

(The deictic use of pronominal adverbs may be

VOL. II.
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illustrated from IV. 430 hrevOev, 445 bevpo, V.

477 D, yil. 527 €. This adds vividness to the

style.)

{d) Indefinite Pronoun.

§ 19. a. Tls added to the predicate with the force of or? as in Soph. Ajax 1 266 ? ^
|? biappeL

II. 35^ ' eya> ris, ? eotKe, bva^, ' but I am a slow

sort of person it would seem.'

VIII. 54^ bov\oL9 ( tis av aypios €.
. Combined with other pronouns :

I. 34^ C Tiki ^..
III. 41 2 A 6<.
VIII. ^62 . .
. With indirect allusion to a person :

Phaedr. 242 /, ' a speech of mine.'

Phaedo 6^ A / avep€vva, ' one's arguments,' i. e.

mine.

II• 37 2 yap brj ... (^€€ (' Glaucon

and fine gentlemen like him ').

. nOTepos indefinite.

VI. 499 C 6e -^ €, ...
This is rare in other writers but not infrequent in Plato.

See IV. 439 E, Theaet. 145 A, 178 c.

in IX. 589 A seems only to be a more emphatic

7€.
(c) Reflexive.

§ 20. ct. ^^ has sometimes an indefinite antecedent.

IV. 434 C \<$ eauTOu 7€9, lb. 443 D.

The authority of the MSS. about breathings is very

slight, and it is sometimes difficult to decide whether to

read or, &c., e. g. I. 344 A, II. 359 A, "^ C.

/3. The personal is sometimes used for the reflexive

pronoun, giving special point to a relation or antithesis.

V. 450 D^^ . . . . Cp. Gorg. 4826€ ^?, 669.
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{d) The Relative Pronoun 09 is sometimes used where an

indefinite antecedent is impHed.

I. 352 C €, ..., ' any persons of whom we

say/ &c.

This differs from ^ in assuming that we do

thus speak.

{e) Indirect Interrogatives.

When an interrogative is repeated, if there is any ground

for using the indirect form, this is usually done.

IX. 578 Iv tlvl o'Ul, ... Even

without repetition the indirect form is sometimes pre-

ferred—with the ellipse of eiiri or the like.

I. 348 €9 ovv ( . . .. Cp. Euthyd. 27 1 A' ^?.
(/) Personal Pronouns. § 21.

. The explicit use of the nominative in such phrases as

ev y€ ; (l. 351 C), h\ (ill. 382 b), where the

sentence and not the subject of it is really emphasized,

deserves a passing notice ; also the idiomatic use of /jtets

for€ (sometimes a cause of ambiguity).

. One usage (though again rather rhetorical than gram-

matical) seems to claim notice as characteristic of the

Platonic dialogue,— what may be termed the condescending

use of the first person plural for the second person

singular or plural, the speaker identifying himself

with the person or persons addressed. It belongs to

the ' maieutic ' manner of Socrates, who deals gently with

his patient and asks at intervals ' How are we now ?
' A

clear example occurs in Theaet. 210 17 ovv eVt^ tl

bLVo€V, , irepl €(^, €€6€
;

Somewhat similar to this are such places in the Re-

public as

II. ^6S D €€ ovv^ beLVoi, ...
II. 373^€€ (i. e.- ol),

and the more distinctly ironical use in

I. 337 C kav €s^^ eav re ].

2
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In the mouth of the respondent this use becomes a mere

fncon de parler^ II. '^^ ? . . . €€ ;

(g) Pronominal pJirases, i. e. phrases which take the place

of nouns.

It is sufficient to glance at such expressions as ]^ ovtos

• ,, (^, ? ^€€ and

other such phrases which avoid the repetition of a noun.

See especially II. 368 A €K€lvov avbpos : VIII. 560 C

(sc. r/yj "/?), and cp.

Symp. 2 1 2 A 6et ... .
This habit increases in the later dialogues and is especially

frequent in the Philebus, when it has an effect of manner-

ism. Something like it occurs already in Thuc. vili. 92, § 3

where the phrase 6'^ avTos aet is used to

avoid repeating what Theramenes has been represented as

saying twice before.

IV. Adverbs and Prepositions.

§ 22. T. Adverbs.

[a) The predicative use of adverbs (cp. Thuc. l. 21, § i?) though not frequent is noticeable.

I. 332 A {= ) expressing

the condition of the agent rather than the mode of the

action

III. 406 C €' ( — ycAotot ovTds)'

{b) The adverb also takes the place of an epithet.

VII. ^-^"J C re (with€€ following

by an afterthought)

—

'the subjects indiscriminately taught.'

VIII. ^64 A . . ./ iX^vOepia . . . et?/ bovXeiav.

§ 23. 2. Prepositions.

(a) hid.

a. A questionable use of bia with the accusative occurs

in IV. 440 C, D )(^ boKOVVTL 7f€unjr

. . . € . . . (so the

MSS. and edd.), a place which Madvig has rewritten. See
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notes and v. rr. On the whole it seems necessary to obviate

the difficulty by reading ^ in both places as is done

in this edition. The use of hia will then be the same as

in VI. 494 D ap €V7T€T€9 o'Ut ^Xvai (
;

The notion of persistence and of obstacles overcome is

common to both passages.

N.B.—To take = account of and the whole phrase

as equivalent to €€ . . . ov Aryyet, ... (
being ) is hardly a tenable view.

(b) em.

a. With gen. after Aey€tz;,= 'in the case of.' This seems

a slight extension of the use after^, voelv, &c.

V. 475 A ' Keyeiv.

VII. 5^4 ^ uxTTTep em ^^^.
. With accusative= ' extending to.'

VI. 491 A TTavras, cp. Prot. 322 C. Tim. 23 eV-
TTOVS.

(c) . A frequent and characteristic use is that of § 24.

conjoining correlated attributes.

IX. 591 re ^, re .
Theaet. 176 ^ Phaedr. 249 , 253 D.

Similarly with article prefixed.

VIII. 54^ Mow?]? TTJs , ...
(d) (with accusative).

. ' In the course of.'

II. 362 ^^ : IV. 4^4 ^
J

VII.

^^ . Cp. , and see Hdt. II. 60' . . ..
. In VI. 49'^ ^ 7€7^, it

is doubted whether - means ' in consequence of (cp.

Thuc. I. 4 1, § 7 irapa kavTov^^ Xen. Hipparch, § 5),

or ' contrary to.'

(^e) .
. Like, ' on behalf of.'
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II. 360 D 6 7ref>t .
. For Trept pleonastic, see esp. :

IV. 427 A TO TOLovTov elbos .
VII. 539 C TO .
(/) T^POS.

a. iTpos TLVL etvai or, 'to be engaged (or absorbed)

in a thing.'

VIII. 567 A TTpos ^^ . . . etrat, ^ to be engrossed

with their daily avocations,' Phaedo 84 c, Phaedr. 249 C, D.

. But in IX. 585 A irpos^ . . »€, ' to be

close upon repletion.' So in Phaedr. 254 '

eyeVoz^TO, ...

. With accusative.

VIII. 54v5 '^P®^ • • •, ' in comparison with this
'

(emphatic).

§ 25. (g) . The less common use with the genitive, nearly

= irepi, ' concerning,' is clearly present in II. 367 A . . .^ re ' € ahiKLas

4€ (Thrasymachus is not imagined as speaking tu

de/ia(f 0/ Justice). For other instances in Plato see Apol.

39 bi hae€v uirep yeyovoTOS, ..., Laws VI.

776 v7T€p . And, for several in Aristotle,

Bonitz' Index Aristotel. s. v. v-nkp, J b.

{Jl).
.^ , ' by the by,' Phaedr. 230 A.

. With a participle, Phaedr. 234 D.

y. TO€, ' during the interval until.'

See Mr. Herbert Richards' note in the Classical Reviczv

for December, 1888, p. 324 : 'Instead of a thing being

between A and B, it is sometimes said to be between B,

so that practically means " on this side of," '' short

of," '• before reaching."
'

Clear instances are Soph. O. C. 29c, 291 h\
\

-
, ' in the interval before Theseus arrives,' Dem. de Cor.

p. 233 sub fin. ^ , * the interval

before the ratification.'
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For the same idiom in regard to place, see Thuc. III. 51, §3.

Cp. also Eur. Hec. 436, 437, Aristoph. Ach. 433, 434,

Arist. Rhet III. 5, § 2.

So, probably_, Rep. VI. 498 A apn L• Tiaihoctv ^^, 'just after boyhood, 111 the inter-

val before keeping house and engaging in business."*

V. Particles and Conjunctions [Digest, §§ 132-178).

The use of particles acquires its full development in

Plato, who employs them with extreme subtlety, variety

and precision, not only to mark with minute clearness the

progress of the argument, the degrees of assent and dissent,

and the modes of inference, but also to give the light and

life of oral conversation to each successive clause.

Platonic particles have lately been made a subject of

' statistical ' investigation, and W. Dittenberger and others

have attempted with some success to test the relative age

of different dialogues by the absence or comparative fre-

quency of certain particles in them. The results have been

summed up by Constantin Ritter, UntersucJmngcn iiber

Plato, Stuttgart, 1888. The Republic is shown to come

with Phaedrus and Theaetetus about midway between the

Symposium on the one hand and the Politicus Philebus

Laws on the other.

1. . § 26.

[a) adverbial.

a. The anticipatory use, though common in Greek, is

still worth noticing, from the liveliness which it adds to

many sentences :

I. 327 A- \ €7 tbo^€v

^IvaL, ^^^ ? €€.
II. ^y^ D tboL \ ris ev akXoiS ^, ^' .
p. iva .
IV. 445 C bevpo . . . Xva 'ibrjs. ' Come hither . . . that

you may really descry.'
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y. In interrogative phrases :

IV. 434 D Tt . . . €€ ;
' What, after all, are we to

say?

'

IV. 445 C iva . . . i5r/9 ] e^et , ' that you

may see how many, in point of fact, are the varieties of vice.'

Cp. Gorg. 455 A^^ TJore ^ irepi .
. In affirmative sentences, giving additional emphasis :

I. 328 C ^, ' for indeed it was

long since I had seen him.'

e. =^\ this too.'

I. 341 C o\}h€v =z ' discomfited as usual ;
' or

* as you would be if you attempted to shave a lion.'

. At once pointing and softening an asyndeton (cp. av,).
I. 350 D tOt€ elhov 6>, be,\€. See note in loco.

. With implied preference for an alternative:—'as

well ' = ' rather ' (cp. Phil. ^^ ert da-adOLs).

III. 400 , eyco, € -
^^. ' For the matter of that, said I, I had rather

we conferred with Damon.'

V. 458 ^ €(^.
IX. S73 ^ € epeh, ' that, it would be as

well (i. e. better) iox yoti to tell me'

. With €, emphasizing the clause.

IV. 421 D € , ' I mean SO as to

deteriorate.'

Cp. the idiomatic use with elirdv in X. 619 D bk

€€. where really belongs to the whole sentence.'

t. Displacement (hyperbaton or trajection) of . A
possible instance is VI. 500 A ?], eav ^, where

(see note in loco) the difficulty may be solved by joining

\,—
' If they look at it in this light rather (supra § 5)

than in the other.' But the reading is doubtful, and per-

haps , ( should be read, with ^, merely changing tol

in what follows to Te.
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(b) conjunctive.

a. In narrative, indicating prompt sequence (as in the § 27.

familiar phrase eyco el-nov).

I. 327 KcAevet <, e0r;,?-. eyo)

€€] re, ... ' Whereupon I turned about,' &c.

/3. In abrupt questions with a tone of surprise (as in

Tim ;) to which gives emphasis.

I. 338 C ^^ }?^ hUaiov elvac., , 7€ Aeyeiy ;
' Pray, Thrasymachus,

what can you mean by that ?

'

Ods.—Similarly interposes a sudden question.

I. 350 ;
' What else in the name of common

sense would you have .?

'

II. 376 \

VII. 52 2 D ' eivni
\

{c) virtually dispmctive (§ 7)•

III. 411 A huXi] aypoiKos, ^either cowardly or rude'

(the former being the effect of music without gymnastic,

the latter of gymnastic without music).

VII. 51^ ^ *^^^^ ^^ yekav, ...
In these cases is possibly preferred to on account of

euphony. The result is a slight inexactness of expression.

Ods.—The former of two correlatives . . . z= ' both . . .

and' is brought in after the beginning of the sentence in vii. 536€ ' -
aopev. This gives additional emphasise' not only . . , but also.' Cp.

IV. 440 D , ... ' It not Only prevails

but perseveres,' &c.

2. '. § 28.

(a) In animated conversation often opposes what is

now advanced to the position attributed in thought to the

other speaker. Thus in the opening scene of the Republic

(327 b) — 7€€€€. ^^^— the first

opposes the entreaty that they should remain to their

apparent intention of departing ; the second opposes

their willingness to remain to the supposed necessity of
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further entreaty. So on the following page (328 b) the

first emphasizes entreaty as before, the second opposes

Socrates' present assent to his previous show of rekictance.

Cp. 338 C enaLvels• ;
' €€€9.

() ' . This famih'ar idiom occurs frequently after

negatives, e. g. IV. 427 C ovbe ^) ', ' we will consult no other authority, but only that

which our fathers consulted.'

Also after an interrogative with negative meaning, IV.

429 rti av . . . et9 tl^ . . . € eh, ... See L. and S., s. v.' .
(c) Since be often takes the place of in the Laws and

in Aristotle (see Bonitz, l7id. Ar. s.v. be, p. 167 a 1. 19), it is

worth while to notice the use of be after the negative in

—

I. 349 B, C el \ biKaiov ^ irkeov e\eiv . . .

abiKOv.

I, 354 A ye elvai , evbaova .
-IV. 422 D oib^ ^ejuij, '.

§ 29. 3. /Tot.

MevTOL is a particle having a distinct and prominent

• office in Platonic dialogue.

(a) In affirmation it marks that what is now said alters

the case.

I. 328 c xpY]v '. Cephalus pleads that Socrates

should make an exception to his general rule by visiting

the Piraeus :
—

' But you really should.'

I. 331 . . . '/. • here is not

merely adversative, but implies reflection.

IV. 440 A^ ', e^-^v, b^ r\aiveL. ...
[b) In questions it calls attention to some fact or previous

statement which has been overlooked and is inconsistent

with what has just been said.

I. 339 7€^€^ rots /)^^

etvai. ;
' But, by the by, is it not your view that it is right

to obey authority ?

'
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I. 346 A ovy\€ peVrot \ €€ reyv&v

eivai
;

In such expressions^ not only, like^ claims

assent, but also implies that the new statement is one

which affects the argument.

{c) In replies, it often expresses deliberate assent (after

reflection) to an objection or suggestion which alters the

point of view.

I. 332 A peVroi \ €. ' There you are right,

he said ; he meant something different from that.'

II. 374 4€ ^.
4. . § 3.

Tot;, ' I may tell you.' For idiomatic uses see

I. 330 ov TOL ev€Ka. ' Well, that was just my
motive for asking.'

I. 343 A OTL Tot €, €, . ' Why,' said he,

' because she lets you drivel.'

Gorg. 447 €7' yi ^^. ' Indeed, that

is just why we are here.'

Prot. 316 ', ak ^ re^.
The use of rot is often a delicate way of bespeaking

attention to what is said.

5. MeV.

Mev is used without 5e following not only in the phrases

eiKos , hoKS>, but in other connexions, as in III. 403

€. avhpes ayStvos. ' For, to begin

with,' &C. V. 466 C € . . . ^€9, ...

Obs.—In V. 475 ^ «' .€ the is Supplied by

the respondent ; tovs 8e^, ', Xeyeis ; Cp. II. 380

^ ... 3^^ ^' , ...

6. €. §31.

Besides its ordinary use (very frequent in Plato) in giving

a qualified or intensified assent, ye also

(a) limits the application of a statement

:
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I. 331 ye '\ av& kvos', ...
VI. 5^6 ye^<€ , and

() usually with participles it emphasizes what is put

forward as the ground of a preceding statement.

Polit. 260 C ? ^
7]€,^ ye ;

' Or shall we rather assign him to

the preceptive art;, since he commands ?

'

Rep. VIII. 547 ^ ye.
So also perhaps

V. 478 ov ye (sc. ). ' Not-being, since non-

existent^ should be called no-thing.'

And, without a participle :

I. 331 D tCuv ye, i. e. ' of the argument, since it is your

property.'

VI. 485 , ' since that is the description of him.'

(e) b€ ye (' yes, but') often introduces a second statement,

which in some way modifies the first.

I. 335 D he ye bUaios.
VIII. 547 , 549 , SS3 c, 55^ ^, 5^1 e, &c.

7. .
(ye apa remain uncompounded in Theaet. 171 c)

{a) Explaining something implied or understood. Cp.

Hdt. IX. 92, § 2 € , ...: VI. ill, § 2, ...
Rep. II. 3*^5 ^ ^'^'' ^ "^^^ (' there is a difficulty,

but it is not insuperable ; for,' &c.).

III. 413 vvv € ;
' (I have said enough)

;

for I suppose you understand me .'
VI. 491 C exet? ey.
So commonly in replies = * yes, for — ,' ' no, for — ,' &c.

(?) Introducing an inference under the form of a reason.

' the truth is,' * the fact is.' Lit. ' That is because.'

I. 338 D b€vp^ et. ' that shows your malignity.'

Cp. Gorg. 454 D bov €, ' that is

another proof of their difference.'
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8. . § 32.

? marks what is said as manifest, either in itself, or in

connexion with a preceding statement :
' you know,' ' of

course,' ' to be sure.' Sometimes iroiiice, ' forsooth ' (as in

? hr]). In questions it demands proof or certainty, or

asks for something more expHcit.

[a) Idiomatic combinations of hr] with adverbs and con-

junctions :

a. With adverbs of time = 'just,'' vvv ], ^just now'

(passim), hrj, 'just immediately' (l. 338 r), tot€

], ' even then' (Symp. 184 e).

. ... ?] and brj , singling out the most promi-

nent item in an enumeration or series :

I. '^^2 A ( €^, eiVe etre yeVtt elre

arpaToirihiu . . .) €v (vi .
II. 367 C otov opav, aKoveiv,, vyiaiv^LV , ' and

in particular the being well and strong.'

VIII. ^6'^ E, 564 A kv &poAs T€ €v^ L•,
kv TToAtretats / ( hrj om. Par. A). Cp.

Men. 87 E, Theaet. 156 B.

y. 07) ovv : ovv .
II. 382 D TL out/ € €9

;

^ On which, t/ien, of these grounds, m partictdar, is false-

hood useful to God ?

'

VI. 497 C brjXos ouk et otl€ €pr\a€i . . .
' Now^

then, I see plainly that the next thing you will ask is . .
.'

VII. 526 D ' oiji' , ^, 709 €
. . . ,

' Howbeit, it is manifest, said I . .
.'

VIII. 545 ^ '^^^ °"*' ^? ^^'^ov, . . . ttOXls ^
;

' How, then, in point of fact, shall our city be disturbed ?

'

(?) hrj, with imperatives, giving peremptory emphasis

:

], b-q (passim), ^ (l. 352 d), €6 (ib.

. 353 )•

Hence Baiter's emendation of V. 450 C * for€ (Par. A) is at least plausible, although the reading

of 7€/) ovv is perhaps preferable, because less abrupt.
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(c) ? brj, ' since forsooth !

'

I. 337 C €€, 'as if there was any

comparison between the two cases.' Quite different from

this is the effect of ] rot.

II. ^66 C 8 . . . €)(et, ...,
' since truly, as you are aware.'

§ 33• 9. ^-

bespeaks attention for a fresh topic, generally in

combination with a conjunction, , ... ye,

ovbe, &C.

Plato shows a growing fondness for this particle, and

employs it in new ways, especially in questions, asking for

something fresh or different from what has been said.

(a) alone :

VII. 520 ^ ? €7' . . . et^t

cLpxeLv, ' let me observe, however.'

VII. 524c ^ ' ^ €u>pa, 'you will

observe that vision too had perception of great and small.'

VII. 528 A^ ' , ..., 'though, to be

sure, you would not grudge any incidental benefit which

another may reap.' Cp. Phaedr. 244 B, Theaet. 193D.

(?) ... ye :

VI. 485 D ye eti €V ^ a^yohpa

€7, ..., ' well but, observe — .'

(c) in combination with an interrogative :

a. In such expressions there is generally an ellipse of

— i. e. an implied contrast or antithesis. In other

words, gives to the interrogative an intonation = ' what

else ?
' or ' what then ?

'

I. ^62 D Tt ; eliTov, ' but what more, then, would

you desire ? said L'

VII. 523 oi), ' €, eVu^e? . , ],
4^ ;

' You have not hit my meaning.' ' But what, then,

are the things you mean ?

'
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/3. Hence ? ; acquires the force of strong assent :

* what else ?
' i. e. ' that, certainly.'

VI. 50^ D hi \, ? ],?, .. ;
' of course.'

Ods.—W. Dittenberger has shown {Hermes, xvi. pp. 321 ff.) that

ri ; is absent from two-thirds of the Platonic dialogues, but in-

creasingly frequent in Phaedr. (12 times), Rep. (35), Theaet. (13),

Soph. (i2),PoIit. (2o\ Phileb. (26), Laws (48).

The combination ye 7], which is very frequent in the

later dialogues, above all in the Laws, occurs only twice in

the Republic :

I. 332 ye , ..., * well but, if men are

not ill,' &c.

V. 465 ye , ...

10. and <:. § 34•

and^, though not conjunctions, serve to connect

sentences which are otherwise in asyndeton.

IV. 427^ , ' moreover, how the dead

are to be buried ' (v. r. re av).

VI. 504 ^ ^.
Theaet. 143 C, Symp. 174 , Gorg. 49? , Polit. 268 .
So€—as in other Greek—expressing impatience :

I. 338 D ' ovK, ..., Protag. 359 :

and in adducing an example, Protag. 359 E, &c.

This last idiom occurs also in a subordinate clause,

I. 340 D eTiei <, ...

11. ". § 35•

" is not only a particle of inference (like ovv) but also,

and in Plato more frequently, a sign of reference. This

has sometimes been overlooked by interpreters. Socrates

and other speakers are often engaged in developing

opinions which they do not endorse, or in relating what
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is matter of hearsay. In such passages, apa is constantly

used to direct attention to the fact that the speaker is not

uttering his own thought. The Hght particle enables

Plato to dispense with such clumsy additions as (a) ' as my
informant said,' [b) ' according to the theory I am ex-

pounding,Or (^) with reference to other speakers, 'according

to the theory which they uphold,' or ' which you uphold,'

or ' as we are expected to think.'

(a) . 3*^4 ^^ ^P"" ^^^ ^^^^ . . . ,
' that, as they declare/ &c.

(b) II. 362 A TO h\ (Ms really,

according to their view ')€ Xiyetv .
. 59^ . . . elboTa irouiv, ' he must, according

to them, make his poetry with perfect knowledge.'

(c) I. 332 ^ €V elprjvr]^ ;
' Justice

is useful in peace also, according to you ?

'

X. 600 C, D69\ (' according to the view in

question ') - - -" '^ ...

12. ,
7= ' presume,' appealing to the knowledge or recol-

lection of the respondent ; often used in recalling what has

been previously said.

VI. 490 C€ yap.
IX. 5^2 D \6y(uv €€ belv€.
Hence perhaps also in viii. 562 we should read '

*.
§ 36. 13. Negative Particles—and Interrogative

Phrases.

It is needless to do more than to cite a few scattered uses

which appear to be specially Platonic. (Uses of ?/ ov, for

example, in Plato fall under the headings now given in

L. and S. s.v. )—
(a) Ov in negation.

a. There is a courteous, reassuring use of ovbiv,',
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&c., which is not intended to be taken seriously, but only

to prepare for a modified restatement. This may in some

cases be formally accounted for by supplying aWo^ 8ic.

(below, p. 216 /3), but not, for example, in

IX. ^y^ TL
;

Ovb^v,€7 ivvoeU ; 'Why indeed ?

'

said I. ' But do you know the cause ?

'

V. 472 TL y' j €,
Ovhiv' ' iav €€, ..., ' Oh, merely to

find,' &c.

The courtesy is sometimes ironical : as in

IV. 424 D Ovb€ , €, ye ,
.,., ' Oh !

' said he^, ' it is innocent enough, I dare say.

AH that it does is to undermine morality,' &c.

These examples may justify a similar rendering of

V. 461 C, D Trarepas Se ^^ . . . ?^
;

Ovbas, ' eyco. '' ^, ..., ' Oh ! simply

in this way, said I.'

Although it is of course possible to take the words to

mean literally ' not at all,' i. e. they will never know their

actual parents.

. in Plato has various shades of meaning, from

(1) ' not quite,' to (2) 'not at all'

(1) V. 474 D ou yap yc €, ' I cannot quite recall it,'

rather than, ' I have it not at all in mind.'

(2) VI. 504 o'Ul € . . .^ . . .
;

', ' k, ' Certainly not; said L'

The stronger meaning may, however, be sometimes

indirectly implied,—the speaker, as so often in Greek,

saying less than he means.

IV. 429 A ou ^, 'not SO very difficult,' i.e.

'surely not difficult at all.'

{b) Interrogatives, 37•

a. The regular interrogative use of ov in confident

questions (= ' don't you think' &c.) is to be distinguished

\0\.. II.
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from the negative assertion with interrogative meaning,

assuming a negative reply (= ' you don't think so,

surely ? ') :

II. 362 D ou oUl, . .
.

, €,^ irepl

)
;

. Slightly different from both is the use in

V. 455 (again assuming an affirmative answer)-
' apa , ovhe ;

' And (will you tell me that)

there is not an athletic nor yet a warlike woman ?
' Cp.

Theaet. 145 A Sp' ou8e ^^^ ;
' But will you tell me

that he is not a geometrician ?
'

y. and , emphatically interrogative, commonly
anticipate a negative reply.

(i) I. 348 C ] ;
' Do you mean to

tell me that Justice is Vice ?
' (The particle here might

ironically anticipate an affirmative answer, but the follow-

ing examples confirm the above rendering.)

III. 396 ;
' Shall we allow them to

imitate such things as these ?
'

V. 469 C KakGis e'xet ;
' Is that an honourable thing ?

'

VIII. ^^2 A hoKU €€
;

(2) VII. ^2^ he ; ^^ . . .
;

(resumed with evbem immediately afterwards).

. But ; with ironical emphasis is sometimes practi-

cally equivalent to ap' ov
;

VI. 484 C ro5e , ' eyca, ^ . . . ; , €,
brjKov

;

Cp. Soph. 221 D, €,€, .., 'Can it

be that we have failed to recognize their kinship ?
' i. e.

'Are they not, after all, akin?'

6. And ^ in 77 ;
' Surely that is so ? ' puts a strong

affirmation with an interrogative tone (cp. supra a).

Gorg. 449 D 7/ irepl €
;

' Surely that is so ?
'

In X. 607 c, however, this use is ' mixed ' with the

ordinary interrogative use oi.
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?/ yap . . . ov ;
' Do not you feel her

charm ? Surely you do ?

'

Oos.— This use of may be pressed into service to account for

VI. 500 A , iav . But may be COnuptcd

from iav, through dittographia of € and dropping of ov.

. For apa ,, (. 35 ^ ^^j VI.^ C) in doubtful

questions, see the Lexica.

(c) Exceptional uses of . These mostly occur where § 3^•

either some generalized notion, or some idea of prohibition,

has been implied.

a. Where a relative has preceded :

II. ^^y aes / . . .^, ... (See

above, p. 174, ^ i^)-)

VIII. 559 ?7
'^^ f^T bvvarri (so g). See

note.

X. 605 kavTov . . . a^tot ^. Mr) is here used in

putting the case generally.

In Hipp. Maj. 295 C 0% av^ tolovtol etvat oIol

opavj the hypothetical turn of expression follows dl

av'.
. In oratio obliqua (M. and T., § 685).

I. 34^ hia hr\ €€ . . . ^ /
apyjEiv—recalling the general statement in 345 <

aXXas . . . ouSels eSeXei ^^.
. 62 7€ € - e^et ],

€€ ecre
;

Theaet. 55 ^ bi^oe ' . . .^ . . .€ €€^. Socrates is recording

the ' postulates ' or a priori determinations of the mind.

"kv in the former sentence adds the notion of impossibility.

So Tt9 av in Apol. 27 D ris O.V €€ Tralbas

elvai, Oeoiis
;

. A shadowy sense of prohibition seems present in Vlll.

553^ where ovbev . . . ea^ is followed by /^, as if-^ or some such word had preceded. So

possibly in III. 407 D iirixeipuv . . . oUaOai hdv Oepa-

p 2
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TTeveLu, the change to is occasioned by some reminiscence

of KaTabel^aL . . .^ preceding. See note in loco.

Oos.—For idiomatic accumulation of negatives, see especially

X. 6lO A—C TOLUW . . ..
§ 39• 14. Formulae.

(a) Of question

—

rj ; rt? ov, &C. For 7} ;

see above p. 210, e.

() Of reply

—

€, hpa ye, . €,- € ,] , ., €, ^€
€ brj. ? ; ? ; (sc.)

;
(See above,

under, p. 206.)

The degree of assent or dissent implied in each case

varies somewhat with the context.

(c) Of connexion, tl he ; be ye, tl (cp. Herod.

II. 14, &c.), TL ; tl ovv
;

a. The question whether he and he are to form

a separate sentence, or to be joined to the words that

follow them, is one that can only be determined by the

immediate context. See especially I. 349 B, C, ; V. 468 A

and notes in locis.

. For Tl in apposition to the sentence, see below^

p. 221.

Obs. I.— Single words habitually used in parenthesis are not

treated as breaking the unity of a clause, but may be immediately

followed by an enclitic. Tins applies, not only to oUl and the like

(for which see especially vni. 564 ), but to a vocative, e. g. i. 337

yop , '', , '

Ods. 2.—For the common transference of ^, en, from

temporal to logical succession, see especially n. 370 d, iv. 430 —
432 .

Oos. 3.

—

, ttj,, may be taken Under the

present head. M. Schanz has shown that in the later dialogues

gradually takes the place of ovtl. But when he argues that

because' occurs five times in Bb. v-vn while it is absent from
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Bb. i-iv, Bb. v-vii are ' late,' he loses sight of his own observation

that ovTi is naturally avoided in conjunction with other cases

of.

VI. Ellipse and Pleonasm. § 40.

I. Ellipse.

To maintain the effect of conversation and to avoid

monotony, Plato constantly represents his speakers as

omitting what, although essential to the meaning, is

assumed to be obvious to the hearers. Hence a frequent

duty of the interpreter is to supply the word or words

' understood ' :—especially [a) in references, (b) in replies,

(c) in antitheses^ (d) in transitions, and [e) where a word of

simple meaning is absorbed in some neighbouring word.

Under this head should also be noticed (/) famiHar abbre-

viations.

) In references.

I. 341 ? '? elireiv (sc. 7:€€).
The incomplete expression is explained by the reference to

340 D€€ ^.
(b) In replies.

I. 334 D^^ (sC. ^).
I. 349 ovh'k TTJs biKaias (sc. 7€).
IV. 428 , ', €9 (sc irXeiovs ^^^

rfi TToAet).

V. 45^ ^ KOLvfj, '], (sc. 16€ helv avras 7€
rots ,).

V. 4*^8 A Kiy\ €, (sc. ).
¥.473-^^ ^^ eTTtrarreii (sc.€ ? bwara ian

7/j.

VI. 508 C hi y\ ot/xat, ^ b } (sc. ctt'

€€ TLS] Tov9).
VIII. 55^ C e6o/c€t (sc. ).
IX. 585 D 6e otet^

;
(sc. ?^Tror ^-

Oeias € ovaias €4€).
Cp. Phacd. 73•^ ^^'^ /^^^, ^ 6 ', (sc.
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a^oh^iKwrai supplied from at ^^^
;

preceding).

Ods. I.—In continuing a conversation, the indirect form is some-

times used with the ellipse of etVe. Rep. i. 348 . . .

apeaKci ; Euthyd. 2713. Cp. Polit. 261 ^ iv ^-] ^SC.^. ^~

Obs. 2.

—

special idiom is the ellipse of the apodosis with

a new protasis, participial or otherwise.

Phaedr. 2280 6et|as , (see above, p. 1 79, Ods. 3).

Rep. I. 338 C iau ye',
I. 340 A (av ', '^, }.
Obs. 3•—Note the occasional omission of a comparative with

following.

I. 335 A . . . . . . (.
Symp. 220 e/xe .
(c) In antitheses.

. 360 A ^ h\^ (sc. ' %k -).
III. 41^ ) be, (sc. €t ( €V,^ ^^ 7€).
IV. 444 ^ "^ 5e , ... (sc.

70€€ iv ', ...).

{d) In transitions :— i. e. in passing from one alternative

to another, or to a new topic.

I. 351 avTjj juera (sc. ^
^^^) ;

II. 3^6 D (sc. f^ft), ^.
IV. 4^8 C he ; € e/c (sc.

. . . ) ;

VI. 493 -^ ^'^'' ^^ y^Pi ... (sc.^ €, from pre-

ceding).

Obs.—In Plato, as in other Greek, the affirmative notion is often

assumed in passing from a negative—e. g. €< supplied from

ov8(is .
II. 366 D €,' avavdpias . . . €€ .
VI. 5^0 . . . . . . . . . (^)
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And sometimes the word to be supplied is move general than that

which precedes—e. g.

V. 469 C " apa^ (sc. Sei from ,
... preceding).

Somewhat similarly in VIII. ^^J ^€ , kav tls€^ (€ ;?7 ^€, )€// apyeiv SiKa'tsu',

the general notion of ' no compulsion ' (sc. k^dvai) is con-

tinued from^€ supra. ' There is nothing to

compel you any the less for that to be a ruler and judge,'

i. e. there is nothing any more on that account to prevent

you from exercising both functions.

(e) Absoi^ption by a neighbouring zvord. The want of the § 41.

word omitted is not felt because of another word which

suggests it to the mind. Cp. Herod. II. 87 ^ -^^ (sc.^^) v€Kpovs.

II. ^^^8 D et ^ (sc.) a \iy.

II. 364 A^ iTAovaiovs (sc. ovras) ?^/.
II. ^66 ? bo^as (sc. kiraivovvTes, ...).

II. 372 \ (sc. e'xetz;) '.
IV. 4^1 6 ' . . . (sc. e'Aeyez^).

IV. 439 ^ ^<2^ TLvos (sc. suggested by etmi following).

See note in loco.

V. 452 A idos (sc.) yeXdia av.
VI. 488 A (sc. €) €€€ iiiv, ...9
VI. 5^0 ' ^, '€ (sc.^, which follows

soon).

VII. 517 -^ . . . y^Xolo's (sc. ) . . ..
IX. 589 C ovbev€ (sc. XeyeL, from ?7^€€6

preceding or ^eyet following) '€ \/^eyet rt x/^eyet.

X. 615 B,C ; ev^vs•€€ (sc. : the

whole passage relating to the dead). See Essay on Text,

p. 121.

Oos.—Such omissions are not purely accidental, but are due to

instinctive avoidance of cumbrous tautology.
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[/) Familiar abbreviations.

a. Certain adjectives readily dispense with the verb sub-

stantive. The idiom is frequent with and '<5
(Farm. 137 C^ , ^) but is extended by

Plato to other words.

II. ^tS^ -^ ^^^' ^y^ ^^^5 ^^ eotK€, hvas.
III. 407 .
. 59^ ^€ rtj.
Obs.—The substantive verb is similarly omitted with-,, &C., also in et ei, ... : . 4I I , IX. 58 I D. II. 370, the subjunctive § is dropped.

. *? is constantly omitted with interrogatives and

negatives.

I. ^^2 C TL € (sc.)
;

I. 348 C TL (sc.) ;

V. 461 D (sc. ?).
V. 47 2 ovbev (sc. ).
Also in the hypothetical formula d tl.
On , which is sometimes called an ellipse, see

below, p. 221, Obs. 2. Another phrase which is appositional

not elliptical is €v' kv6s (l. 331 b).

y. The indefinite subject is dropped, as in the common
idiom, kv , &C.

IV. 445 A iav re ^) eav re (sc. 6 re, i7nb€Vv).

V. 478 ' (sc. 6 ^^^).
VI. 49^ ) ^ oral•' 5e . . . he eKroj/ (sc. 6). Cp. Cratylus 410 ? ow Xeyet

(sc. 6 aepa e'y^').

. Transitive verbs used absolutely, i. e. without express

object.

I. ^^^ D^ . . . vypaiveiv . . .^.
II. 368 (sC. I'/xtl•' or ).
III. 39^ ^7€.
III. 411 A ora;^^ ? ...).
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III. 411 ^.
IV. 420 C€.
VII. ^2^ D '6/.
IX. ^^^ yaipeLV iroiot (sc. ror).
Obs.—Several of these words (^, (€,,€€) belong to the technical language of the dialectical

method. See also

V. 467 . . .( (sc. -).
VIII. 565 oia dr) (sc. Troteii^).

e. In some technical phrases a feminine abstract sub-

stantive is suppressed, as e. g.€ in , &c. {sex-

cen ties). Similarly

III. 397 TTpos (sc.), ' in the same tone.'

See note in loco.

IV. 432 A ' ?]? (sc. TTJi Xvpas).

Ibid, (sc. ).
. One of two alternative or correlative expressions is

sometimes dropped.

VI. 486 C[)^ ^,
Obs.—Thus pev is omitted where 6 follows, e. g. Phaedr. 266 a, ^. This idiom appears more frequently in the later

dialogues (Tim. 63 &c.).

N.B.—For the special idiom with (vi. 498 a) see above,

p. 198,7.

77. Other conversational ellipses are

1. 343 C et (sc. ttjs ^?).
V. 467 C ().
2. Pleonasm. § 42.

As the omission of words gives an impression of ease

and familiarity, so their redundancy enhances the appear-

ance of leisure and freedom (cp. Theaet, 172 C foil.).

Plato's periods ' are not made but grow ' (cp. Phaedr. 264) ;

he drifts down the wind of his discourse (Rep. il. ^6^ d).

Hence when a new thought or mode of expression has

occurred to the speaker, he does not wait to round off the
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sentence before introducing it, but weaves it into that

which is half finished, often to the sacrifice of formal

coherency. Thus rhetoric interferes with grammar.

A good instance of Plato's love of amplification occurs

in II (380 A foil.), where Socrates insists that evil must not

be attributed to God :

'' lav ri.9 ^ Iv ot? ^vean,

/3?7?, ^ tl -, Oeov ipya €€ €€, el ^, ^^€vp€T€ov

avTols (Tx^ebov €, €€, ? 6€
Oeds re ^, ^'
? \ ^ bihovTe^, be br] 6 bpStv ^€0?,€€ . ', et ^ kbeav-
6? ^, ? , bibovTes be bv€
V7T0 €, €€' be ev €, baa}eov e lev ev

^, et eet evvoea,e aKOveiv,€
veaTepov e ^peepov, e ev ep e avev, ? ovTe eeva, ei, ovTe $-

ovTe avTols.

Here observe () the accumulation of examples charac-

teristically summed up with , (2) the

disjunctive mode of statement, put first affirmatively (either

one or other), then negatively [not both) ; then affirmatively

again, then once more negatively with increased explicit-

ness and emphasis, and with the characteristic qualification

et ee evroea. Observe also (3) the addition of the

participle, and of et ^. Note further (4)

the pleonastic anticipating eyetI^, and (5) the clinching

of the argument in the last clause, ? ovTe, ... The

examination of this one passage may prepare the student

for much that he will find elsewhere. Cp. especially VI.

489 ; II. 374 B-D '' . . . ; IV. 421 B-C.

A simile or illustration is often expanded in this way, e. g.

III. 402 A€, ... See also the pleonastic use of

participles in Symp. 218 A; B.
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(a) The most ordinary pleonasms are those in which § 43•

a notion ah'eady implied is made explicit in a subsequent

phrase.

II. 35^ ^ €/, ...
. ^yi 7] . . . yiveaiv.
VI. 4^6 D^ helv.

VI. 49*-* ^ ^ rot? .
VIII. ^^^ €^ roi) ? helv.
{b) Specially Platonic is the expletive use of ^^,
€, KLvbvv€veLv,){ and other verbs as auxiliaries. See

also VI. 500 D eh . . .€ : VII.

520 €€ . . .€. So Cephalus, in his gar-

rulous talk about old agc^ speaks of the time when one

comes near to thinking that he is about to die^ kneihav rty

eyyi/j 17 €^ (. ^^ d). For the pleo-

nastic or expletive use of participles {^, See.) see above,

•77(/).
[e) The amplifying, expansive tendency of Plato's lan-

guage has a distinct bearing on the treatment of the text.

The excision of supposed ' glosses ' and ' accretions ' by

which editors have tried to prune away such redundancies,

must be carried far beyond the limit of even plausible

conjecture, if the tendency itself is to be disproved. (See

Essay on Text, p. no.)

V. 477 B, C€ bvv€L9 etvaL ylvo^ tl , ah )
bv€a ' ',- /€ eXyai, et € -
•€ .

Obs.—The addition of an equivalent phrase often adds a touch

of admiration or scorn.

I. 331 A T}bua eXnis . . . \ .
. 3^4 >''.

{d) special idiom, not exclusively Platonic (see L. and

S., s. V. II. 8), is the pleonastic (or adverbial) use of?.
Cp. especially Hom. Odys. IX. 367 rjbe '
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nuavT^s krdipoi : Herod. IV. 179, § l re€6
b rpLTToba^.

a. akXos attributive.

II. 368 € ) v^erepov, ' from your

manner of life, not from your words.'

II. 371 A re bOvpv . . . brj

bLavv, ' and also of that ministering class.'

III. 404 A, ?^ . . .€9 vbv re, ' enduring many changes of drinking-

water and also of food.''

. In other cases< is predicative or adverbial, but

still pleonastic

:

X. 617 be^^ ^, ..., ' and sitting there,

moreover, round about.'

The Fates are thus contradistinguished from the Sirens

(or perhaps ' there were others . . . daughters of necessity,'

&c.). Cp. the idiomatic? in Gorg. 470 D€€
(9, be^ ytyrets.

[e) Amos re , with expansion of the correlative

phrase :

III. 398 A re €/$,
' bringing his poems for exhibition with him too.'

IV. 427 D re /, 'and call your

brother also to assist.'

VII. ^^^ av . . . ^} re €€ \l/€bo-€/.
(/) Double comparative and superlative

:

I. 331 . . ..
. 3^2 C€€ . . . eivai .

§ 44• VII. Apposition.

One very frequent consequence of Plato's discursiveness

is what may be loosely termed the apposition of sentences,

—the second being often not the exact equivalent, but an

explanation or expansion of the first. Cp. Herod. I. 23, § 2^ . . .^ . . . eTTi et^S(^ :
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VI. 117? § 2 ^ TOiovbc,^ avhpa'
. . . €.
Three cases may be distinguished :

—

I. Where a pronoun or a pronominal phrase or adverb

resuming a preceding statement is followed by a restate-

ment of the same thing, more or less expanded or modified.

I. ^^y C Kol ; »/,' '
;

. ^6^ C €1 ?)''
77€ €', ..,

. \.6 / . . . irpos TOVi?, €7€9 €, €€ h.'na•i aypioLS^.
IV. 429 , 43*^ ^/ . . .\€ . . .

. . . b€v ?'/, ...
VII. ^ly ' , iv

. . . , ...
VII. ^^2 tls hai€a ], ^^

' €
(subjunctive) , ... Here the protasis

is expanded.

X. 605 / ^ »/
. . ./.

00S. .—The frequent formula of transition with the interrogative

follows the analogy of this mode of construction

—

I. 332 Tt j eV t-vl, ... ctpassim.

This form is better suited to the majority of cases than the o:her

punctuation 8; iv TLVL, ...

VII. 515 "^^ ^^ '''^^
; ]

although the latter is also sometimes required by the context

:

VII. 5^7 ^ "^^ ^^ ')
'' out TL, ...

06s. 2.—So , when not followed by , forms virtually

a separate clause in apposition.

I. 337 C( ouu,, ;
' You mean tO Say

that that is what you are going to do ?

'

So I. 331 €1/* : '. 49*^ ^ '^"^.
Also (Soph. 248 D ; Laws in. 676 c).

VII. 527 TO '€ , ... {^Dlgesl, § 22).
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Obs. 3.— Similarly, the relative pronoun, although not forming

a separate clause, often introduces a long sentence, towards which

it stands in apposition. {Digest, §§ 10 ff.)

II. 368 D olavnep av et, .. ' A method similar to that we should

have adopted, if &c.

IV. 434 D €(\€( , , ...
Cp. Phaedr. 249 D €\ , , ...
Protag. 352 , 353 -^ "^^, c .
So , VI. 4^8 0L, ... ' As painters do, Avhen

they delineate monsters.'

§ 45• 2. Apposition of Clauses,—where a statement is imme-

diately followed by a parallel statement, in the same

construction, with no conjunction between (Asyndeton).

I. 329 C, D ye iv' »^€ ik^vOepia, €€ (^ , ^,' . (Some

MSS. insert after.)
II. 359 ^' ^ ^^'' hiavoia'' . . .

eooue^'.
V. 457 ^ ' ?^, th.

VII. ^^ o'Ui . . . €v
;

VII. 54•^' . . . »'.
VIII. ^^^y C KLvbvv€V€L• . . . '

. . . . . . .
. 5^9 ^ TOiovbe ,, ... Cp. Phaedo

95 c ; Gorg. 493 .

Obs. .—Between clauses thus related a question is sometimes

interposed,

VII. 540 . . .€ . . . : ', : . . .('.
Obs. 2.—Slightly different from the foregoing is the emphatic

repetition, with asyndeton, of what has been said

—

(a) giving the effect of a second apodosis :

I. 339 ' . . .^^ . . . . . ., € ., ...
. 34^ eivai, ...
II. 37^ ^ . , .(.
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So III. 413 c; VI. 497 .

..—The case of VIII. 545 'v^a yap . . . •, ... is peculiar and should probably be met as

W. H. Thompson suggested by reading', ...
{) The protasis is likewise (i) repeated with variation, or (2)

an additional protasis subjoined.

(l) VII. 529 eav T€ rts € . . .(,€
7€ >, ...

{^) • 33^ ^ ^'^ '^'^ . . . ( €\. Cp, Theaet. 2

, C fnu . , . (- iTTix^iprjs ylyv^aBai . . . idv ( yiyvr] . . . iav

/cei/os 7;$•, where the two alternative hypotheses are subordinate to the

principal one.

Obs. 3.—This, like other Platonic idioms, is used with greater

abruptness in the Laws. See especially, Laws iv. 708 b 6
yiyvqrai^ €v yivos .
VIII. Co-ordination (Parataxis). § 46.

While in all syntax the subordination of clauses

gradually supersedes their co-ordination, this tendency is

checked in Greek by the fondness for analytical and

antithetical expression, not only giving to co-ordination

a temporary survival, but also favouring some independent

developments of it, which interfere with the complete

regularity of subordination. The crossing of the two

methods may confuse the interpreter, but it enriches the

style.

I. Interposition of one or more co-ordinate or parallel

clauses with or after the sentence is begun.

{a) .
J

II. 367 ^, €' ?/ re€, € y€.
III. 4^7 C> -^ (€ ^ ^€ . . . b'

€( . . . ^-^. (see notes in loco).

III. 415 A € ^€€9 6vT€i €9^, ore e/c^
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e^ apyvpov^6
€^•

IV. 4'2 , 61 }i€v € .€. ... 6 €€ . . .

^.
VIII. ^^2 iboKeL ^ elvai, ^ he

€ € avTrjs,
;

Cp. Laws VI. 7^5 hi, ? €, ^, ...,

where although is omitted, the mode of expression is

virtually the same.

i^')rl ^
II. 357 -A aet re avhpeiOTaTOS TvyxaveL irpos, € . . . airehe^aTo.

III. 404 C €, ^, re .
See also . 359 ^ re hi] [] ,

..., when the same idiom may perhaps justify the

omission of a, as in Par. A.

2. Ai in apodosi.

The use of ' in resumption is a special case of this.

The general idiom is too common to require further illus-

tration. See, however, Symp. 1830 €€ he . . . ^
... €65 € tls , ..., for a striking example

of its effect.

Ai is also added to a participle subjoined to a sentence,

VIII. 544 C hevTepa h€vep9 €€,/
: IX. ^"J^ . els , ' 8'

. . .^^.
3- Two complex sentences, opposed with and he, are

bound together by a single interrogative or negative. This

m^y fairly be regarded as a speciality of Platonic syntax,

though not unknown to other Greek writers. In a simpler

form it occurs, e.g. in Aesch. Prom. 507, 508

—

' ieL irepa,

' heL hvaTVx^ovvTos.

Eur. Bacch. 3^1, 3^^

—

b
,

hoKrjs , ho^a €,€ hoKei TL.
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Cp. Shakespeare, M. of V., i. 3, 1 80 :

' I like not fair terms and a villain's mind.'

Macb. ii. 2, 12 :

'The attempt and not the deed confounds us;'

and a complete example occurs in Lysias, contra Eratosth.

§ 36 ovKOvv b€Lvov, €i Tov^€ , €\€^
, . . ^ . . . , '

. . .

. . . ^ . . . rat? eayarais^. (See also Xen. Mem. I. 4, § 17 : III. 4, § i.)

This form is employed where the combination of the

two statements is deprecated or denied, i. e. to signify

either that they ought not to be true together or cannot

be so. The enormity or impossibility is marked more

pointedly by the union of the two contradictories in a

continuous sentence.

I. '^^6 ] , et ^ y^pvaiov ^,
7T0T€ €9 etvaL€ €V rij

(€ €^ evpeaLV , '6.) €, €7€
V7T€LK€LV mol•eLv.

. 374 , C '' ^*^ . . . pdbiov,€ € tlv . . . 7T€tt€Vtlko9€ ' elv €^-
;

III. 4^6 C € cttI ^ . . . cttI . . . , ...

III. 4^7 , ' hLb€v,^^^
7 ,

T€KT0VLKj] ^ €^bov Trj

, vbov^^ ovbhj €^obL€t.

IV. 445 ^^ ejbcotye ,
et € bapoivv boKel

elvai . . , ^
baepoivv , ...

V. 45^ C / avbpav 70€,.
VOL. II. Q
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IX. 589 D, et ^iv . . . et . . . apa ; and, without,
V. 456 A.

Similarly, but with the second statement deferred, VIII.

^^6 B, C9 € avrovs tovs —ap ov^ p-^v

^• viovs, .., (three lines), avrovs^. ...
. 6 C ' otei, , ...
..—Such introductory words as beLvov el, €t,

have the force of a negative.

Ods. I.—A clause is sometimes prefixed or appended to such

composite sentences, just as if the meaning had been simply

expressed, e. g.

V. 456 C ye 7 vQKu yvual<a yeueauai, ^iv, ...

Ohs. 2.—Sometimes instead of introducing the sentence with

a negative, two alternative suppositions are co-ordinated and

followed by an apodosis relating to both combined ; so as to point

the antithesis between what is preferred and its opposite.

IV. 421 A, €1 ovu^ . . ./ ...Ob (• . . .

— \eyoi.

§ 47. 4• Disjunctives.

clause, apparently pleonastic, is often introduced with

7/ to enforce a rule by adding to it the sanction of

a penalty. This formula is especially frequent in the

Republic.

III. 401 7€
€70 - * iroidv, ' else they shall

be prohibited.'

III. 401 ^€ 6€^ . . .€ . . . €7€, 6

olos re eareos"' ^€. See . 21 9 ().

V. 4^3 ^ 'Ti'ept . . . belv , €
irpos^. tt/Oos ^ ^.

VI. 49^ ^ ^^ (sc.^)^^ . . . ebec ovtl

^)\€€.
VI. ^^ ^ iv TToVot? kv

. . . €•, ahvvaTovvTa.
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VII• S'^S '^'^ etvai yeviaeois e^avabvvTL,

be^oe ^(.
(Cp. Isocr. Aeginet. § 27 ovhl yap^ oUv ,

boK€Tv ^.)
Obs.—Another mode of introducing such a sanction,—not fall-

ing under the same grammatical heading,—is the incidental

assertion of a condition in a hypothetical or participial clause, in

which the word^ generally occurs

—

II. 365 C, D , €t €€/,] Ireoi^,

€.
II. 37 2 D f'TTt € ,, / -, ,..
So in VI. 491 ^^' yeveaBai, words Ullduly

suspected by Cobet.

5. Minute or verbal antithesis. § 48.

The Greek love of antithesis gives rise to forms of

expression which, if taken literally, are over-emphatic or

even inaccurate.

{a) Thus is sometimes emphatically used where

the antithesis is too minute to be pressed.

. 370 \ ] . . . ye ' ets, ... ' The city,' as distinguished from the

citizens.

II. 371 €V auTT) Tj].
Antithetical formulae are also used ironically to suggest

the equivalence of an alternative of which one side is tacitly

preferred.

II. 373 ' € TL ' ei 6 TToAejuto? ipyaCerai

(cp. Herod. VIII. 87, § 5€ el . . . ovTe el).

Cp. I. 339 ^ ye , '?/,. brjkov' et.
Such antithetical redundancies as I. 346 A€ . . .^, V. 462 D , VII. S^^ ^^ / ev tij , and such reduplications in

climax as III. 406 A, \ , V. 449 ^ ^.
. . . \ are extremely frequent.

2
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The following are more noticeable :

IV. 441 C Iv TToAet, V Iv . . . rfj ^vxfj.

X. 605 B, C € € ^ hLayiyviaaKOVTi.

. 68 C ^ hiayLyvoiia.
{b) The love of antithesis often gives a negative turn to

a sentence ; VIII. 556 C. D . . .^ . . .

. . ., ...

6. Introduction of the reverse or contrary statement.

In dwelling on one side of a distinction or antithesis the

other side is introduced with apparent irrelevancy where it

is not immediately in point. This is another way in which

co-o7'dinatioii breaks the smoothness of subordination.

A clear example is VII. 528 A ( ^^ TTOtet tovs, ^r]v dt^, ...
See also :

. 349 ^' ^ ^^ "^^^ 1^^^ biKaiov ^ -nXeov €\€lv b€
6 ?,

;

II. I^^S V7T0& ? tolovtov y^iyeTai^' '' (^. Par. ).

II. Q^'jlO \ ^ tovs . . . ^?
Lbpv€vovs €v ayopa,

;

II. 374 C €? ^^, '/ ;

V. 455 ^5 45^ ^, '.
VI. 49^ ^ ''"^^, $ iv ?,' '.
VII. 5^^^ ^^'^ eOeXrjaovaL iv ] ' iv

€€, ' »/ )(' / »/ iv
;

VIII. 54^ D (if the text is sound) ()
€€ . . . biovTOS y€VOL,/ ^(/ re yvv. Madv. cj.).

VIII. ^^^2 A TO i^eivat airoboaeaL,.
VIII. 559 ^ ^^ ^^^ ^^' €, €€€

i^nvLv yiova \^
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VTio tS)v , he ,'/ €
;

Oos. .—The same love of completeness shows itself in the

frequent addition of limiting or qualifying clauses, such as orau, , , -ye elbivai,

bwarov or (Is and the like, also in the addition of single

words which remind the reader that there is another point of view,

especially o(8,,^, OV , &C. tO mark

what belongs to ordinary unphilosophic opinion. For other

examples of similar fulness of expression, see

IV. 430 C \ ', ',!^ .
VI. 49 2 \ \.
VII. 523 ' €\.
Oos. 2.—Note also, as illustrating the same over-emphatic or

exaggerating tendency, the multiplication of pronominal words in

the same sentence : ? ye \ (. 4x6 a),

(Laws VI. 777 ), etVe ] ' \,—also the addition of the

negative side in such expressions as o'Ui^,
(", . striking example of this sort of

thing occurs in 11. 369 c where in introducing the division of

labour, Socrates is not contented with saying that different men

have different wants and need various helpers, aWov eV/ . . .

Xpi'ia, but adds ' eV aXKov, * and this man yet another, for

another want/ to show not only that different men need different

helpers, but that each requires more than one.

IX. Deferred Apodosis.

Digression and Resttniption. § 49.

1. It is a natural consequence of the expansion of

sentences, and especially of the tendency of parentheses^

and subordinate clauses to take an independent form, that

the main statement at first intended is thrust aside, and,

if not wholly lost, can no longer be expressed in strict

continuation of the original construction. The sentence

becomes like a tree whose leading stem has been distorted

or broken. This is particularly apt to occur in the course

of those elaborate similes of which Plato is fond. Cp.

Lysias, contra Eratosth. § 6, Xen. Mem. iv. 2, § 25.

' See Prof. Jowett's note on Rom. ii. i6.
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I. 337 A, ev ovv- on et epoLO, ... (four lines

intervene) bijkov rjv, ... Cp. V. 471 C.

I. 352 B-D oTL \ yap (twelve lines intervene) \
ovv OTL ovTUis f'xft, ...

III. 402 A, apa . . . iripi^ ^-
€, 6€ . . . (eight lines intervene) . . . ' ovv, ^, . . .

ovbe (.
IV. 4^8 , ...
'^. 495 ^} €€€ areXet? € €9,
he € re hovpyv^ -, tcls •//9 ^€ € ,

hia TCLS , ... The apodosis, if any,

comes half a page below, ttoV ^ yevvav . . . ap' ov

. . .
;

VIII. 5^2 7€, ...
. 609 C , ...
Theaet. 197 ^ et tis opviOas ?, ..
Hence re occurs without a distinct correlative.

^. 463 D 7€ re tovs Trare/oa?, ...
VII. 5^2 re , ...
VIII. 5^^ ^ ^^^ '"^ ^^^ XRVl•"-^"^^} ... (if^^ is

read. See note in loco).

IX. 575 A eyovTa re, ...

Obs.—The apodosis is sometimes given in the reply

;

IX. 5*7*7 , et ovv . . . : . . ..
IX. 5^2 (€ ' epneiplq . . . :

*
. . . eivcti.

^ 50. 2. As in all conversation the consciousness of imperfect

expression is apt to occasion the attempt to recover pre-

ciseness by the introduction of superfluous words, so in the

conversational style of Plato it often happens that what

has been already stated or implied is resumed with some

increase of explicitness, often with the addition of a for-

mula of reference, such as ^, oirep etirov, &c. Thus the

effort to be exact leads to further irregularity of structure

and sometimes even to a degree of confusion.
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{a) The simplest case is where the antecedent to a rela-

tive or correlative clause is made explicit with,
or some other demonstrative word. This is common in

Greek and is used more for emphasis than for clearness.

The same remark applies to avros re and to .
See above, p. 220 (e).

In some instances, however, the demonstrative is thus

inserted from the fear of losing the thread of the discourse,

when the phrase that has been put emphatically foremost

has been amplified :

IV. 440 9 '^^ . . . €
. . . , where the construction

also becomes more definite.

So I. 331 TLva€ . . .

€9 eh, ...
Or, where there is no amplification, but the order has

been disturbed by emphasis, the chief word is resumed

with an oblique case of ^.
V. 477 D€ Trorepor ^ elvai', ...
Cp. Gorg. 483 where the construction is disturbed by

the substitution of a general for a particular expression,

rij ^' XtyeLV.

[b) In an explanatory clause, the chief word in the sen-

tence to be explained is often resumed by a synonym :

II. 359 . . ..
II. c^^g C € ' k^ovaia . . . 7€ //, ...

. 61 C, D^^ . . .^ ot . . . ^^ . . .

Ihouv . . . , . . ., ...

[c) In resuming a deferred apodosis, a conjunction is often

introduced ; and, as \ ovv usually introduces a digression,

so ' ovv is the regular formula for resumption.

I. 330 ',— 9 ' aadeveias

' eyyvrepaj € —
^' ' b€Lao'^
7;77 , et ^€.

This, reduced to normal syntax, might be thus ex-
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pressed:

—

^ 9 aaBev^ios,

TL €6,^ ^/? ^^ yiyviTai. But

the addition of -^ ^^ , by occasioning the

change to the indicative, disturbs this orderly arrangement

and requires the insertion of '.
Cp. VIII. 56^ ^ . . . . . .

' ^^ . . . '»/, ...

. Remote Reference.

§ 51• The power of holding firmly by a complex thought

appears (1) in the continuation of the main construction in

spite of interruptions ; and (2) in the pertinence of replies,

showing that the respondent has fully grasped the main

question, although the previous statement has been com-

plicated by digressions.

(i) III. 413 E, 414 A t6v . . . (
. . . \^ hoTeov ^^, . . .

yepa/. Cp. Phaedo 81 A €
. . . ^\^ . . . )^)€ €» eti'at,^ . . .]. Aeyerai €-€ . . .€ ^ biayovaa^.

VII. 540 D £^7€€ . . .. Then follows a sen-

tence of nineteen lines with a break and appositional

asyndeton in the middle, then the construction with the

infinitive is resumed with ov^aeiv 541 A.

(2) III. 405 B, C hoKU . . . ^ elvai . . . (ten

lines) . . . , , ',( ert )(^.
IV. 439 D ^^ ^ ,^ . . . (five lines) . . . ,'?.
VI. 49 1 ^*^'', ' 6s,^ (see note in loco).

VIII. ^S^ , C be . . . (nine lines) . . . \
€7],.

IX. ^^J^ . . . . (six lines) . . . \
€.

^- is svipported by the Petrie papyrus against Biayovari, Heindorf's

conjecture.
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XI. Imperfect Constructions.

Attraction, Hypallage^ Zetigma.

Very often, however, as in all Greek, the attraction of the § 52.

nearest word, or an agreement that is apparent only,

prevails over logic. The speaker is contented with a prima

facie appearance of concord. The frequent redundancy of

expression causes this anomaly to be more common than it

would otherwise be.

I. Construction with the nearest word. (What is com-

monly known as Attraction is a special case of this.)

II. 370 € ^- € €' ', re

OLKob6oL TTpos ras^€ --
(i. e.^ €^ ^).
. 39^ ^ ', . . . Aeyerat, hir\yr\ais .
III. 4^9 ^€ be ^^^^. Mr. .

Richards would read ^-. But if precise exactness

is required, should it not be-^^^ ?

III. 416 A' . . .^^ [
in construction with takes the place of^
the subject of ^). lb. €7€ rot?^. Madvig would omit€. But the pleo-

nastic infinitive is rendered easier by the frequent use of€^ with infinitive in Plato so that €€€-
is also suggested.

IV. 421 C iaT€Ov €(5 Tols^ '-/ ^9 (where the meaning is

€€ €€€€6' ? ^€^).
V. 454 D sing, agreeing with yivos^ instead of plur.

V. 459 hei' elvai .
V. 472 D olop- € ^( is

neuter because of^).
V. 473 ^ '^^^ TovTo eh ^, hvaLs xe, is singular by prolepsis. . Richards
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would read. But cp. IV. 435 A ye tls, ...
VII. 520 D i\^ iroXet € . . . '/

. . . € (for
fi, ...).

VII. ^20 C € TToVoi' \€ . . . ?
; evpot^ (? is said as if and not^ had preceded ; and this is occasioned by ovh'k

coming between. ' You will not easi/j' find any that give

more trouble ; not man}' that give as nmch'

VII, 534 A \va ^-' (7€€^—a place at which the critics have stumbled.

It may no doubt be explained by supplying

ol7€€ ^ ^. But it seems more

probable that (for ) follows the case of-.
Obs. I.—In comparisons the antecedent is often attracted into

the relative clause.

VI. 485 D al( , . . aa^ei/eVrepat,( €> . . . €€-
,.

VII. 539 ^ ^ ^^ ^^^ . oi'SeV ^ in .
. 6 D, hia . . . 8.

Striking example in Phaedo 84 a is supported by the Petrie

papyrus, ,.
Ods. 2.—The mood of a verb is affected by an intervening con-

junction, though not strictly in construction with it.

IX. 59^ ^> ^ ^'^X O'n'WS . . . ^ (, . . .

7€, . . . ', iav . . .) . . . ' aei

. . .. should have been depending on the

first. Cp. V. 466 diaKOvelv, SC. derjaei.

Ods. 3.—The verb of a relative clause is often attracted into the

infinitive of oratio obliqua: vi. 492 c ; x. 614 c ; 619 c &c., cp.

Herodotus.

Obs. 4.—The conclusion or answer, instead of following the

main sentence, sometimes takes the nearer construction

:

I. 336 8 ' . . . (five liues intervene)^ . . . \8€ . . . (sc. ) :— the original

sentence ; yap , ..., is lost sight of.
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". 421 6€ )7 . . .€( . . . ; rf, '

€, \ €.
The nominatives really answer to the accusative eVfpa, but this is

lost sight of, the case of being ambiguous.

VI. 49^ C> ^ ^^ ^h ''" veov . . .
'

;' ^ . . ., . , .^ . . . €8€-
aetv, ...; . . ..
The answer refers to the last clauses of the preceding sentence,

and takes no notice of the question.

2. Parallelism.
5 53.

(a) The action of a verb is extended to several nouns

although it is strictly applicable to one only (^ zeugma ').

VIII. ^^'>f C Tiapas re ^^ // :

the participle is strictly applicable only to^.
{b) On the other hand, a preceding construction is

continued, although some other construction is really

required.

V. 453 D i]TOL•' . . . ij/(^ ).
IV. 43^ ^ "^"^5 6e € re . . . iv re

6mT€u^ei, ... The accusative is carried on from re

TravToha-nas €7, supra.

V. 467 C governed by €? in^.
VI. 5^•^ ^ . . . ^^ e^-€ . . .

' €€ '^ . . . (sc.

€) where to two parallel clauses a single expression is

applied, which is only suitable to the former of them. The

higher dialectic is above Necessity.

VII. 528 C VTTo . . .€, be -, " 6 .
(c) In replies the construction is sometimes continued

from the previous sentence, although involving some

harshness in the immediate context.

VI. 507 ) Xeyets ; here the genitive m.ay be ex-

plained as = 7T€pl Tivos ; see above, p. 184 (Z?), but it is more
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probably occasioned by a reference to what precedes : rtVos,

sc. /jt>/^.
VII. 53 1 D . . . TtVos Aeyetj ; A construction

may be found for rivos by supplying to epyov, but the

genitive is more probably occasioned by assimilation to

the preceding construction.

VIII. 547 € ye, ... The dative is

parallel to rois tolovtols (supra d) but is inconsistent

with what follows (54^ a) Ihia e'fei
;

VIII. ^j'6 A. The wOrds have a possible

construction with etoes, supra, but really follow the case of

which is genitive absolute.

Obs. I.—An imperfect construction is sometimes supplemented

by epexegesis.

V. 464 an . . .^ . . . €€.

Obs. 2.—The parallelism not only of cases and moods, but also

of adverbs should be noted.

V. 475 ^ "^^^ Xeyeis•
*

/? . , , (' not in a way easy to explain '). Cp. Symp.

202 C TovTOj ^^^) Xeytts * , '?, (.

§54. 3• Interchange of stibject and attriliutc [Hypaitage).

The common idiom by which the attribute of a subor-

dinate word (such as an infinitive) is attached to the subject

of the main verb,—e.g. hUaios ttoluv,—has an extended

use in Plato.

VII. S37 ^ ovTos 6 . . . abvvaTOs ^.
VIIL 559 ^

fi
^ ^/ hvvaT7], ' in that one

cannot suppress it while one lives.' See note in loco.

Hence VI. 489 A € . . . biaOeaiv eotKe— ?/

76€ biaOecrei €€, and in VIII. 562 A ? Tvpavvihos

. . .€ ; appears to be equivalent to -€
Tvpavvis

;

See also VI. 496 A- = ol'i-
. (' to be so described'). Cp. Eur. Or. 771 ov7€ TQb€=^ov oll• .
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4. Mixed Constructions. § 55.

As a word is sometimes attracted out of its proper con-

struction, so the speaker sometimes hesitates between two

constructions and fuses both into one. FamiHar instances

are—
I. 347 A ^ €V€Ka, €0€, / y-napy^^w.

VI. 4^5 A . . . eAeyo/oter, . . . /.
VIII. ^6 D ? . . . ^•^(^ . . . €ivaL,^ ? . . . ^).
Cp. Theact. 157 A (. Gildersleeve, ^;;z^r/V<^;/ Journal of

Philology, vii. 2, No. 26, p. 175) ^ k^^ €€€,
ovbev elvai €v ^.

(a) Apparent solecisms.

I. 351 C et ^^ ^^) ^^5 (TV cAeyey, ', ry .
Cp. Theaet. 204 A ?;, ? ^^^, . . ,^.

II. 37^^ ^ ^ € '', ...( is treated as an adverbial phrase^/?).
III. 414 C ' (i.e. /xo'Aiy)€€ . Cp. Tim.

26 alba et bvvav.
IV. 444 ovtos . . . irpeTTeiv bovX€V€iv.

' ovTos bovXeueiv would be Greek. So would

ovTos€ 77. a. bovkeveiv. But the text as it stands

is not Greek at all.' H. Richards. It may stand as Platonic

Greek.

V. 47^ D €t Ti olou ou re 6v (confusion of

olov e7vai with€ 6v).

X. 615 D ovb' av rj$€i (expressing more of certainty than

rJKoi av, more of modality than( : Cobet cj. ovbk*.
Perhaps also in the doubtful passage, I. ;^;^^ . . .

beivoTaTo^, there is a confusion of beivoTaTos€9 with beivoTaTos €, the position of

b€ivOTaT09 suggesting the construction of^. But

see note in loco.

() Fusion of the objective and subjective aspects of the

same notion.
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IV. 434 D kav . . . eh 'iva lov ?-, ... (' It is not the elbos which goes or

turns to individual men.' H. Richards, who proposes.)
IV. 442 D } /€ . . . haovv. ' Justice

'

here is the notion of justice as formerly conceived.

V. 450 OappaXiov, 'fearless,' i.e. not dangerous, a thing

to be attempted without fear. Cp. Soph. Phil. 106 ap

€KeLV(u y' ovbe^
;

[c) Abstract and concrete.

a. Attributes are personified.

II. 382 D . . . /^^ kv ^ evL, ' The lying

poet has no place in our idea of God.'

VIII. 554 ^ '^^S' 5 ^€€9 . . ..
IX. ^y^ C, D OS . . . iv Tjj) '/' e\r].

. In . 6iy D ]^ TTepLobov yevovs, 'the

beginning of another cycle of mortal race ' is put abstractedly

for ' the beginning of your time for again belonging to the

race of mortals.'

y. Name and thing.

V. 470 ^ bvo ,/? re

^, etvaL bvo, bvolv bia(^opaiv.

{d) General zvith particular.

IV. 435 A ye tls, ... ' That which

receives the same appellation ' is the just, whether just man

or just state, but these, although univocal, are not one thing.

Cp. V. 473 D TOVTO eis }, ... (p. 233).

(e) Part zvith whole (synecdoche).

II. 371 . . . ttoAccus€ . . . , ' Hirelings

will help to make up our population.'

(/) Constructions may be included here.

V. 455 D takes a genitive in the sense of.
XII. Changes of Construction.

§ 56. 1. From the relative to the definitive pronoun.

It is a well-known peculiarity of Greek syntax that in
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continuing a relative sentence, a definitive or demonstrative

pronoun takes the place of the relative.

I. '^^'^ D ^' ]} aiTohol^ev

'ibia /? elvaL.

VI. ^11 C VTToOiaeLs biavoia

. . . ^ ^^.
IX. 57^ C ^5 » . . .7/ . , . €7(, ...
Gorg. 45^ ^ ° ^ ^^ ^ey' etvai . . .

bovp^v elvai.
Ods.—In Plato although the sentence passes out of the relative

construction it is still partially affected by it.

. 357 "' r)8ovai »' . . . ? yiyverai. See above, p. 211, .

So in passing from a participial clause which is equivalent to

a relative.

1. 337 peu €i8a>S • . . ' . . . ,
where ? := ^.

2. Another consequence of the comparative laxity of the § 57.

Greek sentence is the frequent change from a dependent to

an independent construction. (See esp. Horn. II. XV. 369,

Lysias, c. Eratosth, § 38.)

II. 383 A € avTovs9' . , . 7]€ ^^
»/. Here^ returns to construction with Xeyeiv,

the subordinate clause, ? . . . ovras, being ignored.

IV. 426 C € . . . Kivelv . . . 69 ' ar . . .

^-^] . . .^ . . • (. Richards would

read ovros (?) ).
V. 4^5 ^ y^pci heyovrai . . ./ re /^? /s

^?. Here€€ is co-ordinated with he^ov-

, passing out of the subordinate participial construction.

VIII. 549 C, D/ . . . rrjs )^^ . . . eTretra

. . . . . .. which has the same

subject with ^, ..., passes out of the participial

construction, and is construed immediately with 6.
IX. 590 C orav rts aaOeves . . . . . . ?^€

apyeiv . . . Oepaireveiv . . . ^ . . .
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tion with, and returns to the construction \vith .
The last two instances might also be referred to mistaken

parallelism : see above, p. 235. The reading of II. 364 c() may be sustained as an example of this tendency,

and, in the same passage, 365 A^^ is to be retained.

Obs.—Note also the converse return from the finite verb to the

participle.

VII. 53^ -'^ . . ..
and from inf. to partic.

III. 403 B, C ' . . . el 8e . . ..
§58. 3• Change of subject.

This frequently occurs when there is some alternation

between the active and passive voice.

I. o^'^'>) C ^€ / ;

. 359 -^5 3^^ ^ - . . . ' ?
761.
. ^yj € €€.
III. 409 >4 . The subject changes from the a^-fs to

the professors of either art respectively.

III. 414 D . . .^ € €€ avTOV'S.

4. Limitation of subject.

V. 465 C >/ etei/ (sc. ol) . . .-
Ketas re 7^€^, ...

VIII. ^^6 C, D . . . ^ (sc. )] ^^ .
5- From the dative in regimen to the accusative in

agreement Avith the subject of an infinitive. (This change

occurs in other Greek writers from Homer downwards.

II. IV. 341, 342 €7€€€ (^
\

^.^
IV. 422 , C €1 €^ . . ./ . . . ^

;

6. Suspended constructions.

In many sentences, the notion which it is intended to
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make prominent is put forward either in the nominative or

accusative (see above, p. 183, y), and is left with no definite

construction, the turn of the sentence being subsequently

modified. (Cp. Soph. El. 1364-1366 roi/y ya^ kv

\oyov<i^
\

vvkt€S ,
[
at

bei^uvaiv,, .)
II. ^6^ ^ . . .' . . .

TToielv. Here the shadow of a construction is

supplied by^.
II. 365 \ yap . . .€ ovbiv .
III. 39^ "^^^ ^^^ • • •^^ upas rpiyjas ,

€, ^.
V. 474€ he , ...
VI. 4^7^ . . . /oteya . . .^.
VIII. ^6^ D, ? €/09 . . . avayKY] hr\

€€.
VIII. ^66 e^co €. KaraWayrj, ...

7. Addition of a summary expression, without a con- § 59.

junction, to clinch a series or enumeration which has been

given whole or in part.

II. 373 A T€ . . . '/.
IV. 434 A ^.
VIII. 547 ^ rots tolovtols.

. 59^ Tovs^ hovpyovs.

Obs.— conjunction is sometimes inserted.

. 523 D \ ttUu .
8. In resumption after a digression (see above, pp. 229 .)

the construction is often changed. See especially, in the

rambling speech of Pausanias in the Symposium, the pas-

sage 182 D-183 D . . . €6€^, where,

amongst other irregularities, the dative is in no

construction, because the ' deferred apodosis ' is resumed

(183 c) with a fresh turn of expression, ravrri^ ovv^
VOL. II. R
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av TL9, ..., in which the original construction is forgotten.

(Badham proposed to read ye for .)
Rep. VII. 532 B, C 5e ye . . .? re b€v

. . . ^ . . . e^et n]v^.
The passage has been already quoted above, p. 183 y, but

it is a strong instance of the peculiarity here spoken of.

§ 60. 9. From interrogative with negative meaning to direct

negative :

—

III. 390 A-C TL hi ; iroidv avhpa . . . (fifteen lines) ; ouSe

Apecoj re /cat ^
<s . . .€ be irepa.

. Othei^ anacolutha.

The laxity of the conversational style admits of changes

which can hardly be brought under the preceding heads.

Some words have only the ' shadow ' of a construction, the

sentence continuing as if that had been expressed which is

only implied, or else returning to a connexion from which

the intervening clauses have broken loose; or some new

connexion or antithesis is suggested in the act of speaking.

II. 362 Kthva€, \
. . . eer €/ . . .^ . . . »', ''^ otj

eO^kj) . . . et? . . .€/€ . . . Here€ and the following infinitives are in apposition with, but in the sentence has reverted to

the construction with (supra a).

III. 387 D, ^ 6e hrj, otl . . . to^ ov heivov€-
. . . apa . . . . . . Tobe 4€,

? . . . irpoabUTaL . . . beivbv' . . . \€ (sc. €). (Cp. VI.

50 D 7) €K€Lvovs€, where see note.) The last

infinitive, while perhaps occasioned by^, which is

in a different construction, must borrow its government

from^ and^ preceding. Others would supply€ from b^Lvov.

III. 388 E^ 389 A € apa . . . tls ttouj,-
beKTiov, , eav Oeovs.
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III. 389 C '' . . . Xeyei^ . . . jur) ovia (the

participle co-ordinate with the infinitive).

III. 399 A, ^^ . . . Ty\v, re^
oi'TOs . . . . . . 5

. . . ' kv] . . . Trpa^ei

OVTOS, . . . TiueovTos ... 7/ ... . . .^^ kavrov/. obtain a construction for^ one must

go back to or to.
III. 407 C, D/ \^ € . . .€€9

. . .9 ^ . . . . . , -/ . . ./ hlaiTav . . . V . . .€/? . . . . . .

iroulv, . . . '^ »',^6 . . . helv uepaiTeveLV.

Goodwin (. and ., 685) quotes several instances of the

exceptional use of in oratio obliqua after ,^
€, TLs . . ,. ( omit those in which is com-

bined with av, and also Rep. I. 346 ekeyov (Oikeiv,

for which see above, p. 2 J .)
These examples may justify the supposition that the

change from ^-^ to ^ is merely capricious.

But I would suggest, ist, that it is occasioned by the sound

of '^(:, and 2nd, more doubtfully, that while €€-
is parallel to e-ncbel^aL,€ is in regimen after it

—

he prescribed that the physician should not think, &c.

A further doubt occurs whether the subject of^^ is

^, , or ^ from, supra.

See note in loco.

IV. 424 . . ., €€€ . . .
'

€ .
The infinitive€ ti; is co-ordinate with^^, but

the construction is forgotten. Plato would not consciously

have said ^. The infinitive is taken as

a vague imperative, or as depending on^.
VI. 488 C avTovs 5e . . .^^ beoivovs, ...
In what follows the infinitive takes the place of the

R 2
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participle, e. g. ap\^.iv, -nXdv. Then there is a return to the

participle in iiraLvovvTas . . . xj/eyovras. Then, if the MSS.
are right, the nominative takes the place of the accusative

in €7TaiovT€s . . . possibly suggested by the nomina-

tives, TT€LeovT€9 and€, which have intervened.

VI. 49^ C € . . . . . .. The Subject is changed, and the sense continued

as if no negative particle had preceded.

VI. 510 TOVTOLS € . . . €,4 € €
Ideiv. But perhaps be should be read.

VII. ^ly A ap ov^ ^y)( . . . . . .''/
'. If the text is sound the construction reverts to^
supra 516 E.

VII. 530 ^ appears to depend immediately on-^, losing count of the intermediate words.

VIII. ^^6 C, D ... ) . . .€€)}. ^ really takes

the place of a subj. \ eireiTa, ...
IX. 5^1 ) re\< . . . rt . . .

Se.
Obs.— curious instance of wilful ambiguity occurs in

I. 344 6 yap . . . ? '^^^ * ", cyo).

Thrasymachus says, ' you see, my view is different from yours,'

meaning that injustice is profitable.

Socrates replies, ' You do seem to take a different view,' meaning
* you seem to think the question unimportant/

In several of the above instances, those who do not allow

for the extent of irregularity in Platonic syntax have recourse to

conjecture.

§61. II• Specially noticeable are the frequent interchanges or

combinations {a) of singular and plural, {b) of masculine or

feminine and neuter (in speaking of abstractions), {c) of

the artist with his art, {d) of a city with her citizens,

[e] of the soul (or some part or function of the soul) with

the person ; and, what is equally noticeable, the opposition

of the soul to the man.
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{a) Singular and plural

—

I. 344 B, C iireihav hi tis TTpos rot? \
avTovs avha'nohevo<s hovX(aar]Tai, \/? / . . ., ...

III. 399 ^ avKo-noiovs ^ . . . -.
III. 411 , C kav\ . . . ] . . ..
VI. 49^ C, D ... €€, . . . ',

...
VI. 49^ ^5 C . . . eKTos' . . . €€,

...
VIII. 554 ) C ^^ . . ..
VIII. 55^ ^ ^ . . ./ €/7

IX. ^yiC Tre/Ji ^ . . . eKeiyou.

Cp. II. 37^ ; III. 4JI Bj C ^ ^€
. . . , ... : IV. 4^*^ Tobe / yjapUv

. . . / . . ., ^,

... : ib. 42*5 C& ? ^ .
So with transition from particular to general VIII. 554 A^ ' ^ ) €7€ .
Obs. 1.— collective plural has sometimes a singular verb

(v. 462 E, 463 A eVrt . . . re ) and a collective

singular, a plural relative (vi. 490 Se . . . ovs, ...). In

III. 399 D, quoted above, is a collective singular.

Ods. 2.—When two things are joined or brought under a single

notion, they are spoken of as one (iv. 435 a . . .^ e

'/ : V. 473 D . . . re . . . ). Hence

we have the part in apposition to the whole (vii. 526 a ei/ . . .

. . .€ ), and singular and plural are correlated

where the former is universal, the latter particular (x. 601 d-€ . . . ... ).
(?) Masculine or feminine alternating with neuter

—

II. 359 C/, , ...
. ^6^ bLaLovv.
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III. 401 D r€ . . ..
III. 410 av^eivTOS (sc. r% ?).
IV. 428 A6 . . . .
IV. 4^8 ye, ]€,
V. 449 ^ . . .^ . . . yiyi^o'^eror.

. 6 ^ eti'at /, ...

Obs.—Even where a concrete masculine noun is used abstractly,

it has a neuter correlative.

II. 382 6ios\.
VI. 494 D KOus evcariv ... Sc ,
(c) The artist and his art.

III. 409 E, 410 A ovKovv . . . € ^
hiKaaTiKTJs €€9, at tovs€
€€ . . . €7€, tovs be . . . '€

;

Mr. . Richards would read. But observe that in

that case( and:€ would both refer as

does to andba combined.

The plural here is as the dual in VIII. 5504€ . . . . So dialectic

and the dialecticians in VII. ^'^^ irepl 6€€
. . . : . . ..

(d) The city and her citizens.

IV. 435 €V Tats Tc6\eaiv . . . ot ' .
VIII. S5^ ^ "^^

l•"•^^ ^, €, €V.
On the other hand the city is opposed to the citizens (as

in Thuc.) : II. 37^ , IV. 42^C, D virep

iv ) Tti^os,' virep eaurqs.
(e) The man and his mind. (This may also be regarded

as a point of style. Cp. esp. Phaedo, pp. 82, 83.)

III. 411 A, ovTos TO € . . . hpov -
^€ [ €€) . . .

'^^ ] . . .€ . . .
'?

. . . ^]^ vevpa € , ... (with

infra is to be supplied).
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IV. 440 C, D tls . . ..
VI. 486 A ovv^/ . . . re otei ^
hoKUv

;

VI. ^^ C, D . . . )^^.
The plural requires a masculine subject.

VI. ^O^ D, € (masc.) €abvaL . . .

oiet €( . . . br] . . . el . . .^ (sc. 17 ^^^?

).
. 020 ' . . ./ \ eiAero.

. Rhetorical Figures. § 62.

I. Personification enters largely into Greek idiom and is

very characteristic of Plato. The argument (Xoyo?) is of

course continually personified. A strong instance occurs in

VI. ^O'i^ A^ ,.
Hence in VI. 4^4 ^ rtz^os'?, this

reading (A ) is probably to be retained in preference to

bLf.€v€s (x v).

Amongst many personifications perhaps the most

striking is that in VIII. 568 D describing the difficulty

experienced by tragic poetry in mounting ' constitution

hill,'€ vTid ahvvaova TTopeveaOaL. Books VIII

and TX indeed abound with bold personifications : see esp.

IX. 573 A^€ re , IX. ^Sy C bopvpoLS

rjbovals.

The use of personifying words often adds a touch of

liveliness to the style.

4\ (cp. Herod.) : IV. 436 ttouIv

7caa)(^€LV . . . . Cp. II. ^JO .
V. 459 ^ ^ b€oevoL ^ , biairri€€^.
voelv (. ':^^^ ), Xiyeiv, »/, 6€/_,/ of WOrds and

phrases (iV. 431 A \iyeiv ^, ...).

: IV. 44^ et Tt €6 €V rrj/,
: III. 3^^ ^ .
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To this head belongs the adjectival use of ahiK(^os^ halpos

III. 404 B, IV. 439 D.

: a special use of Troielv (intrans.=:' to behave') may
be noticed here because occurring sometimes with an

impersonal subject.

II. ^6^ A TL^ ^^ €.
IV. 43^ ^ ^^ iroiet (' acts ').
So probably in VII. 523 Troiet (€).
For the same use with a personal subject see V. 474 D 17

^ 77ot€tre?^ ;
' Is not this your way ?

'

III. 416 tolovtov . . ., ...
V. 469 TTpos Tovs^?

;

§ 63. 2. Continued Metaphor» The two chief examples in

the Republic of this figure, which serves at once to enliven

and to connect discourse, are the image of the wave in

Book V, and the allegory of the cave in Book VIL The

former is a good instance of the way in which an image

grows in Plato.

It may possibly have been suggested by some pre-

paratory hints in Book IV. See esp. 441 C . . . 6y^
»'€'€€'. This renders more natural the incidental

remark in v. 453 D av re rt? ets ^
€ etj TO' , ^ ye ovhev :

(ibid.) vevaT^ov ^ e/<, ^ ^ ^. So far, although the image of

a ' sea of difficulty ' has appeared in connexion with the

fear of ridicule and the mockery of comic poets (452 b),

there is no hint of combining the notion of laughter with

that of the waves. Four pages afterwards (457 B, c) wc

are found to have escaped from the first great 'wave'

which had threatened to swamp us. And, after a still

longer interval,—the digression about usages of war having

intervened,— it appears at 472 A that the three stages of

difficulty are distinctly thought of as a, of which the
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third and greatest wave is now impending. Hence, as

the result of all this, when the discussion culminates, and

the moment has arrived for the audacious figure of the

laughing wave, it is introduced without any effect of

violence, (473 c) ^-^^ ' ovv^ el ^eA/\et^ re€9 iKyekCiv (' bursting in laughter ') /cat abo^ia€.
Similarly, the descriptions of the evil states in Books

VIII, IX are linked together by the growing image of the

drones in the hive (distinguished as stinging and stingless)

which culminates in the description of the master passion

in the tyrannical individual as a mighty winged drone

—

- (. ^J'^ ).

Again, the incidental phrase (vill. ^^J b)

helps to render more natural the impressive conception of

the inward ^, ' the kingdom of Heaven within,' at

the close of Book IX. 59^^ ^^ . . . ^€€ ^ kavrbv '.
Also in IX. 588 the words \ irepl serve to

make less abrupt the introduction of the serpent element

—

TO €^€^ (ib. 590 b).

Other instances of Plato's love of climax and gradation

are the elaborate account of the misery of the tyrant in

IX. 576-588, and the demonstration of the unreality of

poetry in x. 598, 599. (Cp. the treatment of Pleasure in

the Philebus.)

3. Cumulative illustration. The effect of liveliness and § 64.

also of fertility of conception is often produced by the

substitution of one illustration for another before there

has been time for the first to be applied. Thus in the

quick succession of examples with which Socrates poses

Polemarchus, after showing that the just man is inferior to

the draught-player as a partner in draughts, to the builder

in the laying of bricks, &c., instead of simply asking, * to

whom then is he superior, and in what ?
' he brings in

a fresh example at the moment of asking.
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I. '>^'>^'>^ e?? brj 6 bUaios,€ 6 ets
;

Cp. Theaet. 147 ^ where in showing the absurdity of the

definition of?—^ 6 4 ^?
6 —an unexpected

addition is made to it,—etre 6 ' TrpoaOivTes, €€.
So in ^ 4^1 A—where he has been arguing from the

examples of the husbandman and potter that the Hfe of

the guardians must be arranged so as to secure their

devotion to their proper work,—instead of proceeding to

say that this is the more necessary in proportion to the

high importance of their function, he suddenly introduces

to our notice the class of ' botchers,' whose work is the

least important of all :

—

^ yap €6€,
...

Hence it is probable that in V. 479 —rot? h rat?-
€, ...—there are illustrations and not one only.

See note in loco.

§ 65. 4. Irony and Litotes. The tendency to under-statement,

which in Thucydides and elsewhere renders ov\ =
and the like, is strengthened by the peculiar irony

of Plato. In a few places this irony has been a cause of

obscurity, e. g.

—

(a) I. 337 C ovv, €, €9 ;
'

suppose, then, that is what you mean to do ?

'

IV. 423 C-E . . .€ . . ..
V. 451 A € cu .
VII. 529 A ayevvQ)S (cp. Phaedr. 264 b).

It gives rise to doubt about , , &c. See

above, p. 209 .

Obs.—The alternation between irony and seriousness, which

Plato sometimes introduces with marked effect, has also given rise

to misapprehension.

I. 344 fy*^ ", ( 6, (\(-. ,
' '. (See note in loco.)
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1

(B) The constant insertion of qualifying phrases, to avoid

the appearance of dogmatism, belongs to the same

tendency. To this may be referred the frequent use of

\ , 0)9 ? €7€^, €t9 TO bwavor, , €t9

evbex^erai, and VII. 527 A .
() Ironical collocation of words(-) II. 373 A

kralpai \. (See note on II. 2)73 ^ ^.)
5

.

Recurring phrases.

Besides the qualifying expressions mentioned in the last

paragraph, Plato employs certain recurring phrases orfaeons
deparler, partly (ci) to maintain the resemblance to ordinary

conversation, and partly (b) to keep before the mind the

pervading antithesis between the actual and the ideal.

{a) Of the former sort are , ris ;

€€,] \, , el (sc. ), et

KeAei^et?, and the ' pronominal ' phrases noticed above,

p. 1961».

The frequent use of baLvL€, , ^ Alos,

&c. marks the rising interest of the discussion. See esp.

IX. 574 ^€€ brj , , yipovros

re \ ypaos, ... A similar effect is produced by the

repetition of ' oy in the course of a reported speech.

Cp. ^^ in Herodotus.

() To the latter motive,—the contrast of actual and

ideal,—is to be ascribed the constant use of boK(uv, Aeyojuez/os•,^, ^^^ eivai,^ (l. ^^6 A, III. 395 D

&c.) : also of7€= ^ esteemed ' in VI. 498 A, Vll. 538 c,

—where see notes. Special uses of ovtos, iKelvos, 6b€,

evOahe, €€, vvv (vi. 489 C tovs vvv^) are

grounded on the same antithesis.

6. Tautology and Repetition. § 66.

(a) Plato is not in the least afraid of repeating the same

word and often does so accidentally in the same passage

with a difference of meaning. This happens very frequently

with hoKUv, ho^a, and other words which have both a verna-

cular and a philosophical sense. Especially noticeable are :
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III. 415 ^ "^^ ' • • aiTobovTes . . .€ :

where . Richards would read€^{ a^Cav}.

V. 449 Ds' TToAtreias, ' You are taking up

another form of State,' with V. 450 A €6€ ,
' taking me up,' i. e. * checking my discourse ' immediately

following.

VIII. 546 D apyovres . . ., ' rulers will be

appointed ' (passive).

Ibid, . . . rovs, ' they will appoint

the best men to be their rulers' (middle voice).

Cp. Laws VIII. 840 E, 841 A )€€ avToU, iav 6 ^^ avTovs € ; where

is middle, and^^ passive.

For Rep. VIII. 547 aitkovs . . . see note

in loco.

Ods.—There are limits to this as to other anomalies and it is

very improbable that in vi. 499 ff. . . . should mean,

first, ' a different opinion from what they now have ' and then

' a different opinion from that which we maintain,' or that in

X. 601 D, Tou . . . ayyiKov yiyveauat )
. . . ' . . . TTfpi ^ . . . eVi-

To^ei o'lovs Set iroielv, the WOlds - ...

should mean ' what //le instrument does well or ill,' and not ' Avhat

specimens of the instrument the maker makes well or ill.'

(b) On the other hand the language is varied without

apparent reason.

VII. 530 lir\Kov . . . .€ and often elsewhere.

§ 67. XIV. Order of Words.

{Cp. Digest, §§ 287-311.)

The freedom of conversation allows of great variety in

the order of words, and Plato has used this liberty for

purposes of eiTect, sometimes putting words to the front to

give importance to them, sometimes reserving a surprise,

and sometimes merely avoiding harsh collocations. Thus
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unusual order is employed (1) for emphasis, (2) for euphony,

or (3) for both together. (The general rule that the more

emphatic notion stands ^r^-/ in Greek— not last^ as often in

English— of course holds in Plato as in other writers.)

\. [a) phrase is rendered more emphatic by separating

the words of which it is composed and placing unemphatic

words between. (Phaedr. 247 . . . -.)
1. 339 apa € . . . ,

hiKaiov // Xeyets (see note in loco).

VI. 492 A kav tis avrfj / }.
VI. 499 ^ TL9 .
IX. S7'^ ^ *^^^^ boKovatv kviois ^.
IX. 5^^C€ , ,'^' '^

(. e. TTcii^res e/XTreijOOt ?/? ye rjhovris, ).
{b) In order to bring an emphatic notion into prominence,

a relative, interrogative, or negative word is postponed.

II. 363 A ? Oeovs hihovai.

II. 377 re KpoiOs ?^.
III. 39^ ^ .
III. 4^3^ ?.
IV. 437 ^ ^^^^ ^^'* ^^''^^ ^^'^ ^•^ y^' ..., where the inver-

sion has led to an error of punctuation (see v. rr.).

V. 453 D ou , ;, ov yap€ €0LK€V (=^

€( €OLK€v, , ).
2. Euphony.

§ 68.

() The interlacing of clauses has sometimes no obvious

motive except a more euphonious rhythm.

III. 396 C boKel, ' eyco, ^.
Phaedo 99 ^ """V ^^ ^ ' '.
(?) special case is the displacement of adverbs through

the adherence of the preposition to its noun. (See Vahlen

on Ar. Poet. 1457 A, 31 e/c : 'quae collocatio

et apud Ar. ipsum multa habet ex:., et apud alios.')

Cp. Herod. II. 27 : Dem. de Cor.

§ 288 0)9' oiKetoraro).
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III. 391 I^ ? €1 heiv^s.
VI. 492 A iv).
IX. 590 A cTTt^.

6g. 3• Both emphasis and euphony seem to be consulted in

the displacement or trajection of aS, ', .
(a) The habitual postponement of av to the negative at

once emphasizes the negation, and, in the case of ,
avoids an undesirable hiatus. The use of probably

follows the other idiom by assimilation.

III. 393 D 6e etTr?/?, otl ouk au^^.
IV. 442 A ^ . . . ^ -^^

aij }.
VI. 499 ^ "^^^^ ^^? . . . OTL boK€L, epety;

Cp. Theaet. 161 A otci . . . ipelv ? 3' .
Crat. ^9^ ^ ^^^^ ^^ •^ ^" ^^ €€, ...
Aristoph. Pax 281

;
^epets

;

AS comes even between the preposition and the noun :

II. 371 D rots 5e .
IX. 577 ^ '^^^ ^^ ^^ '^^''^ boLOL klvIvvols.

(b) An emphatic //] is placed foremost although in

meaning really attached to a word from which it is thus

separated. In some cases this arrangement avoids cacophony.

V. 452 ' \ tcls^'.
VII. S?>^ ^ , ^^, [] hvvaToi tlv^s (s. tivos)

€9, ... (avoiding ^).
(c) Similarly is sometimes separated (^^) from

its word.

V. 470 B, C opa hrj 6t ? €.
[VI. 500 A ?], ear ^, ... (joining \,

but see note in loco and supra, p. 200 t).]

In IX. ^J'^ D e/xot epeiy, although joined

to€ really emphasizes both pronouns.

Cp. Laws III. 680 A be ye r/^ € riy

oijTOS.

It is sometimes postponed together with the interroga-

tive, though belonging to the whole sentence.

I
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IX. 571 C Aeyeti h\ ^ . . . (i. e. rtVa? Aeyeis)
;

Cp. Hdt. VIII. 89, § I oAtyot hi tlv€^ ', where
belonging to the whole clause is attracted by the

emphasis to". See also ib. III. ^6, § 4 €/xot,.
{d) . . . b are widely separated in V. 467 D ,
(€, kyivero.

{e) Observe the position of re in-^ re in V. 472 A,

according to Par. A, and of in Vl. 508 e, but see notes

in locis.

4. Words introduced bia by an afterthought may
sometimes disturb the order of the sentence.

IV. 425 tovs re ^ -
.' ^, where the position of

belongs to the whole phrase ^€.
V. 467 C \ Kivhvvov (see note in loco).

5. Parenthetical words are introduced sometimes before

an enclitic, sometimes between a preposition and its case.

I.
'^'^'J ? yap ... ^€, tls ...

VIII. 5^4 A e^ rrj'i eAeu^eptay.

So in Phaedr. 227 oUl, ... the parenthetical

word divides av from the verb.

N.B.—All these peculiarities of rhythmical arrangement

become more marked in the later dialogues, especially the

Timaeus and Laws.

XV. Grammatical irregularities considered in relation § 70.

to the text.

It will probably be objected that in these remarks too

little account has been taken of the alterations introduced by

recent editors into the Platonic text. The emendations of

Cobet, Madvig, Badham, and W. H. Thompson are mani-

festly deserving of attention. But before adopting them

wholesale, or even to the extent to which they were embodied

in the fourth Zurich edition, several considerations should be
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carefully weighed, (i) The balance of anterior probability

is against the best founded conjecture when this is opposed

to the consent of the MSS. (2) How few of the changes

confidently proposed by Schleiermacher, van Heusde, Ast,

Heindorf, and K. F. Hermann, are at this moment accepted

as certain ! (3) In the last resort the context must decide.

But in judging of the context, it is not enough to be well

skilled in grammar and logic, or in the law of parsimony

that presides over a terse literary style. The special

conditions of Attic dialogue should be taken into account,

and, as these are chiefly to be learned from Plato, some

such synoptical survey as has been here attempted is

required to assist the student in comparing Plato with

himself. If the result of such an endeavour, based on the

traditional text, is to bring out a series of phenomena

which to those who are intimately acquainted with Greek

and with the nature of language commend themselves even

in their irregularities as nahtral and consistent, it follows

that the number of places in which conjecture is found

necessary will be considerably reduced. If, on the con-

trary, the redundancies and anomalies to which reference

has been made are to be regarded as unworthy of the

great stylist and dialectician, and the acknowledgement of

them inconsistent with true reverence for him, the process

of conjectural emendation, precarious as it is at best, must

be largely extended before all such unsightlinesses can be

removed. And should this labour be completed, the doubt

may ultimately recur whether Plato's image has not

suffered like that of the great English poet, whose bust

(according to Sir Henry Taylor) was ' sadly smoothed

away into nothingness at the instance of some country

neighbour of Wordsworth's, whose notions of refinement

could not be satisfied without the obliteration of every-

thing that was characteristic and true.'

There is an extreme to be avoided in both directions,

and rational critics will probably be found to admit that
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the distinction between what is sound and unsound often

turns upon a question of degree. There are emendations

which secure acceptance by their convincing quahty

—

which 'jump to the eyes' of the reader as well as of the

emender at the first flash. Such is Schneider's erijua -
for ert in Rep. VIII. 554 B, such is Geer's- for in VI. 494 B, and Mr. Archer Hind's h,

/utepet for k-nX kv^ Theaet. 190 C. There are others

of which a high degree of probability may be safely predi-

cated, such as van Prinsterer 's ^^ for €:^ (v. r.) in VI. 493 B. Such simple changes as for

TiavTiiiS (Vl. 497 D), for (vi. 499 b), ' ,
for ' (vill. 547 ^)j when they have the effect of

restoring a smooth and idiomatic context, may be accepted

without cavil. The transposition of in ill. 401

(based on a reference in Aristotle—but cp. Laws VI. 751 d)

although supported by the similar syllables in bv€.pavv,

and even Graser's ^ in IX. 581 D can only be

regarded as highly probable (the same may be said of

for in VII. 534 A, olneiov for €
in IX. 590 D, -yjELpos for avTOyjEipas in X. 615 c), and there

is good reason for rejecting the seemingly simple altera-

tion of hihovT^s to abovT€9 (ll. ^6^ d) ^, and that of€ to

(a MS. emendation) in the preceding context, II.

364 C. Madvig's ingenious conjecture in X. 608 A,^
for, may well appear convincing at first sight. It

gets rid of a non-classical form ; it merely presupposes

the miswriting of C0O for CO ; and it seems naturally

enough to echo eTrabovTes in the sentence immediately

preceding. But on closer inspection, the use of '

requires the resumption not of what immediately precedes

(with only€ . . . '4 coming

between) but of the main apodosis answering to the words

in the comparison,^ . . . 4, he /.
^ Although supported by the v. r. (^Ven. ) for in

III. 398 D. But there is no reason for assuming corruption. See note in loco.

VOL. II. S
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Either, therefore, or some equivalent word, and

not, is what the context requires.

§ 71• Accretions consequent on the admission of glosses into

the text, are a form of corruption to which all classical

writers ^ are liable. The assumption of such alteration

has been of late extensively applied to Plato. It is

supported by such manifest instances as Theaet. 190C,

Rep. IX. 580 D, and it cannot be denied to have a legiti-

mate place, although the condition of some dialogues,

such as the Phaedo and Cratylus, is found in point of fact

to give more scope for it than is the case with others.

But the editors who, after the manner of Hirschig, have

bracketed or excised every phrase that could not conveni-

ently be tied upon the trellis-work of logic, should be

asked to pause and consider whether these ' overgrowths

'

do not belong to the native exuberance of the Athenian

language in its times of leisure (Theaet. 172 C, d). Their

ideal of trimness seems too like that of the old English

(or Dutch) gardener

—

' Go thou, and like an executioner,

Cut off the heads of too fast growing sprays,

That look too lofty in our commonwealth.

All must be even in our government^.'

But, it will be .said, some superfluous clauses in the

Republic are omitted in Par. A, the earliest and most

authoritative MS. This is perfectly true, but, before

drawing conclusions from the fact, it is right to under-

stand the nature and extent of it. First, then, account

should be taken of the observation, which is easily verified,

that in most of these instances there is present either

' homoeoteleuton ' or some other condition slippery for

scribes ; e. g.

—

TI. ^^H A \/reyeTai ^ahLKLa €€^.
360 A y^viadai [' , add.

in mg.].
^ See especially Hdt. iv. 127. § 5.

'^ Shakespeare, Richairi If, iii. 4, 33 36.
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II. 364 A y]] [re '].
^66 A at reAexal [aS4 hvvavTai^.

367 C -^[ add. ill mg.] with

hoKUv in preceding line.

373 A [ rr/i' 706^], ^, ...
„ [ boLa'j ^ add. in mg.

37^ C[;] ^).
37 8 C [].
379 -^ ^^^ """^ '^'-^ -'^ €v 67€6 77067/ [^ € €»' €€;] edi'

€ .
This argument is greatly strengthened by considering

the omissions in Ven. , also due to homoeoteleuton, or in

some cases to the dropping of a line. See on Text,

pp. 103, 104.

Secondly, it is by no means an indifferent circumstance
§ 72.

that these omissions all come within a certain limited

space in the Republic. We should have to search far in

order to gather an equal number from elsewhere, and those

which do occur in the later portions of the dialogue for

the most part involve the loss of indispensable words, and

are to be accounted for by the accidental dropping of

a line.

Thirdly, that some of them at least were the errors of

a scribe appears from the omitted words being SLipplied in

the margin by the diorthotes, either from the archetype of

A or from another MS. And it should be observed that

the words bracketed are not in every case superfluous. It

would be rash to cancel av (ll. 366 a), though

they had been omitted in more MSS. than one, and the

clause boKelv (ib. 367 c) would have to be supplied

if it had been omitted by all the scribes. But if these

omissions are due to the copyists, the others can not be

assumed not to be so. And the redundance, even where

indisputable, has been shown to be not inconsistent with

the manner of Plato. The case of IX. 580 d where A

reads baL•, and another MS. (Par. K)-
s 2
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TLKop€ hi^erai, for the simple 6e^erat.

stands on a different footing (see note in loco), and it may
be admitted that a somewhat similar corruption may
have crept into VII. 533 h]koi irpos '^

Aeyet kv V^x/?3 though the interpolation is here

less manifest and correction consequently more difficult,

if not impossible. The whole sentence is omitted in

Ven. . (E. on Text, pp. 12, 113.)

PART II.

Platonic Diction.

i. New Derivatives and Compounds.

ii. Selection and use of Words.

iii. Philosophical Terminology.

§ I. Plato's vocabulary is that of highly educated Athenians

of the fourth century B.C., enriched with special elements

derived [a) from the Socratic love of homely illustration,

[b) from poetic and other literature, in the way of quota-

tion, adaptation, imitation, and allusion, [c) from the

innovations of the Sophists, both rhetorical and eristic, and

{d) from habits of speech fostered within the Academy as

a philosophical school.

i. New Derivatives and Compounds.

The restrictive or selective tendency of Attic Greek,

reserving one word for one idea, and rejecting many

synonyms, has been repeatedly illustrated \

'No Attic writer would have used it () for vv^ :

but not only does it occur in Herodotus more frequently

than the soberer term, but even a scientific writer like

Hippocrates employs it. Again, if we compare the usage

of? and, it will be seen that the more picturesque

of the two words has in all Attic, but that of Tragedx',

' See Rutherford, New Phrynichiis. pp. 13 fV,
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been ousted by the colourless term, though in Ionic prose

the former remained the commoner.'

The converse or complementary tendency, to have

a word for everything and to invent new terms to express

novel distinctions, has been less observed. Yet in com-

paring Plato's language with that of Thucydides or Anti-

phon^ or the tragic poets^ or even Lysias or Isocrates, it is

impossible not to be aware that the discarding of picturesque

or ' coloured ' synonyms was accompanied with the in-

vention of many novelties in the expression of abstract

notions. This increasing copiousness, forming part of the

improvement and development of prose-writing, is of

unquestionable significance, and exercised a marked influence

on all the subsequent literature.

Plato himself remarks on the introduction of new-fangled

terms by Protagoras and others ^, and on Prodicus' affected

love of minute verbal distinctions. He himself might have

been asked by a malicious questioner why he should

employ /? and ?]? when such old friends as

haovvr\ and hia^opa were available. The answer is that

similar changes were multiplying on every side, and had

become a part of the natural medium of cultivated ex-

pression. ' Correct ' writers like Isocrates might be sparing

in their use, but the extent to which they had found their

way into general currency may be estimated from Xeno-

phon. ]?, for example, is one of a large number of

derivative words that are found in Plato and Xenophon,

and ill no earlier writer.

A few others, of which the same remark is true, may be § 2.

cited here in passing. To name them all would occupy

more space than can be fitly given to a mere collateral

illustration.

€ awTTOaraTos

vv^obLa 9
^" 7€ T£S . . . Phaedr. 267 c.
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^^^^

€€7:€ b€(s09
€€
€bs
hairav^pos

bL€pLveoab

§ 3• Some doubt is thrown on the whole inquiry, because it

is necessarily limited to the extant remains of Greek

literature. It is impossible to trace the steps by which the

change referred to was gradually realized. But the following

list of derivative and compound words which are found in

Plato and in no earlier writer ^ may serve roughly to indi-

cate the general fact that in the time of Plato a large class

of words had recently come into use (he may even have

added to the number) to express abstract notions of various

kinds. This effervescence of language is naturally corre-

lated to the stir and eager alacrity of thought which the

Sophists set in motion and to which Socrates himself con-

tributed. We may trace the beginnings of it in Antiphon's

use of such derivative words as,, ". It

would be interesting, were it only possible, to ascertain how

far the language of Democritus or of Hippocrates had

advanced in this direction. But Democritus is too often

paraphrased by those who quote him, and the works ascribed

' It has been assumed for the purpose of this Essay that the first occur-

rence of a word in Greek literature is pretty sure to have been noted in the

edition of Stephanus' Thesaurus by Dindorf and others.

^ Or, to go further back, in the use of/ by Herodotus iv. 134.
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to Hippocrates are of doubtful authenticity. For this

reason no account is taken here of many words which are

common to Plato and Hippocrates, or the Pseudo-Hippo-

crates. Where a word recurs in later writers, I have added

the names of those by whom it is used. The influence of

Plato on the subsequent usage is often apparent.

{a) CIV Derivatives.

a. Substantives in § 4.

-€ia

airpiiTeLa Rep. 465 C: Aristot, Athenaeus.

Lach. 197 : Josephus.

Rep. 478 C : Plutarch : Dionys. Hal.

a\l/€vb€La Rep. 485 c : Aristotle.€€ Rep. 490 C : Callimachus.€ Phaedr. 235 D, Theaet. 195 C : Lucian.

€7€ (due to Protagoras) Phaedr. 267 C : Dionys. Hal.

Rep. 499 E, Tim. 90 : Plut., Strabo.

-eta

Rep. 584 A : Diodor., Lucian, Dio C.

ieeXobovX^ia Symp. 184 C: Lucian.

Rep. 337 A : Aristot., Plut., Dionys. Hal.

Phaedr. 239 ( (sic) occurs in a frag-

ment of Lysias) : Dionys. Hal.

Gorg. 463, 465, Rep. 590 : Dem., Lucian.

Rep. S3^ ^ : Clem. Alex.

-la :-

Theaet. 174 C, Symp. 198 D : Aristot, Plut.

Rep. 443 A : Diodor., Polyb.

Symp. 182 A: Dem., Aristot.

Prot. 321 A: Joseph., Dionys. Hal.^ (-) Theaet. 189 : Dio C.

Phaedr. 275 A, Theaet. 153 B: Philo.

Rep. 486 D : Lucian, Plut.
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Rep. 534 A. Frequent in later Greek.

Phaedo 93 C : Lucian, Plut.7€ Prot. 312 D : Plut.^ Symp. 192 A: Zeno Stoic.

Rep. 401 A : Lucian.

Gorg. 525 A : Aristot., Theophr.

Phaedo 95 : Aristot., Philo.

Rep. 606 C : Aristot., Plut.

Rep. 378 C : Plut., Diodor.

Phaedr. 267 c : Aristot., Plut.

Theaet. 169 C: Aristot., Dionys. Hal, Dio C,

Polybius.^ Phaedr. 267 C, 269 A.

Phaedr. 272 A: Schol. in Sophocl.

Rep. 436 : Aristot., Plut.

Rep. 379 A : Aristot. Meteor., Theodoret.

Phaedo 109 A: Plut.

Symp. 197 A : Theophr.

r^hova Rep. 463 D : Dio C, Philo.

Prot. 335 B, Gorg. 449 C : Aristot.

Lys. 206 A, Theaet. 1 74 D : Plut.

Symp. 187 D : Aristot.

Phaedr. 270 A: Plut.

Phaedo 89 D : Dem., Stobaeus.

Phaedo 89 D : Plut.^ Rep. 469 E.

Rep. 407 : Aelian.

Rep. 434 C : Porphyr., Stobaeus.

Phaedo 82 c : Plut.^ Prot. 321 B.

ohoa Rep. 433 C : Aristot., Olympiod.

{-) Symp. i8i C : Plut., Athen., Lucian (the

verb only).

Symp. 208 : Heliod., Theodoret.

Phaedo 70 B, Rep. 450 D, al. : Plut., Longin.

* Words marked with an asterisk are found in Plato onlv.
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Theaet. 163 A: Euseb., Phot., St. Paul.

Prot. 321 : Aristot., Plut, Galen.^ Rep. 580 D : Cyrill. Alex.

Rep. 399 C : Plut., Athen.

Ion ^^^^ B, Tim. 21 : Aristot., Athen., Lucian, &c.

Phaedo 69 B, Rep. 365 C : Aristot., Euseb.

Crat. 405 D, al. : Aristot., Plut.

Phaedr. 267 : Aristot., Diodor., Dionys. Hal.

Theaet. 161 E, al. : Aristot., Plut.

(-/j?) Symp. 2130: Aristaen. (-), Aristot. (-),

(-€, -lkos) Symp. 182 C, al. : Athen., Plut.

(verb only).^ Phaedr. 261 A, 271 C : Plut., Polyb., Lucian.

-toj' (Diminutives) :

—

§ 5.

Theaet. 8 A : Theodoret., Themist. ap.

Budaeum.

Euthyd. 278 : Pollux.

Rep. 495 D: Athen., Dio C.

TeyvvhpLov Rep. 475 : Clem. Alex.

Rep. 519 A, Theaet. 195 A: Julian, Lucian, Galen.

- (neut.) :

—

Rep. 566 : Aristot., Dionys. Hal., Plut., Lucian.

Theaet. 15^ • Plut.^ Theaet. 1 86 C.^ Crat. 402D, 420 C.

Symp. 2o8 : Theophr.

Crat. 436 C : Plut.

Phaedo 1 13 : Galen.^ Rep. 395 B.

Theaet. 175 : Aristot.

Phileb. 44 D : Suidas.^^ Meno 88 C.

Rep. 333 A: Aristot., Plut.

Rep. 461 C: Aristot., Plut., Galen."^ Gorg. 486 C.
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Phaedr. 229 C : Plut., Lucian.

€{)^ Rep. 390 A : Lucian.

Phaedo 93 D, al.

*7€/)7 Prot, 345 B.

Charm. 164 E, Phaedr. 238 : Plut,^ Theaet. 2o8 E.€ Gorg. 450 : Dionys. Hal.

-05 :

ahLs Charm. 160 C, al.€€ Rep. 422 A, al. : Plut., Lucian.

abas Rep. 579 : Eustath.

Rep. 425 B, 494 D : Plut.

Phaedo 67 D : Theophr., Plut.

§ 6. - (fem.) :

—

Rep. 545 B, al. : Plut.

Symp. 197 C : Dem., Plut.

Phaedo 74 : Aristot.

Tim. 57 E, al. : Plut.

bLaops Theaet. 209 A, Rep. 587 E, Parm. 141 B, C

Stobaeus.€€ Parm. 160 D: Eustath.

Theaet. i86b, Rep. 523 P:: Plut.

Theaet. 158 D, Rep. 591 : Aristot., Theophr.

Tim. ^y : Aristot., Plut.

Crat. 402 A : Aristot., Plut., Philo, Polyb.

Theaet. 182 A: Aristot, Hermog.

Meno J^ : Aristot., Theophr.

Rep. 474 : Aristot., Plut, Lucian.

-] :

—

Rep. 444 : Proclus.

Rep. 549 C : Dem., Pollux, Strabo.

§ 7. -ais :

—

Rep. 454 c : Aristot., M. Aurel., Theodoret.

vbvL Euthyd. 302 : Theophr., Plut.^^ Theaet. 166 B.
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Crat. 426 D : Aristot., Themist.

Prot. 327 : Aristot., Stobaeus./? Symp. 209 A : Plut.-^ Phaedr. 246 A : Aristot., Hermog., Polyb.

*679 Phaedr. 266 E.

evboLs Rep. 358 A, 363 A : Themist., Phot., Lucian.

Phaedr. 246 : Philostr., Philo, Dio Chry.s.

laTpevcrLs Rep. 357 C : Aristot.? Rep. 462 : Plut.

ibpvaLs Rep. 427 : Plut., Strabo.€^ Symp. 220A: Musonius ap.. Stob.^ Phaedr. 257 : C. I. 4369 : Hesych.

Euthyd. 290 A, Rep. 601 : Plut., Phot., Lucian,

Diog. Laert., Porphyr.^ Symp. 183A: Josephus, Sirach.

Apol. 26 A, Prot. 323 E, al. : Aristot.,Theophr., Plut.-^ Gorg. 504 D : Aristot., Plut, Dionys. Alex. ap.

Euseb.^ Menex. 238 A, Polit. 274 A: Plut., Eustath., Galen.€ Theaet. 173 B, Rep. 539 D, Parm. 131 A:

Aristot., Plut, Polyb.

*€<€9 Phaedo lOi C.^€< Apol. 40 C, Phaedo 117 c.

^(5 Crat. 41 1 D.^ Theaet. 176 B, Rep. 454 C : Aristot., Theophr.,

Ep. of James.^ Phaedo 1 1 1 B, Theaet 156 : Aristot., Theophr.,

Galen.-^ Rep. 587 E: Aristot., Iambi, ap. Stob.^ Rep. 584 C.^^ Rep. 584 C.

*7Tpoaefi9 Rep. 407 B. Def.

Theaet. 210 A : Plut., Diog. L., St. -Paul.

TTTOviaLs Prot. 310 D, Symp. 206 D, Crat. 404 A: Aristot.,

Hesych., 1 Ep. Pet.
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pt^ts Rep. 378 D : Plut., Pollux.9 Phaedr. 255 E, Rep. 460 : Plut., Dio C.^ Crat. 427 A.

avvaxj/Ls Theaet. 195 D, Tim. 40 C : Aristot., Plut., Suidas,

Porphyr.^ Rep. 460 A, Tim. 18 D : Dio C, Galen, PJotinus.

Rep. ^^y C, al. : Polyb., Pollux, Dionys. Hal., &c.? Phaedo 97 A, 101 C : Aristot, Theophr., Plut.

§ 8. -? (masc.) :

—

^^ Theaet. 160 D.

Rep. 552 B, C : Dio C.

Rep. 620 : Hierocl., Iambi., Plotinus.7€ Rep. 344 : Antioch., Theophil. (Cp. Ar.

Nub. 730.)
Rep. 338 c, al. (C. I.) : Plut., Polyb., Lucian.7€ Rep. 493 C : Plut., Polyb., Diog. L.- Gorg. 518 C: Ep. regis Antigoni ad

Zenonem, Jo. Chrys.

Rep. 588 C : Plut., Philo.

Rep. ^60, A : Theodoret., Eustath.

-^ :

—

hiKaKHT-qpiov Phaedr. 249 A : Philostr., Suidas, Hesych.

-lOl•' :

—

Rep. 557 D : Plut., Jo. Chrys.

Verbals in -a or -:—
Phaedr. 230 : Theophr., Philostr., Aelian, Pollux.

Rep. 453 D : Diodor. Sic. ap. Athen., Galen,

Philostr.^ Rep. 525 C, 532 B.

Soph. 202 C: Aristot., Polyb., Lucian, Dionys. H.

So, /3. Adjectives in- :

—

Phaedo 79 A, al. : Aristot., Theophr., Plut., Philo,

Dio C.



Part II : Diction — Vocabulary. 269^ Rep. 470 D : Plut., Pollux^ Dio C.^ Phaedo ^'6 A : Plut., Julian.^^ Rep. 554 : Cleomedes.

obs Crat. 427 : Aristot., Theoplir., Plut,, Athcn.,

Galen.^^ Rep. 590 : Aristot., Plut.^^ Phaedo 78 D, al. : Theophr., Polyb.

*€6?/^77 Symp. 217 D.

-los :

—

alcavLos Rep. 363 D. al. : Diodor., Porphyr.. Hebr., John,

Peter, Clem. Alex., Olympiod.

-Kos :

—

§ 10.-^ Rep. 604 : Clem. Alex., Aelian, Lucian.

Rep. 425 D: Aristot.. Dionys. Hal., Plut.^ Crat. 408 A.

Rep. 558, 559 : Clem. Alex.^ Rep. 389 D : Euseb., Pollux.

air€py Rep. 527 : Diodor., Clem. Alex., Galen.

Gorg. 453 : Aristot,, Plut.

Rep. 587 D: Aristot., Plut., Polyb., &c.

Rep 530 A : Theophr., Philo.

Rep. 425 D : Aristot.'^ Euthyd. 289 C.

Rep. 546 c : Aristot., Plut., Athen.

boa Theaet. 207 C : Aristot."^ Rep. 425 D.

Rep. 439 : Aristot., Plut.

Meno 81 D, Rep. 528 : Philo, Photius.

Phaedr. 253 C : Philo, Eustath.

Gorg. 464 C : Pollux, Lucian.

Gorg. 502 D, al.: Polyb. (superlative).

Phaedr. 264 : Pollux, &c.^ Euthyd. 289 C.^ Rep. ^2^ A : Iambi,().
Prot. 357 D.
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Rep. 395 A, al. : Aristot., Plut., Lucian."^ Rep. 346 A.

Phaedr. 26^ C : Plut., Atheii., Dionys. Hal.

Phaedo 61 : Pollux.

Gorg. 464 C, al. : Aristot., Theodorus Metoch.^ Charm. 17c C: Aristot., Theophr., Plut.

Phaedr. 2^^ B, Rep. 554 : Aristot.7€€ Euthyd. 283 : Pollux.

Rep. ^2^ D: Dionys. Hal. {-, Clem.

Alex., &c.).7€6 Charm. J74B, al. : Eustath.

Gorg. 455 A : Aristot.

Rep. 345 D : Theocr., Opp., Galen.^ Theaet. 150 A.

Rep. ^6^ D : Plut., Polyb.

Gorg. 456 D : Aristot., Plut.^^ Ion 538 B.^€ Symp. 222 C.

^oba Rep. 452 : Aristot. ^ Plut.

Charm. 166 : Aristot., Strabo, Arrian.

Gorg. 463 A : Aristot., Clem. Alex.

Rep. ^^J C : Budaeus in Dionys. Areop.€ Lach. 193 B: Schol. in Lye. 6^^.

Phaedr. 248 D : Plut., Tetrab. in Ptolemaeum,

Budaeus.

Crat. 388 c : Aristot., Plut., Pollux, Aelian,

Theodoret.^ Rep. 456 A.

-Xos :

—

Charm, 160E: Aristot., Plut.

-pos :

—

Gorg. 487 : Hesych.

-Tos :

—

"^ Men. 87 B.

Rep. 525 1) : Aristot., Plut., Galen.
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1

^TTa^eiTos• Prot. 324 B.

Meno 93 : Plut.^7€6 Prot. 319 B. 324 A, C.^ Rep. 479 d: Hesych.

irpoKpLTos Rep. 537 D: Aristot., Dio C.

Lys. 222 A: Aristot., Dem., Dio C, Philo,

Dionys. Hal., &c.€^ Rep. 510A: Aristot., Theophr., Euseb.

Charm. 154 : Pollux, Suidas.

Symp. 190E: Athen., Pollux, Hesych.

y. Adverbs in § 11.

-ois

:

—^ ^ Phaedo 89 A : Aristot.^ Euthyd. 294 D : Heliodorus.^? Theaet. 144 B.

^€^obLoiv9^ Crat. 415 C.^€ Phaedo 108 A,^^^ ^ Meno 88 E.

^KapT€povvT(us ^ Rep. 399 B.

^^^^ ^ Prot. 344 B.

Rep. 434 D : Aristot.

iiapaKivhvv^vTiKtiis Rep. 497 : Longinus.^^^ Rep. 399 : lamblichus.^^ ^ Rep. 485 D : Aristot.^ Theaet. 174 D : Dio C.^ Phaedo I02 D.^ Crat. 388 C.^ Euthyd. 278 : Plut., Lucian.

Theaet. 144 : Aristot., Themist., Lucian.

-fi
:—

*€02^) Rep. 477 A.

-€ :

—

^ba€ Rep. 499 A.

' From participles.
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-Kts :

—

aprtciKt? Parm. 144 A: Plut.

§ 12. . Verbs in

- :

—

Rep. ^Q,^ : Themist., Plotinus.

-6 :

—

Phaedo 64 : Damasc. ap. Suid., Euseb.

-€
Rep. 516 : Eustath., Philostratus.- Phaedo 81 : Plut., Lucian.

-, -' :

—

Rep. 437 C : Plut., Dio C, Philo.^ Rep. 395 : Aristot., Diod. Sic.- Rep. 340 E, Crat. 415 : Dem., Aeschin.,

Theophr., Dionys. Hal., Lucian.^ Theaet. 195 A : Dio C.^ Rep. 462 A.

€€4 Rep. S45 ' Lucian, Philo.

€€€ Rep. 617 C : Herodian, Strabo.^^ Phaedr. 246 C : Plotinus, Philostr. Aelian.

6ohoi Phaedo 83 D : Theophr., Strabo, Polyb.^ Phaedr. 250 : Aelian.

Lach. 179 C: Diphilus ap. Athen., Plut.7€ Charm. 163 : Lucian.€ Rep. 545 : Themist.€ Prot. 342 C : Plut., Athen., Iambi.€€ Prot. 321 : PZpictetus, Athen., Aelian, Polyb..

Diod.

§ 13. 4,- :

—

Euthyd. 277 A : Aristot., Plut., Themist.,

Athen., St. Luke.

Apol. 34 D : Themist.

Phaedr. 251 C : Clem. Alex.^€ Apol. 2 2 C, al. (elsewhere -).

V

I
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€7€ Rep. 479 : Aristot., Plut., Lucian.^ Fhaedr. 259 A : Forphyr.

Theaet. 148 A, Rep. 527 A : Aristot., Pseudo-

Lucian.

Gorg. 485 : Aristot., Pint., Philostr., Heliodor.

-,- :
—

Rep. 546 : Themist.

{b) New Compounds. § I4•

a. Substantives :

—

^ Rep. 560 A : Aristot., Plut., Plotinus./? Rep. 614 : Aristot., Plut., Aristid.

kXivottolOs Rep. 596 : Dem.^^ Rep. 597 A.

avmirabos Phaedr. 248 C : Themist., Iambi., Clem. Al.

Rep. .551 A : Pollux.

\j/€vbaps Gorg. 472 : Aristot., Athanas., Cyrill.,

Pollux.

. Adjectives :

—

^^ Soph. 238 C : Athen., Olympiod.^ Phaedo 106 D: Dem., Plut., Aelian.^ Phaedo 106 A.

cLKevrpos Rep. 552 C : Plut., Philo, Athen.

Rep. 404 : Plut., Hesych., Themist., Polyb.,

Clem. Al.

Theaet. 205 : Aristot., Lucian, Plotinus.^ Theaet. 205 C : Aristot., Pollux, Hierocl., Clem.

., Iambi., Dionys. A.^ Rep. ^61 c : Plut., Themist., Pollux.€9 Rep. 620 : Themist.^ Prot. 321 B: Aristot., Plut.^ Phaedr. 247 C : Plut., Lucian, Philo, Dionys. A.^ Rep. 461 : Plut., Dio C.€4 Symp. 195 A: Aeschin., Plut., Lucian, Heliod.

Apol. 38 A : Aeschin., Dem., Plut., Themist.

VOL. IL
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ai;ep/xartaro9 Theaet. 144 A: Plut-, Themist, Theodoret,

Dio C.

avo\xokoyov^^vo<i Gorg. 495 A : Aristot.^^ Rep. 510 : Aristot., Plut., Iambi.

ayaUe^/oo? Phaedo 88 : Aristot., Theophr., Plut., Plo-

tinus, Lucian.

^^/^? Rep. 371 E.

"^^ Rep. ^^^ C, Crat. 407 D.]? Rep. 536 : Dio C, Themist.

?]? Phaedr. 251 A: Himer., Nonn.

\(\>(<$ Rep. 402 D : Theophr., Phit., Lucian.^^ Phaedo 78 C: Dem., Aristot, Theodor., Polyb.? Phaedr. 247 C : Plut., Plotin.

Phaedo 85 : Aristot., Plut.

aTy]KTo<i Phaedo 106 A : Aristot., Galen,? Rep. 399 D : Aristot., Plut., Galen.9 Phaedr. 256 C : Aristot, Plut.

"^^ Phaedo 106 A.^ Gorg. 449 C : Plut.. Suid.^ Rep. 546 A : Plut., Philostr.9 Phaedr. 253 : Aristot., Diodor.^^ Phaedr. 275 : Aristot., Clem. Al^^ Rep. 413 E.

^^€€^ Rep. 43^ C : Dio C., Themist.

bvoLvvos Rep. 486 : Plut, Themist., Pollux.*69 Phaedo iioB.

€^69 Rep. 562 D: Aristaen., Philo.

^€€^ Rep. 370 E.

eTTcfeAeyxos- Phaedr. 267 A : Aristot.

*^)]79 Rep. 554 A (quoted by Pollux).

Rep. 475 <^: AeHan, Arrian.

XoyohaihaXos Phaedr. 266 : Pollux.^ Rep. 375 C : Eustath.€6^ Phaedr. 253 D : Aristot., Pollux.€ Ion 534 A : Eustath., Nonn.^ Rep. 474 • Nicand., Theocr.
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€€€9 Rep. 4(S9C: Plut., Lucian.^€6^ Rep. 488 E.

Phaedo 89 c, al. : Galen, Pollux."^ Phaedo 61 (Pollux).

juv^oAoyos Rep. 392 D: Manetho.' Rep. S77 ^ • Lucian.

€€9 Phaedr. 250 : lAician, Phot., Hesych., Himer.

ap. Phot.

Phaedr. 278 : Suid., Diodor.

Phaedr. 238 D: Pint., Pollux, Synes.^ Phaedr. 267 C.

Phaedr. 250 C : Aristot, Polyb., Philo.

Gorg. 510 C: Aristot., Eustath., Pollux.

Rep. 409 : Aristot., Theophr., Plotin., Acta

A post.

Rep. 464 D : Aristot., Plut, Plotin.

Phaedo 86 A : Theodoret., Cyrill., Psellus.

Theaet. 144 A, Rep. 411 : Theophr., Pollux,

Aristaen., Theodoret.^ Phaedr. 260 C, al.^ Phaedr. 273 A, al. : Lucian./ Theaet. 181 : Aristot., Plut., Athen.,Themist.

Phaedr. 277 C, Rep. 399 C : Lucian, Dio C,

Suidas, Jo. Chrys.

TTavbeLvos Rep. 610 D: Dem., Dio C, Lucian, Galen.

Rep. 462 : Aristot., Plut., Philo.

Rep. 397 : Themist., Aristid., Plesych.

Phaedr. 275 A : Philostr., Cleobul. ap. Stob.,

Damasc. ap. Suid.

Phaedr. 251 A: Bud., Stob., Pollux.

Phaedo 100 B, Rep. ^^66 : Polyb., Lucian,

Galen, Theodoret.7€ Rep. 588 C : Aristot , Plut., Lucian, Julian.

€7] Phaedr. 238 A : Pollux.^€ Phaedr. 252 C.^( Phaedr. 253 (Pollux).

2



276 Oil Plato s use of Langtiage.^ Euthyd. 272 C: Pollux, Phryn.^€ Rep. 533 D.

Gorg. 500 A : Dem., Plut, Diodor.

reparoXoyos Phaedr. 229 : Philostr., Liban.^ Euthyphr. 2 : Aristaen., Clem. AL, Pollux.^ Rep. 415 C: Lucian, Heliodor., Jo. Chrys., Philo.

vylrriXovoos Phaedr. 270 A : Plut.. Themist., Damasc.

Rep. 548 : Pollux, Dio C.

Symp. 192 : Aristot.

Rep. 535 D : Plut-, Lucian, Polyb.^ Rep. 388 : Aristot, Diodor., Athen., Philostr.

Rep. ^^^ D, al. : Philo, Pollux.

Symp. 191 D : Aristaen.

Rep. 475 D : Plut., Lucian.^^ Rep. 607 D."^ Lys. 212 D.^ Phaedo 68 : Plut., Pollux, Philo, Euseb.€9 Rep. 476 A : Plut., Diodor., Pollux.

XtAterr^s Phaedr. 249 A, Rep. 615 A, 621 D: Athen., Strabo,

Iambi.

oob€ Phaedr. 257 D : Plut., Lucian, Dionys. Hal.

§ 15. y. Verbs:

—

Phaedo 71 : Theophr.

Phaedo 117 D: Philostr., Suid.- Euthyd. 300 D : Plut., Lucian, Athen.

Lys. 222 E: Aristid., Plut., Lucian, Clem. AI.

Lys. 2o6 A : Plut., Lucian, Polyb,, Aristaen.^ Symp. 206 D : Hesych., Suid.'^ Phaedo 63 A : Plut., Dio C, Lucian, Philo.

Symp. 200 : Dem., Plut., Lucian.

vabL€ Theaet. 173 A: Dem. ap. Polluc.^ Euthyd. 295 : Plut., Clem. Al.

Lach. 186 D : Liban., Herenn.

Theaet. 170 D: Diog. L.^ Crit. 49 C.
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Gorg. 501 c : Aristot., Polyb., Diodor.^ Theaet. 178 C.

Charm. 156 D : Aristot., Lucian. Diodor.(€ Apol. 31 C : Dem., Cyrill., Porphyr.^ Apol. ^y A : Plotin., Euseb., Olympiod.

Symp. 190 : Aristot., Theophr.

Rep. 495 : Joseph.€ Rep. 505 : Dio C, Galen, Iambi.^ Phaedr. 2^^ C : Plotin.

Prot. ^^6 c : Plut., Lucian, Themist., Dionys.

Hal.

Theaet. 165 A : Aristot., Theophr., Plut., Polyb.,

Lucian.

Prot. 329 C : Aristot., Plut., Lucian.^ Phaedr. 260 B.4 Prot. 348 : Lucian, Dio C, Galen, Joseph.

Rep. 532 C : Dio C., Budaeus-

Theaet. 174 A: Lucian, Dio C.

Euthyd. 277 A : Aristot., Plut., St. Luke,

Pollux, Themist., Athen.

Theaet. 150 C : Aristot., Lucian, Philostr.^ Theaet. 180 A: Dio C, Lucian.^ Phaedr. 234 : Plut., Dionys. Hal., Hermog.

Theaet. 191 D: Theophr., Lucian, Porphyr.

7€€ Rep. 485 D : Plut., Philostr., M. Anton.

Rep. 586 : Theophr., Pollux, Budaeus.^ Gorg. 5^24 E.

*66€ Rep. 540 E.- Lys. 2o6 : Plut., Philo, Joseph., Dio C.

^€aho Rep. 413 C.^ Theaet. 193 C : Aristot., Galen, Athen., Joseph.,

Philostr.

Rep. ^^'^ C : Theophr., Lucian, Dio C.,

Dionys. Hal.
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Rep. 440 A : Plut., Lucian, Aristaen.^ Theaet. 162 B.^ Rep. 611 : Plut., Themist, Plotin.' Rep. 588D: Aristot, Theophr., Athen., Nicand.

^poho Theaet. 178 : Aristot.

7€7€ Rep. 429 : Plut., Joseph., Clem. Al.7€ Rep. 494 C : Plut.

Phaedr. 258 E: Aristot., Dio C.7€ Phaedo 93 D : Aristot., Philo.77€ Rep. ^3^ D : Aristot., Plut., Clem. ., Synes.- Theaet. 169 C : Theophr., Plut., Aelian.

76/)/3 Theaet. 168 A: Plut., Aristid., Joseph.

Phaedo 83 D : Dem., Plut., Lucian, Diodor.,

Galen, Joseph., Iambi, ap. Stob.

Phaedo 89 : Alciphr., Dem., Aeschin.,

Aristot, Plut., Themist.

Rep. 617 A: Plut.( Phaedr. 228 : Euseb., Suid., Synes.( Lys. 207 : Dem., Themist.^( Meno 71 B.'^ Prot. 314 : Plut., Themist., Lucian, Athen.^ Phaedr. 248 A : Aeschin., Aristot., Lucian,

Polyb., Diog. L.^ Theaet. 1 83 E.

Phaedo ii2B: Plut., Aristaen.7€ Rep. 443 : Aristot., Plut.

Theaet. 156 : Pollux.

Parm. 136 D: Dem., Plut., Dio C.

vvhLa^€paLv Gorg. 506 : Gregor.

^vvhLa^€oaL Theaet. 199 E.^ Prot. 349 : Philo, Joseph., Athanas.

avvhiar^Xecu Phaedo 91 B: Dem.^^^ Theaet. 155 : Act. Anon. Combefis. Hist.

Monothel.(^' Rep. 528 C : Eustath.^ Rep. 617 C : Plut., Philo.
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^^^ Ion 535 E.

Menex. 247 C : Plut., Gregor.^ Rep. 500 A.

Ods.—The above list is not exhaustive, and in particular, it does § 16

not include what has been characterised as the peculiar vocabulary

of the later dialogues \

This is marked (i) by a further stage of the process which has

now been described. Such words as the followino: are foreii-n not

only to earlier Greek, but to most of the dialogues of Plato.

Tim. 91 D. €€ Laws VI. 778 .
Polit. 308 , Laws XII.^ Laws X. 897 .

967 C. Phil. 48 .
CritiaS IIO A. Tim. 74 A.

Phil. 34 A, Tim. 52 13, 8 Laws VII. 816 D.

74 E. LawS IX. 876 D.' Phil. 1 2 D. Tim. 87 E.

LawS II. 669 E. Tim. 65 E.

Laws I. 633 C. € Laws IV. 715 B, VIII.

Laws I. 649 A, B, C. 832 C
Laws XI. 932 E. Laws XI. 930 B.- Laws II. 674 C. Tim. 72 B.^ Phil. 44 D. LawS V. 729 A.( Laws II. 657 D. LawS XI. 938 C.

LawS XII. 958 E.

(2) The late dialogues show an increasing tendency to return

to earlier Attic or Ionic, and especially to tragic forms. When
Dionysius couples Plato with Thucydides as employing the earlier

Attic style, he must be thinking of the Laws and kindred dialogues.

The occasional use of€ for is one of many examples of

this. Another is the preference of .;? to^. Note also

the increasing frequency of the Dative Plural of the first and second

declension in -{).

(3) Certain changes in Plato's philosophical terminology will be

noticed under a separate head.

^ For a full treatment of this subject see Sophistes and Politicus of Plato,

edited by L. Campbell, Oxford University Press, 1867, and compare the

Essay on Structure, &c., Excursus, above, p. 46 ff.

^ See also ^03,,^ Ttpipis,, &c.
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§17. ii. Selection and Use of Words.

The foregoing enumeration serves to illustrate some

novelties of diction which had become rife in Plato's time.

Certain peculiarities in his choice of words, and in his

special employment of them, may be treated more briefly

under the following heads :

—

{a) Vernacular words, including those borrowed from

the arts of life.

[b) Picturesque uses, (i) borrowed, or (2) imitated from

Epic, Tragic, and Lyric poetry.

{c) Metaphorical Generalization.

[d) Playing with words (i) ironically, and (2) etymo-

logically.

{a) Vernacular words.

Words of common life.

Plato's use of such expressions may be illustrated by

reference to the writers of the Old Comedy. Compare,

for example, the use of the following words in Plato and

Comic poets.

ajueAet Phaedo 82 Ar. Nub. 877

)(^\( Symp. 185 D Eupolis Phil. 5(< Phaedo 116 D,

Rep. I. 349

Ar. Ach. 811

Rep. I. 344 D „ Ran. 710

b€vs Rep. I 338 D » 465

Rep. VIII. 564 „ Eq. 794

etra Theaet. 148 „ Plut. 79

€^€ Phaedr. 227-8 ,, Thesm. 2^ Symp. 221 „ Lys. 290

Rep. I. 333 „ Thesm. 120

€9 Polit. 298 D „ Av. 1354

Phaedr. 236 „ Eq. 841. Rep. III. 405 C Eupolis incert. 44

Rep. II. 372 Ar. Eq. 55
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veoTTia

vevpoppacpos

7€^(
cn:oh(

\ (^)

Phaedr. 26
Rep. III. 411 A

Phaedo 77

Gorg. 473 D

Theaet. 191 A

Rep. VIII. 548 A

Rep. IV. 421 A

Rep. VIII. 558 A

Rep. V. 455 C

Prot. 310 c

Rep. II. 372 c

Phaedo 109

Rep. I. 343 A

PiOt. 335 D

Rep. III. 411 A

Symp. 191 D

Ar. Av. 14

„ „ 1414

„ Thesm. 417

,5 Av. 1245

„ Thesm. 882

„ Av. 642

^' Eq. 739

., Plut. 494

,, Thesm. 285

„ Nub. 254

„ Vesp. 329

'. Av. 1593

„ Eq. 716

„ Ach. 184

,, Thesm. 18

» Lys. 115

We may distinguish (a) trivial or familiar expressions,

() ' household words,' in the literal sense (^ -
Soph. 226 A, ), (y) words belonging to special arts and

handicrafts. And we shall not depart from Plato's own
view of the matter if we include under this head the ' cant

'

or 'slang' terms of the rhetorical schools.

(a) Amongst the familiar idioms which Plato adopted to

give the natural effect of conversation to his writings, the

following may be specially noted :

—

The insertion of ^6€, €, , €,, and other appellative formulae, some probably the

humorous inventions of Socrates or Plato.

The familiar ' ? &c. (found in Cratinus and Aris-

tophanes). The phrase is a survival from the Old Attic

speech.

Socrates' familiar oath .
The pleonastic use of with participles to denote

recurrence (Phaedo 60 C ^ ?/, ... : Rep. V. 456

iJKopeu eh € ^^^).
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TTolos, denoting various moods of amusement or scorn,

as in Rep. I. 330 A €€ ; Gorg. 490 D

;

The epexegetic Ihelv with adj. (Phaedr. 253 D Xeii/co?

Ibelv &c.).

The deictic Rep. I. 330 B.? (:=' perhaps '), ('I behave myself so and

so'), pass. ('I am accounted so and so'),

', ' I am reputed ' (Theaet. 1 69 a) : the words

(' I am content '), ^4^^,, Lvbv€v (' I am
likely,' cp. Hdt. IV. 105)5,^,,, veavLKOs,

'nepiKpovoi,,,, ^, and the

expletive use of -^^.
Obs. I.—The idiomatic use of7 with adverbs = ' I behave my-

self so and so,' cp. ThuC. n. 59 Ttoiovvras anep (
occurs in Rep. i. 330 c, n. 360 c, 365 a, . 416 , vi. 494 c.

Obs. 2.—The special use of (passive) is more dubious,

but see the notes on Rep. vi. 498 a, vn. 538 c, where it appears

that the meaning ' are esteemed or held to be ' is alone suitable.

But in Laws xi. 930 d = ' of those who claim it

as their child.'

Obs. 3."—Plato sometimes quotes vernacular idioms from other

dialects

—

Rep. IX. 575 ^'^ .
Phaedo 62 a Zeis, ^', rrj ] (.
Obs. 4•—Other idiomatic uses, obviously derived from common

parlance, are the following :

—

, of a distinguished entrance, 'making a great impres-

sion,' Rep. VIII. 560 (cp. Soph. El. 685, Eur. Heracl. 280,

Phoen. 1246, Dem. de Cor. § 313 ev veavias

*).^, conduct personally' (I. Ale. 135 d) : cp. Rep. x.

600 avTol av enaidayoiyovv. ' They would have been his insepar-

able followers.', am ruined' or 'undone' (cp. Herod, vii. 176, § 8\ ) {^ ((), Rcp. IV. 425 -"^j

V. 451 .
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(6, ' glorious/ Rep. II. 363 c, 'vehement' (cp. Hippocr.
Vet. Med. 15, 79) Rep. vi. 491 e., ' I gain an advantage,' Rep. 11. 359 a, hi. 4103. /?
>, the common idiom, Rep. iv. 440 b, slightly modified, Rep.
X. 60 y yap Xoyo? rjpei., ' pretending not,' viii. 555 . . .^? . . . ^,
'pretending not to see' (cp. Eur. Med. 67 ^)., ' I Seize by handfuls,' Lys. 209 e.(, ' case,' ' outside,' Rep. ix. 588 e.

() ' Household words.' Cooking, nursing, familiar ob- § 18•

jects, &c.

Theaet. 160 E. ^ Symp. 185 D.€ Theaet. 151 E. Phaedr. 251 C.

Phaedr. 230 B. Gorg. 518 B.

Rep. I. 343 A. Rep. II. 373 A.€9 Rep. I. 344 D. ^ Prot. 310 C.

Soph. 226 B. Euthyd. 278 B.

Theaet. 161 D. aTTobC(co Rep. II. 372 C.

Soph. 226 B, Crat. Symp. 191 E.

402 C. Rep. I. 343 A.

'- Euthyd. 285 C, ^ Lys. 206 E.^ Rep. I. 332 D. yakearpaiov Rep. IV. 430 A.

Symp. T93A. Rep. III. 41 1 A.

Ods. I.—Words belonging to games of strength or skill are

intermediate between this and the next heading,—i.e. they are at

once vernacular and technical

—

6 (?) Rep. . 613. \ Phaedr. 236 .

PrOt. 3^6 , Rep. VI. Rep. III. 4^5 ^•

504 . Rep. . 583 •

Rep. VI. 487 C (aS a € (' flinch') Rep. VII.

term in draughts). 540 a.

Lys. 206 E. LyS. 215 C

Symp. 19O D. Rep. IV. 436 D.

LyS. 2o6 E. Phaedr. 254 E.

Rep. V. 460 .

O^s. 2.—Allusions to banqueting customs are of course frequent

;
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and amongst these may possibly be reckoned iv rais^
. . .€€ €€ Rep. V. 479 . See note in loco.

§ ig. () Handicrafts and other arts.

Agriculture.

7€€ Rep. VI. 485 D. Rep. IX. 586 B.

€09 Rep. VI. 498 C. Cp.^ Rep. VIII. 564 C

Prot. 320 A. (v.l. €09).b Theaet. 174 D. veorna Rep. VIII. 548 A.

Rep. VIII. 564 E. Rep. 11. 370 D.

[^] Soph. 226 (MS.- avvep^LS Rep. V. 460 A.

KpLveiv). Phaedo 109 B.^ Symp. 221 E.

Hunting.

Rep. IV. 432 B.5 Rep. IV. 432 D.

Medicine.

Phaedo 79 C.

tXiyyos Rep. III. 407 C.<5 Crat. 440 D.

Meno 80 B.

Theaet. 149 D.^ Rep. III. 405 D. Cp.

Crat. 440 D.

Phaedr. 251 D.

Music, dancing, the drama.

Theaet. 175 E.

Rep. IV. 432 A ^

haa Rep. V. 451 C. Cp.

Symp. 222 D.€$ Rep. II. ^y^ B.

&c. Laches i88 D.

Rep. III. 412 B.

€ Rep. VIII. 564 B.

Rep. II. 372 E.€^ Rep. III. 406 A.

Rep. III. 405 D.

Rep. VI. 503 D[-
Charm. 169c).

Rep. VIII. 564 B.

Gorg. 494 C.

Symp. 187 D.€ Rep. IV. 443 D., ' to dramatize

'

fable), Rep. Ii. 379.

pa\l/(ubos Ion 530 C.

Rep. IV. 443 D.

(a

^ Prob. also vpus (sc.) Rep. in. 397 b.
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vTi0KpiT7]s Charm. 162 D.

Xop€VTi]s Phaedr. 252 D.

Xopos Euthyd. 279 C.

Painting, statuary, pottery.

avbpeLK^Kov Crat. 424 E.

Rep. IX. ^S6 B.

Rep. VI. 500 E.

Tim. ^^ C.€ Rep. II. 361 D.

6 Rep.

IX. 5^0 (see note in

loco).

probably Phaedr. 264c.

Cp. Polit. 277 C.

Theaet. 147 A.^ Theaet. 147 B./ Rep. V. 474 E.

TrkLvOovpyos Theaet. 147 A.€€' Tim. 72 C.

(, ' a figure,' Rep. IV. Rep. I. ^^^ A.

420 C, VII. 515 A, and xvTpevs Rep. IV. 421 D.

Spinning, weaving and clothes-making.

Phaedr. 268 A. ^^ Rep. IV. 421 A.

Soph. 226 B. vriais Rep. X. 620 E.€ Soph. 226 B, Crat.

388 A.

Ods.—Allusions to the arts of the fuller (), currier (exXf-

), dyer,,,, (^,, &C., are

also frequent.

Navigation.

K€X€V€Lv, to act as coxswain,^ Rep. I. 341 C.

Rep. III. 396 A. ^ Prot. 319 D.

OeovTes ^ € kyyviara Rep. VI. 489 A.

Rep. III. 417 bevrepov Phaedo

sub fin. 99 D.

The Mysteries.^ Laws XII. 951 D.€ Symp. 209 E.^ Euthyd. 277 D.

Symp. 209E,Phaedr.

Rhetorical Schools,^? Phaedr. 272 A.

Phaedr. 267 C.

250 C, Gorg. 497 C,

Phaed. 81 A, Men. 76 E.,9 Phaed.

69 C.

dKovoXoyia Phaedr. 267 C.

€779 Phaedr. 266 E.
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k 20.

^^ Phaedr. 267 C. Theaet. 162 E.

Phaedr. 267 A. ^ Prot. 343 E.

Tiapi^aivos Phaedr. 267 A.

[b) Epic, Lyric, and Tragic elements.

(Rep. VIII. 545 ).€ , TTpbs? ?^fxa9^ €€\(9, ^/^-<^
;)

Plato's dialect is for the most part the purest Attic.

But, besides quotations from poetry, which he occasionally

weaves (with adaptations) into his prose, he frequently

makes conscious use of words borrowed from the poets, and

properly belonging to the diction of an earlier time. In

adorning his style with these, sometimes half-humorously,

sometimes in genuine earnest, he not unfrequently modifies

their meaning by adding an ethical significance to what in

the earlier and simpler use was merely physical. (E. g.

in Homer means ' rugged in appearance,' in Plato

' sturdy in character,' &c.)

(a) It must suffice here to give a short list of the more

striking examples : the graphic language of Herodotus

being counted for this purpose as poetic diction

€03 (adj.) Rep. IV. 42 1 C

^

a/cTts Tim. 78 D.

Phaedo 65 C.

Rep. X. 614 B.

Phaedr. 251 B.

Rep. VII. 534 C.€ Phaedo 115 A.

Rep. I. 328 C.€ Symp. 188 D.

€0€ Phaedo 95 C.

^eoetKcAoj Rep. VI. 501 B.^ Rep. II. 365 B.

Rep. IX. 575 C.

lvboaL Rep. 11. 381 E.

Phaedr. 254 E.

Phaedo 112 B.^^ Phaedr. 269 A.

Phaedr. 244 D.

Rep. VIII. ^j I C.

Rep. IV. 420 B.

/9 Rep. II. 364 E.

Symp. 173 E.

Theaet. 165 E.

TToptjuo? Symp. 203 D.

' This use is rare in Attic prose, but see Isocrates, Paneg. p. 55, § 71

(Bekker).
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Phaedr. 243 D. ^^ Symp. 203 D.^^ Phaedr. 242 A. ^ Prot. 35^ A.^; Phaedo 117 B. XVt^l Phaedr. 239 D.

Phaedr. 230 C. Rep. X. 619 E.

Rep. VIII. 550 B. Symp. 197 D.

() In this connexion it is right to observe the frequent

transference from a physical to an ethical meaning.^ Farm. 130 D. ^• Rep. VII. ^^^ B.

ahaavvs Rep. X. 618 E. € Rep, II. 30 1 D.

Rep. VIII. 559 D. ^^ (cp. He-

aK^paios Rep. I. 342 B. rodot.) Phaedo 79 A.

I;r/X|8^;e^tRep.I.336B. /? Rep. V. 450 B.

avTirvTros Crat. 420 D. Rep. VII. 525 E,

Theaet. 77. (-) Rep. III. 395 B.^ Symp. 192 A. Gorg. 512 B.

Rep. III. 398 A. ^^ Rep. VIII. 547 C.

Meno 70 C. Rep. III. 405 C.

A similar (although more naive) use of graphic words

to express mental things is observed in Herodotus: e.g.€<€6 (ll. 121 ), &C.

(y) Poetic Allusions. These will be mentioned in the

notes. In a few cases the reference is doubtful, as in ?/

AobeLa^ in Rep, VI. 493 D.

/xeta (Laws I. 641 c) involves some mythical

allusion to which the key is lost. The supposed reference

to the is not sufficiently clear.

() Parody and Imitation.

For humorous imitations of poetic diction, see especially

Rep VIII. 545 (77)? €€€.
Phaedr. 237 , €€ }, , . . ..
Ibid. 252 , C (eK ^ () ' ^" , \

be, €.
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Rep. VIII. ^^yO C ?/ .
In a similar spirit, if the reading be sound, a humorous

turn is given to the quotation from Homer in Rep. III.

388 A roT€ '
\

iirl ?€.
§ 21. (<;) Metaphorical Generalization.

In all philosophical writing, thought inevitably reacts

on language. The effort to define, distinguish, generalize,

leads insensibly to novel uses of words. And Plato's

method, like that of his master Socrates, largely consists

in the attempt to rise to universal conceptions through

the analysis of ordinary speech. At the same time he

casts his thoughts in an imaginative mould, and his turn

of mind, as exhibited in his writings, is eminently plastic

and creative. Hence it is difficult, in describing his use of

words, to draw an exact line between the work of fancy

and that of logic, between metaphor and classification.

The extension of the meaning of ^^, for example,

in Rep. II. 373 (side by side with that of) appears

at first sight to justify the remark earl ^^. But in the Sophistes it is gravely stated that

the genus Htmtsman comprises several species, as General,

Lover, Sophist, Fisherman, &c. Thus what a modern

reader would assign to fancifulness— in this particular

instance tinged with irony— Plato himself attributes to

-^].
a. The use of in the Republic is here directly in

point. Because in Plato's view melody is inseparable from

words, and words from thoughts, not only ], but

the cognate terms and are used by him in

a greatly extended sense. See especially

Prot. ^2t6 TTCLS 6

helrai.

Phaedo 61 A m € .
Theaet. 75 ^ ^^^^ , , ...
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. Under the same heading of figurative abstraction

may be fairly brought the graphic use of words denoting

physical states to indicate mental phenomena. See above,

p. 287 (b).

(i)€, ' I retract,' literally 'take back a move' (in

draughts), Phaedo 87 a., ' prejudice,' lit. ' calumny,' Rep. VI. 489 D.

eratpos (adj.), ' akin to,' lit. ' companion of,' Rep. X. 603 B., ' pursuit,' lit. ' chase,' Phaedo 66 C., ' creature ' (used of an argument personified),

Phaedr. 260 B.

Kepas^ 'an offensive weapon,' Rep. IX. 586 B., ' I attack,' Rep. IX. 586 B., extended to include philosophy. Rep. VI. 499 D.

ovap, 'dream,' i.e. 'impression,' Rep. VIII. j6^ D.€, ' I have vague (unverified) impressions,' Rep.

VII. 533 c ; cp. v. 476 c., 'vehicle,' i.e. ground of belief, Phaedo 85 D.^, transferred from music to discourse, Phaedr.

277 c., transferred from letters to ideas, Theaet. 203 C., ^ with clear thoughts,' Rep. V. 476 c, D., ' organized being,' ' organism,' Rep. II. 380 e, VI.

491 D., extended to include rhetoric, Phaedr. 261 A.

(The usual meaning appears in Aesch. Pers. 687,

Eur. Ale. 1 128.)

Ods.—A word which properly belongs to an aggregate is applied

to a constituent part, which is thus regarded in a more general

aspect.

Rep. U. 37 1 E.

So , Rep. . 376 D, means one which is necessary to

completeness.

(2) For bold graphic uses, see-, ' to re-illumine ' (the eye of the mind), Rep.

VII. 527 D.

VOL. II. U
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^, 'indefatigable' (in Cratyl. 407 D =), Rep.

VII. 535 B., ' turmoil,' Phaedo 66 D ; cp. Rep. VIII. 561 B, IX.

571 E.

§ 22. (d) Playing with words.

The Cratylus shows what might be made of the Greek

language by ' victorious analysis ' at play. The freedom

which is there sportively abused has left many traces in

other dialogues. Sometimes ironically, but sometimes

also quite gravely, words are employed in new senses

suggested by analytical reflexion.

a. Ironical Catachresis.

. Etymological Analysis.

a. The exact meaning is made evident by the context.

A good instance is the singular use of veonKopdv in Rep.

IX. 574 D, to denote an act of sacrilege, ' He will indus-

triously clean out some temple.' For other instances con-

sult the Lexicon under the ' facetious words ' ay€vvr\s,

€?, y^vvahas, yevvaios, yXia^pos, €, ^ (espe-

cially VIII. 562 a),,,<,^,.
It may be observed by the way that the word ^,

from meaning 'dissimulation,' generally acquires in Plato

the specific meaning of ' pretended ignorance.'

Ods. I.—A return is sometimes made (above, p. 250) from the

ironical to the serious meaning.

Rep. I. 339 ye ', €, : 8\ '' d.
Rep. IV. 426 , Tode )(€' ; .... '.
Obs. 2.—The constant use of( for or,

although not ironical, partakes somewhat of the general tendency to

understatement. So also, (Rep. vi. 499 ), &c.

. Etymological Analysis.

(i) Sometimes a word is used quite simply in the

etymological sense, which, however, is indicated by the

context : Theaet. 149 6tl ^ €€,
' the goddess of childbirth, although not a mother.'
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Other examples are: Theaet. 199 D, Symp.

197 D bpos (active), Rep. III. 411 , Phaedr. 230 A
arvcpos. Rep. VI. 500 A, Rep. I. 348 D, III. 400
€€, Theaet. 157 ^, Rep. . 596 D^,
Rep. VII. 521 D-.

(2) More frequently the play on words takes the form of

an oxymoron or a downright pun.

Rep. II. 382 A ye ?s ^'.
Symp. 198 A €69 . . . bios.

Phaedr. 247 C, D ye ^^ elTrdv,? re €€.
Rep. VI. 509 D Lva /^b ^.
Rep. VI. ^^ A^ aTTobLbovi \6yoy .
Rep. VII. 527 , IX. 574 , C.
Rep. . 540 C . . . e^'t)u,ot.

Rep. IX. 5^0 , C 6\\ vlbs , ...

Obs. .—This tendency becomes exaggerated in Plato's later

manner:—Soph. 254 a , Tim. 90 c €8, Phileb. 64, Tim. 55 C «Tretpos•, LawS II. 656 C naideia, ib. IV. 717.
Obs. 2.—Plato's fanciful etymologies aiford no real ground for

critical judgement on his text. See note on Rep. i. 338 a, \-
veiKelv (cp. IX. 58 1 A, b), E. on Tcxt, p. I 3 1.

iii. Philosophical expression.

It has been suggested in the preceding section that § 23.

the growth of reflexion and, in particular^ the Socratic

search for definitions had in Plato's time already exercised

a natural and inevitable influence on words. This was the

beginning of a process which tended ultimately to give

an approximately fixed connotation to the chief terms of

constant use in mental and moral philosophy. But the

result was still far distant, and even in Aristotle the

appearance of definiteness is often illusory.

In all ages philosophers have been apt to dream of

a language which should bb the exact, unvarying countcr-

u 2
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part of true conceptions^• The dream has not been

realized, and if it were, would not the very life and pro-

gress of thought be arrested ? Philosophy reacts on

common language, and in employing it again, is sure to

modify it further. But the process cannot have, and ought

not to have, either finality or absolute fixity. In some

departments of knowledge, Mathematics, Chemistry, Astro-

nomy, Anatomy, Jurisprudence, such an aim is obviously

legitimate ;—the use of technical terms in them is clearly

necessary. But Mental Philosophy is in danger of be-

coming hidebound, if it be not permitted to her to draw

afresh, and to draw freely, from the fountains of common

speech.

In Plato, at all events, philosophical terminology is

incipient, tentative, transitional. And although this remark

applies with especial force to what have been called the

^ dialogues of search,' where the method is ' peirastic ' or

' maeeutic,' leading to an avowedly negative result, it is

a serious error even in dealing with the more positive and

constructive dialogues to assume strict uniformity of

expression. In a few rare instances the metaphysical

significance acquired by a word or phrase in one dialogue

may be thought to have influenced the use or application

of the same term in another. Thus in the Timaeus the

meaning attached to ['^^ b), and to^9
(^^ , 74 a), may bear some relation to the definitions in

the Philebus (26 d) and Sophist (257 d). But even where

such connexion may doubtfully be traced, it by no means

precludes the occurrence of other philosophical uses, still

less the continued employment of the word or phrase in

its ordinary vernacular sense. And the instances which

have been adduced are quite exceptional. The contrary

^ See Ward in Encyc. Brit. ed. ix. Art. Psychology. ' It seems the fate of

this science to be restricted in its terminology to the ill-defined and well-

worn currency of common speech, with which every psychologist feels at

liberty to do what is right in his own eyes, at least within the wide range

which a loose connotation allows.'
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practice is more frequent. The special meanings assigned

to/ and• TrtVris in Rep. VI. 511, VII. 534 A are not

to be found elsewhere in Plato. Even the definition of

Justice, so carefully elaborated in Rep. TV, though once

alluded to in IX. 586 E, can hardly be said to affect the

connotation of the term elsewhere ^ Nor does the defini-

tion of^ by the young mathematicians in Theaet.

148 for a moment supplant either the ordinary or the

scientific uses of the word.

Thus, while attempts are made to give a precise meaning

to words denoting philosophical conceptions, such attempts

are inchoate, intermittent and casual. The very nature of

dialectic, as an ' interrogation ' of language, forbids the

assumption of technicalities, nor can Plato's literary instinct

tolerate the air of pedantry, which such buckram stiffening

involves. The formal terminology of Rhetors and Sophists

(€€,, &c.) is the object of his frequent ridi-

cule. In two of the most elaborate of his dialogues - he

reminds the reader that precise verbal distinctions, such as

Prodicus affected, are rarely of any use in philosophy, and

warns young men that a liberal indifference to mere words

is the condition of growth in wisdom
;

just as in the

Cratylus he had long since pronounced against looking for

the truth of things in words ^. That second course (bevTepos

ttXovs), for which Socrates declares in the Phaedo "^ as

preferable to the bare assertion of an unapplied first cause,

—the endeavour to find in the mirror of language, however

confusedly, some reflexion of eternal truths,—is really

a method which dissolves the apparent fixity of ordinary

speech, and awakens thought to new conceptions which,

the more firmly they are held; can be more freely and

variously expressed.

These remarks are here to be exemplified by the con-

* See esp. Laws i. 631 c. ^ Theaet. 184 c; Polit. 261 e.

^ Cratylus 439 a, b. * Phaedo 99 d.
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sideration of a few cardinal expressions \ which may be

roughly classified as {a) Metaphysical, {b) Psychological,

and {c) Dialectical, although such distinctions are not

clearly present to the mind of Plato.

§ 24. (a) Metaphysical Terms..
This word, which Aristotle and others have made the

symbol of Platonism, is used by Plato himself with entire

freedom, and very seldom with a pronounced metaphysical

intention. He has nowhere defined it.

Ordinaiy meanings.

The word was in common use amongst contemporary

writers.

a.9 was still used, as in Homer, in the literal sense

of ' outward appearance,' ' visible form.'

(j) Xen. Cyrop. IV. 5, § ^1 ,^^^ rovs €€9.
(2) In Xenophon (Cyn. ^, ^ ai be € [kw^s] :

ib. 4j § 2 ), abos nearly=€9, bodily con-

stitution or condition.

h. But it had acquired the secondary meaning

—

(j) Of 'a mode of action or operation'; so in Thuc. II.

41, § 1 €1tI 7€ € . . . €9^,
' to adapt himself to the most varied forms of action,' ib.

50, § 1 TO TTJs, 'the course of the disease,' III. 62,

§ 3 ez^ . . . , ' the peculiarity of the course

they took,' VI. yy, § 2 ethos rpeTro^eVovs, 'be-

taking themselves to this policy,' VIII. ^6, § 2 rpeTrerat eut

TOLovhe, ' had recourse to such a method of proceeding,'

ib. 90, § I evavTLOL ovTes , ' opposed to this

policy ' or ' platform ' (et6o? here seems more definite than

Ibia in tj]} ibea preceding).

(2) In the language of rhetoric this use was naturally

transferred from action to speech, so that in Isocrates,

^ iVa ^ kv noWois (Soph. 254 c).
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Antid. § 80 oAots eiSeat ? ^, it

seems to mean an entire course or line of argument, as

distinguished from a single phrase.

C. Elbos was already used in common speech, with asso-

ciations from the primary meaning, in a still more general

sense, approaching to the abstract notion of ' mode,' ' sort,'

' kind.' Hippocrates ^^, § i5 ^^'^ tl '€, . . . /xr]5ei^t eiSe'i€.
Thuc. III. 82 rot9 ^^, 'differing in character.'

Isocr. 190 D, (Evagoras, § 10) rots€ 9
bebovraL . . . baL 9
€€9, . . . rot? ei'Seai.

Isocr. 294 D[ § 20 Bekker) belv \^ €\. €
€, ...

These, the ordinary uses of the word, may all be readily § 25,

exemplified out of Plato.

a. (l) Rep. X. 618 a €1tI elhe .
Charm. 154D .
Symp. 189 70 .
Prot. 35^ ^ € .
(2) Rep. III. 402 D ev re ^]] . • . ,

' in mind and body.^

Symp. 1 96 A 09 , ' of flexible make.'

b. (l) Rep. IX. 572 C ets €
€€, ' their way of life ' (where rjOos has been need-

lessly conjectured).

(2) Rep. V. 449 C ^, ' a whole chapter.'

III. 392 A rt . . . . . . hi
;
(cp. Laws Vl. 75 1 A).

II. 363 .
See also Phaedr. 263 C . . . eir/ €-
^.

C. Rep. II. 357 ^ be opas . . . , ' a third

kind of good.'
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Gorg. 473 aXko av etSos iXiyyov'
;

Rep. III. 406 C ovh\ e'iSous Trjs,
' this mode of practice.'

IV. 424 C . . . €, ' a new style

in music'

And therefore in passages of more distinctly philo-

sophical import the interpreter is by no means bound to

drag in a ready-made ' doctrine of ideas '[
dhr]) wherever the word etdoj happens to occur. This can

hardly be done without violence, for example, in the

following places :

—

Rep. II. 380 D ethos et??.
VI. 5ll A € .
VII. ^^ C eV, . . . € .
VII. ^'^2 ( hLakiy^aOai l•vvais) «

bU€.
VIII. 544 ^ oVt

elvai, 6aaTT€p 7€.
And in the concluding passage in Book VI, where €9 is

the cardinal term, it is applied to the visible forms as well

as to the invisible (510 D rols €€ -^,
compared with ^11 , C ovbevl-
€9,' ? eij, etj €).

Ods,—In Phaedr. 249 where( has been used in the logical

sense (infra p. 298, y) it recurs in the same passage (i) for the

imaginary form or nature of the soul, and (2) for the form and

appearance of the noble steed.

§ 26. Plato7iic uses.5 as employed by Plato is a word of extremely wide

significance, and even where its use is avowedly technical

(as in Phaedo 102 a) it receives not a new meaning but

a new application. It is applied so variously that it

can hardly be defined more closely, as a philosophical

term in Plato, than by saying that it denotes tJie objective

reality of any and every abstract notion. Nor is the word

in this its philosophical sense by any means confined to
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the Platonic ' ideas.' The crude ideaHsts of Soph. 246 are

no less than Plato himself believers in dh. And in the

passage of the Republic just referred to (vi. 510, 511) the

connotation of et6os is not confined to the classification of

natural objects, nor to mathematical principles, nor to

moral truths. It includes also ^,,,
Ibia and all other philosophical conceptions to

which the mind of Plato had attained when the book was

written.

The application of the term in different passages, even

within the limits of one dialogue, is by no means uniform.

a. Ethos is an ethical notion regarded as an object of §27.

thought.

The chief instance of this use in the Republic is III. 402 B, c

oijh€ ^ €€ . . . '
€ ai'Speias

7€€6€€ oXs €€^
euKOvas, € iv^ € iv€-
€, ^^^ <5 etvai ^^^ ; where

observe that two lines lower down the word is used in the

vernacular meaning of ' bodily constitution ' (eV re ttj

. . . €V : supra p. 294, (2)).

Cp. Parm. 130 hiao '
. . . .

lb. 135 C € L•'€
'.
. This meaning is extended from ethical universals to

all universals, implying at once the abstract notion and

the essential nature of the thing.

Phaedo 100 B, C elvai tl ' \' , resumed in ib. 2 with elvai tl' .
Crat. 440 €t be €,
' ^ etj '?, ...

Rep V. 47*^ ^5 • 59^ ^'^ tl €v€
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€€^ irepl' , ots" eTTt-^.
Parm. 135 D. (See also ib. 130 c, D where the doubt is

raised whether there is any such essential nature attaching

to dirt, mud, hair, and other insignificant things.)

y. is the reality of a general concept.

Phaedr. 249 hu yap ^vviivai etSos \€yo-

€, ...
Ib. 277 C, Rep. VIIT. 544 D ^Vi? iv eiSei . . . KCtrat

;

Men. 72 C.

(i) Elbos is thus a logical whole, containing the particulars

under it. Rep. V. 475 eiSous, Theaet. 178 A, ib.

148 D.

(2) But it is also a part, i. e. a subordinate species

:

Phaedr. 265 ' hvvaaOai €€, Rep. V. 454 A

hvyaadai . . ., Theaet. 181 C,

187 c.

06s. I.

—

Ei^os when thus employed signifies a true and natural,

as opposed to an arbitrary division. Cp. Polit. 262, 263.

Ods. 2. — In the passage of the Phaedrus p. 265 if., the word is

also used in the familiar idiomatic sense of a line of argument or

mode of reasoning (see above, p. 295 tj (2)) de e<

dvolv eiSoik . ... 8^ eTepov etSos ' See also ib.

263 B, C.

. ? is applied, not only to the species into which

a genus is divided, but also to the parts of an organic

whole. These two conceptions are, in fact, not clearly

kept apart by Plato.

Thus the Soul in Rep. IV. 435 ff. is shown to have three

forms or natures (), which are her parts (, p. 442),

but are also species, having varieties under them (vill.

559 E, alib.), and are repeatedly spoken of as.
€.? is the type of any natural kind, comprising its

essential attributes.
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Theaet. 157 B, C re €
€ 65.

Parm. 130 C ph oIol

€\, ? vbaTos.

05s.—This is the of Phileb. 15 eva . . . K(u eva,

..., about which there, as in Parm. 130 c, d, Socrates expresses

himself doubtfully.

.? is also used of an abstract whole, conceived as

separable from the parts, as in

Theaet. 204 A € ^ Aeyets yeyovos tv

TL €5 €€ € ;

.? is used not only for the type of a natural kind § 28.

(man, horse, stone, &c.),—though on this point, as we have

seen, there is in Plato's mind a lingering doubt,—not only

for generic attributes (good, beautiful, wise, &c., Phileb. 15),

but also to denote an idea of relation, as for example, the

idea of similarity.

Parm. 128 ' ethos tl^.
In Rep. V. 454 € < kT€pas re 9- €

; the meaning of dbos is

further explained by tt/oos . And in Phaedo 74, 75,

although the term et6o? is not expressly used of

', yet the whole course of reasoning implies that this,

together with ^, is included amongst the

€ spoken of in ib. 102 A.

. Lastly, et6oi is applied to each of the primary forms

or elements of thought. These come into question most

in the dialectical dialogues (Theaet., Soph., Polit., Phileb.),

but the use referred to is much the same with that which

occurs already in Phaedr. 263€ . See especially Parm. 129 D, , Theaet.

184, 185, 197 D, 202 A, Soph. 254 C, Phileb. 23 B, C, and

again Soph. 258, where the is described as

an €, and also as having an (i.e. a real nature

corresponding to its definition).
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The chief meanings or applications of? as a philo-

sophical term in Plato may accordingly be thus tabulated :

—

is

1. an ethical notion, Rep. III. 402 C, D, &c.

2. a universal nature, Phaedo 100 B, C.

3. a logical whole, Phaedr. 249 B. a. genus, Rep. v.

474; /3. species, Phaedr. 265 E.

4. a part of an organic whole : an organ, Rep. IV. 435.

5. the type of a natural kind, Theaet. 157 B.

6. a pure abstraction, e. g. the whole as separable from

the parts, Theaet. 204 A.

7. an idea of relation, Rep. v. 454 C.

8. any primary form or element of thought, Theaet.

184, 185, Parm. 129 C-E, Soph. 254 C, &c.

PeVos.

yivo<i often occurs in the Republic, Parmenides, and later

dialogues, interchangeably with eioos, though suggesting

rather the notion of kind, than oiform or 7iature.

Rep. V. 477 B) C 7](€ bvv€s (Ivai yevos

. . . et apa^^ Xiy^iv etSos . . . ib. D, ets

yekos . . . r) €t9 eiSos
;

Parmenides 129 C re .
See also Polit. 285 c, 286 D.

This use is especially frequent in the Sophistes.

yivos is combined with ib^a in Laws VIII. 836 D? yivos.

Obs.—The use of yeVoy becomes more frequent in the later

dialogues and at the same time the applications of etSoi and Ihea

become more varied. For confirmation of these assertions the

student may consult the following passages :

—

etSof Soph. 219-230 (where elbos occurs fifteen times), 236, 239,

246, 248, 252, 254, 255, 256, 258, 259, 260, 261, 264, 265, 267 :

Polit. 258, 262, 263, 267, 278, 285, 286, 287, 288, 289, 291, 304,

306, 307 : Phil. 18, 19, 20, 23, 32, 33, 35, 48, 51 : Tim. 30, 37,

40, 42, 48, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60, 62, 64, 66,

67, 68, 69, 75, 77, 81, 83, 87, 88, 89, 90 : Laws i. 630 e, vi. 751 .
lUa Soph. 235, 253, 254, 255 : Polit. 258, 289, 307, 308 : Phil,
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16, 25, 60, 64 (twice), 67: Tim. 28, 35, 39, 40, 58, 60, 70, 71,75,

77 : Laws VIII. 836 D (to 18€ ye'pos).

y€uos Soph. 228 (three times), 229, 235, 253, 254, 256, 257, 259,

260, 261, 267, 268 : Polit. 260, 262, 263, 266, 267, 279, 285, 287,

288,289,291,305: Phil. 12, 23, 25, 26,27, 28, 30, 31, 32, 44,52,

65: Tim. 41, 42, 43, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57,

58, 59, 60, 61, 63, 67, 69, 73, 74, 77, 78, 81, 82, 83, 85, 86,

92 : Laws vii. 797 , viii. 836 d, 897 b, xi. 916 d.

*€. § 29.

ihia is the feminine form of ethos. It is naturally the

more picturesque word and is accordingly more frequent

in the more imaginative and exalted passages. From this

cause, and from its adoption as a term of Stoicism, the

word has passed over into Latin and thence into modern

literature and philosophy.

Ordinary meanings.

'

a. In the literal sense, ==' form,' 'appearance,' Ihka is used

by Pindar, Theognis, Euripides, Aristophanes, Herodotus,

and Thucydides (vi. 4 on hpeTravoeLbes Ihiav iari).

h. In Herodotus it has the slightly more abstract

meaning of Nature, description (l. 203 Toirjabe,
'leaves of such a nature'; . 71 . . . 1€5

Toii]vh€, ' their nature and description is as follows
'

;

VI. 119), and even of a line of thought or policy, VI. 100

6e^.
c. In Thucydides, where (ace. to Betant) the word occurs

fourteen times (see esp. III. 81, § 5- re -
), it has acquired the further meaning of a plan, or mode

of operation (see above, etoo?, p. 294, h (i)).

II. 77, § 2 i^^av^, ' they devised every plan.'

III. 62, § 2 rr) ... avTYf . . ., ' on the

same principle.'

i>. In Isocrates ihia already signifies a form (1) of life,

(2) of speech, (3) of thought (see also Aristoph. Nub. 547' aet Katvas iheas €4, Ran. 384,. 993)•
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(j) Isocr. p. 21 D (Nicocl. § 46) 5et \/?
rats TavTai<s (dignity and urbanity).

32 TCis€ .eovas l%^uiv {€<)€\
9, ' those virtues that have no share of

temperance and justice.'

The IbeaL referred to are and haov.
2f6 A €v <5 (explained by €v ratj,

€V rati^, &C.).

259 (Panathen. § 141) $ . . . rpets"

€LVaL.

(2) 42 C (Panegyr. § 7) et \ has? otoV^ ^ ' bta? '.
2 (Helen. Encom. § 16) eWt ' ; ^^

. . . ?^ 294 C (Sophist. § 18).

(3) 312 C (Antid. § 12)?? €, 'notions so important

and so remote from one another.'

(4) A special use occurs in 216 (Helen. Encom. § 62)€€, where is the

attribttte of beauty.

(The word is hardly, if at all, used by Xenophon.)

§ 30. Thus it is evident that by the time of Plato the word

was ready for his philosophical use. But before touching

on this, it is important to observe, as in the case of,
() that he also employs it freely in all the senses (except

perhaps that marked c) above-mentioned, and (2) that even

in philosophical passages it is by no means always used

with a scientific or technical intention. Such an intention

is only to be assumed when the context places it beyond

doubt.

a. Protag. 315 . . . Iheav <.
Phaedr. 251 A l^iav.

Phaedo 108 D . . .
' ?) y?/?.

Polit. 291 ^ '
hvav ?.

b. Rep. II. 369 €$ iv ]
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eAarroros Ihka ^inaKOTTovvTes, ' the resemblance of the greater

in the form of the less.'

Rep. II. 380 D€ kv akkais iBeais.

Tim. 58 D \%ia.v, ' the shape of the figure.'

c. This meaning is possibly approached in Rep. VI.

507 ov , ..., ' by a notable expedient ' (?) ;

Phaedr. 237 D, 238 A. But it is hard to find in Plato an

exact parallel for the Thucydidean use.

b. Phaedr. 253 ^ tts• to €^€€ Ihiav,
' into conformity with his practices and way of life.' Cp.

€?, p. 294, h (i).

Even where the context is highly philosophical, ibia

often retains its usual, vernacular, meaning. Thus in

Phaedr. 246 A it is used not of absolute Justice, Beauty,

&c., but of the nature or conformation of the soul, as it is

there figuratively described. And in Theaet. 184 c, D

the word is similarly applied, not to Being, sameness,

difference, and the other primary notions, but to the nature

of the mind perceiving them— etj 1%1, €ire

€€ 6 TL 5et, ^vvTeiveL.

Platonic uses. § 31.

The transition to the specially Platonic use is well

marked in Parm. 131 E, 132 A ae € rotoide 'kv^
€i8os o'UaOaL eivai. ' ho^r] eivai,

Tis ^ hoKei tSea elvai €ttI ', ^ €V4 ?/yet etvai, ' when you look at them together, there

appears to you one and the same form (or idea) in

them all.'

a. 'loea, as a philosophical term, signifies rather /7
than ki7id. The meaning of a c/ass. which elbos often

essentially connotes, attaches only accidentally to ihia.

The latter term immediately suggests the unity of

a complex notion as present to the mind. It is thus

used to describe the work of, where etoos denotes

the result of? :

—

Phaedr. 265 D, ets• re '»' ^
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€€.

Theaet. 205 D, , Soph. 2^^ C, D, Phileb. 60 D.

Observe the frequent combination of ihia.

See also Phaedo 103 D, —where at first sight the ternas

may seem to be interchanged

—

etSos

kavTov ets aet,
, kaTL \ €€, iyjei ^^ ael^
ff

. . . 104 C ovh\ €olk€ €^^ €€ iSeai'

rrj €v avTols) kvavTia r\. On a closer inspection it is

seen that Ihiav corresponds not to elSos but to in

the preceding sentence.

§ 32. It follows that each et6os, or distinct and definite kind,

has its own t6ea, or notional form.

Euthyphr. ^ . . . )€ / .
Phil. 25 '^^ (?) . . . l%i(xv€ €€ ;

. In Rep. VI, where Plato dwells on the unity of

knowledge and characterizes the philosopher as a spectator

of all time and all existence, the term IhL•, in the more

precise philosophical sense, occurs with special frequency.

VI. 486 D, (biavoiav) iirl ovtos i^iav€€9€ 7Tap€^€L

VI. ^oy , C . . . iSeas, €, ' .
And the process so indicated naturally culminates in

the contemplation of the ISea -. Closely akin

to this last is the use in Phil. 67 ^^ . . . tjj.
And in the more imaginative description of the parts

of the Soul towards the end of Book IX Ibia again takes

the place of ethos :
—

588 C, D \ Vhiav . . ., (he had just said in

illustration ^ ets €v

yeveaOai) ^.

^ To estimate Plato's freedom in the use of terms, words like opoi,,
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y. / is also preferred in speaking of an organic whole,

in which the parts or elements are merged :

—

Theaet. 204 A Ibea e£€.
The word Ih^a may be regarded as symbolizing the

union of thought and imagination in Plato.

Autos.

a. The emphatic use of? is the most constant and § 33.

characteristic of the various modes in which Plato

expresses his belief in the absolute reality of universals.

The term Ibia in its technical sense is absent both from

the myth in the Phaedrus and from the discourse of

Diotima in the Symposium, where ethos, too, only comes

in by the way. But the pronominal use now in question

perpetually recurs. It is needless to quote passages at

length : it is enough to refer to Lys. 220 B, Crat. 439 C, D,

Phaedr. 247 D, Phaedo 74 B, 76 c, 100 B,C( ',
cp. Rep. VI. 485 D, X. 604 a), Symp. 211 ( '
€' ), ib. D(^ ), Rep. . 34^ , .
363 , IV. 438 C, V. 47^ C, 47^ A-c, 479 , . 493 , 5^6 D, ,
VII. S3^^' ^• 62, Parm. 1331^' &c., Theaet. 175 ^«c

(aurfjs re abiKias).

. Yet, while thus consecrated to special use, the § 34.

pronoun is far from losing its proper idiomatic sense.

Words like^ belong to later Platonism,

although, through a not unnatural error, they have found

their way into MSS. of Plato (E. on Text: above, p. 71).

Such a form as nowhere occurs, and, though

the neuter pronoun is often joined to a feminine abstract

word, frequent changes of the order clearly prove that

they do not adhere together as in a compound. See for

example

, i^Phileb.),, (^Polit,), (5,,,,, kvas, should be considered. This is more noticeable in later dialogues.

The expression is more varied, as the philosopher becomes more sure of his

ground.

VOL. II. X
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Rep. I. '^'^^ C TovTo ', ^ . . .

Theaet. 146 ^ kariv.

And consider the context of II. '^60, A 6^
€TTaivovvT€i, ' , where Par. A

reads avTohiKaio(rvvr}v

.

Once more, the Platonic student must often refrain from

Platonizing. Even in passages where the ' doctrine of

ideas ' is immediately in question the emphatic avros

occurs in the ordinary vernacular sense. The context

must decide. Thus in Rep. VI. 510 \ . . .

511 A auTOLs rots €€, the pronoun

refers to roty^ dheai supra, individual objects

themselves as opposed to their shadows or reflexions,

although in the words €€ . . .^^, what has here been called the special use

of avTos has intervened. Compare Parm. 130 D /
\ ?, €^^^,—

' the actual hair, mud, dirt, &c., of

common life' : Soph. 341 (/)!) . . . etre, irepl€, ..., 'illusions tJiemselves or the

arts concerned with them.'

y. It follows that there is nothing specially Platonic in

such uses as Crat. 43^^ D \ , h\ (' name

and thing '), or Theaet. 202 A eKeii^o tls epet (* the

term by itself apart from attributes ').

& 3c. , ', oy^ ^, '', ',.
(Theaet. 186 -.)
In all Greek philosophy, and not in Plato alone, meta-

physical truths are expressed through elvai, its inflexions

and derivatives. The cause of this is partly to be sought

in Eleaticism, but largely also in the Socratic form of

questioning,
;

The student who would learn of Plato in simplicity

should clear his mind of Aristotelian distinctions, such as

those in the third book of the Metaphysics, and, still

more carefully of Dascyn, Wescn, Ansich, FiirsicJi,
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Ammdfursichseyn, and other terms of modern German
philosophy.

a. is the truth of predication, as sifted out by § 36.

dialectical discussion (Prot. 349 b) ; in other words, it is

the reality of definition :

Rep. X. 597 ^ hi]^ ' ],
Phaedo 75 -^ / oh^ ,
'/ : ib. 65 D.

Phaedo j8 C ^9 hbo€v eXvon :

Polit. 285 .
Phaedr. 245 ^^' re \ \6yoi' ?.
Being, so conceived, is called in Phaedo 76 C, D.
. /, /, have nearly the same force.

Phaedr. 247 /^€4 :

lb. 262 6 »// .
Theaet. 74 .
Rep. VI. 4^4 D TOVS^^^/ .
y. But sometimes, in moments of exaltation, the whole § 37•

of Being (like the sea of Beauty in the Symposium) is

spoken of as one continuum., which, as the. object of

intellectual contemplation, exists in a region above the

Visible:—
Phaedr. 247 C ^ re' 6< ]^ } € :

ib. D, €, - ^^ €, ovh €
kTepa €V eT€p(u € , iv

»/ / /. (Cp. Tim. 29 C, ^^ .)

The white light of Being so conceived is parted into

the primary colours, as it were, of Knowledge and Truth, as

for example in Rep. VI. 508, 509, where, however, the Ibia

dominates over as well as over and. See also for the totality of Being, VI. 486 A

\, be. And, for

as abstract truth, VII. 5^5 ^ ^^'^ re \.
2
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§ 38. . In the dialectical dialogues and 6v have again

the more logical meaning, ' Reality, answering to truth of

conception :
' or the essence of a thing as defined (Polit.

:z83 E, Phil. 32).

For example, in the strikingly modern passage of the

Theaetetus quoted above, this sentence occurs, 186

€( ^^^ alaurja^Tat,

. . . be €€ Trpos ttjs€^ ]^ irpos

Kpiv€LV^ . And, just below,

irpos €' ' (' what they

are and what good they do
')^ ev^? oij .

And in the main argument of the Sophistes, 6v is

positive truth or reality, as opposed to negation. The

verb of existence is attenuated to the copula, passing from

the notion of essence to that of relation. Yet this

dialectical procedure does not preclude a recurrence to the

language of ' ontology '
:

—

Soph. 254 A, b hi ye ^^ oi/Tos ael

Ihia, ^ ?
obas €€^' 9 ^€ TTpos ^ (.

different shade of meaning is observable according

as dvai is opposed to€ or^ (Tim. 27 D,

Farm. 165 a).

e. A special meaning of = , ' concrete

reality,' is formulated in Phil. 27 B, and applied in

Tim. ^^ A. But to examine this at present would be to

travel too far beyond the stage of Platonism embodied in

the Republic.

. If the philosophical meanings of ?, , ^, are

crossed by the vernacular meaning, this happens inevitably

also in the case of e^ai in both its meanings, (i) as the

copula and (2) as the substantive verb.
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(r) Rep. VI. 507 noWa . . .€< etmt^ re ^^ )/.
(2) Parm. 135 >, ovh^v . . . otlovv oVra.
So in the sense of 'property' occurs in Phaedr. 252

oucn'as '^^- ovhev. And there

is a play on both uses of the word (property and truth) in

Gorg. 472 iiiLx^eipus^ € € rrjs? ^.
€€€,^,, ^€,^,, § 39•, /, )6€'_, €'_,, (LyS.

219 d), emi'ai,,,/€, iyyiyveaQai,,,,, /,-,>/, »/,.
(eire, etre, etre 07777 ) ? -€4,— Phaedo D,

cp. Rep. V. 476 c, D.)

See Arist. Metaph. I. 6, § 4 ye^
7}(, ^ €' elbcav, iv €.
. In his first discovery of the supreme reality of

universals, Plato lightly assumes the correlation between

them and the particulars of experience. He is more

concerned in asserting this than in explaining it. And
he expresses his conception in a variety of ways. When
Socrates in the Phaedo substitutes a dialectical for

a physical method, he implies a causal relation of idea to

fact

—

tp\opai yap hr) etei' ( ^?
ubos 77€7€ (Phaedo 100 ), and he explains

this by participation : ib. C et, ovhe bi ev elvai '
heivov . He does not, however, confine himself

to the word ^^, as if this were the chosen term of

the school:^^ (io2B) is freely substituted, also

(iood). And it is observable that the abstract

nouns, ^, €\/9 (Parm. I3[, 132, 151 e), do not

seem to have been at this time in use.
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§ 40. /3. The participation of the particular in the universal

is otherwise spoken of as the presence of the universal in

the particular : Phaedo ico D dre,
eire. Cp. Lys. 217 D irapeLTj y ?^ ' Charm. 158 . 'Evelvai— ' to inhere ' is similarly-

used in the Republic : III. 402 C ^ db . . .

iv oh eVearti/. In the Same passage these moral

attributes are spoken of as ' carried about '-^^ ; and in Theaet. 202 A, though not in stating

Plato's own theory, general predicates are said to rtiu

round abont^^, amongst particular subjects.

§ 41. y. The relation of the universal to the particular is

elsewhere regarded as the relation of the Perfect to the

Imperfect, or of the Ideal to the Actual. Plato in the

Phaedo does not feel this point of view to be inconsistent

with the former. In that dialogue (p. 74) the reminiscence

which is the germ of knowledge is accounted for by the

resemblance of things transitory to eternal truths, known

by us in a pre-existent state. The perception of equality

and inequality, for example, is referred to the recollection

of Ideal Equality{ ). Sense-perceived equality

recalls this by resemblance, but falls short of it. ye

rts , . . .

€€, 6€ TL^ €tre , ...
In Phaedo 69 the ordinary Virtue is called a,
and in 76 D occurs the phrase, (^ € ^)
€€] ^?})€/.

§ 42. This form of Plato's Idealism appears principally (i) in

passages marked by strong ethical aspiration, or (2) where

his speculation takes a cosmological turn. The image

often employed is that of pattern and copy, borrowed from

the ' imitative ' arts, especially from the art of painting.

(i) Moral improvement is continually represented as

a process of assimilation to the Divine (see esp. Theaet.

176 b). And in this connexion Plato treats the notions

of participation and assimilation as interchangeable. For
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instance in Phaedr. 253 A the words ' bwarov€/ are immediately followed up with

? bwarov €€ €(2. See Arist.

Met. I. 6, § 3 he^ ^^' \
yap€ ehaL ,

be ^, . ye^(, yJTis € eibcoVy€ ev ^.
In the Republic, the perfect or ideal state is more than

once described as a pattern of which the actual state is to

be a copy:—V. 472 D,

7€9, VI. 500 ^ 'apabeyar^.
And the same ideal is to be the pattern for the individual,

whether the perfect state is realized or not,—IX. ,592

. . . ev ^ €
kavTov. This comes near to the

exalted tone of Theaet. 176' . . . ev€, \ Oeiov evbaoveov, be aOeov

. . . \ 6oovevoL tcls? irpa^eis,

be ev, where the conjunction of opposites has

a similar effect to that in Phaedo 74 D.

And in the Politicus (273 B, 293 E, 297 c) the true states-

man is represented as imitating from afar the principles

of Divine Government.

Similarly in Rep. VI. 500 c, Timaeus 47 C, the philosopher

is described as imitating the universal order. See also

Tim. 88 C be . . . iravTos €/'
€$•.

(2) In the last-mentioned passages there is a union of §43.

the ethical with the cosmological strain. The following

may serve to illustrate the place which^ holds from

time to time in Plato's cosmogony. In the mythical

description of the Earth in Phaedo 1 10 foil, the colours

and the precious stones known in human experience are

but meagre samples(/) of those on the upper surface

of the globe as seen from above. In the vision of Judge-

ment at the close of the Republic (not to dwell on the
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7€[) the orrery turning on Necessity's knees,

although partly pictorial, is partly also an ideal pattern

(and in some occult or inconsistent way an efficient cause)

of the revolutions of the planets.

In the Phaedrus, 250 B, earthly realities are

eKet ; and each lover makes himself and his beloved like

his god ().
And in the allegory of the Cave (Rep. Vll) into which

less of what is purely mythological enters, natural objects

in their most essential forms are described as^, things manufactured after the supreme realities, and

moved by hands unseen so as to cast their shadows on

the wall. Elsewhere in the Republic, the figure of

substance versus shadozv repeatedly appears : II. '^6^ c,

382 D, III. 401 B, 402 B,C, IV. 443 c, V. 4713 C, VI. 51O, 51I,

VII. 516 A, 520 c, 534c, IX. 587 D. Cp. Lysis 2190,0,

Phaedr. 250 A^, B. And a similar strain of metaphor is

carried further in the Timaeus, where the world is an €.,
or true image (not , an imperfect likeness) of the

et5o?, whose forms are stamped upon the chaotic

receptacle of space ' in a strange and hardly explicable

way.' (Tim. 50 c.)
^

§ 44. Meanwhile the other metaphors of participation in the

ideas, realpresence of the ideas, communion with the ideas,

are by no means discarded. For the Republic it is

enough to quote V. 476 c, D, where indeed the two modes of

expression ( . . . ^^) are conjoined,—as

they are in Parm. 133 D. See also VI. 505 A
f]

^p^JLa ^ ytyrerac.

In the later dialogues (Soph., Polit., Phil., Tim., Laws)

the relation of the individual to the universal is altogether

less in question. See Excursus, Essay on Structure, p. 46 ff.

But juie^€^ts still takes place between subject and predicate,

or between substance and attribute.

^ cp. Tim. 48 E, 49 fi'( ? 7/76$ €?$ (,
6, ( apa(yao ((, yeveaiv< .
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Soph. 247 A e^et (L. C.'s con-

jecture . €. . has been approved by Schanz, but

see the words which follow, ye bwarov€ elvai ^), which show that

the correction is not absolutely necessary.

lb. 248 C ] . . . '^<5.

lb. 256 A .
Phil. 16 D ibiav Trepl . . . €'€

''.
lb. 60 , C hia^ipeiv ^€ ,

;€ aet ],
bevbs €T€pov ^; € ^
€€/.

Polit. 268 . . ./.
lb. 269 D

6€€', ) 6>'/ ye , ...
lb. 273 , 275 ^ /.
Tim. 34 ereoves . . . eiKr/, ^6 , ^(^ ,, ']'], . . .^, 90 C ^ . . .

e^•eert.

. The raised in the Parmenides, then (with § 45.

which cp. Phil. 15), have not had the eftect of banishing

' participation ' (see esp. the examples just quoted from

Polit., Phileb.). Yet it was there shown that particulars

could not partake in the universal eos, either (i) wholly,

or (2) in part, nor (3) as individuals in a common form, nor

(4) as objects of thought, nor (5) as copies of a pattern(€€ ). Nor are these difficulties solved in the

latter portion of that dialogue. What is really shown

there is the inadequacy of the Zenonian dialectic, since by

subjecting to it the Eleatic hypothesis of One Being, this

is proved (i) to have no predicates, (2) to have all predi-

^ In Parm. 133 d there are two stages in the descent from the ideas

to individuals, (i)$, subsisting between the idea and its or

concrete type, and (2) (s rod.
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cates, and (3) to have neither all nor none, but to be in

transition between them. Plato thus hints indirectly at

the root-fallacy which he has ridiculed in the Euthydemus,

and of which he finally disposes in the Sophistes—the

blank absoluteness of afifirmation and negation. By the

series of inferences which Parmenides himself sums up in

the concluding paragraph, Plato, it may be fairly said,€€€ (cp. Euthyd. ^6 d).

§ 46• f• This is not done without a motive, and the motive

may be gathered in the words of Socrates, Parm. 129 C-E et

. . . - re ^th] kv avTols^,^^ . . . € . . . \ hiai-^ €^, € -^ \ ev, € €v €9 ^€
biaKpCveaOai, €\,. Cp.

Phileb. 14 D. The discussion of those has cleared

the ground for truer modes of conception. Something like

a theory of predication is at length formulated. But even

in the Philebus the construction of ideas into a tis

is carried only a little way, and after the relativity

of ideas is proved, Plato still speaks of them as absolute,

and still employs metaphorical language to indicate meta-

physical relations. Yet the point of view is no longer

quite the same as before.

As the conception of the nature of predication becomes

more distinct, a new stage of inquiry is reached in the

search for an order and connexion of ideas. A rational

psychology begins to clear away the confusions of a crude

ontology. And while in the untried effort to account for

yiveais, language is still affected with dualism and tinged

with mythological imagery, a far less dubious light is

already shining on the world of thought.

§ 47. In the Phaedo and elsewhere, moral and other ' ideas '

—

avTo TO,, biKaiov,,, —were ranked

together as coordinate, or summed up as 7; aihios and
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set over against the transitoriness of individual objects,

(so. elb&v)^. But in the concluding

passage of Book VI, and in what follows it, there is a revela-

tion of the unity and organization of knowledge, implying

(i) that there is an order in the intellectual world, and

(2) that there is a way upward and downward ^ between

intellect and sense : moreover that above knowledge, truth

and being, there is the supreme domination of the good.

But the statement is in general terms, and no account is

taken of the difficulties which are raised, without being

solved, in the Parmenides. In the Theaetetus (185 c) it is

clearly seen that Being, Unity, Number, likeness, difference

and goodness (even when relative) are notions of a higher

order than other generalizations of experience—they are

birds that fly everywhere about the cage^—and also that

there are relations between them (Theaet. 186 ti]v

. . . ^^). The existence of such relations amongst

the highest ideas (or primary forms of thought and being)

is what the Stranger in the Sophistes undertakes to prove
;

and here the long-familiar words, ^^, €-€, kvuvai (also ^^^, ivoLKelv, o'VVOLKeiv, be^eaOai,,^^,€.,,,,-,,, €€) ^ are again in frequent

use. Even the dim form of Space in the Timaeus, the

€€€^^ is spoken of as6 rt . . .€ . - . ], and again as (^^)^? ye ? €)(-
^. At the same time the other metaphor of Pattern

and Copy comes once more into service, not now, however,

merely to express the relation of particular to universal,

but to throw light upon another difficulty, the possibility

^ Cp. Heracl. Fr. 69 ; Bywater)? .
^ Theaet. 197 ^ : cp. Soph. 254 c.

^ See Soph. 216, 223, 228 , 235 a, 238, 248, 249 a, 250 , 251, 252, 253,

255, 256, 259 ; Polit 309 ; Phil, 15 24 37, 57, 60, 66.

' Tim. 45 D, 51 A, 52 c: cp. ib. 64 d5 5e «at ^. The

simple words '€£/,,^ are often similarly used. So too^ Phileb. 67.
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of false opinion {fevbrjs ^) and of falsity (€vb^ Aoyos^).

And as the idea of predication becomes more distinct,

other modes of expression of a more definite kind are

introduced

—

^^ Farm. 148 A, iraOos ^x^lv Soph.

2,4^ A, , Theaet. 202,

Theaet. 202 , Soph. 262 C, 240 C,^ Polit. 273 B, &c.,

Phil. 64 D, &C., ? Phil. 64 .

§ 48. We are at present concerned not with Plato's philosophy,

but with his use of Language. Else more might be said

not only of his various modes of expression, but of the

increasing clearness of his thoughts, and of an approach to

system.

His expressions are various, because almost always

figurative. Metaphorical language about philosophical

notions is necessarily broken and inconsistent, and cannot

without confusion be tested by a logical standard. Many
phases of the Ideas occurred to Plato's mind. They are

universals, realities, absolute, relative : they represent the

most abstract and the most concrete notions : they are

isolated, and also ' flying about ' everywhere among objects :

they are akin to numbers, though not the same with them.

Plato does not attempt to harmonize all these different

views ; they are experimental conceptions of the Universal,

which he gradually brings back more and more to what

we term common sense,—to psychology and logic from

a fanciful ontology. His language about them in the

Phaedrus, Meno, Phaedo, is different from that which he

uses in the Philebus and the Laws ; or rather in the

two latter dicllogues the transcendental form of them has

almost disappeared. If instead of dwelling on his use of

terms we consider his thought and intention \ we find that

in the dialectical dialogues and those which go with them

(Tim., Critias, Laws), through grappling with the diffi-

culties which his own theories have raised in relation to

' Tt . . .^ um (Theaet. 184 a).
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contemporary opinion, he is confronted more and more

closely with the great central questions of all philosophy,

the essence of thought, the meaning of the Universe, the

conditions and possibilities of human improvement for the

individual and for communities. The last word of Plato

on the nature of Mind is hardly different from the language

of Modern Philosophy. What can be more ' modern,' for

example, than the definition of Thought in Soph. 265 D, E,

or than several of the psychological distinctions in the

Philebus ?

Other terms having a metaphysical significance may be

dismissed more briefly.. § 49.

The word /? (after appearing once in Hom. Od.

X. 303, for the '' virtues ' of a drug ^) occurs in writers from

Pindar to Aristophanes with various shades of meanings :

—

birth, growth^ stature, native character or disposition, inherent

power or capacity^ as well as in the more general sense of

tJiat which is natural, or in accordance with experience, as

opposed to what is artificial, acquired, conventional, or

monstrous.

Herodotus II. 45 already has the idiomatic phrase <^
6)(€ i^iva ^ . . .? e^et??
€). Thucydides repeatedly speaks of ' human nature

'

( ? I. JO, II. 50, III. 45, 84 ; see also III. 82, § 2

'? ^ r)): and in V. 105, § 2 ^^, he alludes to the inevitableness of ' natural law.'

Professor Burnet in his able work on Early Greek Philo-

sophy argues with much force in favour of the thesis that

^ the word which was used by the early cosmologists to

express the idea of a permanent and primary substance

was none other than ^, and that the title irepl^^ so

commonly given to philosophical works in the sixth and

^ Also in the Batrachomyomachia, in the sense of natural endowments.
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fifth centuries B.C. does not mean " on the nature of things,"

—a far later use of the word,— but simply '-concerning

the primary substance'" ; and that 'in Greek philosophical

language always means that which is primary,

fundamental and persistent as opposed to that which is

secondary, derivative and transient, what is given as

opposed to what is made or becomes.'

The preciseness of this statement can hardly be borne

out by quotations, but it may be accepted as an expression

of the fact that the early philosophers in writing^ had given to the \vord a new depth of meaning by

choosing it as an expression for the uniformity of experience

for which they sought to account. Hence , €,, are phrases in common use. And the oppo-

sition of the natural to the conventional (€ to) was

a common-place of sophistical disputation, Isocr. Panegyr.

p. 62, d, § 121 (Bekker)^ TroXiras^ ?
7(€.

§ 50• In Plato the connotation of^ has not more fixity

than that of other philosophical terms. The particular

meaning is to be determined by the context in each case.

The following uses appear to be specially Platonic :

—

I. Phaedo 103 C € eXiyero € -9 , be€ ^,€ iv € iv.
Here are three grades of reality^, (i) the actual thing or

object in which the idea is embodied ( 6^
) dbovs), (2) the idea as so embodied or 'immanent'(
TO kv ), (3) the idea as self-existent, absolute, ' tran-

scendent ' ( TO h ] €). , therefore, in this

passage is the sum of self-existences, the immutable nature

of things.

Compare Rep. X. 597 '^ h ] € ,
' As in Parm. 133 >, quoted above, p. 313, note.
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2. But elsewhere the supreme agency of Nature is

regarded as an heretical doctrine, opposed to the sovereignty

of Reason and of God. Soph. 265 C ^
... ' yevvav ^
av€v btavoias. ' Nature ' is here not Eternal Law,

but mere blind, unconscious energy, as opposed to Mind.

Cp. Laws X. 892 C Xeyeiv yiveaiv irepl, ..}
3- Li Phaedr. 270< is an extremely comprehensive

word, including both worlds, the inward and the outward.

This appears from the allusions to Anaxagoras and

Hippocrates. in this sense differs from chiefly

in referring more distinctly to the parts which make up

the whole.

4. According to another mode of expression, the subject

of philosophy is not all nature but every nature, Theaet.

173 E, Polit. 272 c.

In so denoting single or particular natures, ^ is

sometimes (a) the nature of the thing described, and some-

times [b) the thing itself as characterized, and the word

in this sense is applied equally to natural kinds and to

abstract notions.

{a) Rep. II. 359 17 \ ovv ?) . . .

^

(including both yiveais and, see context).

Phaedr. 245 . * kavTov-, koyov KiyMv. yap, \ €^ , \\\,
6 ivhoO^v i^, €^,

(sc. kavTO Kivelr).

' Plato here claims that if the study of naiure is the study of prhnary

substances, it ought to begin with the study of mind, since mind is prior to

the elements. He tries to wrest from the natural philosophers their chief

catch-word— more openly and disputatiously than in the Phaedrus.

^ The ' Naturalist ' theory is in question, see Rep. 11. 358 e.
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Rep. VI. 493 C "^^^ ^^ '^^^- , ...
lb. VII. ^2^ C eTTt ^eai^ rr/? rcoi' ?.
lb. X. 6llB 6 ye aS r^^]€ rotoCroi; etz^at

Soph. 245 C, 258 B, c ; Phil. 25 A, 44 E.

(?) In the following places the nature is identified with

the thing :

—

Rep. II. 359 C (' every creature ')^
7€€ ?.

lb. IV. 429 ^ 1^^^^ 4> .
lb. VI. 491 -^ ^^^^ -^.
Polit. 3c<5 ,

§ 5• 5• There is a pleonastic use of^ with a genitive, in

this latter sense, which, like other periphrases, occurs more

frequently in the later dialogues. But the Phaedrus affords

more than one example :

—

Phaedr. 248 C . . . ^.
lb. 2541^ ''"^^ '^^^ /.
Soph. 257 €.
lb. 257 C, D (bis) €.
Polit. 257 D '.
Phileb. 25 ^^ /.
lb. 30 )!' /.
Tim. 45 ^ "^^^ "^^^ .
lb. 74 ^ "^W '^^^ /. lb. y^ A ^ »'.
lb. 84 C ?7 .
(Cp. for similar periphrases ib. 75 A ^ ^tbo^^

70 C <5 Ihiav.)

Laws VIII. 845 D vbaTOS.
Ib. IX. 862 D .
The same use recurs in Aristotle. See Ronitz' Index

Aristoteliats^ p. 837 b.

6. ? is constantly used in the Republic in the

ordinary sense of natural disposition or capabiHty (esp.

Apol. 22 B, c) as distinguished from the complete develop-

ment of mind or character :

—
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III. 410 D TO €€$ . . . rrjs.
VI. 485 A TTjp b^lv€.
The great frequency of the term ? in Plato's

dialogues represents, what has too often been ignored, the

experiential aspect of his philosophy.

(d) Psychological Terms.

As Plato's philosophical language becomes (i) more § 52.

subjective and (2) more accurate, his use of words to signify

mental states, processes, or faculties, becomes at once

more frequent and more precise. It would be an error,

however, even in his latest dialogues to look for consistency

or finality. When it is found that the definition of]^ obtained with so much labour in the Republic,

is tacitly set aside in the Laws, and that the disjunctive-

hypothetical method so energetically put forth in the

Parmenides nowhere distinctly recurs, it need not surprise

us that the significance of hiavoia in Theaet. 189E, Soph.

0^6^ D, differs essentially from that assigned to the same

word in Rep. VI. 511, or that^, bo^a,, ^,
€7,, can only be said to have an approxi-

mate fixity of meaning..
. Any immediate perception, intuition or consciousness.

Charm. 158 E, 159 A brjkov otl, ei ,' €^ bo^a(€Lv. ^,
etirep^,!/ Ttapiyjiiv, e^ rjs tU irepl^ €, € .

This is the ordinary meaning as exemplified in Antiphon,

Herod, p. 134, § 44 ; Thuc. II. 50, 61 ; Eur. El. 290 ; Xen.

Hell. V. I, § 8 ; Anab. IV. 6, § 13.

Ods.—Euripides (Iph. Aul. 1243) already has, which,

though frequent in Aristotle, does not seem to occur in Plato.

A special meaning = ' scent ' as a hunting term occurs in Xen.

Cyn. 3, § 5; cp. Rep. 11. 375 .

VOL. II.
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. Sense-perception in general, as opposed to,
cognition, (9, intellection,^, reasoning : imper-

fectly distinguished from bo^a and.
Without entering here on the discussion of Plato's

philosophy of sensation, it may be observed that a com-

parison of Phaedo 79, Phaedr. ^249, 250, Rep. vii. 524, with

Phileb. 33, 38, 43 A, B, Tim. 43 C, shows that the reasonings

attributed to the disciples of Protagoras in the Theaetetus,

though rejected as a definition of knowledge, exercise

a decided influence on the evolution of Plato's psychology.

. Special modes of sensation, including the five senses,

with others not separately named.

Phaedo 6^ D b ovv^ tl rots

el6es ; 9, ' oj. '/ tlvI^ ; Rep. VI. 507 -^ V ''"^^ ('$.
. single act of sense-perception,—an impression of

sense. Theaet. 156 D € re ' ]^ : ib. at € Toiahe, o^eis re €^, ...
Thus the ivavTLa of Rcp. VII. 523 , Soph. 266 C

is an opposite impression of t/ie same sense.

Obs.— in Men. 76 d is said to be an expression in the

manner of Gorgias : otherwise the word occurs first in Plato ; and, ^ in Theaet. 160D, appears to be invented on

the spot. It is cited by Pollux as an unusual word.

§ 53. |.
The opposition of hoKUv at once to dvai and

leads to the association of bo^a as the lower faculty with^. For example in Rep. VI, Vll, where the clearness

of a faculty is said to be proportioned to the nature of its

object, seems to be concerned with the shadows, i. e.

the visible world ;
in Phaedo 96 it is an involuntary

judgement resulting from sense and memory, and in the

Phaedrus the unlucky charioteer regales his steeds with, because of his poverty in the ideas. But in
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Theaet., Soph., Phil., it becomes manifest that £ is

simply a judgement, given by the mind in answer to herself,

which may or may not be coincident with an impression

of sense, and may be either true or false. This is in

accordance with the advance in psychological clearness

which marks the dialectical dialogues.

In the earlier part of the Theaetetus, ho^^a^ are very closely associated, although in such an

expression as in 179 C rb ^, e^ ai, the distinction

between^ and ho^a is accurately preserved (cp.

Charm. 159 A quoted above). It is only after the dis-

cussion in pp. 184-190, however, that the definition of bo^a

as btavoias ^-^ (Soph. 264 a) becomes possible.

For it has now been clearly brought out that, opinion

or judgement, is an operation of the mind, silently pre-

dicating one thing of another. Such predication or

judgement may refer to any subject matter, but it may be

false as well as true, and this gives occasion for the

question. How is false opinion possible? See esp.

Phileb. 37 C, D.

Opinion, so understood, is still distinguished from

Knowledge {€7) which is always true, although this

opposition is not sufficiently accounted for by the definition

of€ as bo^a9 €. holds

a higher place in subsequent dialogues, Sophist, Philebus,

Timaeus, than in the Republic, where it is condemned as

' blind.' Rep. VI. 506 c : cp. IV. 430 B.

For the vernacular crossing the specific meaning, see

esp. VI. 490 A bo^av . . . boao€VOLS.

Obs.—The naturalness of the association of ^ with-
appears from ihe passage of the Charmides (159 a) above quoted.

On the other hand, the constant use of in expressing

a judgement of the mind, suggested the other meaning in which

do^a is opposed to (. As the two meanings were not con-

sciously distinguished, a confusion arose which helped to accentuate

2
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Plato's view of the uncertainty and fallaciousness of sensation ; to

which, however, Philosophy had from the first been predisposed, as

' appears from well-known sayings of Heraclitus and Parmenides.

§ 54• '.
is properly the noun of€ (Soph.

260 E, Rep. 11. 382 e), but is treated in Theaet. 152 C, 161

as the noun of. In Soph. 264 A, ^
is defined as bo^a ^ ^^ or

b9. In Phileb. 39, however, there is a more elaborate

description of imagination or presentation (Vorstellung).

Opinion or judgement having been characterized under the

figure of a scribe who writes down sentences in the mind,

it is added that the scribe is corroborated by a painter,

who illustrates what is written down. And the pictures

of this artist may have reference to the past or future,

and like the judgements which they accompany, they may
be either false or true. The pleasures of Hope are thus

accounted for. The word does not occur in this

passage. But it is obvious that the thing meant might

be denoted by the term, and the mental images in question

are spoken of as (39 d) '-
(40 a). In Rep. II. 382 , where^ (380 d)

has preceded, are ' illusive apparitions.' The

word carries a similar association in Soph. 260 E, &c.

The noun, although common (with its derivatives) in

later writers, does not occur before the time of Plato.

§ 55• .
In the concluding passage of Rep. VI the word hiavoia

acquires a specific meaning, to denote the faculty, or

attitude of mind, intermediate between ^^ and €,
or between^ and vov^. This definition stands in close

reference to the context in which it occurs, and it is

observable that hiavoia in this exact sense is hardly to be

found elsewhere in Plato. The definition appears to rest

on a false etymology, viz. hia-voLa, ' mediate intellection,'
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'thinking" through something,' as distinguished from pure

intuition on the one hand and mere impressions on the

other ; because the abstract truths of mathematical science

are studied through visible symbols (vi. 511 D ?
^^ re , cp. VII. ^^^ , ). The psychology of the

Theaetetus supplies a more accurate explanation of the

term, as= ' mental discourse/ passing betiveen subject and

predicate, or predicate and subject. This view of hiavoia

recurs in the Sophistes (263 d). i:i>,iavoia, so understood, is

not above and beyond ^, but is the necessary preliminary

to it ; since the mind puts her questions before she answers

them, and opinion, however seemingly instantaneous, is the

consequence of thought. Thus ho^^a rises in the scale, and

biavoLa, as a subjective fact, is correctly analysed.

In the great majority of instances/ (with its verb

hLavouaOai) is used in the ordinary Greek acceptations of

(i) mental activity, (2) mind in act, (3) a particular thought

or conception, (4) meaning, (5) intention.

"ECtS. § 56.

'Efty, €€ ttws, is properly a state or condition

whether bodily or mental. But the psychological use of

this word also is affected in Plato by a false etymological

association from the active use of . The active use

of eftj occurs in Rep. IV. 433 re

e|ts re irpa^LS, Soph. 247 A^^ ' ,
Theaet. igy A €7 . . , e^iv. And it seems probable

that in such passages as Phaedr. 268 etiv, Rep. VI. 5^9-^ ^^^ ''"^^ '/, IX. ^^1} . . . €, although the ordinary

meaning of ' condition ' is present, Plato has the other

association in his mind. For the more familiar meaning,

see esp. Phileb. ii D ^iv^ biaOeaiv, ...

—practical skill.

. Skill as opposed to inexperience, Phaedo 89 avev

^ 7T€pl^.
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. Enlightened practice, as opposed to mere ' rule of

thumb ' {^€ ), Phaedr. 260 , 270 , Gorg.

463 (see Rep. VI. 493 ).

y. Professional practice, opposed to that of an amateur,

Prot. 315 A €TtI ^')€.
. Art as opposed (i) to nature, Rep. II. 381 ; (2) to

divine inspiration, Ion ^^6 D.

€. A system of rules (Phaedr. 261 b).

. €; as distinguished from^ is (1) a lower

grade of knowledge (see the contemptuous diminutive

T€xvvbpLov in Rep. V. 475 e)
; (2) (chiefly in the later

dialogues) Knowledge applied to production (^^),
Laws X. 892 B, C.

Ods.—The actual sciences (as distinguished from the same studies

when enlightened by philosophy) are called in Rep. vi. 511 c

TO €. The second [) and sixth {) of

these definitions reappear in subsequent philosophy.

§ 57. '.
As in Other cases (above, p. 292 ff.) the philosophical is

to be distinguished from the ordinary use.

a. (1) The proper note of^^ as distinguished from, is certainty (Soph. Oed. Tyr. 11 15) •

—

Rep. V. 477 . . , :\ \. ^€, ws

.
(2) Hence in the specially Platonic sense,^ is

distinguished from € as speculative from practical

knowledge.

Rep. IV. 438 C . . ..
Parm. 134 ^ ^, ?/^€,

amrj'S €€ € . . . be, , €, € .
It is in this ideal sense that vain attempts are made in

the Theaetetus to define ^-. And this is the meaning

of the word in Rep. VI. 508 and similar places.
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/3. The more ordinary use of the word, in which it is

nearly equivalent to ri^-r], is sometimes guarded by the

addition of the specific object :

—

Rep. IV. 438 D €7€ kpyaaias€ kylv^TO,

hLTi]V€yKe ^,6^.
Or by some qualifying word such as €. See

Rep. VII. ^^^^ D as? ^^
€009, hiovTai 6e ,^^ \ ho^qs,

€7<.
But this meaning of /; also occurs without any

qualification^ especially in the plural, and quite as often in

the later as in the earlier dialogues.

Rep. VII. 522 C -^ ^^ re biavoiai.
Polit. 308 C ' : Phileb. 62 D.

The singular also appears in the sense of ' practical skill

'

(as in Thucydides, &c.).

Phaedr. 269 D 6' € .
Gorg. 511 C 7/ .. S 58.

The abstract noun as well as the adjective

occurs in Isocrates, but not elsewhere before Plato,

although was in ordinary use (Herod. I. 30,

Thuc. II. 40).

a. is defined in the Republic (v. 475 ff.) as

the love of the whole, (VI. 486 a) ^ ,^ , and is elsewhere (Sophist. 253 e) identified

with bLaL.
. But the word is also used in the more ordinary sense

of ' mental culture,' ' scientific pursuit '
:

—

Theaet. 143 D [»^.
Tim. 88 C\ .] .
In Theaet. 172 C hia-, the plural seems to include Theodorus as a man

of scientific culture.
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§ 59• 05, TO^.
A tripartite division of ^vyj] appears in the Phaedrus-

myth (Phaedr. 246 foil), in Rep. IV. 435 foil., IX. 580 foil.,

and in Tim. 70. On the other hand in Rep. X. 612 A

a doubt is expressed whether the Soul in her true nature

be divisible at all, and in Phaedo 80 B, C pure Soul is akin

to the j(xoroei6es. In the Timaeus, or resentment, is

expressly said to belong to the lower and mortal part, or

aspect, of the Soul. But the function assigned to it is

much the same as in Rep. IV ^ In Rep. IX, 1. c, this part

of the soul is more exactly described as, and in

the same passage the love of honour is resolved into the

love of power. In the imagery which follows, the€€
is further analysed into the nobler and meaner forms of

anger, the ' lion ' being reinforced with a crawling serpent

brood : IX. 59^ '"o^^ re eb€9.
The conception mythically expressed in the Phaedrus is

less distinct, and though closely akin to the psychology of

the Republic and Timaeus, is not precisely the same. The

white horse yoked to the winged chariot is altogether of

a noble strain( L•), ' a lover of

honour, with temperance and chastity ^, a comrade of right

thinking, obedient to the voice of Reason.' He thus

corresponds rather to the ideal in conformity with which

the€€ is to be trained than to the^ as such.

Nor is the nobler steed entrusted with control over his

' Tim. 70 A TO ovv $$ avbp'ias , 6,

kyyvrepw ttjs ($ . . . KOivfj 6'(€ , ytvos,' ,5- ( (. ... els.
^ Shakespeare, Macbeth ii. :

Macbeth. 'When 'tis,

It shall make honour for you.'

Batiqito. ' So 1 lose none

In seeking to augment it, but still keep

My bosom franchis'd and allegiance clear,

1 shall be counselld.'
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baser yoke-fellow. His work is done if he run his own

course obediently.

It is probable that in the partition of the Soul in the

Republic, Plato has not forgotten the Phaedrus. But he

has also in mind the special requirements (practical as well

as speculative) of the work in hand, and in particular the

close analogy between individual and state, and the position

of avhpda amongst the cardinal (civic) virtues.

Now €, ' spirited,' is applied by Xenophon to

a high-bred horse, such as that which symbolized the

nobler passions in the Phaedrus—the word does not occur

in earlier Greek: and is the crude form of avhpda.

^kvhpda is the virtue of the guardians, who are€^
re €KTos^ kvTos, and €€9 is

now formulated as the corresponding part of the individual

Soul.

{c) DiALFXTlCAL TERMS. § 6o.

No terms in Plato so nearly attain the fixity of technical

use as those which bear on method, such for example as, ' generalize,' hiaipeiaeai, ' distinguish,',
' apprehend,' ^€, ' divide,', ' specify,'^, ' treat,'9, ' treatment.' This is most apparent

in dialogues which represent the conversation of Socrates

with his disciples—as in the Phaedo, Republic and Philebus.

See Rep. VII. 532 D where Glaucon says, ov kv, ^.
— —.

/:^^ is rational conversation, with associations

derived from the practice of Socrates, and is opposed to

barren disputation :—Rep. V. 454 A , ov tt/^os^? /xeroi. Hence (sc., s. €obos)

is the Platonic ideal of method. But the connotation of

the term inevitably varies with the shifting aspects of that

ideal.
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Meno 75 D et ^kv ye rOiV rtj € re

6 €€^, . . . ..., el be^
€ re ovres ]9,
hel ? €€'^.

In the sequel it is explained that a dialectical answer is

one having a true relation to the respondent's previous

admissions.

The word therefore has no reference here to any assump-

tion of supra-sensual €'Lb, but only to that living inter-

course of mind with mind, which was the secret of

Socrates^. In the Phaedrus 6taAeKTtK?i is again associated

with the same vivid reciprocity of thoughts. But both the

Socratic method and its intellectual aim are now viewed

under the glow of Platonic idealism at its most fervent

heat, and the 5taXeKrtK09 is now the master of knowledge

that is at once comprehensive and distinct, seeing as one

what is a whole in Nature, as different, what Nature parts

asunder ; overtaking the subtleties of reality with the move-

ment of mind— his thought adequately grasping and

following the Nature of things, at once in their infinity and

unity. Thus he realizes the privilege which belongs at

birth to every soul which takes the form of man : 5et

^vvUvaL elbos €€, ^€( els ev ^vvapovevov. be ^ -
eKeiv(£>v^ Tiore eXbev v^nopeea Oeiu \

v^epLbova eXvai aev, els 6vs.

)? 'epovaL biavoia' Trpos

eKeivoLs aei ert bvaLV, irpos 6l^ep Oebs Veto's

ert. These latter words are of course taken from the

myth (249 c), but in the later portion of the same dialogue

(266 B, &c.) the method referred to, if not exactly formu-

lated, is more precisely indicated. True eloquence, it is

* So in the Theaetetus Protagoras is made to claim fairness from a dialec-

tical respondent. Theaet. r67 $ ? .'^•$ . . .5 6
\(-(. Cp. also Crat. 39° c for the simpler meaning.

^ W. H. Thompson conjectured '.
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there said, must be based on a scientific estimate of the

human mind and of truth in all its aspects, and also of the

mutual relations between these and various minds. This

science is compared to that of Hippocrates, whose medical

practice was based on profound study of the human body.

Such an ideal, though vaguely sketched, is by no means

severed from experience. Its unattainableness, indeed,

lies rather in the infinity of nature than in the abstracted-

ness of knowledge. In the Republic, on the other hand,

the allegory of the cave and the ladder of the sciences

carry off the mind into a region where actual experience

seems of little account, and philosophic thought is imagined

as moving among pure ?],—^^ avrois hi ets.
Yet here also, while the dualism is more evident, it is hard

to tell how much is allegorical. For Socrates maintains

that the philosopher, who has been trained in dialectic,

will be no w^hit behind his fellow-citizens in practical

wisdom, but on the contrary will be infinitely more capable,

with equal opportunities, of dealing with any actual

emergency ^'—. S 6l.

The most pervading note of?/, and this appears

both in the Republic and the Pbaedrus, is comprehensiveness

accompanied with clearness.

VII. ^^y Co... ^, 6 5e . Cp.

Tim. 83 c where Socrates admires the man who gave the

name of to phenomena so diversified as those to which

it is applied. This is again insisted on in Soph. 2,^^ C,D

—

esp. in the words 6 ye bvvaroi hpav ihiav hia, . . . bLaeaevv —another

locus classiciis on the subject. By this time, however, the

questions turning on predication have come to the front,

^ In the Republic Socrates refuses to define hiaXeKriKif : but he describes it

thus

—

diaXcKTiKov KaXeis \6yov rrjs ovaias ; This

follows a passage in praise of in the light of the account of the

mental faculties in Book vi.
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and the method indicated is one of logical determination,

according to the real participation of things in ideas, and

of ideas or kinds in one another :
' ^,

fj
re€€ hvvarai \ ) , hiaKpiveiv yevo's ^.

In the Politicus again, and also in the Philebus, the notion

of method becomes still more concrete, involving not

merely relation but proportion

—

rb^ ?,^-
An increasing sense of the complexity of the world makes

more apparent the hindrances to adequacy of method. At
the same time dialectical improvement, the preparation

and sharpening of the instrument, is prized apart from the

immediate results. The notion of adapting logical weapons

to the subject to be attacked is curiously expressed in

Philebus 23 € belv'^
VTrep ^ €€ €€ '€ €? evLa . And the conception of science,

without losing the associations originally suggested by the

conversations of Socrates, now includes not only the

ascertainment of differences, but of finite differences, not

only the one and many, but the ' how many/ Phil. 16 D.

Plato's ' dialectic,' then, is not merely an ideal method,

but the ideal of a method, which at best is only approxi-

mately realized^, and presents different aspects according to

the scope and spirit of particular dialogues. It is a con-

ception which grows with the growth of Plato's thoughts.

In the Protagoras and Gorgias it is contrasted with popular

rhetoric—the one exact and truthful, the other loose and

careless of the truth ; in other places to (,). Its end is neither persuasion nor refutation,

but the attainment and communication of truth, of which

the tests are universality and certainty.

§ 62, .
The marks of or also vary with the

stages of Platonism
'^

; but that which is most pervading,

' Theaet. 196 e, Rep. iv. 435 c.

^ Phaedo loi e, Rep. v. 454, Theaet. 197 a.
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and which comes out most clearly where Plato's own

philosophy is ripest, is the crudeness of affirmation and

negation, the root fallacy of confounding dicttim simpliciter

with dichim secundii^n quid.

€9 : Biatpetr, baLp€aL,bLaaveLP,bL•apLV€LVJT€v€LV, § 63.

?,,,, bLav.

While biaipdv or hiaLpuaOai is the term most commonly

used for logical division, and ^ for the result, it is

observable that in the later dialogues, where classification

becomes more frequent, the expression is varied, some other

word from the list given above being used instead.

Obs. I.

—

/ has two meanings, (i) admitting no further

division, (2) true without qualification or distinction. (Gorg. 503 a,

Phaedr. 244 a.)

Obs. 2.

—

\€ is to ' Specify,' and for this€€ is

used in Polit. 276 d and elsewhere.

The aor. participle is used absolutely in Rep. iv. 420 c(^ .
Cp.,./. § 64•

The simple has also a special use, nearly =^^, ' to conceive,' or ' formulate,' sometimes with

the addition of. *

Phaedr. 246 D T7]V . . . . . ..
Rep. VIII. 559 ^ ^'^^ \€.
Ion ^^2, \.€ .
Rep. VI. 49^ ^ '.
Rep. VII. ^'^'^ ovh^l'S , ?

ye€ irepi, , rts ^^€^.
Phileb. 50 D^ . . . .^. § 65.

*^€ in Plato is ' an assumption,' adopted as a basis

of reasoning, either (a) dogmatic, or () provisional. Cp.

Xen. Mem. IV. 6, § 13.
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a. Theaet. 183 ? ye irpos ^€, viz. the dogmatic assumption that all is

motion : Soph. 244 C €'^, the

doctrine of ev .
. Meno 86 ef€$ . . .^, etre^€

etre:. Here the nature of such hypothetical reasoning

is illustrated by a geometrical example :
' If the figure

applied to the base of the triangle is similar to it, then

one thing follows, but not otherwise' r—A• In this sense

the word is used with reference to the Zenonian dialectic, of

the proposition which is subjected to the indirect proof that

it is untenable.

Accordingly, in Socratic reasoning, which proceeds by

testing successive assumptions with negative examples,

each proposed definition, while it maintains its ground,

is called the.
Euthyphr. 1 1 C vvv be, .
Phaedo 107 \ (, , 6,

re €v XiyeLs (Simmias has just spoken of the greatness

of the subject and the feebleness of man), ras^

ras 79, et elatv, /? e7rte7et-' kav hLi€, . . .\€€ ," €7'€, ovb€v€€.
We may remember that it is the same Simmias, who

earlier in the dialogue (85 d) puts forth the touching image

of a raft, to represent the provisional nature of every

human theory, in the absence of a divine, or superhuman,

principle.

Now of these primary hypotheses, or first premisses, one

of the chief is clearly that notion of true causes insisted on

in Phaedo 100 B, 10 1 D, as the outcome of the procedure of

Socrates, viz. that each thing is what it is by participation

(erets) in the idea. ' All other modes of causation you

will leave, says Socrates, to those who are cleverer than you
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are. Fearing, as the proverb says, your own shadow, you will

hold on to that sure ground of the assumption (rr^i).
And if any one attacks you there, you will not answer him

until you have tested all the consequences of the hypothesis

itself. And if in the end you have to examine the grounds

of your assumption, you will do so by a similar process,

having framed a new and higher hypothesis, by the best

lights you have, and so on until you reach a satisfactory

result. But you will not, as the eristics do, confuse in

argument the principle with its consequences ; that is not

the way to discover truth.'

Here the a^yj] is the same with the. It is there-

fore somewhat startling to find in Rep. VI. 511 C this very

identification (alj at^ ^PX^O i^'^^-de a ground of

objection to the actual condition of the sciences. It will

be said that this applies only to the mathematical sciences,

and to them only in so far as they work through visible

symbols, but this view is inconsistent with vil. 517 D ; see

the notes.

The apparent discrepancy arises out of what may be

termed the overweening intellectualism of this part of the

Republic; the same temper which prompts the notion of an

astronomy without observations, and a science of harmony

independent of sound. Plato is aware that he is setting

forth an impossible ideal, but for the education of his

* airy burghers,' nothing short of the absolute will satisfy

him. Allowing for this difference of spirit, the two pas-

sages just quoted from the Phaedo, for the very reason

that they are less aspiring, throw light on the description of

the true method in Rep. VII. ^^^^ C )] 7€€, TCLS'' € ^,^, and the corresponding passage in VI. 511.

For example, though it is by no means clear that by the

of Phaedo 101 D, Plato means the same thing with

the^ or the Ihea , yet the description of

the progress from the lower to the higher hypothesis is
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parallel to the ladder of ideas in VI. 511 ras 7^€
7€5 apyjxSj €6$, ^^^ re, ^ € rr]V ,
... The contrast between arguing about principles and

their consequences also corresponds to this upward and

downward way. And the words in Phaedo 107 iav

(^ras)' bU€ . . . , ^, further illustrate

the notion of a ' higher analytic,' which in both dialogues is

imperfectly shadowed forth : while the ultimate cause in

the Phaedo 98 A, 99 c the ' reason of the best/ is a concep-

tion not far removed from the Idea of Good. It becomes

apparent, when the whole tenour of these kindred passages

is considered, that what Plato censures in the actual

methods of ' Science ' is not the use of assumptions, but the

habit of regarding them as fixed and self-evident, VII. 533 C

€? , bv€VaL
bibovai.

Ods.—The simple (sometimes^)—in frequent use

—is to ' posit ' or ' assume/ not necessarily as the first step in an

argument. Theaet. 190 a bo^av ^^.
§ 66. / —/.

It is clear from the classical passage of the Philebus

16 fif., that ' one and many ' had become a recognized

formula in the Platonic school. But it is also clear from

the passage itself, especially when other places are

compared, that the formula had different meanings and

applications, (a) Single objects have many attributes.

() Many individuals ' partake ' in common of one ibaa :

the ilbos is therefore one and many, (y) Ideas themselves

are complex, and variously correlated, yet many are bound

in one under some higher notion, all partake of number

and being, and Being is itself absorbed in the Good.

It is characteristic of Plato's later theory, that in the
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Philebus he not only dwells on this last aspect of the truth,

but also speaks of it as a^ . . . -^, ' an

affection or attribute of human discourse.' This point of

view is all the more significant, when it is remembered that

the discussions in the Parmenides, Theaetetus, and Sophist

have intervened.

a. The first and simplest aspect of the ' one and many ' § 67.

appears in Plato, (i) as a Zenonian or Heraclitean paradox,

(2) as a proof of the necessity of the Idea.

(1) Phileb. 14 C tls e//e } . . . eVa yeyovora €,? elvaL, tovs ^^, ..., ^^^.
Parm. 129 C et ' e/xe eV rts aTroBetfet , ...
Theaet. 166 , ' , .^€9?, €av7[€p<5.
In the Protagorean theory, as the mind is a bundle or

succession of momentary impressions, each substance is a

bundle or aggregate of transient attributes or presentations,

Theaet. 157 B, C ^ re€€( € €9.

(2) In Rep. . ^2^ it is shown by an example how the

mind passes through the consciousness of diversity to the

perception of unity. The finger is both rough and smooth
;

this awakens thought to the existence of roughness and

smoothness, each as one several thing, and of their oppo-

sition as a reality. This is the psychological counterpart

of many other passages where the diversities of sense are

made the ground for assuming abstract unities.

. One idea or form is shared by many objects. Beauty § 68.

is one, the beautiful are many, &c. This point of view,

with the difficulties attending it has been already discussed

(above, p. 309 ff. ; Me^e^is, &c.). It may be called the

formula of crude realism.

y. The problem of solving these difficulties emerges

together with the third and highest aspect of the ev

in the dialectical dialogues. It is now that, as we

have seen, clearer views of predication, a more subjective

VOL. .
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point of view, and a higher comprehension of the ideas as

forms of thought, of their interrelation and sequence, lead

the way towards a rational metaphysic and psychology.

The result is a scheme of thought, or as Plato himself

terms it, a tls (Philebus 64 b), which is

indeed empty of content, but has no insignificant bearing

on the after progress of the Sciences.

In Thcaet. 202, Plato deals tentatively with this later

phase of the question through the contrast of and. Here is the complex idea, which is itself

resolved into a higher unity—e. g. the harmony of treble

and bass notes, or the art of music as comprising various

harmonies.

But in Polit. 278 B-D ^ as well as in Rep. III. 402 A-c,

the€ is the idea, while the is the com-

bination of ideas in fact. Thus justice is justice, whether

in commerce, war, judicial pleadings, or any other of the

varied circumstances of human society.

69. .̂
has two very different meanings in Plato,

one of which has been already discussed (above, p. 310 fif.).

The artist copies from a pattern (i) ; the merchant, for

convenience sake, carries about (2) examples of his wares

(6€ty/xara Phaedo 1 10 b). The latter would seem to be the

figure implied in the logical use of^ for the illus-

tration of one species by another of the same genus, the

complex by the simple, the obscure by the familiar, the

unknown by the known. A full account of this mode of

argument is given by the Eleatic Stranger in Polit. 277 D ff.

Cp. Prot. 330 A, Phaedr. 262 C, Theaet. 154 C, 202 E, Soph.

218 D.

For other * dialectical ' terms, expressing various aspects

of predication, such as^,^^
* This passage is a good example of the concrete mode of conception

which belongs to Plato's later style.
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The wide gap which separates Plato's use of philo- § 70•

sophical terms from Aristotle's may be briefly instanced

in the case of (1), (2) €?5, and (3).
() The chapter of Aristotle's Metaphysics, IV. 8, in

which various meanings of both as stibstance and

essence are distinguished, would hardly have been intelli-

gible to Plato, although between the transcendent Being of

Rep. VI, and the fxt/crr) of Phil. 27 B, a long step has

been made towards the conception of concrete existence.

(2) ^^] in Aristotle is intermediate between

philosophy and common sense, a sort of tentative philo-

sophizing which falls short of certainty—Met. III. 2, § 20€^€ vre/ot .
Plato, as we know, the same term represented the highest

reach of philosophic method.

(3) The word occurs only once in Plato,

Theaet. 186 D, where it is used quite simply, much as

(ib. supr. c), to express the action of the mind

in forming judgements from impressions of sense. The

verb^, ' to reason/ ' collect/ ' infer,' is not

infrequent, but is also used quite simply, as it might occur

in ordinary discourse :

—

Rep. VII. 531 D K^ol
fj
€/? €,

' and these things are reasoned of from that general point

of view in which they are mutually akin.'

Ib. ^16 € ' 'b irepl, ...,
' in the next place he would proceed to infer that it is the

Sun who,' &c.

How far such uses are removed from the Aristotelian

doctrine of the Syllogism appears on comparing any one of

numberless passages

:

2
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Rhetor. I. 2, § 8 € € beiKVVvai

OTLOVV.

Analyt. Pr. I. I, § 6 bi € kv^ €€6 ^ k^

€LvaL.

Met. IV. 3? § 3 (^'^^ € bC €
€.

Analyt. Pr. I. 7? § 4 '^(^^^ -
€ts iv ] .

See also esp. Soph. Elench. c. ^^ sub fin.

But it is observable that even in Aristotle both verb and

noun occur elsewhere in the ordinary Greek sense. See

Bonitz, Index Aristotelicus, s. v.
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